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ABSTRACT
This thesis documents and analyses the contemporary community of (mostly)
female fan video editors, known as vidders, through a triangulated, ethnographic
study. It provides historical and contextual background for the development of the
vidding community, and explores the role of agency among this specialised audience
community. Utilising semiotic theory, it offers a theoretical language for
understanding the structure and function of remix videos. This thesis explores the
role of gender in this female-dominated community, and argues that vids are socially
constructed as women’s responses to popular culture along paradigmatic lines. The
construction and negotiation of community among vidders is also analysed: despite
academic work to the contrary, this thesis demonstrates that face-to-face and offline
markers of identity are still of great importance to online communities. It also
supplements academic research into copyright issues in Web 2.0 remix environments
by providing ethnographic insight into how fears of legal action for infringing
copyright have affected and shaped a particular community, and details the strategic
work of the vidders to mitigate these perceived risks in relation to legal discourses.
This study has implications for larger debates of method, meaning, and agency in fan
studies, and supplements existing theoretical and textual research into vidding by
highlighting tensions among the community through ethnographic inquiry.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Vidding is poetry without words.
Vidding is thirty years old, and it’s a different experience
for the people who started in VCRs than it is for those
that started in the post-Buffy era or within the past few
years. It’s all very distinct flows.

Vidding is like dancing: rising chords light the vid like a
rising sun, beats are hit with impact. Instruments are
visualised: a long bowing violin is a billowing cloak, a
honky-tonk piano is a chattering mouth, a rock guitar is a
howling wolf.... I guess. Except not really. I'm really
much better at saying things in vids than in text.

Vidding is hard. And most of us are insane, and we share
the pain.

A lot of vidding is political; if you're watching a story
where the character you most relate to is marginalized,
barely shown, barely given lines, how freeing is it to
create a piece of art that showcases them so that others
can see them as you do? How exciting is it to reframe
friendships or relationships, to show parallels between
characters, to explore the visual source of a media that
you love on its own terms? It's a way of interacting with
the text, of becoming a part of the story-telling rather
than sitting passively as the audience.

Vidding is a very personal thing.
-

Selected quotes from questionnaire responses.1

1

Quotes from research participants are presented in italics. Part icipants are identified by their fan
name or a rando m pseudonym, based on their preference. Quotes are transcribed verbatim, without
grammatical correct ion, and underlining used to indicate stress or emphasis by the sp eaker.
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1.1

Background
To some, it is like writing a piece of music; to others, it is like crafting an

argument in an essay. One calls it a way to “play God” with someone else’s story.
Others call it just something they do for fun. Most decried how their friends and
partners “just don’t get it”. They are all, though, describing the same practice: fan
vidding. Vidding may perhaps be best understood as a type of visual fan fiction;
these editors (known as “vidders”) combine footage from favourite film and
television shows with a piece of music in order to express something about the filmic
source material. Vidders adapt and alter footage from primarily cult and genre
television series, re-drafting the series to focus on elements they find more desirable,
such as particular relationships or minor characters.
Fan vidding is one part of a much larger media fandom, a term which refers
to a community of fans who are passionate about genre television a nd film, most of
whom participate in online discussions using the social-network and blogging site
Livejournal.com. 2 Media fans in general are perhaps best recognised in the popular
media and in academic studies as the writers and readers of fan fiction, a nd in
particular the genre known as “slash” which re- imagines favourite male characters as
in homosexual relationships. 3 In addition to fan fiction, media fans also commonly
create fan art, costumes, participate in conventions, and also craft vids based on
beloved texts. Media fan communities exist in many parts of the globe and in many
languages, but this research deals with the specific community of fan video editors

2

Livejournal is host to many different co mmunities as well, and some types of med ia fan
communit ies utilise other sites, such as gaming or Japanese animation fans. This will be discussed
further in Chapters 2 and 3.
3

The name “slash” comes fro m the punctuation mark used to denote particular “pairings” (or
couples), such as Kirk/Spock fro m Star Trek or Harry/Draco fro m Harry Potter.
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who predominately interact in Western, generally English-speaking countries
(namely, the United States, United Kingdom, Australia, Canada and France).
The term “fan”, derived from “fanatic”, was first used in its contemporary
context in regards to followers of sports teams in the nineteenth century, and later to
describe female theatre attendees who were said to be more interested in the male
actors than the plays (Jenkins 1992, 12). Female fandoms were generally depicted as
obsessive and hysterical, particularly those dedicated to music and film celebrities,
like the Beatlemania craze in the 1960s (Lewis 1992). The earliest origins of media
fandom itself may be traced back to science-fiction and comic book magazines
(published both professionally and by the fans themselves) from the 1920s, which
allowed fans to communicate directly with each other (Coppa 2006). These early fan
communities were known as “literary” science fiction fandoms devoted to science
fiction novels such as the works of H. G. Wells. These literary sci- fi fandoms are not
generally creators or consumers of fan fiction or other fan products, and also tend to
be more male-dominated.
It is generally agreed that the fan-fiction writing, female-dominated media fan
communities arose in the late 1960s in response to the cancellation of the original
Star Trek series, and involved the sharing of fan- zines which contained fiction,
essays, and behind-the-scenes information (Jenkins 1992, 28). The history of similar
fan cultures has been covered in detail by several authors (such as Jenkins 1992;
Bacon-Smith 1992; and Coppa 2006); I will not repeat their work here. For the
purposes of this dissertation, the term “fan” will refer specifically to members of the
Livejournal-based, female-dominated media fan groups.
According to the narratives of the community I investigated, vidding first
appeared in the mid-1970s. The earliest vids were created for a live audience at fan
3

conventions, using slide projectors with still images from Star Trek which were
clicked through to an audio tape. Throughout the 1980s and 1990s, clips from the
actual broadcast footage were collected on tape and then edited together to music
using multiple VCRs, with the tapes then being shared through the mail or screened
and traded at conventions. Contemporary vidders utilise digital editing software and
Web 2.0 architecture in order to create and disseminate their work, and more
individuals are becoming involved in vidding as it is now easier to find vids over the
Internet and indeed to create them, as most computers come with simple editing
software included. Most vidders (over ninety percent, according to my research) are
women, identify as members of media fandom, read and write fan fiction, and
participate in fannish discussions online.
There are several types of fan remix video communities in addition to
vidding, but their members do not ally themselves with the same historical origins or
interests as fan vidders. The closest relative of vidding is the anime music video
(AMV), where film and television footage is similarly combined with music,
drawing, though, on Japanese animation rather than Western sources. The earliest
AMVs were also made using two VCRs, with the earliest AMV dated to 1982
(Macias 2007). Other types of fannish remix video include machinima, where video
game engines are repurposed to create short films, and trailer mashups, which alter
the genres of films trailers for humorous effect. 4 Fannish video communities have
also appeared on sites such as YouTube, with remixes that strongly resemble vids,
and vidders are also experimenting with the aesthetics of other remix video types,

4

Famous examples include the “Red Versus Blue” machinima series
(http://roosterteeth.com/archive/?sid=rvb) and the trailer mashup “Brokeback to the Future” (available
on YouTube at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8uwu Lxrv 8jY).
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and the resulting changes in membership and style have led to some discomfort and
tension among fans regarding the new directions the practice is taking.
As passionate and highly engaged television viewers, fans complicate many
of the previously held understandings of audiences theorised in the early reception
research of the 1970s and 1980s (which I review in Chapter 4). In addition to being a
highly active audience in terms of interpretation, most fans also engage in creative
and productive responses to the text in the form of fiction, costumes, and vids, which
further complicate understandings of audiences and producers, particularly in
relation to Web 2.0 and user-generated content. Fan works can consist of dramatic
interventions in a pre-existing narrative through alternate universe stories (known as
AUs), shift the focus of texts onto elements more desirable to its fan-audience, or
celebrate the story as it already exists: this creates many fascinating questions for
researchers of textual interpretation, meaning and audience reception, the agency of
audience members, and the resulting communities of interpretation online and faceto-face.
Academic work on fandom has attempted to address these issues, with early
studies, such as Jenkins (1992), arguing that fandom is a subversive and resistant
response to producer-controlled texts. Later works, most significantly those of Hills
(2002) and Jones (2002), have critiqued the level of agency attributed to fans and
offered alternative paradigms to understand the relationship between fans as
audience and fans as producers in relation to media producers (also reviewed in
Chapter 4). More recent work on media fandom has involved historical or textual
analyses of particular subgroups or pieces of work (such the essays in the Journal for
Transformative Works and Cultures, which published its first issue in 2008).

5

1.2

Purpose of Study
According to John Fiske (1992), “cultural studies is concerned with the

generation and circulation of meanings in industrial societies.” (214) These meanings
in popular culture texts, such as television, are contested on the basis of class,
gender, race, religion, and other factors, and are also constantly in the process of
negotiation:
It is precisely because popular culture is located on,
or indeed is, a contested ground, however, that it
must be understood in terms of struggle over how
the world is understood—a struggle over the terms
of our experience of the world. And the struggle is of
importance only because it is really capable of
forming popular experience. (Frow 1995, 72,
emphasis in original)
The contested ground of popular culture is debated and negotiated through vids and
the discourses of the vidding community. This dissertation examines how such
contestation and negotiation is enacted through and within the vidding community
and how it forms the popular experience of these media fans, as they re- interpret and
alter television narratives to celebrate or critique the original source material.
I apply a triangulated and multi- modal approach involving online and face-toface participant observation and mixed methods in order to determine how vidders
understand and interact with media texts and meanings through their work, which has
implications for wider understandings of audience practices and interpretation. This
study investigates how a particular remix practice is understood by its members and
constructed in a particular way. It provides a new theoretical language for
understanding the processes involved in remixing video sources into new narratives
through a qualified use of semiotic theories of structure, and draws connections
between scholarly work on gender and fans to more recent work on the effects of
Web 2.0 technologies on television audiences and participation. This study also
6

unpacks how this on- and offline community is formed and negotiated across
strategic boundaries of gender, aesthetics, and history. I aim to provide the most
complete snapshot of this unique group at a particular point in its development:
through an emphasis on the diversity of opinions and motivations among members, I
demonstrate that vidding is by no means a uniform practice or group, but is rather
filled with contradictions and tension around the key issues of gender, visibility,
copyright, and community.
1.3

Significance
Unlike fan fiction, vidding itself has not been a subject of much academic

work. As yet there is no full- length treatise on the topic, though it has been discussed
in chapters of larger, comprehensive studies of fandom by Jenkins (1992) and BaconSmith (1992), and articles on the topic have begun to appear in recent journal issues,
such as in the Cinema Journal (Vol. 48, No. 4) in 2009. Most of this work has been
written by long-time vidders or vidding community members who also work as
activists for the fan-advocacy group, the Organisation for Transformative Works
(hereafter, OTW). Such voices are indeed valuable, but I believe there are risks in
understanding vidding through only the OTW perspective. Indeed, my own
investigations revealed that many vidders do not feel represented by the OTW and
are critical of its aims. To situate myself in this debate and mode of research, I
discuss my own positioning in relation to the community in Chapter 3, and also the
role of the OTW in relation to vidding in Chapter 8. As detailed below, I have
employed an empirical, ethnographic approach for this study, and combined
ethnographic and textual analyses in the anthropological tradition. This style of
research (such as that conducted by Bacon-Smith, 1992 and more recently by Bury,
2005) has fallen into disuse in fan studies as of late, with much recent scholarship
7

based on analyses of particular fan works or sites, or on a handful of interviews
rather than extended research. Reliance on textual analyses or a limited number of
interviews may elide differing opinions among community members and present the
community as unified when this is not the case. I instead explore the creation of vids
in their historical and social context, the production process behind vids, and how
many of the key issues within the community are contested by the members.
This research is also quite timely, as vidding is currently in a period of
transition. While previously keeping their work hidden “under the table” to avoid
mockery or copyright suits, vidders are now more visible as a result of using social
networking sites to aggregate their work, making it accessible to non-vidders. They
have also made a push to make themselves more visible in order to avoid
disappearing from the history of remix as more and more remix cultures develop on
other sites, such as YouTube or animemusicvideos.org. Many early vidders have
passed in recent years, and many OTW-supported projects are seeking to document
the history of vidding. This history is beginning to solidify into a creation myth,
particularly at the annual history vid shows conducted at the central vidding
convention, Vividcon, and I explore how this history- making functions as a political
and community tool for inclusion and exclusion.
My study of vidding is thus valuable for the insight it provides into
contemporary fan remix cultures. Many studies of video cultures have failed to
consider the necessary historical and contextual factors surrounding the work of
remix practitioners, and have focused instead on the implications of remix for
producer/consumer relationships, audience productivity, and copyright (such as
Lessig 2008; see Cover 2006 for discussion). I instead engage with the video editors
through participant observation and interviews, and explore how gender, affective
8

responses to television and historical modes influence contemporary practices.
Grounded in ethnographic data from the vidders themselves, I explore the interplay
between television, popular music, fan communities, and wider remix communities.
1.4

Methodology
This study is based on two years of ethnograp hic research into the vidding

community. I conducted a multi- modal investigation, combining several different
methods which provided multiple sites of data to offer the most complete picture
possible. I am informed by Moores’ (1990) analysis of the differing approaches to
audience studies, in which he suggests that the most beneficial method is one that
combines textual analyses with ethnographic research from the cultural studies
perspective. This multi- focused approach is also advocated by Radway (1987).
The key method used for this research was participant observation, which
was conducted both online in the Livejournal.com vidding community, and face-toface at two vidding conventions. In addition, approximately twenty-three interviews
were conducted via email, at conventions, or one-on-one, along with two focus
groups with approximately twenty combined participants. I also employed a
questionnaire which consisted of qualitative and quantitative questions, and tracked
the number and types of vids posted to the central vidding Livejournal co mmunity
(http://community.livejournal.com/vidding) from February to July 2009 to determine
trends in sources and genres.
This type of approach was used in order to highlight spots of tension and
disjuncture among vidders and their discourses. I have tried, wherever possible, to
use the vidder’s own words to describe their practices and understandings of vidding,
in keeping with ethnographic style. Aware, however, of how far ethnography has
travelled since Malinowski’s days, and even the days of urban ethno graphy, I unpack
9

and critique the potential problems of using ethnography as a method and detail
procedures of consent and confidentiality in Chapter 3, and also detail the particular
fieldsites and ethical issues that arose during my research. I have supp lemented this
ethnographic data with textual analyses of vids provided by my participants for
inclusion in this research. Following Radway (1987) and Moores (1990), this
triangulated approach of online observation, face-to-face participation, and textual
analysis has provided me with richly informed ways of describing and commenting
on vidders’ work.
1.5

Structure of the Thesis
The thesis is divided into three sections. Section I, “Researching Vidding”

locates vidding in relation to other general fan practices such as fan fiction and
provides contextual information. In Chapter 2, I describe the commonly accepted
history of vidding practices, drawing on online artefacts and interviews with longtime vidders. I explore the difficulties in reconstructing the early history of vidding,
and also examine how these historical roots have become canonised in recent years
through community narratives. This chapter also provides a detailed account of
contemporary digital vidding practices. I unpack the use of ethnography as a method
for conducting fan studies in the following chapter, Chapter 3. I discuss how, in this
particular instance, ethnography is the most appropriate method for exploring the
complexities and tensions in vidding community discourses on gender, community,
copyright, history, and creative practice. Used in conjunction with textual analyses,
this approach has allowed me to construct the most complete picture possible of the
varied work, aspirations, and values of the community investigated.
Section II of the dissertation engages with theoretical understandings of texts
and audiences in order to describe how vids manipulate the perceived meaning(s) of
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the source material, and interrogates how the content of vids is understood as
gendered by its members. In Chapter 4, I situate vidding among media fan practices
chronicled by writers such as Jenkins (1992), Baym (2000), and Bury (2005). I argue
that vidders are engaged in a struggle with creators over creative ownership of media
texts, and seek to create their own interpretations through fan fiction, vids, and other
fan works, and position themselves as active spectators. While I see fan practices as
containing some potential for resistance, I also engage with the critiques of such
arguments made by Hills (2002) and Scodari (2003). This chapter also takes into
account the changes in media practices commonly known as “Web 2.0” and the
postbroadcast era. Jenkins (2006) points out that fannish ways of “speaking back” to
media texts are now much more common with the rise of contemporary participatory
cultures: this observation has also not gone unnoticed by the vidders, who fear nonfans encroaching on what they see as their unique practices (see Chapter 7).
I argue that vids are extremely complex systems of signification due to the
layers of heteroglossia and intertextuality, and utilise semiotics as a method for
conceptualising such issues. I argue that vids separate televisual texts along
paradigmatic (or thematic) lines, uncoupling the links in the syntagmatic chain of
events (narrative). Then, the vid is constructed out of related paradigmatic sections:
for example, in a romantic vid, scenes of the relevant characters showing emotion,
hugging, or arguing would be combined in order to tell the story of their relationship.
Additionally, the music used in a vid functions as a type of suture, tying the reorganised paradigms together. As listeners, audiences are cultura lly conditioned to
understand types of music in different ways (such as dissonant minor chords
representing anxiety or unhappiness), and this is used to help the vidders
communicate their desired meaning in the vid. Community concepts of narrative also
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help vidders make sense of the complex intertextuality of vids. This approach
provides a theoretical language with which to understand how remix video more
generally is constructed in relation to its source materials.
I elaborate further on the function of paradigms in vids in Chapter 5 as they
relate to gender. Following a social constructivist perspective exemplified in the
work of Crawford (1995), I explore the multi- vocal discourses of gender in the
vidding community. While many vidders agree that vidding was gendered in some
way, and somehow presented a particularly “female” way of understanding and
responding to media texts, many also questioned heteronormative or patriarchal
understandings of “female- ness”. Many also pointed out that they were in some ways
gender non-conforming in their “female-ness”: the interest in science fiction and
technology, for instance, while common among vidders, is traditionally coded as
masculine. At the same time, vids tend to draw out themes of character development
and romance, which are coded as feminine. Following research by Bleich (1986),
Flynn (1986), and Bury (2005), I argue that some (though not all) men and women
read texts in different ways , with female audiences engaging more with the thematic
and character elements of texts—those elements that are coded as paradigmatic. I
further discuss gender as it relates to the process of editing by applying Turkle’s
work on bricolage and intuitive creation (1995).
I conduct a case study of the work of three vidders in Chapter 6 in order to
supplement the theoretical claims made in earlier chapters. By analysing specific
shot selections and uses of editing techniques and music, this chapter de monstrates
how paradigmatic reconstruction occurs in specific vids, supported by the vidders’
own thoughts on their process. I also unpack how the music affects the selection of
shots in a vid, whether by lyrical, associative, intrinsic, or genre-based connections in
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order to suture the intended meaning of the vid to the vidder’s intentions. Vids may
be seen as artefacts of audience reception, as they attempt to communicate the
vidder’s individual response to a media text, and are best understood by an audience
member who is familiar with the source material, fannish background, and aesthetic
conventions of television and film.
Section III of this dissertation moves beyond the vids to examine macro- level
influences, beginning with the role of community in Chapter 7. Here I examine the
particular debates that followed Vividcon 2009 on the subject of male attendees as
examples of the complexities of inclusion and boundary policing at work among the
vidding community. While acknowledging the academic critiques of the term
“community”, in this chapter I examine how the term is used strategically by the
vidders and what meanings they ascribe to it, and also how they define themselves in
opposition to other, similar video editing communities, such as YouTube vidde rs and
AMV editors. Baym’s (2010) categories of community are used to describe how the
community is aligned around a shared space (on Livejournal or at Vividcon), which
causes tension when new members join from other spaces who may not be in the
same demographic as the core group of vidders. Tensions in the vidding community
regarding the labels of “remix” and “feminist” are also discussed. This chapter
explores how gender influenced the vidders’ understandings of their identity in
regard to community formation. Many vidders are happy to include new (and male)
members, but as vids are commonly understood by vidders as a having an inherently
“female” perspective (see Chapter 5), the arrival of more male vidders caused a great
deal of anxiety, particularly at Vividcon 2009. This chapter demonstrates that despite
discourses of freedom and liberation in digital spaces (both in academia and in the
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vidding community), vidders are strongly tied to the “real life” issues of gender and
race, and highly value meeting face-to-face.
Finally, Chapter 8 looks outwards to examine external pressures on vidding
practices, namely, the influence of copyright on the evolution of vidding and its
current practices. Since its inception, copyright laws have been continually extended
to protect works for longer and longer periods of time, which prevents those works
from entering the public domain. Also, the Digital Millennium Copyright Act of
1998 in the United States allows individuals to face charges and fines for
circumventing protective measures on DVDs, software, and CDs, which has a
particular effect on the many U.S.-based vidders. I explore the perspectives of the
vidders regarding these laws: namely, that the law privileges corporations and bullies
audience members. I discovered that copyright is of great concern to many vidders
and has contributed to a general desire to remain private and therefore less exposed
to copyright suits or cease-and-desist letters (though many newer vidders did not
share these fears). I outline the various strategies used by the vidders to manage the
potential risks of copyright, such as the defence that vidding constitutes “fair use”
under Section 107 of the U.S. Copyright Act of 1976.
Chapter 8 also explores the role of the Organisation for Transformative
Works, the fan- and copyright-advocacy group. In the past few years, there has been
a push among the community for increased visibility, and the Organisation for
Transformative Works has worked to bring legal legitimacy to the practice of
vidding using discourses of “transformative- ness”. While I support their aims
wholeheartedly, I critique some of the language used by the OTW regarding
inclusivity and fandom as female-dominated, which does not take in to account many
of the tensions regarding these categories as expressed in my interviews (and in the
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community more generally). Further, the OTW has provided centralised spaces for
fans to host their work, which has led to homogenisation of fandom even as the
definition of what constitutes a vid is becoming more opaque as other types of remix
video communities arise.
This dissertation on vidding may be understood as a case study into fan
responses to media and fan community discourses. By drawing on the strengths of
the ethnographic style, the vidders’ individual voices can be heard. This approach
provides a multi- vocal account of the complexities of this practice of remix, and
brings to light the tensions of a community evolving in response to external pressures
and internal debates. Throughout the thesis I seek to qualify and complicate many of
the existing theories of reception, audience agency, gendered communities, and
copyright in the digital landscape. Before exploring these issues in detail, however, it
is necessary to put vidding practices in context by detailing their origins and history
in fandom, and it is to this topic I turn in the next chapter.
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SECTION I
2 THE PRACTICE OF VIDDING
2.1

Introduction
In this chapter I seek to contextualise the practice of vidding by detailing its

origins and history in fandom. Firstly, I will outline the history of the practice from
its origins in fanfiction, to the early slideshows at fan conventions, through VCR
vidding and into contemporary computer technologies and digital streaming
practices. Then, I will bring attention to how this history is constructed and deployed
in a particular way. Finally, I will detail how contemporary digital vids are made,
based on ethnographic data from vidders I interviewed throughout my research. The
role of ethnography in fieldwork and details of my methodologies are discussed in
the following chapter. Many of the themes raised here will be explored in further
detail in later sections where I explore issues such as the boundaries of the vidding
community, achieving authenticity as a member, and the shift towards more public
awareness. My aim here is to inform my reader of the historical factors that shape
many of these arguments, and to provide background on how recent digital
technologies have affected the practice.
2.2

History of Vidding Practice
As history is not the focus of this dissertation, I will provide a brief overview

of the history of vidding, but will not attempt to provide a detailed, linear account of
the development of this practice. My aim is not to elide the parallel developments in
the larger culture of participatory fandom, but these histories and pre-digital vidding
practices have been previously discussed by Jenkins (1992), Bacon-Smith (1992),
and Coppa (2008), among others, and I refer to these texts on those matters. Rather, I
will describe snapshots of important moments within vidding history as told to me by
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several key actors in early vidding. This is not an exhaustive historical account. I was
unable to contact many VCR vidders, and therefore this account is instead based on
the experiences of several of those who were involved. Indeed, as noted by Jenkins
(1992, 225), many VCR vidders are extremely difficult to locate as fannish names
change and people may leave fandom over time. In addition, early VCR vids are
difficult to obtain and often do not have credits. Thus, my history is inevitably
incomplete.
I must also point out that this is the accepted history of the “traditional”
vidding community, while the boundaries of this community are currently hotly
contested and becoming increasingly fragmented as more and more editors come to
the practice on their own, via the Internet. I recount this traditional history as it is
valuable to understand how the core group of vidders conceptualise their origins,
before moving to discuss the gaps in the narrative. Many vidders approached me at
VVC to ensure that I “got the story straight” and directed me to speak with vidders
who were seen as particularly important to this traditional history, ensuring the
narrative remain consistent. Unfortunately, I was unable to contact any early digital
vidders whose histories might contradict this account, such as the outsider
Highlander vidders in the late 1990s (see below).
As will be discussed throughout this chapter and the dissertation more
broadly, the community is significantly more diverse and fragmented than the
following history relates. Most vidders came to the practice in the past five to ten
years, and have no experience of the convention culture and VCR vidding practices
which are seen to be foundational in establishing the core values of the community.
My aim for the following sections is to inform my reader on the origins of the
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practice as they are understood by the community, before entering a discussion of
how those origins are contested.
2.2.1

Early Origins
The origins of vidding lie in media fandom. 1 As such, the closest precursor of

fan video editing is fanfiction, or narratives written by fans set in the story worlds of
television series or film. Fanfic and vidding share many common themes, genres, and
styles, and both are often created out of love for a specific media text. During my
focus group at a vidding convention in the United Kingdom, the participants all
pointed to fanfic as being directly related and intertwined with vidding. One vidder,
Margaret, described vids as a type of “visual fanfic”. She explained that vids, similar
to fanfiction, come from “a literary place”, and are created out of a desire to tell a
story about a source material. The earliest vids drew from popular fandoms of the
time (Star Trek, Starsky and Hutch, Blake’s 7 and The Professionals), and tended to
focus on “slash” pairings from within these fandoms, where a homoerotic
relationship is depicted between male characters (the most famous example being
Kirk and Spock from Star Trek).
When asked about the history of vidding, nearly all of my participants
pointed me to the same origin point: Kandy Fong’s 1975 slideshow at a Star Trek
convention. According to Coppa (2008), “Fong had access to footage left on Trek’s
cutting room floor and, inspired by the Beatles video to ‘Strawberry Fields Forever,’
built a narrative around an original filk, or fannish folk song.” (3.1) This cast-off
footage was converted into 35mm slides, and Fong composed her proto-vids using a
slide carousel. These slideshows were shown live at conventions and fan club
1

This is true for the particular type of vidding wh ich I address in this dissertation, but may not be the
case for other types of video remixes.
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meetings around the United States over the course of several years, with Fong
clicking through the images at certain cues from the music.
“Eventually, Fong moved to using two slide projectors so she could cut
between her slides more rapidly, essentially making her edits live, incorporating her
body as part of the filmmaking process. Later still, Fong began to videotape her
results, partly because Roddenberry wanted copies and partly because Fong herself
became interested in creating records of fannish art.” (Coppa, 3.3) It is interesting to
note that it was partly the influence of Star Trek’s creator Gene Roddenberry that
prompted Fong to record her slideshows, leading to the first tangible copy of a vid.
These slideshows were live, public performances where the audience’s presence was
required, and the first vids (if they can in fact be named as such) were recordings of
the live event. 2 Few of these slideshow vids are now accessible, although Kandy
Fong’s very popular vid “Both Sides Now” (first shown in 1980 and taped in 1986)
is often shown at conventions even today, and is probably the only slideshow vid that
newer vidders are able to view as it has been made available online (Coppa 2007). 3
2.2.2

VCR Vidding
Fong’s slideshows, which she conducted at fan conventions, inspired other

attendees to attempt their own versions, known in these early days as “songvids”.
Drawing from Fong’s concept, the first vidders made use of early VCR technology to
edit taped television footage. Now, rather than conducting live performances, vids
were created as physical products on tape, and exhibited at conventions or in living
rooms for their viewers. Coppa suggests the first VCR vids were made by Kendra
2

Consider the similarity to the historical use of slide pro jectors for storytelling and family travel
narratives.
3

Please see the attached DVD for Vid 2.1 to view “Both Sides Now”.
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Hunter and Diana Barbour for Starsky and Hutch, although no one is certain (2008,
4.1). The fan-written wiki Fanlore.org remarks that this first VCR vid consisted
solely of a still frame of Hutch’s face set to an entire piece of music. (Fanlore n.d.,
"Vidding") Once the vid had aired at conventions, more and more fans joined the
practice. These earliest vids were commonly set to popular soft rock / pop songs of
the time, and usually drew from one of the contemporary popular fandoms, such as
those described by Jenkins (1992) and Bacon-Smith (1992). Each of these fandoms
had a huge slash component, and it is no surprise that most of these early vids were
slash in nature. Using the actual source materia l, vidders were now able to alter the
footage to highlight homoerotic elements of their favourite series and show it to
others. 4
One particularly influential vidder of this period is Mary van Deusen.
Beginning in approximately 1985, MVD (as she is commonly known in fandom) was
prolific, creating hundreds of vids and teaching many other fans how to vid. 5 Many
of MVD’s disciples later went on to found vidding groups known as collectives:
throughout the late 1980s until the advent of computer vidding, most VC R vids were
made by members of a collective due to the high cost of VCR editing decks and the
complexity of the technology.
At Vividcon, I had the pleasure of speaking to several members of one such
collective, Sandy, Rache, and Gwyn of the Media Canniba ls, who provided me with

4

The exact origins of the slash tradition in fandom are d ifficu lt to pinpoint, but it is said to have arisen
out of Star Trek fandom in the 1960s. Slash fanfiction has been documented in detail by many
academics: see for examp le Jenkins (1992) and Harris and Alexander (1998). Jones (2002) has a
review of many of the important s tudies of slash, and also critiques the academic focus on this one
genre of fanfiction to the detriment of others.
5

M VD was profiled by Jenkins (1992) in his early study of VCR v idding, and several of her v ids are
discussed in Chapter 7 of that work.
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many details of the intricacies of vidding using VCR technology. Rache and Sandy,
who vid together, recall precisely when they saw their first vid:
Rache:

We got into fandom in the 1980s, and we
went to a convention called Koon-ut-CaliCon, which was held in San Diego in
1989.

Sandy:

Hundreds of miles from [our home in]
Seattle, and it was kinda a crazy thing in
retrospect because we had never been to a
con before and we didn’t know a single
person there… So we got down there, and
all we knew about was K/S and Trek. 6 So
we wandered into this room party, and
they were showing vids, and there was
The Man from UNCLE.

Rache:

“Poor Poor Pitiful Me” was playing, for
Illya. 7

Sandy:

And Pros 8 and Starsky and Hutch were
also playing, which we’d never seen
before. And immediately we wanted to
know who those guys were, and we wanted
to know more about vidding. And on the
drive back, I stopped by somebody’s house
who I had met at the con, and said, “Tell
me more about vidding, and who are these
guys!”

Many of the older vidders I spoke to had similar stories about how they first
discovered fandom by accident at conventions: a type of conversion narrative about
how intrigued they were by the medium of vidding from the first moment they saw
it. At another con a year later, the duo met a Seattle-based vidder named Deejay. At

6

At the time, the orig inal series of Star Trek was one of the most popular fandoms, and K/S, or
Kirk/ Spock, was the first slash pairing.
7

Here Rache points out exactly which v id was play ing when they entered the room, a character study
of Illya Kuryakin fro m The Man fro m UNCLE (1964-1968) set to the song “Poor Poor Pit ifu l Me” by
Warren Zevon.
8

The Professionals.
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this time, VCR vidders were commonly taught the skills and techniques of vidding
by another, more experienced editor. Rache and Sandy were trained by Deejay, who
had herself been mentored by MVD. Rache and Sandy made their first vid together
in 1992, and soon after founded the Media Cannibals, based in Seattle. The
Cannibals, like most of the collectives, had a variable membership, but around
fourteen individuals were noted to have contributed to the group. Gwyn pointed out,
however, that there was a core group of seven to eight people, and usually only three
to five people worked on any one vid.
All the VCR vidders I spoke with lamented the difficulties of vidding on
VCR, as the process was extremely difficult and time-consuming. Hundreds of tapes
with the necessary television footage were needed, often with written log-books
cataloguing the scenes on each tape to make it easier to find the footage once it was
needed. In her academic work on the subject, Coppa (2008) recounts some of the
tribulations of editing in this way:
The process of making vids with two VCRs was
arduous. The song needed to be timed with a
stopwatch because a VCR's numerical counter
rarely corresponded to actual time, or even any
particular position of the footage on the tape. The
clips had to be selected and measured in advance,
and then the clips had to be played on one VCR
and recorded on the other in the exact order in
which they were to appear. Vidders also had to
grapple with rollback. As VCR users will
remember, the tape rolled back a few frames or
seconds when the button was pushed… Worst of
all, in the early days of vidding, the audio track
could only be imported once all the clips had
been laid down on tape, so a vidder who wanted
to edit to the beat or who wanted internal motion
synchronized with the music had to be extremely
meticulous. (4.2)
According to Gwyn:
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It’s so hard to explain to people how just how
difficult it was to vid back then… And it could be
really frustrating, because you’d have boxes and
boxes of tapes that you’d be switching in and out,
looking for the clip you needed… I mean, it’s bad
enough when you have to do it on a computer,
but when you’re swapping in and out two-hour
tapes for eight hours a day, oh, God, it’s
maddening. And you have to sit there and fastforward through the whole thing on scan.
2.2.3

Community and Collectives
Despite the trouble, Gwyn fondly recalls her experiences vidding together

with the Cannibals. She took care to emphasise the communal aspects of the process:
So when you’re vidding with VCRs, basically
someone would sit in front of the TV and the
editing decks and push all the buttons, and we
would all sit on the couch and give thumbs up or
thumbs down to the clip choices, and stuff our
faces full of junk food, drink copious amount of
soda… It was a group activity, and we had these
monthly bashes were we would do stuff other than
vidding, just hang out… We were all very closeknit.

The VCR vidders are highly regarded for their tenacity in creating vids using such
intricate methods, and these “good ol’ days” are also romanticized through such
narratives. Tales of this camaraderie, along with accounts of the complexities of
vidding at that time, are often told in the convention spaces where the VCR and
newer, digital vidders come into contact to highlight the differences: VCR vidding
was a communal creative practice, totally unlike that of modern vidders who work
alone on computers that automatically process many of the elements of vidding that
were formerly done by hand.
There is no better example of these communal aspects of vidding than the
1990 vid “Pressure”, made by Stirling Eidolan and the Odd Woman Out, members of
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the California Crew collective. 9 These vidders filmed themselves creating a vid to
footage from Quantum Leap, and in doing so created the first meta-vid in fandom.
One vidder drives over to stay with the other two for the weekend, and together these
women go through the process of timing the song with stopwatches and making
notes, calculating the length of different clips so that they match the chosen piece of
music (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Analyzing and notating the timing of the song, in “Pressure” (1990).

Then, they scan through hours upon hours of videotape to find the images they want
to match to the music, working together to decide which shots to include (Figure 2).

9

See Vid 2.2 on the attached disc to view the vid.
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Figure 2: The thumbs- up / thumbs-down method of clip selection.

All the frustrations, hard work, and fun of making a vid in this way are showcased
through this video. Last but not least, the audio track is added to the visuals, and the
vidders cheer upon completion of their project, before collapsing from exhaustion
amidst a pile of empty soda cans. This video emphasizes for the contemporary
viewer the collaborative nature of vidding by VCR, and the involvement of the
vidders both as creators and as audience members: they are simultaneously observing
the vid being made, and participating in its construction. Disputes among the group
over the final product were not mentioned in any of my interviews, although the
screenshot from “Pressure” in Figure 2 shows the women debating whether or not to
include the selection on the television screen. In addition, the low quality of the
image and sound in this example was a common issue for VCR vids, as each time a
tape was copied it decreased in clarity.
A fanzine called Rainbow Noise dedicated to vidding was also created around
this time, and a shared terminology to discuss elements of vidding was developed.
Although the fanzine was short- lived, Rache pointed out that it was within this zine
that the first developments of different styles of vidding surfaced. Rache is a firm
proponent of the different “Houses” of vidding, and has discussed the variations in
aesthetic styles that developed throughout the late 1980s and into the 1990s at many
convention panels. These vidding traditions, as she refers to them, are based around
both lineages of vidders and the conventions at which they were premiered.
For example, the three “Great Houses” of vidding were, according to Rache,
the MediaWest aesthetic, the MVD (Mary van Deusen) aesthetic, and the San
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Francisco aesthetic. MediaWest vids were characterized by accessibility to the
audience, and emphasized clarity and straightforward editing that made sure the
viewer would understand the vidder’s point. MVD and her “descendants”, including
Deejay, Rache, and Sandy, instead valued character and story, and placed a great
deal of importance on cutting the shots to match the beat of the music. Unlike
MediaWest vids, MVD’s vids were “living room vids”: not necessarily easily
accessible to a wide audience, but rather dependant on the context of the source
material and often required multiple viewings to fully grasp. Meanwhile, the San
Francisco aesthetic, which originated in Chicago but was developed in California,
placed the most value on colour, emotion, and keeping the source footage in its
original context (Rache 2005). The value of defining the different styles in this way
has been questioned by other vidders, such as Gwyn, but certain categories such as
the distinction between extremely accessible “convention” vids and “living room”
vids, which require multiple readings and in-depth knowledge of the source material,
remain quite pervasive among the vidding community.
2.2.4

Convention Culture
Vids of this type were most commonly shared at conventions, where they

would be aired in vid shows hosted by the convention, or at unofficial room parties
organized by the con attendees (such as the one attended by Sandy and Rache,
described above). Tapes of vids were also traded by mail. Rache noted that creating
titles on a VCR was just as time-consuming and complex as making the whole vid
itself. Because of the difficulty involved in creating them, many vids of this period
had no credits or titles, and thus their creators are lost to time.
The vidding community at this time was centred in the several cities across
the United States where a collective of vidders operated (such as Seattle, California,
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Chicago, and New York), and came together at fan conventions to share and discuss
their craft. Certain conventions, such as the fan-run MediaWest*Con in Michigan
(held annually since 1981) and Escapade in California (annually since 1990) were
integral to the vidding community through the 1980s and 1990s. Escapade, a slash
convention, is particularly important to the development and spread of vidding.
Sandy explained the reason vidding was so central to Escapade was because the
organizers of the event were also vidders themselves, “who cared about vidding and
were willing to make the vid show a big deal.” She continued,
This was the start of thinking that vids were worth
respect, and realizing that people really cared about
it, and there was always a lot of talk, you know, like
“What did you bring, what did you bring?” And this
just sort of feeds itself, because as the vid show
starts to get taken more seriously, we take each
other more seriously.
It was also at Escapade that the three aforementioned “Great Houses” vidding
came into contact, and eventually all merged together into a new style known as the
“West Coast” aesthetic. The Media Cannibals (to which Sandy, Rache, and Gwyn
belonged) were members of this style, which focused on theme-driven character
studies, but also focused on keeping them accessible to a large number of viewers
(Rache 2005).
Many of the elements of the contemporary vidding community developed in
the hotel room spaces at Escapade and other conventions where vidders congregated.
Early Escapade cons had no “running list” for the vid shows: attendees would bring a
tape of vids they had made, and the VJ would simply play the tapes as they arrived.
Kandy Fong began the practice of creating compilation tapes of all the vids shown at
a con, but it was a time-consuming process and did not happen for every event. The
lack of titles meant that most of the vids that played at the time were anonymous, “so
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if you saw a vid you really liked you often had no way of getting a copy”, according
to Rache. Sandy and Rache worked together with many other vidders and vid fans to
rectify this issue, creating running lists for the vid shows.
As Rache and Sandy explained their experiences at Escapade to me at
Vividcon, we were joined by another vidder and friend of the duo named Melina, and
she prompted Sandy and Rache to tell me about the Escapade comment sheets as
something particularly worth documenting. At the time of convention-centric VCR
vidding, there was almost no way for the vidder to receive feedback from the
audience on their work, and so one year Sandy included a small section for
comments next to the name of every vid on the running lists that were distributed at
the Escapade vid show. Rache laughed when Melina brought up the topic, and told
me these comment sheet were “later considered either one of the most brilliant ideas
in vidding, or one of the most horrific, sadistic, and evil things that has happened in
fandom, ever.” These comment sheets, which were anonymous, could contain
personal comments directed at the vidder or strange readings of vids their creators
thought were relatively straightforward, and the trio told me joke after joke of
particularly hilarious mis-readings of famous vids. While the creators spent a great
deal of time working together and discussing their craft, the audience was not
included in the discussion. After the vid show, the vidders would gather together,
often late in the evening, and sit in a hotel room and socialize while reading and
sharing the comments the vids had received.
Rache and Sandy were rather shocked to discover that their vie wers were
unable to provide any useful feedback. “Our vocabulary,” said Sandy, “was not being
shared at all.” A movement to include the viewers in the discussion about the
components and composition of vidding began, and panels dedicated to the topic
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were now included in the programming at the event. Also at this time, Escapade
began to host a two hour vid review panel the day after the central vid show, so that
immediate, constructive feedback could be given. Sandy points to this event as being
absolutely essential to any history of the vidding community, and also calls it “the
most nerve-wracking event in all of vidding.” Having one’s vid critiqued in front of a
group of all of one’s peers is understandably frightening, and, while the moderator
usually attempted to keep it civil, the event could occasionally become quite harsh
and upsetting for many people. Negative feedback often caused some vidders to
leave the room, and since then an elaborate etiquette has developed on the “right
way” to give criticism. 10
2.2.5

Early Digital Vidding
By the late 1990s, VCR vidding was a well-established practice with an

accepted aesthetic sense and its own distinct discourse of analysis and criticism. The
arrival of computer-aided digital editing was not greeted with relief but rather a great
deal of apprehension by the VCR vidders of the period. The first computer vid is
generally acknowledged to be T’Rhys’ “In the Air Tonight” set to the Phil Collins
song of the same name, which premiered at the Seattle slash convention
VirguleCon11 in 1994. Far, far ahead of its time, “In the Air Tonight” is a crossover
story using footage from both Star Trek and Blake’s 7, and was received with wild
applause by the convention audience despite the heavy pixilation of the footage

10

The general rule is to critique the vid, not the vidder, and to emphasis constructive way s vids could
be improved rather than pointing out errors. Still, nearly every year after the Vid Review at Vividcon
complaints are made as to harsh reviews, which are often seen as personal attacks and can cause a
great deal of strife in the co mmunity.
11

Named for the virgule (slash) punctuation mark, used between character names used in fanfict ion to
identify a slash pairing.
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(Fanlore n.d., "T'Rhys - In the Air Tonight"). In fact, it was not for several more
years that other digital vids began to air at conventions, and the second digital vid is
noted as premiering at Escapade four years later in 1998 at the startlingly low speed
of fifteen frames per second. 12 Melina specifically remembers seeing this second
digital vid, and despite the initial enthusiasm for “In The Air Tonight”, she
commented that “people just weren’t ready for digital vids at that time.” Melina
began vidding on computer herself the next year, and had the only computer vids at
Escapade in 1999.
Fandom had been online for several years by the end of the twentieth century,
and new fans were beginning to attend conventions after hearing about them from
Internet mailing lists. These new fans were unique in that they had interacted with
fandom solely online, and were unfamiliar with the history and etiquette which had
been established in the convention communities. And they were not entirely
welcome at Escapade: “they were suddenly coming to cons, and we thought of them
as unsocialized, feral creatures of the night”, Sandy joked. Elyn attributed this shift
to the immense popularity of Highlander: The Series (1992 – 1998), particularly
among slash fans, which brought many new people into the larger fannish
community. Despite Sandy’s humorous take, Elyn pointed out that even now, more
than ten years later, long-time Escapade attendees remember 1999 as “the year the
Highlander fans took over.” These new fans began attending the conventions,
viewing the vids, and were inspired to create their own vids just as the early VCR
vidders had been similarly inspired by Kandy Fong’s slideshows. However, rather

12

Any footage at less than sixteen frames per second is seen as jerky and disjointed by the human eye,
and modern theatrical film is usually run at twenty-four frames per second (Bordwell and Tho mpson
2010, 9).
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than using the clunky VCR technology, they turned to computer-based editing
software, and the digital revolution began.
Gwyn described for me some of the anxieties the VCR vidders had at the
time:
I think some of us were really nervous about it
because we really liked the communal aspects of it.
For me, that’s the biggest factor in why I still like
collaborating with people even if it’s only with one
other person, because computers aren’t really set up
to allow you to hang out with a big group and goof
around. I mean [when vidding by VCR] more often
than not we’d waste hours of time gossiping and
ogling the guys… It was fabulous, and it was fun…
It really was a collective thing, we were all involved.
Many VCR vidders were also unmotivated to make the switch to digital as they
found the computer editing software extremely difficult, and were reluctant to learn
to vid over again.
For several years in the late 1990s and early 2000s, there was a period of
overlap where vids were created both on digital and analogue technology, and digital
vids were still not entirely welcome. New editing techniques which were previously
impossible on VCR were not embraced, but rather treated with trepidation: "Doing
things with computers that you couldn't do with a VCR was seen as flashy, and
frequently unnecessarily flashy. It didn't serve the vid, you were just showing off that
you had a computer. Some of this I think was valid, but obviously lots of it was not,”
Sandy explained. Melina commented that she took a great deal of time attempting to
make her early digital vids look exactly as though they were created on VCR, so as
not to offend anyone. In such comments, we can see the power of the community in
influencing vidder’s choices and aesthetics.
Also at this time, tension was brewing at the Escapade vid show. While
Escapade was still the central event for vids to be shown to a convention audience, as
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more people began vidding, different types of vids began to be shown at what is
meant to be primarily a slash convention. In the opening years of the twenty- first
century, the Escapade comment sheets were filled with attendees commenting on the
lack of slash vids. Combined with the tension regarding digital vids in general, it is
no surprise that many early digital vidders felt extremely unwelcome at Escapade
around this time. Melina elaborated:
We did feel like we were outgrowing, not the con,
but the typical Escapade con-goer who's a more oldschool slash fan, who is just not open to different
things... For a while, there was a feeling among new
vidders, especially computer vidders, that you are
not wanted.
These early digital vidders instead founded collectives of their own, with the
WOAD Society being the most well-known. Other digital collectives clustered
around specific fandoms, such as the Xena vidding groups and the Buffy Vidding
Cabal.At the 2002 Escapade, one such digital vidder, astolat, suggested that a
separate convention be created specifically dedicated to vidding to accommodate the
increasing interest and to take some of the pressure off Escapade, and thus Vividcon
was founded. 13 After nurturing the vidding community throughout its early years,
Escapade was no longer the central event where vids could be publicly exhibited.
During this period of tension, one particular digital vid was highlighted for
me by Sandy, Rache, and Melina as shifting the more resistant vidders toward
accepting computer technology: “Dante’s Prayer” by Killa, an influential digital
vidder to this day, and member of the WOAD Society (set to the eponymous song by
Loreena McKennitt).

13

Vividcon, the central social event for v idders, will be d iscussed in further detail throughout.
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Sandy:

“Dante’s Prayer” was so obviously a digital
vid, but loved beyond all belief. It still shows
virtually every year here [at Vividcon].

Melina:

Not only is it showing here, but there’s also a
vid in the Premiere show that uses a clip from
it, and it’s not the first vid that has done that
as an expression of its importance to
fandom…

Rache:

Well, it was a Trek slash vid that recreated
the nostalgia and love that fans had for the
source, and the appeal in the lyrics at the end
of the vid. It’s about remembering, and
remembering what we were like, so it wasn’t
only a slash vid but there was a level of meta
to it that was about remembering the fandom.

Sandy:

And it’s just lushly romantic, which was
getting less common in vidding even then.

Rache:

And since the audience at Escapade is into
romance—and it wasn’t only about the love
between the characters, but about the fans’
love for the characters.

It is interesting to note here that “Dante’s Prayer” seems to ha ve been accepted by
the wider vidding community precisely because it conformed to all the traditional
expectations for a vid, and not necessarily because it broke new ground in terms of
content or aesthetic style. Rather, Killa used effects sparingly and e ffectively to
evoke the nostalgia of the original slash fandom: moving forward by looking
backward.
2.2.6

“Feral” Vidders and Web 2.0
Throughout the mid-2000s, vidding began to expand with the new space now

available to them at Vividcon. Analogue vidders were still in the process of being
mentored into using digital technology, and still gathered in groups to work and learn
together. The digital collectives like WOAD were also individually mentoring new
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vidders into the process. Throughout this period, computing power continued to
increase: with more RAM, better graphics cards, and more sophisticated programs,
more sources could be incorporated into vids and the use of effects began to grow.
As vids were now shared online and more easily accessible, it became common for
people to stumble across a vid posting on the Internet without already being a
member of fandom: face-to- face contact was no longer necessary. Whereas Sandy,
Rache, and Gwyn all came into contact with vidding at fan conventions and were
mentored by other vidders, the newer vidders I interviewed spoke instead of
stumbling across a vid by accident on the Internet while looking for more
information on a favourite television show. Intrigued, these newcomers were
teaching themselves the technology, rather than being enculturated and mentored
through a collective. The old genealogies of vidders and aesthetics styles did not
matter to the same extent among this new group.
More vidders from outside the United States began to appear: unable to
attend Vividcon, these “feral” vidders interacted with each other solely online. It is
interesting to consider the word “feral” here: somewhat disparaging, it indicates that
these new vidders were seen as uncivilized and wild by the traditional vidding
community. From my understanding, though, it is now used by both new and older
vidders to describe digital vidders who were not enculturated into the practice in the
traditional manner. They taught themselves, vidded alone, and many were entirely
unaware of the longer history and traditions of the community. The shift online also
brought more “lurkers”, or anonymous users who view without commenting or
participating in the community, to vidding.
In 2005, YouTube launched its public website “with little public fanfare”, but
within just a few years it was one of the most popular entertainment websites on the
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web (Burgess and Green, 2009, 1). While other streaming video sites had existed
previously, it was YouTube that received widespread attention and popularized the
viewing of streaming video over the Internet. Suddenly, watching videos online was
ubiquitous, and user-generated content was becoming standard practice. 14 It is
important to note, though, that YouTube did not appear out of nowhere. Jenkins
(2009) names vidding as one of many antecedents of YouTube, and argues that the
emergence of participatory cultures throughout the 1980s and 1990s “paved the way
for the early embrace, quick adoption, and diverse use of such platforms.” (109)
However, Jenkins also describes how vidders were extremely nervous to embrace
this new platform (116-7). As mentioned, many of the vidders discussed in Jenkins’
1992 work Textual Poachers refused to be named out of fear of possible mockery
that might result from their interpretations of popular culture and of infringement
suits (1992, 225; 2009, 117).
New genres of remix which also appropriated copyrighted media appeared
quickly throughout this period, such as machinima (films made using video game
engines), trailer mashups (creating a parody movie trailer for a film, often by altering
the genre), political remix videos, and many more. The closest relative of the vid, the
anime music video (AMV) also migrated onto YouTube while maintaining its own
domain, animemusicvideos.org.
Some of these remix videos looked just like vids made by vidders: new
editors were cutting clips of television footage to music and posting it on YouTube,
entirely unaware of the existence of a vidding community with a now thirty- year

14

Web 2.0 and user-generated content concerns me here only as it relates to the practice of vidding.
For some excellent studies on these topics, see Flew (2008) for an outline of new media; Jen kins
(2006) for the effects of user-generated content; and Burgess and Green (2009) for a d iscussion of
YouTube.
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history. Many were from different countries, backgrounds, and age groups than the
traditional vidding community. Additionally, vids themselves began to change as the
influx of new editors also brought new music, new aesthetic concerns, and also new
types of vids. Suddenly, some vidders who identified with the pre-existing
community were making trailer mashups and inventing entirely new styles.
Techniques which had commonly been rejected as “bad form,” such as using a black
screen or incorporating dialogue, were now being used freely. A crisis of definition
had occurred, and questions flooded the community. Indeed, at the time of writing
this conflict over what a vid is or is not is alive and well. 15
2.3

An Exclusive History?
With the rise of other forms of remix on YouTube in the beginning of the

twenty-first century, vidding practices that had existed since 1975 found themselves
in danger of “being written out of the history of remix”, according to Francesca
Coppa in her presentation at the DIY Video Summit in 2008. 16 She continued: “[The
popular conception is] that guys have been remixing mass media since 1994, or 1991
if you’re talking about machinima, so we really want to say, no, women have been
remixing mass media since 1975.” (USCCinematicArts 2009) This history of
vidding, which Coppa and many others support, is explicitly gendered and
politicised. It is extremely important to the identity of this community to identify
their origins as older than the other forms of remix, and specifically to point out that
this is a women’s practice. This same focus on history and tradition, however, is not
noted in the AMV community, even though AMVs were also created by VCR
15

The issue over what constitutes a vid, and how the definition may be exclusionary, is discussed
further in Chapter 7.
16

As a point of interest, Coppa is also a founding board member of the Organization for
Transformat ive Works.
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beginning in the 1980s. In his 2008 VVC vid show, AMV editor and vidder Ian
Roberts referred to the history of AMVs as “a time ignored by many and forgotten by
many more.”
To a large extent, the origins of vidding have become mythologised by the
community through their own efforts to document the history of their practice.
Vividcon, the central face-to- face social event of the vidding community, opens
every year ritualistically with a “Genealogy of Vidding” vid show, which Coppa
refers to as “an annual recitation of our history” for everyone at the convention
(USCCinematicArts 2009). While there are usually two tracks of parallel
programming at VVC, nothing is scheduled concurrently with the history vid show
so that all the con-goers are able to attend. The content of the genealogy show each
year depends heavily on the volunteer organizing the playlist, what vids they have
access to, and their own descriptions of the milestones of the practice, and so the
show is not intended to be a linear history of the traditions of vidding. 17 This event,
though, is one of self-conscious community building, where the vidders come
together to recount their origins and introduce newer vidders and vid watchers to the
mythic origins.
Laura Shapiro took pains to point out that the Livejournal vidding community
is not the only group in existence, but still identifies Fong’s slideshows as the origin
point:
There is a canonizaton that happens here [at the
Vividcon genealogy show] and I think that's why it's
important for me to continually hammer that this is
not the vidding community, it is a vidding
community. Vidding started here and grows out from
here but vidding also started a lot of other places in
parallel evolution, maybe not at the same time,
17

As mentioned above, it is unlikely that a linear history of vidd ing could be produced at all.
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maybe later, but we can certainly take credit for, and
pride in, where we've come from and embrace our
roots and I think it's important, especially for the
newer vidders coming up, to see this early work and
understand how this tradition started. [pause] But I
feel it can be dangerous to create a canon of any
sort.
While Shapiro notes that creating a canon of vidding could be “dangerous,” she st ill
supports it wholeheartedly. A great deal of emphasis is placed on knowing this
history, especially for newer members. In fact, knowledge of the pre-digital vidders,
their creations, and the fandoms of the day is an excellent way to gain prestige within
the group.
As I discovered first- hand while conducting my research, learning about this
history on one’s own is extremely difficult. After nearly a year of research on
vidding its origins were still vague at best to me, and it was not until I attended
Vividcon and was able to watch the two history vid shows and speak with the VCR
vidders that I was able to fit all the disparate pieces together. 18
I spoke with many participants who were attending VVC for the first time,
and they often spoke about their interest in understanding the history of the vidding
community. Stacia, a conceptual artist, spoke quite passionately about engaging with
this history. As she was not a member of the Livejournal-based fandom in which the
vidding community interacts, Stacia felt something of an outsider to the larger
vidding traditions, and commented that she believed learning the origins of the
practice would be integral to helping her become more accepted by the group. At
Vividcon, a large library of convention vid show VHS tapes and DVDs is available
for anyone to check out, and the hotel rooms are equipped with VCRs and televisions

18

See Chapter 7 for further discussion of the central role of Viv idcon for the vidding co mmunity, and
the problems of exclusivity caused for those who are unable to attend.
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so that the attendees are able to watch them at their leisure over the course of the
weekend (Figure 3).

Figure 3: The Vividcon Library. Note the black boxes filled with more recent vids on
DVD on the small table to the right.
In fact, despite VVC’s growing pains and many people’s desire to move the
event to a larger hotel to accommodate more attendees, a prominent member of the
community pointed to the existence of the VCRs in the hotel rooms as one of the
primary reasons the convention would (at least for the time being) remain at its
current location. Moving to another venue without VCRs would prevent newer
attendees from being able to view these tapes at the one occasion of the year when
they are readily available, and would probably lead many VCR-era vidders to fear
that the pre-digital origins of vidding were being ignored. 19

19

The VCRs were removed in 2010, much to the concern of the Vividcon organisers and attendees.
Viv idcon attendees now bring their own VCRs and DVD players to connect to the televisions so that
they may watch the orig inal cassette tapes in the hotel rooms.
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Figure 4: Close-up of some of the tapes available for check-out at Vividcon. Sheets
of paper with a running list are stuffed into the cases of several of the tapes, but
many have no credits whatsoever.

Despite all the efforts to include older vids at Vividcon, Gwyn pointed out to
me that outside of the specific history shows, very few vids older than five years are
included in the themed vid shows of the convention. 20 When VVC was first founded
in 2002, Gwyn was very hesitant to attend:
I thought it was going to be a bunch of newbie
computer vidders looking down their noses at us
old dinosaurs, and that we wouldn’t be welcome,
that we would be ignored, that we would be
mistreated… So I was pleasantly surprised, I really
was, I mean the people put all these old vids in the
shows and they were really respectful. But a few
years ago that changed … the people putting the
vid shows together started emphasizing vids that
had never been shown at Vividcon before. So that
meant that all these younger vidders who’ve never
seen this historical vids before no longer had
20

VVC vid shows are often arranged around themes and organized by a VJ. Examp les of some themes
fro m the 2009 VVC include “You Crack Me Up”, a co medy-centric show, “Motion Ro ller Coaster”,
which focused on the use of motion within and between shots in a vid, and “All in the Family”, wh ich
explored different types on diverse types of families.
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access to put them in their shows… They’re not
going to go to the library and check out those old
discs and those old tapes and watch them over the
course of the weekend… I’m starting to feel a lot of
that happiness from that first con disappearing.

And what of those vidders who are unable to attend Vividcon? Without significant
personal investment of time and dedication, it is extremely difficult for vidders in
other countries or those otherwise unable to attend Vividcon to learn about these
traditions. One such dedicated vid fan, Ann, brought up this issue in my group
interview at VidUKon in the UK (which, interestingly, did not include a history vid
show).
Ann: I mean I didn’t start watching vids until early 2002,
maybe but I sort of whipped through all the old
posts, and it got to the point where the VCR versus
digital vidders thing was making my head explode,
but I actually went out of my way to teach myself the
history, the recent history of vidding, and I’ve tried
to convince certain people or at least convince them
that other people are interested that the history of
vidding should be more accessible, more people
would read it.
KF:

I found it difficult to-I mean now with Fanlore—

Ann: --But it’s really not I mean if they just realized that
someone else cares, like I tried for the longest time to
figure out what WOAD was, because if you Google
WOAD vidders you don’t get anything.
Fialka: What is WOAD?
Ann: It’s basically just a group of Highlander vidders,
woad doesn’t stand for anything, it’s just woad as in
blue dye and they used to put stuff out together but
now they kind of vid individually so they don’t use
the collective name anymore but it took me ages to
work that out, and it took me ages to work out
people’s different aliases.
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Ann was unique among the participants in this group interview in her knowledge of
the history, and the others deferred to her on such matters over the course of the
weekend. For example, in the above quote, Fialka and the other interviewees were all
unaware of the WOAD Society, the collective of digital vidders mostly involved in
the Highlander fandom in the early 2000s. The time Ann took to learn the in-depth
history shows her dedication to and involvement with the community. Indeed, she
took the time to create a DVD of historical vids she thought were particularly
important for me to have. 21
2.4

“You Can’t Stop the Signal”
In December of 2006, prominent vidder Laura Shapiro wrote an entry to the

central Livejournal vidding community, entitled “You Can’t Stop the Signal”, about
the visibility of the group and its relationship to other forms of digital remix (Shapiro
2006). In this heartfelt post, Shapiro outlines some of the community’s fears of
exposure, but also points out that it is becoming more and more difficult to protect
their work in the age of viral video:
New vidders arrive on the scene every day, without
any historical context or legal fears, and plunk their
vids onto YouTube without a second thought. They
post
publicly
and
promote
themselves
enthusiastically, and why not? That's what everybody
does on the Internet, from the AMV creators to
machinima-makers to Brokeback Mountain parodists
to political remixers. All of these works are
potentially infringing, but these creators don't hide,
and they are drawing attention. Lots of it. Bloggers
and news sites are writing about independent media
and the rise of user-generated content, and
academics are writing books about fannish creations
of all kinds. Almost nobody is talking about us yet,
but it's only a matter of time. If we aren't there to
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The first vid on the DVD is “Oh Boy”, for Quantum Leap, which was the vid being made by the
California Crew collective wh ile they filmed the meta-v id “Pressure”.
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represent our points of view, what do you think they
will say about vidders? (Shapiro 2006, n.p.)
Shapiro, among others, was anxious that if vidding remained underground it
would be left behind while the other (and male-dominated) forms of remix received
public attention. 22 Shapiro’s post was inspired by her involvement in an event called
“24/7: A DIY Video Summit”, a three day conference held at the University of
Southern California which invited academics, industry leaders, and digital video
editors together to learn about each other’s work. Specifically invited by Henry
Jenkins, Shapiro worked with Francesca Coppa to curate a vid show and introduce
the vidding community to a wider public. The conference was held in February 2008,
but Shapiro became involved in late 2006. Her post, “Can’t Stop the Signal”, was
made after attending a planning meeting for the DIY. She explained to me that the
other digital video representatives were shocked to learn about vidding:
They all said to me, ‘Your stuff is awesome, why
haven’t we seen it before?’ And what I realized at
DIY was not only that we were depriving the world of
our awesomeness, but that we were depriving
ourselves of the opportunity to meet new people,
recruit new vidders, learn things from other
communities, and gain the fame and fortune that is
rightfully ours. [laughs] I recognize simultaneously
that a lot of people have very good reasons for
personally wanting to be in the closet about their
fannishness or their vidding or whatever. I’m not
about outing individuals, but about outing the
community as a whole.
Also at this time, astolat (the founder of Vividcon) posted that she had
discovered a streaming video website called imeem.com, which had higher quality
video than YouTube. She posted her vids there in order to offer a streaming version
in addition to a downloadable copy, and Shapiro commented that the uptake of this
22

See Jenkins (2009) for a further discussion of Shapiro’s post in the context of remix subcultures on
YouTube.
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new service was almost instantaneous. The use of imeem seems to be a compromise:
vids were now readily accessible, but you still had to know where to look to find
them. 23 astolat is also credited with the inspiration for the foundation of the
Organization for Transformative Works, a non-profit advocacy group, created in
2007. From their website:
The Organization for Transformative Works (OTW)
is a nonprofit organization established by fans to
serve the interests of fans by providing access to and
preserving the history of fanworks and fan culture in
its myriad forms. We believe that fanworks are
transformative and that transformative works are
legitimate. The OTW represents a practice of
transformative fanwork historically rooted in a
primarily female culture. The OTW will preserve the
record of that history as we pursue our mission while
encouraging new and non- mainstream expressions of
cultural identity within fandom. (OTW n.d.)

Run by fans (many of whom are also in academia), the OTW is currently extremely
active in promoting fanworks, including vidding, as legitimate uses of copyrighted
material as protected under the “fair use” exemption in American copyright law.
They also work to preserve fandom’s history by hosting Fanlore.org (a fan-written
wiki which will be referred to extensively throughout), and An Archive of Our Own
(a fan-run central archive for fanfiction), as well as an oral history project to
document the experiences of vidders. 24
The DIY Summit, the uptake of streaming video, and the creation of the
OTW have all brought vidding into the public eye. A desire to come out of hiding
23

imeem ceased hosting user-generated content as of 30 June, 2009. This move was met with a great
deal of anger fro m the vidders, who felt betrayed that their new online “home” had been summarily
closed to them. However, streaming versions of vids had become standard practice by this time, and
the vidders migrated to other streaming sites such as Vimeo, BAM Vid Vau lt, and blip.tv.
24

The OTW and their role in regards to vidding, as well as the legal and copyright issues, will be
documented further in Chapter 8.
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(or, at least, recognition that hiding is no longer possible) has pervaded the
community in these last few years. However, the vidders remain more fragmented
than ever as new communities develop independently. These new vidding groups,
located on YouTube or other sites, often do not line up with the identity that the
vidders have created for themselves and do not feel the need to remain hidden.
Despite the fragmentation and tension over what a vid consists of and who
might be accepted as a vidder, the Livejournal-based vidding community is still
extremely active. The history may not be apparent to those who have joined in recent
years, but the community thrives nevertheless, with hundreds of new vids posted
every month to the central community page. Just what is involved in populating a
vidding site is complex and requires a range of skills; this is the subject of the
following section. Here I will turn to outline contemporary digital vidding practices,
and examine the steps necessary to create a digital vid. The stages from inspiration,
planning, editing, and distribution will be detailed, in order to familiarize the reader
with the level of difficulty and amount of time required in order to make a single vid.
2.5
2.5.1

Creating Conte mporary Vids
Concept
The process of making a vid is inextricably tied to a love of music. Nearly

everyone I interviewed told me that their inspiration to create a vid is usually
instigated by a particular piece of music. Something about the genre, the lyrics, or
the emotion of song will evoke a favourite fandom, character, or pairing. For
Melbourne-based vidder Boppy, an investment in a particular fandom leads to
connections between that fandom and the music she may hear in her everyday life:
I think the first thing is that I have to have a certain
interest already in a show or a movie, something that
I've really enjoyed or engaged with… Most of my
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vidding ideas come while listening to songs and
thinking 'this makes me think of XXX!' And I wouldn't
make the association if I wasn't already pretty
invested in the visual source. However, that said, it's
really the song that is the starting point for the
specific vid concept in all cases for me.
A certain piece of music will “sound like a fandom”, Keerawa elaborated for me. For
example, electronic music might lead her to think about a scie nce- fiction show, or
country music would bring to mind the Western- inspired series Firefly. The
VidUKon focus group expressed similar inspiration in music, both from the style of
music in general, and from specific lyrics which they related to specific characters:
Jo:

For me it starts with the music [agreement] I
hear a song and I think that works for that
character or that is that person

Buffyann:

It’s basically like hearing a song that makes
me think of this friend I had in school and
almost remembering it makes me think of
this character, this could apply to that and
then suddenly it just works in your head.

Fialka:

Yeah, you hear the song, you see the vid.

Jo:

Yeah like there’s that Sarah McLachlan song
and I just happened to be listening to it and
there’s that lyric “You beautiful fucked up
man” and to me that was the Ninth Doctor
and so it went from there.25

However, music is not the only inspiration. As discussed previously, vidding
is closely related to fanfiction, and vids often are created out of a desire to tell a story
about a source. A desire to celebrate a certain relationship, or to highlight subtext, or
bring out other elements of a series can also serve as fodder for vids (such as creating
slash vids).

25

The Ninth Doctor wh ich Jo refers to here is Ch ristopher Eccleston’s incarnation of The Doctor in
the BBC’s reboot of science fiction classic Doctor Who (2005- present).
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Perth vidder Ash points to several different elements which may prompt her
to produce a vid: the music, a particularly compelling story in an episode, a desire to
vid a specific concept, and also vids in response to vidding community prompts,
which challenge her to vid in new ways. “For me,” she writes, “There is no one way
of being inspired. I think it’s about always being open to anything – I listen more
intently to songs, I read fandom posts with the view to vid potentials, and I watch my
show thinking about what stories I can tell.” Many experienced vidders, as Ash
suggests, are constantly on the lookout for new songs which might illustrate a
particular theme they wish to develop in a future vid, but vid watchers and new
vidders also speak of this spontaneous connection between music and memories of a
favourite series or film. Rather than providing visualisation to a favourite piece of
music, the desire on the part of these vidders is to highlight or elaborate on specific
elements of the visual source. The song functions as a backbone to the story the
vidder wishes to tell. 26
At the 2009 Vividcon which I attended, popular vidders Bradcpu and Laura
Shapiro premiered a Firefly–centric vid titled “Hard Sun”, which highlights this
moment of conception. The unique concept combines clips from Firefly with original
footage of Brad, Laura, and many other vidders from around the world as they walk
through their cities, listening to music on their iPods. The vid itself flows from the
minds of the creators (Figure 5), onto their computer screens (Figure 6), and into
their televisions (Figure 7). The streetscapes and blue skies of this real world footage
blurs and blends into that of the television series as the song carries the vidders’
memories of Firefly into their daily lives. 27

26

Music as the backbone structure for a vid will be discussed in detail in Chapter 4.

27

Please see the attached disc for Vid 2.3.
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Fig
ure
5,
Fig
ure 6, & Figure 7: Screenshots from “Hard Sun” by Bradcpu and Laura Shapiro.

2.5.2

Planning
Once the vidder has a basic concept (a piece of music and an element or

character from the source material), the idea may be left to gestate for some time
before editing begins. Shapiro emphasizes that a large amount of time is needed to
analyse the chosen song and consider its various elements before she will even begin
clipping the initial source material. This is an important planning stage which vitally
informs her clip choices: “I need to know absolutely everything about that piece of
music, and I don’t like to lay my first clip until I know how the vid is going to end,
and what the climax is about.”
It is common for most vidders to create a rough mental map of which clips
suit which sections of music. A common strategy is to print out a sheet of lyrics and
write in keywords of scenes or emotions which the vidder connects to that section of
the song. For example, P. R. Zed and Laura Shapiro both create spreadsheets where
they can plot the specific shots or episodes they want to use in relation to the lyrics of
the song, but both also noted that as their editing skills increased, detailed notes were
no longer necessary. The VUK group of interviewees, though, all believed that
detailed storyboards were far too much work, but also noted specific vidders have
different methods. Buffyann explained it to me like this:
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Buffyann:

I personally think more in terms of mood and
how I want the vid to feel, so I’m like, this
should be a part where everyone is struggling
and it’s hard and people are crying and this
should be some kind of understanding and
they come together. I have this feeling from
the song, so I’m just trying to recreate that.
When I edit I have 5 options of clips that I
can use and I start to play with them and
sometimes it doesn’t work but you just create
as you go along. Sometimes you can do the
ending early on because you know what
you’re doing there. I mean it’s more like
creating as you go along, for me personally
[murmured agreement] I’ve done a
storyboard for a vid I did recently because it
was very lyrics-oriented, so I could vaguely
know where I was going. I wrote down every
lyric and just next to it like “this should be a
shot of the Cylons struggling with that”, “this
should be Adama and Lee fighting”, and this
should be that.

Fialka:

So it’s not specifically like this episode--

Buffyann:

No, not “this clip” but generally what should
be for this spot and actually it kinda deviated
a bit because sometimes I don’t have shots
for that exactly so I put something else.

The storyboard she refers to in this quote is for her recent vid “This World”, for
Battlestar Galactica, and she included a photo of her planning notes in her website
post about the vid (Figure 8):
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Figure 8: Buffyann’s storyboard for “This World”.
The lyrics of the song are written in blue, with red notes indicating specific moods or
imagery she wanted to associate with those lyrics. Specific episodes are not named,
but rather general associations such as “holding hands”, or “survival”. 28 This
intuitive form of creation is a gendered style of editing based in trial-and-error,
which will be further elaborated in Chapter 5.
2.5.3

Preparation and Clipping
Once the initial concept and song choice have been settled, the next steps are

significantly more complex. While the mental or written map of the vid may be
relatively set, the source material must be adapted into a usable form, and a variety of
technical issues may immediately arise. Learning how to edit, or even where to start,

28

Please see the attached disc for Vid 2.4.
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is difficult business, as nearly ninety percent of vidders are self- taught. Keerawa
explained that she spent a great deal of time looking online for help, and reading
online tutorials, but didn’t find anything which explained the steps from the
beginning

in a way that she could

understand.

Some sites,

such as

animemusicvideos.org, offer a selection of guides, but she found them to be far too
technical and difficult to follow (animemusicvideos.org n.d.). Keerawa, who is
relatively new to vidding, advised me thus: "I tell people who are interested in
starting to vid, there are two ways you can go: either find someone who will sit with
you and help you, or just be so insanely passionate about your idea that you will
climb any mountain to do it, because there will be obstacles."
About fifty percent of vidders noted in the questionnaire that they had learned
some of their technique from other vidders: many community members help each
other by creating online guides, hosting technique tutorials at conventions, answering
requests for technical help in the Livejournal forums, and individually mentoring
each other. 29 In addition, some have learned either the theoretical or technical basis
for editing as part of their formal education, or in their occupational training. Mister
Anderson, for instance, works as a professional television editor in Brisbane, while
P.R. Zed, Laura Shapiro, and Ash all studied film or media art as part of their tertiary
education.
As part of my commitment to participant observation, I attempted to edit my
own vid in order to learn first-hand about the difficulties, frustrations, joys, and
complexities of learning to use editing software, and also determine how easy or
difficult it might be for a new vidder to learn the required skills. I consider myself to

29

In the VCR age of v idding, individual mentoring was the primary way to learn how to vid, but
contemporary digital vidding usually involves online mentoring of some kind.
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be relatively tech-savvy, and believed I could easily follow the steps required to
make a vid. At the conclusion of many of my interviews, my participants directly
inquired if I was planning to make a vid of my own. “I’m going to say this from one
researcher to another,” PhD student Fialka told me, “even if you never put it up
anywhere, even if you never finish it, you need to go through the process to really
understand it.” Therefore, this account of how vids are made is heavily influenced by
my own experiences attempting to do so, as well as the experiences of my interview
participants.
I spoke a great deal about vid-making with well-known vidder Ian Roberts
while we attended VidUKon together, and took many of his excellent suggestions to
heart when deciding how to proceed with my own creation. Firstly, I chose a
television series that I was extremely familiar with: Joss Whedon’s short-lived but
much-loved sci- fi Western series Firefly (2002-2003). Consisting of only 14
episodes, I believed it would limit the amount of time I would have to spend
searching for clips. I spent a great deal of time thinking about what sort of vid I
would like to make. Much like Boppy related in the quote at the beginning of this
section, I had been thinking about making a Firefly vid, and while listening to my
mp3 player one day I hit upon the song “Combat Baby” by Canadian indie rock
group Metric. For some reason I cannot quite explain, it brought to mind an
intriguing guest star who appeared in two episodes of the series. While this con artist
character has many names, she is first known as Saffron, and played by Christina
Hendricks. I now had a concept: I would do a character study of Saffron, focusing on
her moral ambiguity and her relationship with the main character, Mal Reynolds
(Nathan Fillion), as she attempted to cheat and outsmart her way through several con
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jobs. Thus armed, I moved onto the editing process, documenting my steps in a
vidding journal.
Different types of editing software will only accept certain video formats, and
so a general knowledge of video and audio encoding formats is essential, with
different programs and encoding methods required depending on the origin of the
video source. Footage taken from a DVD will be saved in VOB format, which many
programs (such as Adobe Premiere) cannot read, so the footage first needs to be
encoded using the appropriate video codec. When making my own vid, I consulted
some online tutorials (mainly Talitha 2008) and attempted to rip my personal Firefly
DVDs onto my computer. However, I found the process of converting the DVD files
into usable .AVI encoded video very time-consuming and complex: many vidders
instead resort to downloading the necessary episodes from file sharing websites in
order to bypass this step, as such files are in the correct file format for editing.
Whichever method the vidder chooses, once the source material has been
obtained and converted, the episodes must be clipped: those scenes which will be
needed for the vid are cut out of the original episode, and all other footage discarded.
Different vidders use different methods depending on their personal preferences,
software, computer speed, hard drive size, and operating system, but this is possibly
the most time-consuming and laborious stage of the vidding process. A detailed
knowledge of the source material is essential at this stage, as the vidder must scan
through hours and hours of potential video footage in order to find the shots which
match the mental plan of the vid.
After being shown several vids, a professional television editor working in
Toronto who I interviewed expressed amazement at the amount of time it would take
in order to create some of these vids:
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Wow, it’s not the time it takes to learn how to edit,
it’s the time it takes to go through all the footage that
they went through to find those perfectly appropriate
shots. There’s a lot of time devoted to this, I’m sure
of it. I mean, technically speaking the vid isn’t
perfect… but just finding all that footage and going
through it and making it what it is, it’s amazing.

This hard work and effort is central to the vidding process, and is often applauded by
other vidders during vid reviews (both online and at conventions).
2.5.4

Editing
Now the clips are ready to be imported into the main editing software.

According to the questionnaire, many vidders have used several different progra ms
throughout their vidding careers. The most common is Windows Movie Maker,
probably due to the fact that it is included free with all PCs running the Microsoft
operating system: 49 of the 92 respondents currently use or have used this program. 30
However, it is extremely simplistic, and only allows for very basic editing to be
done. It is also infamous among the vidders for being riddled with glitches, and tends
to crash frequently. Despite its limitations, the easy-to-use interface is seen as
advantageous for beginners, and many vidders shift from Movie Maker to more
advanced software as they develop their editing skills.
Other commonly used editing platforms include Adobe Premiere (40 of 92
respondents), Sony Vegas (27 of 92), and Final Cut (for Macintosh, 18 of 92
respondents). Three vidders from the questionnaire, as well as three of the interview
subjects, indicated they first edited using VCR technology, but have since moved to
digital software. Discussions of editing platforms was commonly heard in the

30

Please note that many vidders use more than one program, and will often switch programs, so the
number of respondents who use each program will equal more than 100 per cent.
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convention hallways at both VUK and VVC, with vidders debating the various
benefits and drawbacks of the different programs and lamenting their shared woes of
Windows Movie Maker’s constant errors, Premiere’s steep learning curve, and other
such issues.

Figure 9 & Figure 10: Livejournal
icons referencing the difficulties of
using Windows Movie Maker and
Sony Vegas. Used with kind
permission of their creators, who
chose to remain anonymous.

Adobe After Effects, a digital compositing and motion graphics program, is also used
by several of the most advanced vidders for complex special effects, original
animation, and techniques such as rotoscoping. 31
Where the vidders obtain these programs is also interesting to note: these
editing programs are extremely expensive to purchase, as Premiere, Vegas, and Final
Cut each cost between $300 - $1,000 USD for the most current versions. 32 Many
vidders therefore use pirated or hacked versions they have obtained for free online or
from friends.
As I spent several hours a day watching vids and talking about editing and
have a relatively high level of computer skills, I attempted to use the more advanced
software, and chose Adobe Premiere Pro 2.0 to edit my vid. Listening to my selected
piece of music over and over, I planned some general images to use so that I could
get started with my editing after clipping the two episodes I planned to use. Then, the

31

An animation technique in wh ich live action video is traced by hand to create animat ion that exact ly
mimics the live action footage. A popular example is the film A Scanner Darkly (dir. Richard
Linklater 2006).
32

See Adobe (n.d.); Sony (n.d.); and Apple (n.d.).
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first step was to lay down the song, which forms the backbone of the vid. But I ran
into trouble almost immediately: I found the Premiere interface to be extremely
difficult to work with, and was unfamiliar with the lexicon of editing this particular
software used. “Learning to edit by trial and error,” I wrote in my vidding journal,
“means there are a lot of errors.” Finally, I consulted Premiere tutorials on YouTube,
and was able to grasp the basics.
The next stage is the process of clip selection, where the relevant images are
placed on the timeline in relation to the song. In Figure 11 (below), the visual sources
appear in a list on the top left-hand corner, with a list of effects below. In the center
is the audio mixer which controls the sound. Below that, the timeline, where the song
appears in green and the clip choices are laid against it in blue. On the top right, there
is a preview of the current frame (in this case, Saffron attempting to con a wealthy
target).

Figure 11: A screenshot of my Adobe Premiere Pro 2.0 workspace. Taken 07-102009.
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Many vidders use different effects depending on the music, their concept, and
their skill level – these can vary from simple transitions to colour correction, speed
changes, layering, or even digital compositing in another program like After Effects.
Once all the elements are in place to the vidder’s satisfaction, it is often passed to a
reviewer known as a “beta”. These beta reviewers may suggest editing changes, offer
advice on clip selection, or simply provide some general feedback. Once the beta’s
suggestions have been incorporated (or ignored), the vid is rendered into a final
version. An excellent and entertaining vid about the trials and tribulations of video
editing is “Failed Experiments in Video Editing” by AMV editor Big Big Truck.33
The amount of time required to complete a vid varies greatly, and depends on
familiarity with the software and process, source material, complexity of special
effects, and of course distractions from everyday life. Many vidders, such as Jo and
P. R. Zed, remarked that their free time for vidding has significantly decreased since
having children. 34 According to the questionnaire respondents, it can take anywhere
from just a few hours to several months, and vids can also be left for several days or
weeks if motivation lapses temporarily.
2.5.5

Distribution
Once completed, the vid is posted online to be shared with other vidders. In

addition to being announced on a vidder’s personal Livejournal (LJ) page, it is also
frequently posted to the central vidding communities (listed in the next chapter), and
in other LJ communities dedicated to specific fandoms. Typically, a vid posting on
the LJ community will list the vidder, the source material, the song used, and the

38

Please see the attached disc for Vid 2.5.

34

Co mpare this to the distracted viewer of television discussed in Modleski (1982).
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type of vid, and occasionally also the software used, a short description, and often the
lyrics of the song, a small image advertising the vid (commonly a screenshot), or
request for feedback. More detailed notes on concept, special effects, or the vidding
process are usually posted on the vidder’s personal LJ page, with a link on the
vidding community page for interested viewers. The post would also note how the
vid could be obtained (streaming or download, etc.), and the betas (if any).
There are two general methods to share a vid: either a version for download, or
a streaming version which can be viewed directly online. Many vidders offer both
options. Streaming options, however, are seen by some viewers to be risky, as sites
like YouTube are often targeted for copyright infringement, and vids are taken down
frequently. Password-protected downloads, however, are much more secure and are
offered by many who have undergone conflicts with copyright holders in the past,
such as P. R. Zed and Gwyneth. The benefits and drawbacks of the different
streaming sites, such as YouTube, Vimeo, imeem, and Blip.tv, are discussed quite
frequently among vidders. Important issues such as quality of video, fair use and
copyright policies, and potential audience are all important factors in deciding how to
release one’s vids to the audience. 35
2.6

Conclusion
In this chapter, I have introduced the contemporary vidding community. The

historical antecedents of vidding, in fan fiction, slide shows, and the collective and
convention cultures of VCR vidding, have been described in order to contextualise
ongoing debates about the direction the vidding community is taking as it develops.
The historical origins of vidding in the 1970s are often pointed to in order to

35

A more detailed discussion of distribution and copyright strategies will be undertaken in Chapter 8.
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legitimate vidding as the “first” remix video community, and one created by women,
and many comparisons are made between the “good old days” of collective VCR
vidding compared to unsocial digital vidding.
This chapter also detailed how contemporary digital vids are made, based on
ethnographic data from my participants and also my own attempts to create a vid.
The issues developed in this section provide essential background information for
many of the debates which will recur throughout my discussion of vidding in terms
of its community formation, vid structure and bricolage, gender, and copyright
concerns.
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3 METHODOLOGY
3.1

Fan-Ethnography
For the purposes of this research, I have utilized traditional ethnographic

methodologies in order to gather my data on this topic: I engaged in participant
observation both online and

face-to-face,

held

focus

groups,

conducted

questionnaires and interviews, and immersed myself in the community at vidding
conventions. 1 According to Rhiannon Bury (2005), the researcher must engage in the
practices of the community in order to self-reflexively make sense of his or her own
practices as an ethnographer, and their insider-outsider status in relation to the
community they study. Bury contends that the researcher should be placed in the
same critical position as the overt subject (27-8). I consider a critical and selfreflexive study of “the ethnographer” in relation to the group of study is absolutely
essential as it affects the subjectivity and objectivity of this research, and will turn to
examine several of the criticisms of performing ethnographic research into fan
communities, and how my own identity as a female fan/researcher has come to bear
on my experiences in the field.
Matt Hills (2002) questions the use of ethnography for the analysis of
fandom, and provides a valuable analysis of the use of these methods in past studies.
Hills is justifiably critical of the use of ethnographic methods in media and cultural
studies, as the term “ethnography” has been used in the past simply to refer to
interviews with participants rather than the traditional anthropological use which
implies extended immersion “in the field” (68-69). Indeed, it would be impossible to

1

For an excellent overview of the history of ethnography as a research method, see Denzin (1997).
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immerse myself in this way with fan communities due to their dispersed nature, and,
following Jenkins (1992), Hills suggests the use of the term “fan-ethnography” to
draw a distinction between the form used by media scholars and the classical form of
ethnography utilized by anthropologists. It is this type of “fan-ethnography” that I
have undertaken for this research.
We might consider Camille Bacon-Smith’s (1992) ethnographic study of
fandom, Enterprising Women, to be one of the most “traditional” ethnographic
studies of fandom, as she engaged in participant observation at fan conventions and
in fan fiction social circles; however, Hills finds her work to be too dependent upon a
“self- mythologising narrative” (2002, 69). Hills points out that it reads more like a
piece of travel writing or a detective story, as Bacon-Smith first describes her
excitement at discovering this group of female fans and their alterative potential, and
that imposing this narrative may actually distort the “truth” that the ethnographer
seeks (ibid., 70) However, such stylistic devices are common in ethnographic
writing: according to Clifford and Marcus (1986), travel writing has always been
associated with traditional ethnographies, and Denzin (1997) suggests that the
detective story may be a useful style for innovative ethnographic writing.
Hills also finds ethnographic studies of fandom to be lacking in critical
engagement and thus reductionist, writing: “This ethnographic version of fan culture
seems to have no inkling that discursive justifications of fandom might be fra gile
constructions, albeit socially- licensed and communal ones.” (2002, 66) He argues
that previous academic studies of fandom have failed to address certain “discursive
gaps” in fan-talk: “It must also be interpreted and analysed in order to focus upon...
its repetitions or privileged narrative constructions which are concerned with
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communal (or subcultural) justification in the face of ‘external’ hostility.” (ibid,
emphasis removed)
While it may be the case that some studies of fandom are reductionist and
seek to justify fandom by engaging in unchecked positivism, recent ethnographic
studies of fandom published since Hills’ work in Fan Cultures have been more
nuanced and do seek to highlight some of the “discursive gaps” that Hills refers to.
One such example is Bury (2005), who offers an account of online female fandoms
which suggests that her participants maintain deep emotional connections and form
long- lasting relationship via the Internet, but tempers this with an analysis of the
inherent class identifications, competition, and insecurity that also abounds in this
online space.
Hills also argues that fans may not be able to articulate their own experiences:
“I am hence refuting the adequacy of ethnographic methodology in this precise
instance (and not across all instances of media consumption in all contexts and
modalities) on the basis that the positivism of such empirical work is insufficiently
positivist: it typically ignores the structured gaps and replications within the
discursive frameworks which are used by fans to account for and justify their
fandoms.” (68, emphasis in original)
I argue that in traditional ethnographic research it is precisely these
subjective, emotional, and personal aspects that are the most valuable. It is the
“socially- licensed and communal justifications” that I believe reveal the inner
workings of the community under investigation, and these justifications reveal the
tensions and gaps within the group. Hills’ point that fans often struggle to explain
their actions or thoughts is a valid one. My participants informed me quite clearly
that they found my questionnaire difficult to answer, and that they had trouble
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putting their experiences as fans into words as they had not previously thought of
their creative processes or motivations for vidding in the terms I asked of them. Part
of the difficulty lay in the wording of the questions (which I later modified), and
indeed many people find it difficult to put their taken- for- granted understandings of
practices into words. But they also exclaimed that having to do so was an
enlightening process, that it made their own, taken- for- granted reasons for engaging
in the practice of vidding much clearer, or caused them to analyse their own motives
in a new way. Drawing on this experience, I have made use of community-based,
emic methods of understanding vidding practices to supplement my theoretical
understandings by incorporating fan-written meta pieces on the issues I am
researching.
3.2

Researcher and the Researched: Subjectivity
I believe that it is vital to the practice of ethnography to recognize both my

own subjectivity and the level of my own involvement in this community. “In
striving to legitimize fieldwork as 'real' research, which is difficult and personal but
methodologically fruitful, we can lose sight of the fact that ethnographic research is
peopled – by researcher and researched. Fieldwork is itself a 'social setting' inhabited
by embodied, emotional, physical selves.” (Coffey 1999, 8) For that reason,
throughout this ethnography I will also relate my personal, emotional, and subjective
encounters with the vidders, as “...one of the strengths of ethnographic enquiry is the
real involvement of the fieldworker in the setting under study.” (Coffey, 36) Rather
than claim absolute objectivity I prefer to argue that my “authority”, if I may claim to
have such a thing, is anchored largely in the “subjective, sensuous experience” of my
time in the field. (Pratt, 1986, 32) As Clifford (1997) writes,
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The assumption that reflection on the making of a
message tends to weaken the message is of course
familiar. Lately we have a chorus of warnings
against too much reflexivity in ethnography—often
portrayed as leading inevitably to ‘post- modern’
hyperrealism or narcissistic self-absorption.
But…there are many forms of reflexivity, and a
little irony, personal voice, or reflection on the
process can go a long way. (168)
According to Hills, “A useful exercise... is the autoethnography, in which the
tastes, values, attachments and investments of the fan and the academic- fan are
placed under the microscope of cultural analysis... A form of voluntary selfestrangement, autoethnography confronts the subject with a variety of possible
interpretations of their self-accounts, and their self-accounts of their self-accounts.”
(2002, 72) In order to be fully transparent about my fieldwork, my methods, and my
relationship to this community, I would like to relate my personal history of
engagement with this medium.
I have been what would be considered a “media fan” for a significant portion
of my life. At a young age I wore out the family’s video cassette tape of the Star
Wars trilogy, and then moved on to voraciously consume Fox’s supernatural
investigative series The X-Files throughout its airing on Canadian television. The
focus of my fannish desire has shifted over the years, from Japanese animation and
comics to Stargate to Marvel superheroes and Doctor Who, but throughout the years
I have always enjoyed participating in the conventions and clubs of the fan
community in my hometown of Toronto.
I stumbled across my first vid by accident: while in high school I attempted
(illegally) to download one of my favourite anime series and received an AMV
(anime music video) instead. Looking back on it now it was a rather simplistic vid,
but I was immediately hooked on the combination of footage from a favourite series
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with music. However, until it was necessary to become more involved for the
purposes of this research, I was never more than a casual viewer of vids. I rarely
sought AMVs out online, but preferred to watch at conventions or get
recommendations from friends. Many years later in college one such friend passed
on a vid for the CW network series Supernatural (2005 – present) with music by
Linkin Park. As a seasoned viewer now I can indeed say that it was not particularly
sophisticated, just fight scenes edited to rock music, but yet again the dynamic nature
of the medium struck a chord with me. I began to collect vids myself and found
many to be thoughtful commentaries on popular culture, and was endlessly
impressed by the media literacy required to draw the connections made by these
editors, and by their technical and aesthetic qualities. It was common for a group of
friends to gather at my apartment and watch a playlist of vids together, and we
always made sure to attend the vidding competitions held at conventions. While I
have had a few vague ideas, I have never made a vid myself nor was I personally
acquainted with anyone who did so, although I have attempted to edit one as part of
my research.
The story of my history in fandom and vidding comes to bear on how this
research has been viewed and conducted. While my casual online participation in the
community was welcomed, my face-to- face interactions with the vidders at
conventions was not, until I was able to demonstrate my fannish knowledge and my
status as “one of us”, a topic to which I will return throughout. But in a sense, this
ethnographic study of vidders is also a story of my participation and personal
engagement with this medium. As my research progressed, my participation as
casual member of this community was brought under scrutiny as I considered the
motivations and assumptions I shared with these vidders. Thus as Hills suggests, I
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have included my own experiences as part of my “voluntary self-estrangement” as
both researcher and subject.
3.3

The Fieldsite and Virtual Ethnography
While the ethnographer cannot “live” in fandom as one could a foreign culture,

it still is possible to use ethnographic methods in order to engage with the vidder
community both face-to-face and online. There are a number of precedents for the
use of ethnography to study online fandoms: particularly relevant to this study is the
research into female fandoms on the internet by Nancy Baym (2000) and Rhiannon
Bury (2005). Both scholars gathered long-term qualitative and quantitative data of
the fans’ casual, everyday interactions and participated in the discussions themselves
in order to create a model of online participant observation. Following Hine (2000),
Bury points out that the notion of the “fieldsite” when performing virtual
ethnography becomes more problematic, especially as “ethnographers are expected
to spend considerable time in the field as well as engage in a range of techniques to
provide as rich a picture as possible of the everyday lives and social experiences of
the participants.” (2005, 24) American anthropologist Tom Boellstorff brings unique
insights into understanding dispersed, virtual fieldsites, having done detailed, more
“traditional” ethnography in Indonesia and later in the virtual world Second Life.
Boellstorff (2008) states that “anthropologists now recognize the boundaries of
‘fieldsites’ are contested and produced in part by ethnographers themselves... they
also recognize that ethnographic research need not limit itself to a single fieldsite.”
(6)
However, Boellstorff also identifies the difficulties inherent in performing
ethnographic work in such spaces: “One risk I run in saying that it is possible to
study virtual worlds in their own terms is that like classical ethnographers, I could be
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seen to be leaving to one side the cross-cutting histories that condition the lives of
these worlds and those who participate in them. My response is that since people find
virtual worlds meaningful sites for social action, cultures in virtual worlds exist
whether we like it or not; our task as ethnographe rs is to study them.” (ibid, 62)
While very different from the fully actualized 3D environment of Second Life,
vidders do interact in specific spaces which may be considered a virtual field site:
namely, the blogging and social networking site of Livejournal.com.
Following Boellstorff, Baym, and Bury, I believe that a variety of
ethnographic methods can be utilized in order to undertake research in the virtual
space, particularly the online community of fans which I will discuss later in Chapter
7. Hine (2000) refers to the internet as doubly textual: it is both a site of discursively
performed culture, and a cultural artefact of text. She points to a new approach to
ethnography online: “This approach involves embracing ethnography as a textual
practice and as a lived craft, and destabilises the ethnographic reliance on sustained
presence in a found field site.” (43) The research for this project has been conducted
both ethnographically (through participant observation, interviews, focus groups, and
questionnaires, and online community mapping) and textually (using online data
sources such as community pages, comments, online discussions, individuals’ blogs
with permission, and through detailed analysis of the vids themselves). I now tur n to
delineate the online “sites” where the vidding community interacts, the virtual
locales where I performed my own fieldwork.
3.3.1

Virtual Fieldsite: Livejournal.com
The vidding community does not exist in any one, “real- world” location but

rather is comprised of a spatially dispersed collection of individuals who interact
primarily through Livejournal.com (commonly referred to as LJ). Launched in 1999,
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the homepage offers an invitation to “Express Yourself, Share Your Life, Connect
with Friends Online” (see Figure 12 below). Livejournal may be seen as a protosocial network site: it supports not only individuals’ journals (similar to blogs), but
also community pages, private messaging, and allows users to create self-defined
networks of “friends”, who are added by the user and whose posts appear on the
user’s “Friends” page.

Figure 12: Livejournal.com homepage (Captured 19/05/09)
Kendall (2009) suggests that Livejournal is not a community as such but
rather a site of “networked individualism”, and is lacking in cohesive group identity
(105). While it is possible that some groups on LJ do lack a cohesive group identity,
my research has indicated that the vidders and other media fan groups have made LJ
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their home on the internet, complete with its own jargon, etiquette, and social norms.
Hellekson and Busse (2006) quite readily identify Livejournal as the primary site for
fan interactions online when discussing fan slang: “The advent of Livejournal.com
and other blog (Web log) spaces... [has been] an important force in fandom and in
the construction of fandom communities...” (12, emphasis in original) Users access
the site from multiple time zones at all hours and from a pantheon of devices (such as
laptop computers, mobile phones, and PDAs) to asynchronously leave posts on their
personal journals, in the vid-related communities, and on each others’ pages. In
addition, many supplementary sites are used in addition to LJ such as streaming sites
(e.g.: Vimeo, Blip.tv, and YouTube), file-sharing sites (e.g.: Megaupload and
Sendspace), and other online services such as Twitter and Skype, which makes it
increasingly problematic to limit the boundaries in online space for performing
ethnography.
According to my research, however, the vidding community considers
Livejournal their home, and interact almost exclusively through this service. Vidders
commonly refer to each other by their LJ names only, even in person, and any
external accounts are linked from the vidder’s LJ account. Conventions, contests, and
other community announcements are distributed almost solely through Livejournal.
Those vidders that do exist outside of the Livejournal community are jokingly
referred to as “feral” vidders, and are not considered part of the mains tream group. 2 I
conducted nearly all of my research in and around Livejournal (and the related opensource version, Dreamwidth), with some additional data from the streaming or filesharing sites mentioned above.

2

A further, theoretical discussion of the vidder commun ity will be un dertaken in Chapter 7.
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While doing ethnography solely in the virtual space is becoming more
common (see Boellstorff 2008), I chose to supplement my online observations with
the triangulation of methods suggested by Hine (2000), performing real- time, faceto-face participant observation of the vidders similar to the exce llent studies of online
female fandom by Bury (2005) and Baym (2000). I sought to engage with the vidders
both in their online communities and in person through my attendance at the vidding
conventions VidUKon in the United Kingdom and Vividcon in the United States in
order to dispel any questions of virtual unauthenticity. This triangulation of methods
also provided insight into differing perspectives on vidding and helped to fill in the
gaps that can persist when a solely discursive study is made.
3.4

Methodology
My first step was to begin conducting general participant observation in the

community: I created my own Livejournal account and began downloading, posting,
and commenting as a regular community member, though I did “out” myself as a
researcher.

Figure 13: A screenshot of my Livejournal. (Captured 17/02/09)
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I chose to avoid formal, academic language on my LJ in order to better
integrate myself into the vidding community. While I have found fan communities in
the past to be extremely welcoming of the presence of researchers (such as my early
undergraduate forays into ethnography at Japanese anime conventions), the vidding
community seemed to be much more insular. I strove to demonstrate my “fannishness”, rather than concealing it as I have done on my research blog, by adopting
common LJ slang, using a fannish icon (in the image above, from Doctor Who), and
making pop culture and fandom references. I believe this approach has been fruitful
in creating trust among the vidders, and has brought them to accept my presence
more readily. I have “friended” many vidders on LJ and joined the prominent
vidding communities, but it is important to note that I receive only minimal
comments on my posts.
I utilized an RSS feed to track several main vidding communities in
Livejournal: “vidding discussion”, “veni_vidi_vids”, “fan_vids”, “fanvidrants”, and
“multividious”, as well as the journals of several prominent vidders. The RSS feeder
(Google Reader) collects all the newest posts from each of the sites and delivers
them into a central location where I am able to follow them at my leisure. Each of
these communities serves a slightly different purpose, which I detail below:
“Vidding Discussion” (http://community.livejournal.com/vidding) is the main
vidding community. According to the description:
Any vid-related discussion is on topic. This
includes, but is not limited to: Vid announcements,
reviews, recommendations, general discussion of the
vidding process, any technical questions about
programs, requests for betas, pitching ideas, looking
for vids you once liked, telling us to go to Vividcon,
finding the perfect song, complaining about the
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stupid interlacing in your footage, announcements of
other vid communities or contests. (Vidding, n.d.)
This community was created in October 2002 and had 2,157 members as of June
2011.
“veni_vidi_vids” (http://community.livejournal.com/veni_vidi_vids/) is a
newsletter within the vidding community, with posts once or twice a week. One
moderator collects vid recommendations and reviews using Del.icio.us tags 3 , in
addition to contest announcements, and another submits detailed news from various
sources on technical and intellectual property, copyright, and fair use issues, and
“meta” debates 4 . This community was created in December 2006 and had 169
members as of June 2011.
“fan_vids” (http://community.livejournal.com/fan_vids/) is a community for
posting vid releases. Much more narrow in scope than “vidding”, but it has some
overlap in posts. This community was created in April 2004 and had 1365 members
as of June 2011.
“fanvidrants” (http://community.livejournal.com/fanvidrants/): According to
the description: “Here be a place where you may feel free to rant about anything
related to fanvids and vidding. Seen a trend popping up everywhere that you just
don't get? Have an influx of crappy vidding in your fandom? Feel free to vent and
share here. We feel your pain.” This community was created in March 2008 and has
140 members as of June 2011.

3

Del.icio.us is a social bookmarking site, where users can bookmark and share websites using a
tagging system.
4

“Meta” is a catch-all phrase used by the vidders to refer to reflexive and self-conscious debates about
vidding. It is also used in the wider LJ fandom for posts on topics like racis m and gender in the med ia.
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“Multi-Source

Vidding”

(http://community.livejournal.com/multividious/)

was created in August 2007 and with 158 members. This community allows vidders
to post or recommend vids using multiple film or television texts, and hosts contests
and challenges relating to multi-source vids.
In addition to the listed members in each of the communities above, there are
also dozens dedicated to certain series, characters, or styles, and some of these may
not be publicly available but rather invitation only. It is also possible to “lurk” in the
vidding community without joining, and thus it is unlikely a reliable number of
vidding community members could be determined.
I recorded the number and types of posts occurring each day in the central
“Vidding Discussion” community in order to develop statistics on the genres,
sources, and interactions occurring in the vidding community for the 6-month period
from February to July, 2009. In this community, 826 posts were made in total over
these six months, with an average of four and a half posts per day. The most common
type of post was an announcement of a new vid release, which accounted for nearly
75% of the total. Other important topics included: community announcements, such
as new LJ communities, newsletters being released, and housekeeping issues
(9.44%); requests for technical help, such as editing software, rendering, or encoding
issues (5.69%); and contest announcements, including invitations to submit to
contests and lists of winners (4.72%). Convention news and copyright issues made
up approximately 2% of the total posts. Tutorials on editing technique and vid
recommendations each consisted of less than 1% of the total posts.
I also downloaded several vids a day throughout my research into the
community, and have archived more than 1,000 vids at the time of writing. These
main communities listed above function as aggregators, bringing together all related
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posts on vidding so that other members may follow the relevant, vid-specific posts.
Personal journals also may be considered a part of the community, as vidders will
document their processes from initial concept to first draft to final release as they
create their vids. Many also post regularly about their other fannish pursuits and
daily lives. 5
By creating a Livejournal account of my own, joining the communities, and
downloading and commenting on posts in the community I sought to engage in
participant observation. An inherent oxymoron, the practice of participant
observation is one of the traditional ethnographic methods of engaging with a
community. “There is no illusion of detached objectivity to shatter in participant
observation,” write Boellstorff, “because it is not a methodology that views the
researcher as a contaminant... Unlike elicitation methods, participant observa tion
implies a form of ethical yet critical engagement between researcher and
researched... It has long been identified as a method based on vulnerability, even
failure, on learning from mistakes...” (2008, 71-2) In order to understand the vidding
community, I believed I had to interact with them on a day-to-day level: reading
posts, following the trends, downloading and reviewing the vids, receiving positive
and negative comments on my Livejournal posts, and providing my own feedback in
the online forums. This virtual observation functioned to inform and support key
findings

gathered

through the questionnaire,

interviews,

and

face-to-face

participation in the community.
My early forays into this virtual fieldsite were well-received and indeed
highly fruitful: my early posts were met with enthusiasm and candour by members of
the vidding community. In June 2008, I distributed a questionnaire in the five LJ
5

See Chapter 7 for the analysis and discussion on community on Livejournal.
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communities listed above and received 150 responses. As 63 respondents completed
all the sections, the questionnaire has a completion rate of about 42%. The
questionnaire was designed as a starting point for my research; I sought to gather a
combination of qualitative and quantitative data with specific questions on Internet
usage and demographics and open-ended, long answer questions on the creative
process and vidding community.
Several vidders who began to take the questionnaire commented that they
found the questions extremely difficult to answer, that it required a great deal of
thought, and that it was difficult to describe their vidding practices in simple short
answer questions, which I believe contributed to the low completion rate. In response
to this feedback, I altered my introduction to the questionnaire to reflect that it could
take more than an hour to complete and that it asked some difficult questions. After
this initial change, it seemed to be well- received. Similar to vidders I spoke to in
person, many of the respondents to the questionnaire indicated their desire to help me
“get it right” and not misrepresent how they saw their community. Other researchers
into LJ fandom have not been so fortunate, as seen in the incident now known as
“SurveyFail”, where two neuroscience researchers received scathing responses to
their questionnaire on erotic fanfiction (Fanlore, “SurveyFail).
I have attached the questionnaire as Appendix I. In the following section, I will
discuss the demographic composition of the community in order to establish a profile
of a “prototypical” vidder.
3.5

Demographics
In the demographic section of the questionnaire, I sought data relating to the

age, gender, marital status, ethnicity, and occupation of the vidders, as well as details
on their fandom interests and internet usage. Many of the questions requested that
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participants self- identify, rather than select from a list of set ethnicities or sexual
orientations. Of the total 150 questionnaires collected, 81 completed the
demographics section. It is important to note that the questionnaire consisted of only
a small portion of the larger vidding community, and should be treated as
supplemental to the ethnographic data discussed throughout this dissertation, rather
than as representative of the vidding community as a whole.
The results are described below, and several patterns are clear from this data.
The most striking is the gender ratio: according to my data, 92.6% of vidders are
female. As will be discussed in more detail throughout this study, vidders strongly
identify themselves as an online community of women. Over 75% of vidders are
under the age of 35, with the largest group (45.7%) being 18-25 in age. Only 3.7%
are over the age of 50. They are also overwhelmingly self- identify as “White” or
“Caucasian”, at 68%, although 21% chose not to answer this question. Only 10%
self- identified as a member of a visible minority (either Black/African-American,
Asian, Hispanic, mixed-race, or “of colour”). In regards to sexual orientation, the
majority are straight/heterosexual at 59.3%, with another 30.9% identifying as
bisexual and only one respondent (1.2%) identifying as gay/homosexual. 6 About
60% of the vidders are currently single, with 24.7% married and the remainder either
dating or in common- law or de facto relationships.
Based on their age (mostly under 35), it is not surprising that most of the
members have either just finished high school (19.8%), college (22.2%), or
undergraduate university (29.6%). The group comes from a diverse range of
occupations: as might be expected from the previous data, 26% identify as students.
6

One additional response, “A bit more flexib le when it co mes to dancing”, is a quote from an episode
of Doctor Who which refers to the sexual orientation of the “omni-sexual” character Captain Jack
Harkness.
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Many (13.5%) are also involved in IT-related occupations, such as graphic or
website design or software engineering. There are also several professors, lawyers,
nurses, editors, and teachers, as well as retail workers and clerks, although 28.4%
preferred not to answer this question. The highest percentage of vidders currently
reside in the United States, at 53.1%, with 19.8% in the United Kingdom, 6.2% in
Canada, 4.9% in Australia, 3.7% in France, and 1.2% in Sweden, Germany, New
Zealand, and Poland respectively.
In terms of internet usage, 45% of respondents indicated that they spend
about three to six hours a day online, and this percentage did not change from week
day to weekend. The practice of vidding consumed about one-third of their total
internet usage, with 85.6% responding that they spend 0 – 2 hours of their online
time dedicated to vidding. The amount of time was slightly higher on the weekends:
63.8% spent 0 – 2 hours, and 28.6% spent 3 – 6 hours. It is very important to note,
however, that in the feedback and comments section, many respondents indicated
that their vidding practices were not easily quantifiable: it was noted by many that
they often go weeks at a time without vidding, but when in the thrall of a new project
sometimes vid for eight hours a day. Over 75% of vidders also had their own
websites or journals, actively contributed to online discussions, downloaded music or
video, communicated with family or friends, or shared their own creations online.
Using a social networking site such as Facebook or Orkut was common, with 48%
reporting use of such sites, and only 16% played online games.
The majority of the respondents have been involved in media fandom for
between three and six years (41.6%) but a surprising number have been engaged wit h
it for seven to ten years (24.8%), and a full 20% for more than ten years. In addition
to vidding, the respondents also participate in a number of other fannish activities,
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with reading fanfiction, watching vids, and participating in the Livejournal fan
community being the most popular activities. Members also frequently engage with
the fan world in online sites other than Livejournal. The rarest activities were
creating filk (fannish music) or costumes, as more than 70% stated that they have
never engaged in these activities. Approximately 15% responded that they sometimes
wrote fan fiction, attended conventions, and created fan art or graphics. When asked
which fan activities were enjoyed the most, the most popular were writing/reading
fanfiction and watching/creating vids.
This data suggests,as was confirmed by my further investigations into the
community, that the “prototypical” vidder is probably a white female under 35,
straight or bisexual, single and living in the United States, United Kingdom, or
another Western/European country. She is most likely to be a student or somehow
involved in the IT field, has been a fan for between three and ten years, and enjoys
reading fanfiction and watching vids on Livejournal, and joining online discussions.
She probably spends three to ten hours online every day, with one-third of that time
vidding- related, and also commonly downloads music or video and posts to her
online journal.
3.6

Coming Face to Face
When I first saw on LJ that a researcher was going
to be attending, I was really quite nervous. Once I
met you in person and realized you were one of us, I
was so relieved. I was glad that you would ‘get it’
because you were already a fan, but just a fan who
happened to be doing this research as well. –
A VidUKon attendee.
After ten months of online interactions with the community I was able to

attend VidUKon, a vidding convention held in Milton Keynes, United Kingdom in
October of 2008. The event was small: only fifteen vidders were able to attend, most
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from the within the UK but several from the United States and one from France.
Wholly unlike both my previous experience conducting fieldwork in other fan
communities and the warm welcome and interest I had received online, I was met by
a great deal of shyness and reticence when I finally came face-to- face with the
vidders at VidUKon. Whereas my online forays had been met with positive
reactions, these face to face encounters were fraught with a great deal of nervousness
and suspicion. I was not unwelcome by any means, but I encountered a strange
ambivalence in regards to my presence as an outside observer. I was not alone in this
observation: a vidder I met at VidUKon had a similarly ambivalent experience in her
first two years attending Vividcon, and there was some indication that a VidUKon
attendee left the event early as she felt uncomfortable
I chose to demonstrate my own “fannishness” at this vidding convention in
order to avoid being seen as a complete outsider to the community. At the same time,
though, I was relatively young compared to the other attendees, was not well-known
on Livejournal, and was not a vidder myself as I had never edited. I was positioned
in the group as a “newbie”: a novice fan. And while I had in fact been involved in
fandom for nearly ten years, the other members became my fan- mentors, and took
the time to explain community etiquette, history, and editing methods to me. This
insider status allowed me to eventually be rewarded with acceptance from the group.
Straddling the boundaries of the insider/outsider divide was at times complex, as I
have several comments in my field notes such as “I have an unsettled feeling that
some attendees may not be entirely comfortable with my presence.” However, it
proved to be very valuable in aiding my research as it afforded both the insider’s
insights and the outsider’s critical distance.
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During an event called “Vox Viduli” (“Voice of the Vidders”) at VidUKon,
conversation turned to discuss Vividcon, the premier vidding convention event held
annually in Chicago. One attendee gestured to my voice recorder and notebook, and
directly informed me that such intrusion would not be welcome at Vividcon but
simultaneously expressed a desire that vidding not be written out of the history of
fandom and remix on the internet. He continued:
With something like Vividcon, with it being small 7
you want to be protective of everyone there and it’s
got a very unique space where people know that they
are not being judged about all of the things that they
love and cherish doing so it becomes a really big
deal when an outsider [indicating myself]— [pause]
I mean I know you’re in fandom, I mean, aca-fan
[academic-fan] but there’s still a lot for people to be
worried about.
As an “aca- fan”, a term popularized by Henry Jenkins, 8 I was granted some insider
status to observe the community, but this informant would still be anxious about my
presence at Vividcon out of his desire to protect the other convention attendees.
Now informed of this tension, I sought to do my very best to address the
concerns of the community when approaching the convention committee (concom)
of Vividcon in order to garner their permission to attend to perform research. When I
contacted the head organizer, she informed me that I would be granted permission to
go ahead with my research as I had met two of the concom members at VidUKon
and they were able to vouchsafe me. However, I was not allowed to photograph or
video or audio-record any of the main convention events and I was introduced at the

7

Despite being much larger in size that Vid UKon, Viv idcon membership is still capped every year in
order to maintain an intimate setting. See Chapter 7 for further discussion.
8

Jenkins’ influential b log, “Confessions of an Aca-Fan”, may be found at
http://www.henryjenkins.org (Accessed 25-06-11).
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opening ceremony event so that all the attendees would be aware of my presence and
could choose to avoid me.
Also at the suggestion of the concom, I created a flyer detailing who I was
and my purpose in attending Vividcon (VVC), and reassured attendees that I would
not be recording or photographing anyone without their express consent. Despite the
warnings I received at VidUKon (VUK), my experiences at VVC were on the whole
much more positive. The attendees seemed genuinely interested in my research, and
many people approached me to talk about it between panels and vidshows. While no
one refused to participate, there were several factors which may have contributed to
the differences between VUK and VVC. Firstly, VVC is much larger: approximately
140 people attended in 2009, the most attendees in the convention’s history. In this
much larger group, I was much less conspicuous than I had been among the fifteen
participants at VUK. I believe that the rules set out in advance by the concom (and
hopefully my efforts to allay fears by posting about my project and my methods on
the VVC website) contributed to the attendees feeling safer about my presence. The
convention also attracted much controversy for other reasons, which possibly
overshadowed any issues raised by my attendance. 9
Most of my interviews were arranged in advance via email, and I was kept
extremely busy speaking to these individuals, so it is quite possible I may not have
noticed any discomfort. Those I did speak to were enthusiastic about my work, and
often encouraged other attendees to join the focus groups or interviews I was
conducting. My experiences at VUK made me a great deal more aware of the issues
and fears of this community, and I was able to adjust my approach accordingly at
VVC. Indeed, most ethnographers experience similar discomfort on their first forays
9

See Chapter 7 for details.
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into the field, which are later resolved or adapted to as they garner more
experience. 10
While I will elaborate further on this idea in later chapters, I believe the initial
reticence of my participants stems from several specific fears: that of copyright
infringement suits from major corporations, of being mocked or misunderstood for
their specific and sometimes unconventional reading practices, and of intruders
entering into the Livejournal environment that many vidders see as private.
3.7

Privacy, Consent, and Confidentiality
There is a tension both in the literature and within fandom itself regarding

whether the fannish activities that take place over the internet are part of the public
online world, or if they are a private, members-only space. Hellekson and Busse
(2006) believe that when fans began to use Livejournal, they opened fandom to a
much wider audience that had previously been possible. As Livejournal is a free and
simple web-based journal tool, they argue that “LJ has created a new culture of
visibility, where much fannish interaction previously restricted to mailing lists
becomes public.” (14)
While this has some benefits, as it allows new fans to easily find and become
a part of the larger group, and may in fact be true for the group of fans that Hellekson
and Busse interacted with, it seems to contradict the vidders’ understanding of their
online communication. While discussing a recent scandal where an author published
quotes from several Livejournal pages without permission, one of the vidders, a PhD
candidate from the United Kingdom called Fialka, stated: “But it’s not like academic
work where you write to be published and quoted. When we write on Livejournal,

10

Relevant examples include Kondo (1990) and Kendall (2002).
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we write for ourselves and for each other in an assumed private environment.” I
immediately jumped into the conversation:
KF:

You assume
environment?

Livejournal

is

a

private

Group:

[Hesitation, conflicting “Yes” and “No”
answers]

Ann:

Well semi-private because most people in
fandom have Google indexing blocked on
their journal.

Fialka:

By the nature of the software Livejournal
does not index to Google and recently they
introduced a thing where you could turn it off
and on but for the longest time since it
started it was completely protected from any
kind of search engine so there was this
fallacy but this real feeling I think that we
were interacting in a semi-protected
environment knowing that it’s open to
fandom but not necessarily anyone who just
wanders by.

Talitha:

There are lurkers 11 but the lurkers are kind of
a known quantity, they’re fans, they’re
actually in fandom but we don’t expect the
public to come look at this stuff. It is there for
them to see, but we don’t expect them to.12

Many vidders, though, also use streaming video sites like YouTube in order
to share their work, which are open to the public. Different vidders have different
attitudes towards their work, and who it is intended for, an area that I will explore in
greater detail in Chapters 7 and 8.
In her work on the public and private spheres online, Malin Sveningsson Elm
(2009, 75) identifies a continuum between these two opposing sides: from public
11

“Lu rker” is slang for a fan who reads online posts but does not contribute or have their own journal.

12

All participants are referred to by a pseudonym, either rando mly selected or of their choice. Many,
like Talitha and Fialka, chose to be identified by their v idder names.
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(open to all), to semi-public (requires free registration but then open to all), to semiprivate (requires registration and membership), and finally private (accessible only
by the owner and their invited guests). Livejournal, however, exists in all of these
categories simultaneously as users are able to choose their own level of public
accessibility. Journals and communities can be open to all, available to community
members only, or “friends- locked”, meaning that only specific users have access.
Hellekson and Busse (2006) acknowledge this nuance: “friending also allows the
user to limit her posts to that particular group of people by flocking (friendslocking)
her post; as such LJ creates a space that hovers at the border of public and private”
(12, italics removed). Rather than make a statement on the public or private nature of
the vidders, I prefer to highlight the tension in the community itself: while some parts
of the community are easily accessible to outsiders, other areas are closed off and
considered more private. In general, vidders assume they are speaking to their peers
when they communicate online, but are aware that they could be seen by those from
outside.
It is important to note that while vid-related topics are commonly posted by
community members, they also use LJ as their online diaries. Personal information
and details of the members’ private lives commonly occur on the LJs, along with
their fanfiction, episode reviews, or vid posts. Bearing this in mind, I have chosen to
always ask for permission from the author when quoting from a personal Livejournal
page, but have not done so when drawing from an open Livejournal community,
where a more public audience is assumed. 13
As vidding violates copyright law in many countries, including Australia and
the United States, and some vidders have received takedown or cease-and-desist
13

Those communities listed previously in this chapter are all open to public viewing.
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notices regarding their work, the majority of vidders I met were justifiably nervous
about providing me with their full names. However, all participants in this research
were required to sign a consent form which detailed these risks and ensured that
participants were able to withdraw at any time or refuse to answer any questions they
were uncomfortable with. Following the guidelines of the University of Wollongong
Human Research Ethics Committee, who approved this research, I required written
consent for all participants engaging in formal interviews and focus groups, while
verbal consent was obtained for those whom I questioned informally. All names have
been changed to protect the identity of the subjects, unless they expressly chose to be
named.
While performing field work I wore a nametag which clearly identified me as
a researcher and I was introduced at the commencement of both conventions as such
so that all participants were aware of my purpose in attending. While researching
online, I directed community members to my Livejournal site, which details the
purpose of my research into the community.
3.8

Inte rvie ws
In addition to participant observation, I conducted formal interviews both

face-to-face in the convention spaces or via several rounds of email. I found these to
be particularly valuable as vidders seemed to enjoy reflecting on the nature of their
medium and the community. The insights provided during these interviews then fed
back into my participant observation by providing me with new avenues to
investigate or drawing attention to significant areas. At VidUKon (VUK), I was
forced to conduct two group interviews with four and five participants respectively
as I did not want to pull any of my subjects away from the con events, which were
held late into the evening. These interviews generally lasted around ninety minutes
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each. I also conducted a focus group at VUK, which had approximately twelve
participants, where I workshopped a number of open-ended questions which were
taken up and debated by all the attendees. In Chicago at Vividcon (VVC), I
conducted eight individual interviews, one group interview with three participants,
and a focus group which varied in size from three to six participants during the two
and a half hours it was held. I also conducted three face-to- face interviews with
individual vidders: two in Australia, and one in Canada. Four additional interviews
were conducted by email, with one of these incomp lete (the participant ceased
replying to questions).
Each interview and focus group was audio-recorded and transcribed using
aliases for all participants. After the transcription was completed, the audio files were
deleted in accordance with the ethical requirements of the University of Wollongong.
The interview questions are available in Appendix II.
3.9

Case Studies
I also conducted a collective case study of the work of three individual vidders,

which composes Chapter 6. While usually associated with sociological methods,
these case studies are included here in order to engage with specific vid and vidder
examples in order to elucidate the theoretical claims made throughout the thesis
regarding the structure of vids as paradigmatic. Rather than exclude the case study as
not relevant to anthropological practices, it may be understood as a type of the “thick
description” favoured in traditional ethnographic methods (Geertz 1973). The case
study format allows a detailed engagement with the practices of individ ual vidders,
and highlights the diversity in training, experience, and desires among different
community members.
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3.10 Acknowledge ment of Limitations
I have sought to offer a well- rounded snapshot of the vidding community by
using a multimodal approach. However, certain gaps may yet persist. The
questionnaire, distributed in various Livejournal communities, was fully completed
by less than half (42%) of the participants. I must acknowledge that the length of the
questionnaire and the complexity of the questions may have been off-putting,
although I have a wealth of data from the questionnaire despite the low completion
rate. In addition, only eighty-one participants completed the demographic section of
the questionnaire whereas I estimate the community to be around 2,000 members on
Livejournal. 14 As such, my demographic profile of the community cannot accurately
represent the entire community. Despite this issue, the trends in gender, occupation,
ethnicity, and location are quite clear and I do not believe they affect my research
overmuch. Finally, the restrictions by the concom of Vividcon prevented collection
of any recordings or photographs of the public events, although I did endeavour to
take meticulous hand-written notes in order to compensate.
3.11 Conclusion
In this chapter I have discussed the formal disciplinary tradition from which
this research draws, that of ethnography and anthropology, and detailed its
appropriateness for use in fan studies and online research. By using a diverse range
of methods, such as questionnaires, interviews, focus groups, participant observation,
and online observation, I have sought both quantitative, statistical data on the
demographic composition of the vidding community and the frequency and types of
posts to the online forums, as well as qualitative, in-depth, and subjective data on
more complex issues such as vidding practices, copyright infringement, and
14

As discussed above in section 3.4 of th is chapter.
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community development. As I am a member of the fan community myself and a
long-time vid watcher, I am personally engaged with this group even as I attempt to
maintain enough critical distance in order to study it as a researcher. First and
foremost, though, I have done my utmost to work with the vidders on their own
terms, and allow them to speak in their own voices.
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SECTION II
4 MEANING, AUDIENCES, AND AGENCY
4.1

Introduction
In this chapter, I examine the complex relationship between vidders, the

source text, and their remixed texts. The key theoretical interest for this chapter is the
interplay between the source material, the vidder-as-audience member, and the
vidder-as-producer of a new text, the vid itself. I will outline a method for making
sense of the unique interactive relationship between source footage, music, and
vidding narrative. . Drawing on the relevant literature on audience reception, I argue
that media texts do not have a unitary meaning, but rather can be interpreted in
diverse ways depending on the context and experience of the “reader”. . I argue that
the understanding of (fan) audiences as producers and consumers is not dependent on
particular forms of technology, but rather manifests fans’ desire to engage in
interactive and creative work with media texts. New issues regarding the role of the
“text” and the “author” in relation to new media technologies are also discussed.
Using semiotic theory, I argue that vids function by breaking down a media text into
its component paradigmatic visual elements, which are then re-organized into a
preferred arrangement using a particular syntax. Finally, this chapter discusses how
the musical selection for a vid is able to reinforce this new syntax through a process
of semiotic suture.
4.2

Audiences and the “Text”
The concept of the “text” is commonly used in media and cultural studies to

describe literary, televisual, and filmic sources. For the purposes of this research, I
will draw on the semiotic definition of this term as “any collection of signs which
together form a coherent whole” (Martin and Ringham 2006, 199) and will use it
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following the traditions of the field mentioned above to refer to television series or
episodes, written sources, music, films, and vids themselves, depending on the
context.
While seemingly straightforward, it is vital here to note that this definition of
a text must be contextualized and complicated in several ways. The text, as noted, is
composed of signs. However, the above definition implies that signs are stable and
cohesive units. Saussure’s (1966) use of the term “sign” in this way was critiqued by
the Russian Baktinian School in the early twentieth century as far too stable. They
instead emphasized that signs are subject to social and historical forces which may
alter their meaning. “The sign, within this view, is an object of struggle, as
conflicting classes, groups, and discourses strive to appropriate it and imbue it with
their own meanings, whence what Bakhtin calls its MULTI-ACCENTUALITY, i.e.
the capacity of the sign to elicit variable social tones and ‘evaluations’ as it is
deployed within specific social and historical conditions.” (Stam et al. 1992, 13,
emphasis in original) The instability of and conflict over the meanings of signs will
be discussed throughout this research on the vidding community.
If signs, as the compositional elements of the text, are thus complicated, then
the text itself certainly cannot have a stable, unitary meaning either. Writing on the
history of the novel, Bakhtin proposed that texts do not exist in a vacuum but rather
must be understood “as part of a greater whole – there is constant interaction
between meanings, all of which have the potential of conditioning others.” (Bakhtin
1981, 425) He called this phenomenon “dialogism”. Language should be considered
not as a system of abstract grammatical categories, but as “ideologically saturated”:
that is, words are not separated from their use in differing contexts (271). Bakhtin
labelled this saturation heteroglossia:
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Any concrete discourse (utterance) finds the object
at which it was directed already as it were overlain
with qualifications, open to dispute, charged with
value, already enveloped in an obscuring mist… it is
entangled, shot through with shared thoughts, points
of view, alien value judgements and accents…and all
this may crucially shape discourse, may leave a trace
in all its semantic layers, may complicate its
expression and influence its entire stylistic profile.
(276)
More simply, all discourse is laden with context. Each word or utterance is full of
previous historical and social uses, and cannot be separated from its past context.
Additionally, it is these past contexts that assist us in determining the meaning of an
utterance.
The concept of the “text” is also complicated in the work of Roland Barthes.
Barthes (1977) argued that the text could no longer be conceived of as a unitary
message presented by its author, but was rather a site of multiple meanings
depending on the interpretation of the reader:
A text is made of multiple writings, drawn from
many cultures and entering into mutual relations of
dialogue, parody, contestation, but there is one place
where this multiplicity is focused and that place is
the reader, not, as was hitherto said, the author. The
reader is the space on which all the quotations that
make up a writing are inscribed without any of them
being lost; a text’s unity lies not in its origin but in
its destination. (148)
This multiplicity of meanings found in the text is known as “polysemy”.
While not interested in audiences himself, Kitzinger (2004) notes Barthes’ profound
influence on later work in audience and reception theory in cultural studies after he
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famously proclaimed the death of the author, and shifted the emphasis from
analysing the text to analysing the audience (18). 1
4.3

Reception and Audience Theory
Alasuutari (1999) points to Stuart Hall’s research as the origins of reception

studies: the work of Barthes and Bakhtin from the 1960s and 1970s described above,
along with Marxist ideologies, strongly influenced the cultural studies approach to
media and audience, which is embodied in the work of the Birmingham School
throughout the 1970s and 1980s. 2 At this time, theories relating to alternative uses of
media texts were proposed. The Birmingham School understood the mass media to
be a site of contestation where some audiences struggled over hegemonic messages
presented by the dominant class. Mass media was understood as a major cultural and
ideological force which represented the dominant position on how social relations
and political problems were defined and also how this position was produced,
transformed, and addressed to the audience (Hall et al. 1980).
Stuart Hall suggests that audiences decode the meanings proposed by the
texts according to their individual perspectives (1980). In particular, he argues that
meanings were encoded into the media text by the creators, and these messages could
then be decoded by the audience when “read” (118). The audience could take up the
preferred reading (imprinted with the ideology of the hegemonic power), an
oppositional reading (rejecting the messages encoded into the media), or a negotiated
reading (a contradictory combination of the preferred

and

oppositional

1

Many of the scholars reviewed later in this chapter are influenced to some extent by Barthes’ work,
such as Hall (1980), Fiske (1987), Jen kins (1992) and Bury (2005). See Hall et al. (1980) for mo re
informat ion.
2

Earlier co mmunicat ion research, such as Lasswell’s (1927/1971) hypodermic needle model and
other direct effects models, and early active audience theory such as the uses and gratifications model
may be reviewed in Kit zinger (2004) and Ruddock (2002).
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interpretations). It is important to note, however, that while Hall’s model of
encoding/decoding thereby grants the audience a much more active role in media
reception than the sender-message-receiver model, as an audience member is able to
negotiate with the “messages” embedded in the text, Bury (2005) comments that the
ability to subvert or resist dominant readings has not been evenly distributed
throughout history or among all social groups.
Early ethnographic work into audiences such as that of Morley (1980) was
designed to test Hall’s encoding/decoding model. Beginning in collaboration with
Charlotte Brunsdon (Brunsdon and Morley, 1978), Morley conducted both a textual
analysis of the BBC current affairs show Nationwide, and empirical audience
research into the viewers of the programme. 3 Nightingale (1996) points out that these
studies fundamentally changed “how we think about media audiences and audience
research today. The studies were the precursors for contemporary research about fans
and discursive communities.” (64)
This work did, however, have its flaws. Nightingale points out the many
methodological problems with this early study: firstly, it was an extremely small
sample drawn from university and college students. Morley also attempted to classify
responses into unified political categories which proved contradictory at best.
The audience interviews Morley reproduced in The
Nationwide Audience (1980) showed people
swinging from radicalism to conservativism…and at
times being unrepentantly self- contradictory,
depending on the issue being discussed, but Morley
interpreted such variability as resistance – as a
permanent personal, class-based position… Instead
of focusing on such acts of balancing and juggling as
the purpose of his audience research, Morley
sacrificed its potential as an exploration of the
variability of interpretation to a demographic vision

3

Both of these studies have been collected into a single volume, Morley and Brunsdon (1999).
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of
class
determination
and
classification. (Nightingale, 66)

sociological

This contradictory and endlessly variable interpretation of media texts is a recurring
theme throughout my research into the vidding community, and will be discussed
further later in this chapter. Considering the above review of the complexities o f the
televisual sign, it is extremely important here to point out that Morley did not show
his research participants actual episodes of Nationwide, but rather had them respond
to written extracts of the dialogue only. Thus, all inflection of speech, body language,
visuals, and accompanying music, sound effects, and titles were not included as part
of the viewing experience. Further discussion of this issue may be found in section
4.6 of this chapter.
John Fiske (1987; 1989), who follows on from Hall, is noted for applying
post-structuralist theories of semiotics to media texts, an approach which is of
primary importance to this research as I use semiotic analysis informed by his work.
“In practice, there are very few perfectly dominant or purely oppositional readings,
and consequently viewing television is typically a process of negotiation between the
text and its variously socially situated readers.” (1987, 64) He continues, “This is an
elaboration of Hall’s model, not a rejection of it, for it still sees the text as a
structured polysemy, as a potential of unequal meanings, some of which are
preferred over, or proffered more strongly than, others, and which can only be
activated by socially situated viewers in a process of nego tiation between the text and
their social situation.” (65)
Audiences are, according to Fiske, able to both evade and resist the dominant
messages in the media, and he believes that both are politically charged actions
which could lead to the construction of oppositional values in individuals: “Semiotic
resistance results from the desire of the subordinate to exert control over the
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meanings in their lives, a control that is typically denied them in their material social
conditions.” (1989, 10) Fiske also proposes that texts may have a multitude of
possible interpretations, some of which are preferred over others. Due to this
“semiotic excess”, television viewers thus draw on their unique social backgrounds
(such as their personal experiences of race, class, and gender) and actively take up
those meanings that appeal and bring pleasure to them. Using the young female fans
of Madonna as his example, Fiske argues that audiences are not “cultural dopes”, but
are able to adapt and interpret the media messages as they choose and sometimes
read them in unexpected ways (96-7). Fiske did note, however, that some meanings
were proffered more strongly than others, and not all viewers were equally able to
resist or subvert certain messages depending on their social situation (1987, 65).
Nightingale (1996) offers a valuable critique of Hall’s work, which I believe
also applies to Fiske’s theories as described here. Hall criticized the original sendermessage-receiver model as too linear or straightforward to account for the diversity
of audience response, and advocated for academics to shift their focus onto the
decoding, the reception of the programme by the audience, rather than on particular
“messages” that were seen to be inherent in the text. According to Nightingale,
“Hall’s model allowed, among other possibilities, for communication to be
understood as an act of community, as group action, or as culture speaking through
the work and leisure practices of ordinary people in the community.” (30) But
despite the shift in focus from the message to the receiver, Nightingale contends that
Hall’s encoding/decoding model was unidirectional like the sender- message-receiver
model of the earliest audience research: “Encoding resulted in a ‘message,’ in a
position or stance which could be determined by the researcher/reader. In decoding,
on the other hand, the encoding/decoding model proposed that the audience is free to
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agree with this ‘message,’ to disagree with it or to choose a middle ground,
depending on the politics of the message and on the class relation of the a udience in
relation to it.” (30-1) In essence, Hall’s proposed encoding/decoding method still
assumes that there is some sort of ur- message which the audience can accept,
negotiate, or deny.
Hall himself has also criticized his own encoding/decoding model in several
ways, stating,
Its focus on meaning is too cognitive and thereby
inscribes no space for pleasure or the operations of
the unconscious; that the encoding site is too
homogenous and is linked too directly to a purported
dominant ideology, and thus does not reveal
encoding’s contestatory character; [and] that the
division into three distinct analytic moments
(although defensible) [of preferred, negotiated, and
oppositional] has been complicated by the insights of
poststructuralism… (in D'Acci 2004, 426)
As noted by Staiger (2005), television texts do not necessarily reproduce dominant
ideology, and the model also assumes that “resistive” readers both know the
preferred meaning and are actively rejecting it (83).
Each of these theorists remains useful to this review, despite the criticisms, as
these works have been foundational in later studies. The dependence of these theories
on Marxist understandings of class and hegemony has been undermined by more
recent, post-structuralist and post- modern work, which will be detailed in the
following sections. Central to each of these theories is the idea that texts can be read
in different ways depending on the audience. While Hall, Fiske, and Morley’s
original models are too static, vidding clearly demonstrates the multiplicity of
meaning in television and film texts. Vids for a single television series may focus on
many different elements, depending on the particular reading the vidder chooses to
develop. In the central vidding community, I observed vids in multiple genres
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created for individual source texts, often by the same vidder. For example, the vidder
Ash (whose work is further discussed in Chapter 6) has created vids for the CW
series Supernatural) released vids in 2009 and 2010 which focused variously on the
comedic, romantic, horror, or paranormal elements of the source text.
4.4

Specific Audiences
While Hall, Fiske, and Morley dealt with audiences more generally, the work

of later scholars investigated small and identifiable audiences for specific texts, such
as Radway (1987) on female audiences for romance novels and Ang (1982) on the
reception of the American soap opera Dallas in the Netherlands. Both researchers
utilized ethnographic methods to discern how these audiences related to and
interacted with their chosen text. 4 These studies are particularly notable for their
analysis of the role of gender in the audience, and for considering how texts may be
used by their audiences for specific purposes, rather than simply looking at how they
are received.
Radway found her romance readers shifted freely between a range of possible
identifications and positions offered by the text as they occupied a variety of
internally contradictory positions themselves. For this particular audience, it was not
the meaning of the text that was vital, but the act of reading itself, as it provided a
valuable escape from the demands of the household. These readers do not consider
words as things that can be manipulated; for them, the act of reading is not
productive. Rather, they believe that the standard cultural reading of signifiers and
signifieds is definitive, and not historically or culturally relative. Radway’s readers
4

I would hesitate to call Ang’s Watching Dallas an ethnography by any means, but she does make use
of some ethnographic methods. Ang solicited feedback fro m v iewers by posting an advertisement in a
wo men’s magazine, and received forty-two rep lies. These replies are unstructured: that is, Ang did
not ask specific questions, but allowed part icipants to speak on whatever they wished. For more
informat ion, see Nightingale (1996, 77-80) fo r a d iscussion of the issues with limited sampling in
Ang’s study.
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attempt to discern the author’s intended meaning, not impose their own views on the
text:
Reading is not a self- conscious, productive process
in which they collaborate with the author, but an act
of discovery during which they glean from her
information about people, places, and events not
themselves in the book. The women assume that the
information about these events was placed in the
book by the author when she selected certain words
in favour of others. Because they believe words are
themselves already meaningful before they are read,
Dot and her friends accept without question the
accuracy of all statements about a character’s
personality or the implications of an event. (190,
emphasis in original)
This is drastically different from the negotiated readings proposed by Hall
and Fiske as described above and also from the method of reading employed by the
vidding community, and demonstrates that the wide-ranging theories of these
scholars cannot be globally applied to all audiences: different readers and
communities may make use of a text in very different ways. Unlike the romance
readers Radway describes, though, vidders have a very different relationship to the
text. They often impose their own perspectives and understandings onto the media
texts they consume. If the text does not conform to their desires for it, vidders can
remake it until it does, or edit a video which draws attention to its perceived flaws. 5
Vidders are, however, a specific fannish community with their own interpretive
practices, and as such this type of relationship with media texts should not be
automatically extended to include other audiences.
Ang (1982) found the viewers of the series Dallas also had an inherently
contradictory relationship with the text. While the audience members clearly watched
the show because they enjoyed it, they also gained a great deal of pleasure from
5

These flaws may include the treatment of gender within the text. The ro le of gender in reading and
mean ing making is discussed in detail in Chapter 5.
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simultaneously critiquing its content. Ang makes an interesting point on how
different audiences were able to gain different things from the same text:
An arousal of tragic structure of feeling is certainly
made possible by the way in which the soap opera
text itself is formally and ideologically structured,
but whether this meaning is also actually ascribed
depends on the cultural orientations of the viewers
concerned: the expectations they have of the serial,
their attitudes towards the genre and television in
general, the place television occupies in their life,
and so on. (61)
According to Ang, Dallas is more than just a text; the act of watching television in
general (and Dallas specifically) is a cultural practice (83).
This is very similar to how the vidders interact with their chosen media, as
different vidders are able to extract different subtexts from the same source
depending on their unique backgrounds and expectations for the series or film. Vids
can easily highlight the comic, tragic, or melodramatic elements in a series by
extracting them, arranging them into a sequence, and adding appropriate music to
emphasize it even further. Vidding takes viewer response even further than Ang’s
idea of practice. While many early audience theorists saw reception as an internal
process, or a discursive process as viewer responses were shared with others, vidders
actually externalize their unique reception of media into texts of their own.
In Textual Poachers (1992), Henry Jenkins points to media fandom as a
specific audience which actively creates and shares their unique interpretations of
media texts. He critiques the static encoding/decoding model proposed b y Hall,
stating that meaning is neither fixed nor classifiable. Borrowing from Michel de
Certeau, Jenkins offers the more fluid term “textual poachers” to conceptualize
media fans as nomads who move freely across the media landscape and adopt aspects
of different texts that appeal to them and discard those they dislike. Jenkins
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emphasises fandom as a participatory and creative subculture, where these aspects
are knitted together in a way that appeals to the community in the form of fan
products like fanfiction, fan vids, and filk music, and declares that fans are “active
participants in the construction and circulation of textual meanings.” (1992, 24)
This constitutes a major departure from the previous studies. Jenkins asserts
that fan audiences not only freely interpret meaning from media texts, but also create
their own meanings in fanfiction, fanart, and vids and share their interpretations
within the fannish community. Fans are accorded a great deal of agency due to their
unique level of involvement with media texts, but the fan’s position is one of both
adoration and frustration: because they do not own the text they cannot have any real
effect on its construction or development, which leads fans to create their own
articulations and meanings. Jenkins cites fan criticisms toward representations of
minorities and women in the media as an example. While Fiske saw resistance to
mainstream media messages as subversive and political, Jenkins points out that
fannish criticisms are usually limited to fanzine debates and fan gossip circles, and
refers to fans as a “powerless elite”, following Tulloch (in Jenkins and Tulloch
1995).
As a whole, Textual Poachers has been influential in the field of audience
research, and is the founding text for media fan studies. However, it is not without its
detractors. The work has a very clear agenda to break down the existing cultural
stereotypes of fans. Consider this quote, for example: “Fans are poachers who get to
keep what they take and use their plundered goods as the foundations for the
construction of an alternative cultural community.” (223) Fans are cast almost as
guerrillas of resistance by Jenkins, and are set up in harsh contrast to non-fans, who
are denigrated as “mundanes”. The subversive potential of fandom that was argued
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by Jenkins in this work is extremely appealing to fans, and Textual Poachers has
been widely read among the community. Many of my participants, such as P.R. Zed,
referred to it in our interviews, and pointed out how influential it has been in their
own thinking of fan practices. No other works were mentioned, which leads me to
suspect that fans are unaware of the critiques of Jenkins’ work. Many scholars have
accused Jenkins’ work of being celebratory by attributing too much liberatory
potential to fandom. In particular, Matt Hills (2002) engages with the theoretical
underpinnings of Jenkins’ work and argues that fan culture is not as liberating,
resistant, or subversive as Jenkins portrayed it. Indeed, he notes, not all fans take part
in the creative and meaning making practices of those whom Jenkins documented –
if this is the case, not all fans can claim the subversive potential Jenkins offers (30). 6
Rather than continuing this debate on the resistant or conformist nature of
fandom, for the purposes of this research I find the term “transformative” to be a
great deal more valuable in conceptualizing fan practices such as vidding and fan
fiction. Promoted by fan advocacy group The Organization for Transformative
Works, classifying fanworks as “transformative” allows them to be protected under
the “fair use” clause of American copyright law: similar to parody and satire, it is
acceptable under the law to use copyrighted material as long as it has been
“transformed” significantly. 7 Accordingly, while the issue of whether or not fan
behaviour functions as an act of resistance has been discussed in great detail
throughout the works discussed above and in others, such as Ambercrombie and
Longhurst (1998), Jones (2002), and Scodari (2003), I will not be focusing on it in

6

Hills does not, however, base his argument on ethnographic research of his own, but rather suggests
that the trope of the fan-as-consumer should be reconsidered using the work of Adorno. See Hills
(2002), Chapter 1.
7

A full d iscussion on the work of the OTW and the use of the legal term “transformat ive” to describe
fanworks will be undertaken in Chapter 8.
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this dissertation. The issue is significantly complex, and I believe it is impossible to
definitively declare fandom as a whole to be resistant, but there are obvious
subversive qualities in many fan practices. The emphasis of this research will be,
drawing on my ethnographic research, on how the vidding community understands
this debate, what effects it has on their practices, and how terms such as
“transformative” are strategically deployed.
Scholarship from the third generation of fan studies offers tools with which to
nuance the meaning- making practices occurring in contemporary, online fandoms
and add depth to the original arguments offered by Hall, Fiske, and Jenkins. In a
2001 interview, Jenkins stated that, despite recent complications of the notion of the
text and the audience due to media convergence and new media technologies and the
affordances of Web 2.0 for online creative communities, “It’s important to hold on to
some distinction between the authority granted a textual producer and the
tentativeness with which fan interpretation or fan fiction is greeted.” (Jenkins and
Hills n.d.)
Writing on online soap opera communities, Nancy Baym (2000) identifies a
number of interpretive processes at work in the audience: ideological codes, which
draw from a common frame of experience to allow the viewer to decode the story;
video-cinematic codes, which decipher the logic behind the filming; generic codes,
which draw on the soap opera form and includes its unique uses of time, space,
acting style, and intersecting narratives; and intertextual codes, which draw on other
genres and texts to form a comparison (such as horror or mystery subplots). “To view
these codes”, Baym argues, “viewers watch soap operas in close and distant ways
simultaneously.” (63) This combination of close readings (operating within the
story’s terms and allowing suspension of disbelief) and distant readings (drawing
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back to recognize it as a constructed fiction and thus being conscious of the videocinematic codes and metatexts) allows the viewer to be both drawn in to the narrative
and also criticize it rationally. This combination of close and distant readings is at
work in the vidding community as well: in addition to deep emotional connections to
specific series, characters, or relationships, vidders must also be able to pull back and
observe the series as a piece of television, and analyze the technical and production
aspects of the text (such as lighting, camera movement, and framing) in order to craft
their vids.
Similar to Jenkins, Baym also finds soap opera fans engaged in a struggle
with the creators over ownership when the story does not match their expectations or
they come into conflict with perceived ideological messages in the text (2000, 1023). Fans commonly argue that the writers are not “doing it right”, and then transform
their criticisms into opportunities (105). Using the source material itself, vidders
physically alter the footage in order to craft a more personal or appealing narrative:
similar to Baym’s soap opera fans, they engage in interpretive practices,
personalisation, character interpretation, and speculation in the stories they craft (see
Baym, 71 – 83).
In her study of online female fan communities entitled Cyberspaces of Our
Own (2005), Rhiannon Bury offers a detailed analysis of gender performance
(following Butler 1990) and gender articulation (following Hall 1986) on the
Internet, and argues that various subject positions are offered to female readers,
which can be negotiated, resisted, subverted, or refused to be taken up (although she
is careful to point out that the same amount of agency is not available to all). While
Radway’s romance readers were characterized by their desire to occupy the subject
position of the central female character and engage with the romance narrative, the
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female fan communities that Bury studied rejected romantic fantasy and focused on
objectification of the male characters. They positioned themselves as active female
spectators, as do the vidding community members. Many famous vids, such as
“Vogue” by Luminosity, are designed to shift the focus of inherently masculine texts
(the film 300, in this case) to emphasize the female gaze and focus on the eroticism
of the male form. 8
These last two studies by Baym and Bury deal with specific fan communities
as they exist online. Computer mediated communication and new media
technologies, in addition to changes in television broadcasting models, have had a
profound effect on conceptions of the audience and fandom. In this next section, I
turn to review some of these effects as they relate to the studies discussed above and
to the vidding community.
4.5

New Media Audiences and the Postbroadcast Era
Historical context must be considered in any review of the literature on media

audiences: changes in media consumption practices and distribution models have
also had an impact on how audiences are conceived by media industries, and new
platforms such as video games and online content delivery ask for a reconsideration
of traditional assumptions of the audience. Wood and Taylor (2008) note that the
techno-centric language in current scholarship turns media audiences into new media
users. As different methods are being used and different questions are being asked,
there seems to be little continuity between television studies and new media studies.
Marshall (2004) points out that the key difference here is that new media studies no
longer concerns itself with the concept of the active audience, which has driven fan

8

This vid is included in the attached DVD as Vid 4.1. Gendered audiences and vidding are discussed
in further detail in Chapter 5. Eroticising female characters also co mmonly occurs, but it somewhat
problemat ic. See Chapter 7 for d iscussion.
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studies scholarship, but rather with the interactive nature of new media. He writes,
“the activity of the audience generally with traditional media is at the po int of
consumption or reception” but in new media the interactivity is written into the
media itself, allowing users to have some effect on the outcome of the text itself (13).
Terms such as “pro-sumer” and “prod-user” have been suggested as replacements for
“audience” or “user” in relation to Web 2.0 techno logies , although it seems as
though no one term has been popularly adopted as of yet. 9
It is vital, as Wood and Taylor insist, to remember that changes in technology
and industry do not necessarily determine certain relationships between television
and audience:
The current period, where industrial, technological,
and economic features of convergence seem to
obscure the object of television as a discrete entity
and reinforce its relationship not just to film, but also
to the Internet, seems to suggest that new media
studies is the way forward. Yet, this runs the risk of
reasserting a hierarchy in which television’s
established scholarship can neatly be bypassed,
thereby theoretically
reconfiguring audience
attachments as overly mechanistic engagements.
Indeed, one could be forgiven for feeling nostalgic
about television audiences after surveying the extant
work on new media that renders empirical
ethnographic audience work almost invisible. (144)
While new media and the so-called “postbroadcast” era (Parks 2004) have
obviously changed the media landscape significantly, Cover (2006) argues that
previous scholarship on new media and interactivity has been extremely
technologically determinist. 10 He discusses the changes in the author-text-audience
relationship in relation to interactive and new media technologies, and po ints out that

9

See, for example, Bruns (2008).

10

Cover points to McMillan (2002) and Green (2002) as specific examples of a technologically
deterministic account of interactivity.
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while interactive technologies complicate the issue, the conflict in the author-textaudience relationship is certainly not a product of those technologies. Digital
environments have instead simply “fostered greater capacity and a greater interest by
the audience to change, alter and manipulate a text or textual narrative, to seek coparticipation in authority, and to thus redefine the traditional author-text-audience
relationship.” (140). He continues:
It is my argument, here, that the rise of interactivity
as a form of audience participation is by no means
the latest trend in media history, nor something that
disrupts a prior synergy between author-textaudience, but a strongly- held and culturally-based
desire to participate in the creation and
transformation of the text that has effectively been
denied by previous technologies of media production
and distribution. (144, emphasis in original)
Cover’s suggestion here allows us to reconcile current theories on new media,
interactivity, and interaction between the producer and consumer with those
communities, such as fandom, which have been engaging in such behaviour long
before Web 2.0 facilitated it. Indeed, Cover specifically references early VCR-era
vidding as an exceptional case where the audience used technology that was never
intended to be interactive, and argues that audiences have always wanted to assert
more control over media texts. Now, digital technologies are advanced enough to
allow more and more people to do so much more easily.
Spigel and Olsson’s edited volume Television After TV (2004) provides an
excellent resource for considering how television as a medium has changed in recent
years. In addition to new formats such as reality TV, the past few years have seen the
decline of the three network system in the United States, and the introduction of
multi-channel and satellite delivery systems, convergence in both technology and
ownership, and many changes in television technology with inventions such as flat
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screens and personal TV recorders like TiVo. Along with illegal downloads, the
popularity of television series on DVD, and legal streaming sites like Hulu.com,
these changes have influenced how contemporary viewers consume and engage with
television content. Many of my interview participants noted that they are more likely
to watch television on DVD or download it, rather than simply watch the free-to-air
broadcasts.
In his book Convergence Culture (2006), Jenkins discusses changes in
audience engagement with media in the digital age, and labels it “participatory
culture” (3). He argues throughout that behaviours formerly found in fan cultures
(such as fan fiction, art, and “writing back ” into the text) have now become much
more widespread with digital publishing and editing tools such as Photoshop and
blogging platforms, which allow everyday users to edit, create, and distribute content
online. As discussed in Chapter 2, the practices of vidders dating from the 1970s
have now become much more widespread, as the vidding community comes into
contact with other types of digital video editing and music video which are shared on
YouTube and other streaming sites. Rather than consider them as d isparate entities, I
believe it is vital to consider how the changes in television might require us as
scholars to re-think our use of older reception theories that do not account for the
recent developments in new media. As Wood and Taylor have suggested above, the
traditions of television studies should not be bypassed, but new media concepts of
participatory culture, media convergence, and the audience-as-user all come to bear
on contemporary vidding practices.
As they edit and reconstruct sources at their pleasure, vidders take a position
of mastery over the text and become more than spectators: they are editors and
creators of meaning themselves by making new texts of their own. As evident in this
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research, vidders are socially situated in many different ways depending on their
background, contexts, and fannish interests, and each of these factors influences how
they interpret these texts. I hesitate to claim the subversive potential heralded by
Jenkins (1992) when he claimed that fans were actively creating an alternative
community. The majority of vidders I spoke with informed me they created vids
primarily for themselves out of love for the text, although some did speak of a desire
for activism. The following questionnaire responses indicate some of the motivations
of the vidders for engaging in this practice:
Q:

What do you think inspires vidders to remake the source material?

R11:

A desire to tell their own story, to entertain.

R49:

Individual view of the source - we all watch a
different show, even if we're watching the
exact same thing - we don't see the same
thing. It's about sharing your vision of that
particular show.

R65:

It gives us the freedom to talk back and
respond - to not just be passive receivers of
art and culture.

R71:

SLASH. Or the awesome character that the
writers killed off after five episodes. Or
offensive shit in otherwise beloved shows
(Joss's squicky race issues, the misogyny in
Supernatural). 11 Or inoffensive but bad
writing: the creators fucked up and now it's
the vidders' job to fix it. (Almost all my vid
ideas are for Angel even though I think BtVS
is far more well written). 12 And also SLASH.

11

Several vids and fannish commentary point to Joss Whedon’s series (such as Firefly, 2002 – 2003)
as having issues with representation of different racial identities, and also to the mistreat ment of
female characters in Supernatural (2005 – present).
12

Bt VS is the fannish abbreviation for Buffy the Vampire Slayer (1997 – 2003). The vidder is
referring to her preference to vid its spin-off series Angel (1999 – 2004) over the original.
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These respondents indicate the variety of motivations for creating vids: passion about
a television series and a desire to entertain, correcting storylines and characters,
making political statements about representation of women and minorities, and also
speaking back to the creators. While cautiously refraining from far-reaching
statements, I do believe that vidders make a unique use of television and film by
editing it in such a way and choosing to share it with others.
4.6

Complications and Complexities
It is fruitful here to return to our earlier discussion on the complexities of

signification and meaning. Jostein Grisprud (1995) offers a critique of audience
reception studies as a whole from the 1970s and 1980s. He believes that the scholarly
work on this topic has wrongly placed the consumer/audience member as allpowerful and grants them a great deal more agency than is actually available to them
(8). Gripsrud strongly disagrees with Fiske and others, decrying the complications to
meaning wrought by semiotics: “These weaknesses have become even more
pronounced as the ‘cultural studies’ approach to audience studies has become
fashionable and mixed with the elements of ‘postmodernist’ theories. Banalized bits
and pieces of poststructuralist thought (‘deconstruction’) have led to a misunderstood
over-rating of the instability of meaning and a disregard for how all communication
is constrained by material, social, and semiotic conditions…” (8) “The text,” he
continues, “is the central element in the simple, linear model of communication,
which retains its obvious adequacy even if semiotics and reception theory severely
complicate its straightforwardness.” (9)
While I agree that we are all social and culturally conditioned to read certain
texts in certain ways and draw on our cultural literacy to understand them, and also
agree with Gripsrud’s point that we need further study of the socio-cultural structures
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that shape television production, the interpretation of a text cannot be as
straightforward as he suggests. Gripsrud’s argument that understanding a text is
simple and linear is logical only if the audience is properly culturally situated to
understand it. If a member of the audience cannot draw on the appropriate cultural
literacy required to understand a text, they will experience it in a vastly different
way. Consider as well the meanings drawn from a text like Star Trek by the slash
fans studied by Jenkins (1992) and Bacon-Smith (1992): while these female slash
fans may understand the linear narrative, they choose to read the text in a “queer”
way, deliberately attaching new meanings to the supposedly straightforward text. I
would argue, along with Radway (1987), that the text becomes “meaningful” when
the audience member adds their own unique understanding.
Nightingale (1996) complicates the use of a simple semiotic analysis of
media texts further by pointing out the complexities of television and film compared
to that of a written text. Television texts incorporate at least two levels of discourse,
the visual and the aural:
Visual signs were considered both ‘coded’ and
‘naturalized’, constructed to ensure that what is seen
and heard on television ‘makes sense’. The aural
codes of television seem to have been equated with
the written script, with little concern for the
difference between an indexical code of sounds, and
language… This underestimation of the contribution
of sound, sound effects and music in the construction
of televisual discourse, as well as the interaction
between visual and aural codes, resulted in an
oversimplified project for the textual analysis
required by the encoding/decoding model. (33)
She continues, “the televisual sign possesses such a degree of visual
complexity that the method of analysing the sign by its verbal and visual codes, and
of analysing the operation of codes by examining the denotation and connotations of
the signs, seems extremely inadequate.” (35) Nightingale’s point here, I be lieve, is
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that semiotic analysis of media texts must always remember the complexities of the
sign systems they are attempting to analyse. While Gripsrud’s argument is the
cultural studies approach needlessly complicates issues of reception and meaning, I
would follow Nightingale’s assertion here: the televisual sign is extremely intricate,
and semiotic readings must address the complexities of multiple signifier codes.
Fiske (1987) labels this semiotic excess: because of the density of
signification, “there is always too much meaning on television to be controllable by
the dominant ideology.” (91) As I have deconstructed the relatively simplistic
breakdown of meaning (into either dominant, resistive, or negotiated meanings)
above, Fiske’s core point in using semiotic excess is that as the televisual sign is too
complex to be understood in a single way, there is a surplus of potential meanings
which audiences may develop, and the viewer must decide what to focus on.
Writing about vids and narrative on her academic blog, scholar Tisha Turk
noted that vids disrupt the notion of the televisual text as a closed system of meaning,
By reinscribing and reinterpreting and re-seeing the
source, by constructing overlapping and alternative
narratives, by offering lots of different ideas about
what’s important in the source, vids and vidders
collectively take apart the illusion that the original
text is coherent and unified…Vids take what appears
to be a closed system and… not just force it open,
but show that it was already open. (2008, emphasis
in original)

As Turk notes, vids draw on the multitude of additional elements found in the source
material as an open system: they may emphasise subtextual components, highlight
existing themes, selectively focus on particular elements, or even use the source
material to create an entirely different story (known as an “alternate universe”, or
AU).
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4.7

Inte rtextuality and Meaning
Vidding adds another layer of meaning and interpretation to media texts, as

well. In addition to all the elements Nightingale refers to, the audience for a vid is
called on to remember the original context of all the sources that are used, in addition
to reading them in relation to their placement in the vid and also drawing on the
context and style of the musical choice. Thus, vids are intertextual by their very
nature as they must combine at least one visual and one auditory source, and it is the
relationship between these deliberately selected texts (music and video) that create
meaning in a vid. This intertextuality exists both in the minds of the “author” (or
vidder) and in that of the audience, as they draw on genre knowledge, media literacy,
style influences, and previous works as part of their interpretation process.
Calvert et al. (2002) provide an inclusive definition that extends logically
from Nightingale’s complication of the sign, discussed above. In this model,
intertextuality refers to “the ‘connections’ between texts and can be defined as the
process by which texts communicate meaning to audiences through reference to
other texts, genres, discourses, themes, or media.” (126-7, italics removed) Texts,
then, do not exist independently:
Just as signs do not operate in isolation but generate
meaning in relation to, and in combination with
other signs, intertextuality highlights the fact that
texts (as signifying structures comprising, signs
organised into codes) are interrelated. Texts are
complex systems of signification, and the
meaning(s) generated by any one text are the product
of the combination of these systems of signification.
A single text, then, constitutes an ‘intertext’ which is
made up of references to other texts. (Calvert et al.,
127, italics removed)
Fiske (1987) goes further to define two different types of intertextuality: the
horizontal (where primary texts are explicitly linked by genre, character, or content,
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etc.) and the vertical (when a primary text is linked to texts of a different type, such
as the secondary texts of studio publicity, journalistic features, or tertiary texts,
which are created by fans). Vids operate in both ways, sometimes simultaneously.
Lim’s well-known meta-vid “Us”, which comments on fandom practices and interrelationships between texts, is extremely dense intertextually. 13 Fiske also notes that
instances of vertical intertextuality (such as the “tertiary texts” of fanfiction) can be
analysed to determine how television texts are being interpreted (1987, 117-8).
In Textual Poachers (1992), Jenkins applies Bakhtin’s concept of
heteroglossia to fan vidding. Consider this quote from Bakhtin: “The world in
language is half someone else’s. It becomes ‘one’s own’ only when the speaker
populates it with his own intensions, his own accent, when he appropriates the word,
adapting it to his own semantic and expressive intention.” (1981, 293) Jenkins argues
that one of the core pleasures of vidding is in the recognition o f sources in a vid, and
seeing the clips extracted from their original context and given alternative readings
(1992, 227). I argued above that vidders have many different reasons for
participating in the community, but the clever manipulation of source material is
indeed one of the central pleasures of vidding. According to the questionnaire
respondents:
I like seeing what a good vidder can do with lousy
source material -- a stupid movie can be turned into
a work of gorgeous genius given the right vidder and
song. If there is something good hidden in a source,
watching a vidder turn it into something better than
the original is a huge joy.
I love meta-based vids, and the very best can open
my eyes to a new character. For instance, I may see
the show through the eyes of a character I dislike for
the first time. That is amazing! Or I can be swept off
13

This vid is discussed in detail in Lothian (2009).
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into a different interpretation of the original source
(say with a different ship)--that changes my viewing
of the source less than the first instance, to be
honest.
Heteroglossia, then, in which every utterance is imbued with the meaning of its
previous uses, is a valuable theoretical tool for conceptualizing vidding. It is related
to the role of intertextuality in vidding: only by making connections between texts
and drawing on their previous contexts may the rich associations of a vid be fully
appreciated (though not all viewers have access to the same interpretive resources).
As Calvert et al. (2002) pointed out previously, intertextuality is used to
communicate meaning to the audience through connections between texts, themes,
genres, and discourses.
Vids, then, are extremely complex systems of signification: in addition to all
the elements of the televisual sign described by Nightingale above, there are also the
multiple layers of intertextuality and context (heteroglossia) which influence how a
vid is understood by the viewer. Vids are very demanding on their audiences,
demanding a great deal of media literacy, knowledge of fannish tropes, and musical
knowledge as well. I have written previously on the volumes of background
knowledge required to decode the layers of meaning in the vid “Still Alive” by
Counteragent, which combines footage from the CW’s series Supernatural with
related fan art and criticism to portray the Livejournal-based critiques of the third
season of the series (Freund 2010). Without all this contextual information, the vid is
nearly incomprehensible to outsider viewers.
4.8

Semiotic Structure in Media Texts
It would seem, due to all aforementioned complications of the televisual sign,

that the application of a structuralist practice such as semiotics would not be
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particularly useful to vidding. In this section, though, I would now like to explore to
what extent semiotic analysis may be productive in understanding vidding practices.
The televisual sign is extremely complex, but it cannot be endlessly complex or it
would be incredibly difficult for audiences to comprehend what was occurring on the
screen. A one-to-one relationship between the method of semiotics, which is based
on language, and filmic texts, which as we have noted are much more complex,
cannot be assumed and the use of such a method must be qualified. Semiotic analysis
is by no means useless to the study of television and film: indeed, it has been applied
previously by several scholars (most notably by Metz, 1974 but also by Fiske,
1989).14 It is not useful to discard semiotic analysis because of its basis in
structuralism: it is not my intention here to argue an overarching “deep meaning”
structure to all media texts, but rather to consider the structural elements of vids as
they are used by the vidders themselves, and it is the language of semiotics that best
suits such an endeavour. It is not my intention nor my desire to commit to a
universalist theory of meaning; rather, my use of semiotics is for pragmatic analysis
of a specific, contextual media practice.
I seek to use the notions of syntax and paradigms heuristically in the analysis
of vidding practice to explain how televisual sources are deconstructed into their
composite pieces and remade by their editors into a new text, the vid. In order to
deconstruct the elements and explain how the original source material is taken up and
used by the vidders, I propose that vids alter the syntax and paradigms of a media
text in a very specific way.
The terms “syntax” and “paradigm” as used here are originally drawn from
Saussure’s work in the field of linguistics, where “syntax” may be thought of as
14

See Rosen (1986), who deals with the issues of using structuralism and semiotics to study a
complex system like film.
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combinatory (linear, narrative) and “paradigms” as associative (vertical). To use an
example from language, words are connected together in a speech act in a particular
linear sequence to form a sentence; this is the syntax. The paradigms are the different
possible words that could be included in the sentence, such as the category of
“nouns”, which may be interchanged in the sentence. “For instance,” writes
Manovich, “all nouns form a set; all synonyms of a particular word form another
set.” (2004, 203) By combining these different paradigmatic elements together in the
appropriate linear structure – the syntax – a sentence is created. These paradigms can
usually be exchanged without altering the syntax as well: it is usually possible to
leave the sentence structure intact and change one noun for another. Not all elements
are interchangeable with all other elements, of course. The rules of grammar and
sentence structure must remain intact for the syntax to be meaningful. Certain words
or phrases in a sentence may, however, be exchanged with similar phrases or
synonyms without overly altering the meaning. 15 As explained by Stam et al. (1992):
The PARADIGM consists in a virtual or ‘vertical’
set of units which have in common the fact that they
entertain relations of similarity and contrast – i.e. of
comparability – and that they may be chosen to
combine with other units. The alphabet is a
paradigm, in that letters are chosen from it to form
words, which can themselves be seen as minisyntagmas... The SYNTAGM, and other syntagmatic
relationships have to do with the sequential
characteristics of speech, their ‘horizontal’
arrangement into a signifying whole. Paradigmatic
operations involve choosing, while syntagmatic
operations involve combining. (9, italics added)
The use of paradigms and syntax has been applied to many different sign
systems, such as fashion and food (Manovich 2004). Gripsrud (1995) explains how
this structure relates to media texts like film and television:
15

For mo re details on the semiotic use of these terms, please see Martin and Ringham (2006) or
Manovich (2004).
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Paradigms can thus be grammatical categories
(nouns, adjectives, etc.), they can be technical
categories (camera angles and other stylistic options
in film/TV) or they can be cultural, connotative
categories (the male/female (stereo)types available
in a culture or in a certain genre). A text’s
paradigmatic structure is thus the key to its thematic
dimension, i.e. what the text is ‘about’ and how its
themes are regarded or treated. (181)
The syntax, in a media text, would be how all of these paradigmatic elements are
combined in a specific order to create a narrative. 16 The paradigmatic elements can
be, as with language, interchangeable as well: one camera angle or thematic element
may be exchanged for another without necessarily altering the syntax, or structure of
events. Discussing Christian Metz’s work on the semiotics of film, Stam et al. (1992)
explain that film and language both share a common syntagmatic na ture: “By
moving from one image to two, film becomes language. Both language and film
produce discourse through paradigmatic and syntagmatic operations. Language
selects and combines phonemes and morphemes to form sentences; film selects and
combines images and sounds to form syntagmas, i.e. units of narrative autonomy in
which elements interact semantically.” (37)
Gripsrud points out that the application of syntagms and paradigms to audiovisual texts is not necessarily a smooth one, but one that remains quite useful
nevertheless:
There are for instance in paradigms of visual devices
not clearly distinct alternatives to choose from but
continuums of camera angles, foci, movements,
lighting, etc. Still, the distinction is to me
illuminating, in that it points to the performance of
(a) ‘authorial’ choice behind every element of the
16

The term “syntax” in the case of media semiotics varies slightly fro m its use in linguistics, where
the linguistic term refers to the rules for meaningful co mbinations of words, wh ile the media sense
refers to the ways in wh ich filmic elements are co mbined. I fo llow the use of the term by Metz (1974)
and Gripsrud (1995) as above.
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observable syntagmatic chain and (b) that these
choices are patterned so as to reveal a particular set
of meaningful codes regulating which choices are
made by producers, consciously or by way of
cultural norms, myths or socio-psychological
constitution. The notion of paradigms is thus for
instance able to suggest meaningful cultural and thus
ideological reasons for ‘pure incidents’, by relating
them to a limited set of alternatives available within
the paradigmatic structure of a certain kind of
narrative, a certain genre. (1995, 182).

Fascinatingly, this framework of paradigms and syntax has also been applied
to new media formats. Manovich (2004) argues that the rise of computer culture
created a “new cultural algorithm of reality” (224-5). In this system, the influence of
computers on nearly every facet of the modern world has brought “database logic”
into our everyday lives. Manovich specifically points out that this new type of logic
has caused new media forms to follow a more paradigmatic, associative structure
rather than more traditional media types that were dependent on syntax and narrative.
In the linguistic use of paradigms and syntax, he argues, the syntagm is explicit a nd
the paradigm is implicit: “For instance, in the case of a written sentence, the words
that comprise it materially exist on a piece of paper, while the paradigmatic sets to
which these words belong only exist in the writer’s and reader’s minds… one is real
and the other is imagined.” (230)
However, new media reverses this relationship between paradigm and
syntagm. “Database (the paradigm) is given material existence, while narrative (the
syntagm) is dematerialised. Paradigm is privileged, syntagm is downplayed.” (231)
Manovich uses new media design software to exemplify his point. In software like
Adobe Premiere, the database is the center of the design process. “The narrative is
constructed by linking elements of this database in a particular order, that is by
designing a trajectory leading from one element to another. On the material level, a
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narrative is just a set of links; the elements themselves remain stored in the database.
Thus the narrative is virtual while the database exists materially.” (231) Consider
also the computer interface, which presents all the possible paradigmatic options on
the screen, and the user connects the different options into a syntax by making their
selections to create a unique experience. “Just as a language user construct s a
sentence by choosing each successive word from a paradigm of other possible words,
a new media user creates a sequence of screens by clicking on this or that icon at
each screen.” (232)
This computer logic is also the basis of remix culture, as electro nic art is
based on the new principle of “modification of an already existing signal” (emphasis
in original, 126). Manovich seems to bemoan the death of “original creation”: “One
does not have to add any original writing; it is enough to select from what a lready
exists. Put differently, now anybody can become a creator by simply providing a new
menu, that is, by making a new selection from the total corpus available.” (127)
However, this form of production has led to a new form of control whic h is “soft, but
powerful” (129). 17 Authorship has become the art of selection. “An author puts
together an object from elements that she herself did not create. The creative energy
of the author goes into selection and sequencing of elements rather than into original
design.” (130) Unlike language and written texts, where authors (or speakers)
combine words together to create sentences and meanings, the media paradigms that
are used by vidders are constructed out of many different elements (lighting, actors,
framing, colour, special effects, pacing and so forth) to form complex sign systems in

17

Vidding and remix as types of “soft mastery” will be discussed further in Chapter 5.
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generally agreed ways. 18 The paradigm, in the media and digital sense, is extremely
dense and arguably also extremely expensive and time-consuming to create.
“Authorship” in remix does not involve creating these dense paradigms, but rather
appropriating pre-existing ones and re-combining them in creative ways.
To Manovich, the rise in the cultural prestige of the DJ is directly attributable
to computer culture, and his description that follows could easily be that of the vidder
as well:
The DJ best represents its new logic: selection and
combination of pre-existent elements. The DJ also
demonstrates the true potential of this logic to create
new artistic forms… The essence of the DJ’s art is
the ability to mix selected elements in rich and
sophisticated ways… the true art lies in the ‘mix’.
(135)
As seen in Chapter 2, vidding did indeed exist prior to the “new media” forms
which Manovich discusses here. Following on Cover (2006), it was noted above that
types of remix existed previous to digital technologies, and therefore a one-to-one
relationship between the technology and how media is produced using that
technology cannot be assumed as to do so would be technologically deterministic.
While interactivity and remix forms existed previously, it was the invention and
widespread availability of digital, new media technologies that drastically increased
the number of individuals engaging in participatory cultures like vidding. However,
Manovich’s connection between new media forms and the emphasis on selection in
different types of remix suggests that contemporary computer technology has lead to
an increase in the spread of remix practices, as evidenced across a range of different

18

Ed iting and shot combinations, for instance, generally fo llo w filmic rules such as the shot -reverseshot and the eyeline match.
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practices, from DJ culture, YouTube remix videos, music mashups, and of course
vidding.
4.9

The Semiotics of Vidding
Similar to the DJ culture described by Manovich, vidding is not about

creating an entirely new product but rather re-purposing existing footage and music
in order to relate the meanings drawn from the text by the vidder. It is a method of
communication, whereby the paradigmatic elements are extracted from the various
source materials and sewn back together into a new syntax, a new narrative that
better suits the interpretation and creative or participatory desire of the vidder.
Vidders undertake the act of selection by combing through all the possible paradigms
from the source material and combining them to create their art “through the mix” as
Manovich describes. If we examine the setup of a video-editing program, the shifting
relationship between paradigmatic and syntagmatic elements in a vid become
obvious. In order to illustrate my argument, please refer to Figure 14 below. This
screenshot of the Adobe Premiere editing software was previously used in Chapter 2,
but here is useful for demonstrating the paradigmatic and syntagmatic reorganization
in vidding.
Vidders select clips from the source material to be used in their vid, and these
are imported into the editing software. More experienced vidders commonly sort
their clips into categories (known as “bins”) based on the content of the clip. Laura
Shapiro, for instance, gave examples of creating a “happy” bin, an “action” bin, an
“explosion” bin, or in a multi-source vid, bins for each individual source. Hills
(2008) notes that breaking the text down into its component parts is a central practice
of fandom: “fans watch for, recall and celebrate or critique what become defining
moments within their beloved shows… Fans’ close readings also tend to evaluatively
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break texts into pieces – greatest bits, rubbish bits, embarrassing bits, scary bits…”
(35, emphasis in original) The clips I chose for my vid appear in Figure 14
highlighted in red. These clips are interchangeable; they are the paradigmatic
elements of the vid. The clips are, of course, not entirely interchangeable. As with
language, some words are acceptable substitutes for others within a given syntax, but
the context of the whole must be taken into account for the combination to make
sense. Similarly with vidding, while paradigms are interchangeable to an extent, the
aesthetic and narrative constraints of the vid help to focus which clips are placed in
which positions in order to maintain the overall effect.
The timeline lies horizontally across the bottom of the screen, blank, echoing
Manovich’s comment about the dematerialized syntagm, until the relevant
paradigmatic clips are chosen and combined in a specific order. Highlighted in blue
in Figure 14 are the clips that have already been laid onto the timeline. Now
connected together, the clips/paradigms are joined together to create a syntagmatic
relationship. According to Christian Metz, “the basic principle of editing (all editing)
resides in an operation which is wholly syntagmatic…since it consists in juxtaposing
and combining elements in discourse – in the filmic chain…” (1982, 183)
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Figure 14: A screenshot of my vid-in-progress.

As I discovered when trying to edit my own vid, I could (and often did) spend
hours exchanging the paradigmatic elements and replaying the vid over and over
again in order to see which clips worked the best in relation to the music and each
other in order to achieve the effect I desired. 19 The storyboard used by Buffyann
(shown in Figure 8, Chapter 2) further exemplifies this point: for her vid “This
World” Buffyann associated specific lyrics from her chosen song with paradigmatic
elements from Battlestar Galactica, such as “survival”, “holding hands”, or
“strategy” in order to tell the story of her vid. These elements are interchangeable in
the overall structure of the vid. As she explained: “When I edit I have 5 options of
clips that I can use and I start to play with them and sometimes it doesn’t work but
you just create as you go along.” A clip is chosen for the vid based on how well it
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This trial-and-error method of creating which I label “bricolage” will form the discussion in Chapter
5. A detailed examp le of how elements fro m the source material are extracted and re -purposed in vids
will be undertaken as part of the case studies in Chapter 6.
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“works” with the music, lighting, timing, or other coordinating elements with the
clips around it. As will be discussed in Chapter 5, the most common types of vids are
those that explore characters and their relationships. In a slash vid for example,
scenes of characters which might be construed as homoerotic are extracted from the
source material and placed into a selected clips bin in the editing program. Then,
according to the vid plan and the music, the clips are dropped onto the timeline of the
editing program and shuffled interchangeably until the desired effect is reached.
For example, take an episode of Supernatural, a series which is commonly
“slashed” by vidders. The series revolves around two brothers, who hunt supernatural
monsters like demons and vampires. As brothers are wont to do, they often fight and
tease each other, and also depend on each other during their “hunts”, and these
elements run through each of the episodes. Below is a simplified chart of possible
paradigmatic elements from a hypothetical episode of Supernatural.

Clip Type A: Clip Type B:
Arguing,
Investigating
conflict
case
CLIP 1
CLIP 1
CLIP 2
CLIP 2
CLIP 3
CLIP 3

Clip Type C:
Laughing,
having fun
CLIP 1
CLIP 2
CLIP 3

Clip Type D:
Hunting
monsters
CLIP 1
CLIP 2
CLIP 3

Clip Type E:
Hugging,
embracing
CLIP 1
CLIP 2
CLIP 3

Table 1: Sorting the paradigmatic elements from the televisual source.
When strung together in a syntagmatic chain, the elements above are combined in
order to create the narrative for the episode, as seen below:
A1 + B1 + A2 + D1 + C1 + A3 + E1 + B2 + B3 + D2…

The links in the chain are separated by the vidder, and the individual elements
reorganized into their paradigmatic associations. Those elements that are not required
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for a slash vid (Type B, investigating; Type D, hunting monsters) are discarded, and
only those that relate specifically to the relationship between the characters are kept
(Type A, arguing; Type C, laughing; Type E, hugging). Here is how the same
episode syntax looks after being selectively edited by the vidder:
A1 + A2 + C1 + A3 + E1…
They may be shuffled out of sequence from their original context, and then reordered based on how they relate to the narrative of the vid and suit the musical
choice or lyrics, to create the syntax of the vid. For example, while they may have
appeared at different times in the vid, vidders commonly draw together all the scenes
of the characters hugging into one section of the vid, and use them out of sequence,
like this possible vid syntax:
A3 + A1 + A2 + C1 + E1…
For example, the vid “Here in Your Car” (created by a vidder who chose not
to be identified) focuses on elements that can be read as romantic when taken out of
the original context. 20 Most of the shots in the vid are of the brothers looking at each
other or touching in some way.

Figure 15 & Figure 16: Shots from “Here in Your Car” – the brothers exchange
longing glances.

20

This vid is included on the attached disc as 4.2.
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The vidder also used advanced video manipulation techniques to create paradigmatic
elements that did not exist in the original, such as shots of the brothers actually
kissing:

Figure 17: Aided by digital manipulation, the characters consummate their
relationship.

In this sense, paradigms can also be created from scra tch using digital manipulation,
but as this is a very difficult and advanced technique, it is not found in the majority
of vids. 21 When all these elements are combined together, the vid makes a very
compelling romantic narrative out of the footage by combining all the romanticcoded paradigms.
While its use here is heavily qualified, semiotics provides a useful tool for
analysing this particular fan practice, as vidders break down the original source text
into its component, paradigmatic parts in order to construct a text that better suits
their personal interests. This language of deconstruction is uniquely suited to assist
us in understanding a practice like vidding, which is deconstructionist by its very
nature.

21

This process of direct, d igital manipulat ion was somewhat controversial when it first appeared. I
heard several vidders joke that it was “cheating” when it was first used for slash vids, as it allowed
vidders to move beyond the limitations of the source material. At VUK, my part icipants a greed that
having to work with in the restrictions of the source material is what pushes vidders to be creative.
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4.10 Music and Suture Theory
Syntagmatic changes to the televisual source are only half of a vid, however.
As discussed in Chapter 2, vidders are most commonly inspired to make a vid by
music, as that piece of music evokes a favourite character, pairing, fandom, or theme
from a television series or film. Keerawa noted that certain types of music will
“sound like a fandom”, such as electronic music bringing science fiction to mind.
Music is often overlooked in studies of film and television, as Bordwell and
Thompson (2010) note: “Yet sound is perhaps the hardest technique [of film] to
study. We’re accustomed to ignoring many of the sounds in our environment…
We’re strongly inclined to think of sound as simply an accompaniment to the real
basis of cinema: the moving images.” (269) In an attempt to rectify this, I would like
to elaborate on the important role that it plays in the construction and interpretation
of vids, and describe its semiotic function as the backbone to these fan- made music
videos.
In their valuable volume on the topic, Juslin and Sloboda (2001) note the
difficulties in academic work on music and its relationship to emotion, as it is
something that is nearly impossible to isolate and study in any scientific way. As
such, they note that studies in this field are extremely diverse and have no unifying
theory (5). Of course, as we are all well aware as listeners and consumers of music,
there is an undeniable emotional impact for this art form:
Philosophers and critics have, with few exceptions,
affirmed their belief in the ability of music to evoke
emotional responses in listeners. Most of the treatise
on musical composition and performance stress the
importance of the communication of feeling and
emotion. Composers have demonstrated their faith in
the affective power of music in their writings and by
the expression marks used in musical scores. And
finally, listeners, past and present, have reported
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with remarkable consistency that music does arouse
feelings and emotions in them. (Meyer 1956, 7)
It is this emotional role of music that the vidders are able to draw on when
creating their vids. In some way, a certain piece of music will bring to mind an
emotional reaction they had when watching their favourite te levision series or film,
or discussed a character’s motivations or story online with the fan community. This
is highly individual and subjective, and based on personal experience and history. In
their study of how music is used to evoke emotions in therapy sessions, Bunt and
Pavlicevic (2001, 184-6) indicate three different ways in which emotion is evoked by
music: through associative connections (where music is connected to certain people,
places, events by an individual); iconic connections (where musical characteristics
are linked to external musical events or human characteristics, such as a build up of
loud and fast sounds indicating a storm); and intrinsic connections (where the
emotional experience of the listener is related to the structural aspects of the music,
such as changes in pitch, phrasing, or loudness leading to bodily reactions).
It is through idiosyncratic associative connections that vidders draw links
between certain characters or relationships within a television series and a piece of
music, while iconic connections are what Keerawa referred to when she commented
that electronic music “sounds like” science fiction. Finally, the intrinsic connections
come into play when the vid is actually being edited: as Mister Anderson explains, he
enjoys drawing connections between changes in volume and rising intonation with
uplifting or emotionally powerful scenes in the clips. 22 Successful vids are those that
are able to convey this original, subjective emotional reaction to the audience.

22

Further discussion of how vidders use music in d ifferent ways for their vids will be undertaken in
Chapter 6.
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Becker (2001) suggests the use of Bourdieu’s concept of habitus to explain
the complex system of thought and behaviour that influences how music and emotive
responses are perceived. Habitus refers to the interaction between the objective social
structures into which members of a given culture are socialized, and subjective tastes
and dispositions of individuals (Bourdieu 1977). As Becker writes:
Our habitus of listening is tacit, unexamined,
seemingly completely ‘natural’… A habit of
listening suggests, not a necessity or a rule, but an
inclination, a disposition to listen with a particular
kind of focus, to expect to experience particular
kinds of emotion, to move with certain stylized
gestures, and to interpret the meaning of the sounds
and one’s emotional responses to the musical event
in somewhat (never totally) predicable ways. (138)
In addition, these connections are culturally specific, as musical elements are
coded differently depending on the cultural context. Listeners are enculturated into
these specific musical traditions throughout their lives. Levitin (2007) points out that
both listeners and composers are aware of these culturally specific musical
associations, and of their effects. In this way, “composers imbue music with emotion
by knowing what our expectations are and then very deliberately controlling when
those expectations will be met, and when they won’t. The thrills, chills, and tears we
experience from music are the result of having our expectations artfully manipulated
by a skilled composer and the musicians who interpret that music.” (111)
For our purposes, the most useful studies of music are those that deal with
how music is used in film and television. The associative, iconic, and intrinsic
connections of music are what film composers utilize in order to create certain
emotional reactions in the audience, which assist them in their reading of a particular
scene. The types of music that are used are deliberately selected in order to structure
a preferred reading or response in the audience. Levitin explains:
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Film directors use music to tell us how to feel about
scenes that otherwise might be ambiguous, or to
augment our feelings at a particular dramatic
moment. Think of a typical chase scene in an actio n
film, or the music that might be used to accompany a
lone woman climbing a staircase in a dark old
mansion: Music is being used to manipulate our
emotions and we tend to accept, if not outright
enjoy, the power of music to make us experience
these different feelings. (2007, 9)
Consider, for example, the opening sequence of Jaws (Spielberg 1975) and
the ominous tones of the famous Jaws theme by John Williams. As it is set to
relatively innocuous footage of the ocean floor, how the audience reads this scene is
strongly influenced by the sense of dread created by the music (set in a minor key,
and steadily increasing in tempo until crashing to the final, dissonant chords).
Writing on American television, Jason Mittell notes how the score “define[s]
a scene’s tone, mood, or genre. A score can quickly establish a sequence as
belonging to a certain genre, such as horror, soap opera, or comedy, almost
regardless of the visuals.” (2010, 206) He writes, “music and environmental sound
also guide our emotional reactions to a sequence, as the choice of score and sound
effects directly shapes how we perceive and respond to what is seen on-screen, often
without our realizing that sound has affected our readings. Sound can convey a
rhythm to a scene, often in conjunction with visual editing, which can trigger
emotional responses such as excitement, suspense, or sadness.” (210) Brown (1994)
observed that the use of specific musical motifs for characters or themes in films
helps to create an ‘intraparadigmatic structure’ for the filmic narrative, by connecting
these different scenes with previous ones in the narrative, and helps the viewer to
make the connection between them, such as a recurring love theme throughout the
film to draw links between paradigms of “love”. This also works for extratextual
paradigms, as certain motifs and types of music can connect the viewer to other
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instances of the same motif (such as the waltz to suggest love) (10). As vids (usually)
draw on only one song, they draw paradigms from across the original source material
into a concentrated, specific instance.
In her study of the semiotics of narrative film music, Gorbman (1987)
examines the function that film music performs for the viewer; specifically, she
discusses how it influences how particular scenes are “read” by the audience, by
drawing on the psychoanalytic concept of suture. The use of suture (or apparatus)
theory has been criticized by many of the previously discussed theorists above. Hall,
Morley, and others have criticized psychoanalytic and apparatus approaches to media
studies as over-emphasizing the power of the text, and ignoring the subjectivity of
the individual, and turned to ethnography in order to gather subjective, personal
experiences of audiences to fill this gap. Davis (2003) provides an extremely useful
perspective here. In her article, she reviews the theoretical battle between
psychoanalysis and ethnography, and suggests that a combination of both methods is
the most fruitful way to conduct audience research (3). In order to address these
concerns, I will describe Gorbman’s work on film music as a type of semiotic suture,
and supplement this with the ethnographic work of DeNora (2000) on the social
construction and uses of music.
Gorbman (1987) writes that film scores “function as connecting tissue” by
connecting different shots (26). For example, music can provide temporal continuity
to spatially discontinuous shots, and also help to maintain thematic, dramatic,
rhythmic, and structural continuity (25). “Film music, participating as it does in a
narrative, is more varied in its content and roles; but primary among its goals,
nevertheless, is to render the individual an untroublesome viewing subject: less
critical, less ‘awake’. This notion has several important consequences. Music may
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act as a ‘suturing’ device, aiding the process of turning enunciation into fiction,
lessening awareness of the technological nature of film discourse.” (5) In
psychoanalytic film theory, suture refers to how the technological apparatus of
narrative film must be rendered invisible in order for the viewer to be drawn into the
narrative: “Though the theories often diverged in the specifics, what unified this
work was an overarching interest in how the classical realist film effaced all marks of
its cinematic construction and established a subject position which bound the
spectator into the fiction. By masking the operation of cinematic narration, this
‘suturing’ was believed to produce a text which was both seamless and transparent in
terms of its discursive structures.” (Smith 1996, 233)
Drawing on Barthes’ notion of ancrage, Gorbman suggests that film music
functions in a similar way to captions on photos: “music, like the caption, anchors
the image in meaning, throws a net around the floating visual signifier, assures the
viewer of a safely channelled signified.” (58) I suggest that this is the function of
music in vidding. Unlike narrative film, vids generally lack diegetic sounds such as
dialogue and sound effects. 23 The music helps connect the string of different shots
lined up by the vidder. Refer again to Figure 14 above. Before any editing can take
place, the musical choice is laid on the timeline in the editing software. The chosen
clips are laid down onto this backbone. As the vidders have described the process
above, they seek to tie the images they choose to specific sections of the music,
matching them as best they can. 24 The music ties these images together, relating
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The traditional format for a vid is to have one piece of music acco mpanying the images. However,
more recent vids may include a line of d ialogue or some sound effects from the orig inal source, wh ich
tends to function similar to a caption. Snippets of dialogue are often used as framing devices in vids.
The practice of including dialogue was very unusual when it was first used several years ago, but has
become relatively common.
24

See Chapter 6 for a detailed analysis of how music functions in particular vids.
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them to each other and to the vid as a whole. The other half of this process of suture
is that music, by drawing on the tacitly shared cultural codes of musical
interpretation, assists the viewer in their reception and understanding of the vid.
Brown describes the process thus, in relation to film music: “a given passage of
music, instead of leading the viewer/listener towards an open and/or paradigmatic
reading of a given situation, imposes a single reading by telling the viewer exactly
how to react and/or feel in that situation.” (10) Vids draw on this ability of music to
assist them in successfully getting the intention of their vid across to their audience.
This process of suture is, however, dependent on the viewer’s ability to comprehend
the shared cultural codes and knowledge of music being used.
It is useful here to consider the work of DeNora (2000), who is critical of
semiotic studies of music which seek to determine the “meaning” by analysing the
structure of the works, rather than by conducting ethnographic studies with its
listeners: “that is, they often conflate ideas about music’s affect with the ways that
music actually works for and is used by its recipients instead of exploring how such
links are forged by social actors.” (22) While DeNora certainly has a point here, it is
not useful for us to discard semiotic studies of music, such as the works of Brown
(1994) and Gorbman (1987). Rather, I seek to apply DeNora’s ethnographic findings
of how individuals subjectively use and experience music as support for the studies
discussed above. “Musemes” (units of musical expression) should be studied in
conjunction with the listeners’ experiences. According to DeNora, specific properties
of music (such as rhythm, harmonies, or styles) are referents or representations of
where individuals want to be or go, emotionally. For example, her interviews
revealed that individuals “use” different types of music for specific purposes, to draw
out certain emotional reactions, which are shaped by previous associations
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(situational or biographical), generalized connotations (such as style) and perceived
parallels between music and the physical or social (such as slow and quiet music
leads to relaxation) (53). This supports the findings of Bunt and Pavlicevic (2001),
described above, in relation to music therapy.
In addition, DeNora found that music can evoke a particular period in one’s
life, an individual, a relationship, a deceased loved one, and so on (63-6). She writes,
“music’s specific meanings and its link to circumstances simply emerge from its
association with the context in which it is heard. In such cases, the link, or
articulation, that is made… is initially arbitrary but is rendered symbolic (and hence
evocatory) from its relation to the wider retinue of the experience, to the moment in
question.” (66) This is directly relevant to my own interviews with vidders, and their
descriptions of how music evokes certain characters, themes, series, and relationships
through the lyrics, style, or context in which it is heard. The purpose of the vid is to
render this internal connection into a form that can be communicated to others.
Of course vids are by no means unitary in their reading: as I have argued
above, television and media texts (and by extension vids) are polysemic and multiple
in their possible interpretations. Music is also, of course, a polysemic code system.
However, drawing on the studies of music above, it can be stated that music has an
important but very subtle effect (and affect) that may allow it to communicate in
ways unlike film and television, which mainly rely on the visuals. As vids rely
almost exclusively on music to communicate, I argue (following Gorbman, Brown,
and DeNora) that music above all else assists the viewer in understanding the vid in a
way that is closely allied with the vidder’s intentions for it, provided that the viewer
shares similar cultural understandings to the vidder. In this way, vids are paradoxical,
as they seek to communicate a very specific meaning to their audience, while
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specific meanings in media texts are the very things they subvert. All the theory in
the above sections argues that media texts are polysemic and can be variously
interpreted depending on the audience or context of the reading. Vidders do read the
original source texts of the film and television programmes in this way, but the vids
themselves are crafted to make a purposeful point. In the Vid Review panels at both
VVC and VUK, and also in casual conversations about what makes a “good” vid
with my participants, I was commonly told that the best vids are ones where the
viewer was able to comprehend the vidder’s intentions: they “got what the vidder
was trying to say”. Vids that are able to “communicate” clearly in this way are seen
as particularly effective. 25
4.11 Narrative Structure in Vids
How, then, do vids communicate this “narrative”? Berger (1997) defines
narrative as a sequence of events that take place in time (4-6). Writing specifically on
narrative in Hollywood cinema, Bordwell and Thompson (2010) define narrative
similarly, by describing it as “a chain of events linked by cause and effect and
occurring in time and space.” (79, emphasis removed) I believe, however, that it is
misleading to apply these academic definitions of narrative to vidding.
Narratologist and vid scholar Tisha Turk points out that how the term
“narrative” used by the community of vidders is quite different from its technical
definition and use by literary scholars (2008). She notes that the scholarly definition
of “narrative” is still being debated and discussed, but suggests that narrative be
defined as “the representation of a story”, following the Cambridge Introduction to
Narrative (Abbott 2002).

25

This was one of several qualit ies that were highly regarded in “good” vids, along with how well the
visuals matched the accompanying music, the skill of the editing, and the emot ional and affect ive
qualities the vid had on the viewer.
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It is this broad definition of narrative, as the “representation of a story”, that
perhaps best applies to vidding. It is my contention that vids cannot be analysed in
terms of narrative by applying theory from literary or filmic narrative studies, as
vidders scramble and restructure the relationship to time and cause and effect
relations of the original, and do not necessarily seek to create their own narrative
based on scholarly notions of what narrative is. As will be discussed in Chapter 5, the
most common types of vids are those that explore characters and their relationships.
Drawing on the work of Turkle (1995), Jenkins (1992), and Flynn and Schweickart
(1986), I will argue in the next chapter that this focus on characters is common
within media fandom, and also a gendered practice.
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Indeed, the question of narrative in vids seems to be different from case to
case. For example, let us consider two vids: “Kinetic”, by a vidder who chose to
remain anonymous, and “Papa Don’t Preach”, by fan_eunice and greensilver, as
these vids have very different ways of approaching narrative. The vidder describes
her vid “Kinetic”, set to footage from Supernatural, as a “pretentious artistic
experiment”. 26 Set to an unusual piece of synthesized music (“Separation”, by
Jonathan Elias), the vidder combines images from Supernatural based on their

aesthetic qualities, rather than their relevance to a particular story. There is very little
action in this vid; the focus is instead on the transitions between particular images.
The vocalisations are haunting and ethereal, and the lyrics unclear. This vid is more
about evoking a mood, and the vidder notes that they “went for the visuals over the
story” for this particular piece. 27

Figure 18 and Figure 19: Screenshots from “Kinetic”.
In comparison, let us consider fan_eunice and greensilver’s hilarious vid,
“Papa Don’t Preach”. 28 Set to the song by Madonna, the lyrics tell a very specific

26

“Kinetic” is available on the attached dis c as Vid 4.3.

27

Fro m the vidder’s Livejournal post accompanying the vid. As per the vidder’s request, I am keep ing
their Livejournal account and identity confidential.
28

“Papa Don’t Preach” is on the attached disc as Vid 4.4.
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tale: a young woman discovers she is pregnant and has to decide if she will keep the
baby. The vid uses characters from Doctor Who and its spinoff Torchwood to tell this
story, and it is this element that creates the humour for the vid, as omnisexual
character Captain Jack is the young woman (Madonna?) and the Doctor is “Papa”.
This vid has an extremely clear narrative in the traditional sense: Jack discovers he is
pregnant, tells his father (The Doctor) that he is pregnant, and decides to keep the
baby and lives happily ever after with the man of his dreams (Ianto Jones from
Torchwood). This vid draws on a very specific genre in fandom known as the
“mpreg”, or male pregnancy, where a male character becomes pregnant by some
fantastic means. It is also considered a “crack” vid, or one that is so ridiculous it
becomes absolutely hilarious.
The narrative of a vid, then, depends entirely on the song choice, the intention
of the vidder, and how the clips are tied to the audio track. Brown (2005) comments
in her essay on film music and narrative form that music itself does not quite align
with traditional theories on narrative structure:
Typically, music is considered, in its ‘absolute’
manifestations
at
least,
as
a
wholly
nonrepresentational art form which, like narrative
film and literature, needs chronological time to
present its text, but whose ties to any possible world
remain abstract at best. Within this perspective it
would seem impossible to develop anything
resembling a musical narratology. (452)

In order to have some sort of explicit narrative, music must be tied to some sort of
program, such as accompanying notes, hidden dialogue, or similar elements (453).
However, whether or not vids are a narrative in the academic sense of the term is not
of concern here. Turk (2011) comprehensively explores how narrative operates in
vids; and I defer to her detailed work on the subject. What I have attempted here, by
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way of contrast, is to describe and comment on how the vidders understand and make
use of narrative in their creative practices. Clearly, further work on narrative will
benefit from drawing together scholarly and ethnographic insights into the way
narrative is used and functions in vidding.
As the concept of “narrative” is contested (even in academic circles, as
mentioned above), it is commonly discussed in the vidding community, both online
and at conventions. The topic of narrative came up frequently throughout VUK, as I
brought up the topic several times in conversation and the con also featured a panel
discussion led by the conference organizer called “Vidding Structure”. During the
meet-and-greet before the first official events of VUK, narrative came up almost
immediately in my discussions with several vidders as we discussed the difference
between vids and anime music videos (AMVs, a parallel but separate fan-vidding
tradition). Well-known AMV editor Ian Roberts, who now primarily makes vids,
explained that while AMVs tend to focus on visual and aesthetic elements, vids
instead come from “a literary place”. As vidding originated in slash fandom and fan
fiction, vidding was described as a way to “tell a story with video”, as an extension
of fan fic practices.
At the “Vidding Structure” panel, it was agreed that there were several
different ways of using a vid to tell a story, such as with a linear narrative, where the
vid progresses through a clear storyline (such as “Papa Don’t Preach”) or a circular
narrative (such as character studies which explore motivations and relationships
between characters). This was further developed in the “Vidding Chat” Livejournal
post by Boppy, entitled “Defining vid genres and narrative styles”. In this post,
Boppy recounts several commonly agreed ways that vids may be structured:
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1. Linear narrative: These vids 'tell a story'. There is a
beginning, a middle and an end. They can either tell
the same story as in canon29 , or they can tell a
different story.
2. Non-linear narrative [Or “circular narrative”, in the
VUK panel]: There are many forms of non-linear
storytelling. One of the simplest examples is a vid
that features 'flashbacks' in certain sections. A more
complex non-linear narrative may be one that at first
appears chaotic, if associative, but which gradually
builds up a complex picture of a certain show,
character or situation.
3. Persuasive or argument vids: These vids have a
central 'argument' that the vidder is making. They
may use clips selectively to make or pointedly to
make that point. These may be 'meta' vids since they
don't just tell a story, they make a point.
4. Vids that 'tell deeper': This is a term that I think
Laura Shapiro first coined. She defines it as follows:
'As a vidder, my interest lies in retelling canonical
stories with different emphases, exploring events or
feelings that might have gotten glossed over in the
show, or characters that received short shrift. I think
of this as "telling deeper”…
5. Freeform/associative vids and mood vids: These are
kind of stream-of-consciousness vids... They may
build connections between things, there may be a bit
of a story or an argument, but mainly they flow
along seamlessly and create an overall impression…
Complicating things further, these categories are not
mutually exclusive: you could have a non-linear
persuasive vid that is also highly associative, for
instance. (Boppy 2008)
We might consider “Kinetic” to be a freeform /associative vid, as the vidder sought
to combine aesthetically pleasing images in a way to evoke a particular mood,
drawing on Supernatural footage. It was also agreed during the “Vidding Structure”

29

“Canon” is fannish slang for the original source material and its plotlines. “Fanon” is the fanconstructed version of the source.
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panel and in Vid Review on Sunday afternoon at VUK that the audience tend to read
narrative into vids even if the vidder did not consciously seek to include one.
While there may be some debate over these categories of narrative, the topic
came up again and again in the Vid Review panels both at VUK and VVC, and the
ability of the vid to convey a clear meaning to its audience was seen as the sign of a
particularly “good” vid. Commentators on the vids frequently agreed that they
particularly liked a vid because they “got what the vidder was trying to say”.
Conversely, a “bad” vid was one that did not have a clear progression from
beginning to end, and did not evolve in any way. Narrative, then, is used as a criteria
for judging the quality of a vid, and being able to “tell a story” in a vid is highly
regarded. It is acknowledged that vids do not necessarily have to have a narrative in
order to be successful or enjoyable, but that the vid still has to build in intensity or
change throughout in order to avoid being monotonous. Shoshanna explains:
KF:

Do vids necessarily have a narrative?

Shoshanna:

Absolutely not. Some vids are just beautiful
imagery… There are vids that are just poetry
in motion, there are vids that are just glee,
and there are vids that are just showing how
hot something is. Often, even if there’s not a
narrative, there will be some sort of dramatic
building to a crescendo, which is not a
narrative, but an arc. I don’t know the
technical term for it, but it’s a dramatic arc
that keeps things from becoming boring.

Despite the value placed on narrative by the vidders, it is not essential for a
vid to be popular or well-crafted. Jarrow’s vid “Paul McCartney” stands out as an
example of just such a vid. 30 Using footage from the sitcom Will and Grace (NBC,
1998-2006), this vid is a masterful example of on-the-beat editing, where moments
30

Vid 4.5 on the attached disc.
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of physical comedy from the series are matched to the beats of the song. The vidder
quite clearly notes that he was not planning on telling any sort of specific story with
this vid in his accompanying post on Livejournal, but was still able to build emotion
throughout by using light-hearted clips in the beginning, and moving to clips of the
characters embracing or kissing, set to the lyrics “It’s the music that connects me to
you”, to establish an emotional resonance for the vid. 31
The existence of narratives in vidding was used as a wa y to differentiate
vidding from other forms of video remix (such as AMVs and YouTube “vids”), and
also as a value judgement on vidding’s superiority to these other forms, because of
its “literary” roots. Referring to Ian Roberts’ observation that AMVs do not have
narrative, one of the interviewees, Fialka, at VUK commented:
Yeah I mean let me clarify what I said because I’m
not placing a value judgement like Ian is placing,
because I agree with him actually, but it is a value
judgement, because putting a random mash of shiny
clips to a beat isn’t what we’re going for [pause] and
that is largely what you find on YouTube, also
largely because it’s made by much younger people
who don’t think about things that much.

Here, Fialka points out that she is aware of the value judgement occurring in this
narrative-based comparison between vids and fan video and remix forms, but also
admits that it is still a useful way of contrasting different types.
Many vidders, especially those who had some background in film or
television studies or training, noted that they planned at least the beginning, middle,
and end of their vids before they started laying clips on the timeline. Laura Shapiro,
for instance, explained: “I need to figure out what I’m saying, what this vid is really
about, before I even start clipping.” She bases her vids around a “tripod”, three

31

Again, the location of the vidder’s personal Livejournal has been kept confidential.
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particularly important moments that she uses to hold the vid up. Mister Anderson and
P. R. Zed also plan these three sections first, before filling in the rest of the vid.
It is extremely difficult to explain the narrative of a vid using the language of
narratology, but the vidders have developed their own internal language of narrative
in relation to vidding in their many conversations about it with each other and with
me in interview. Vidders see their work as drawing on literary traditions, but perhaps
the most useful way in which to conceptualize narrative in vids is that vids are a
poetic, and not a prose, style, which was suggested at the VUK “Vox Viduli” event. I
would like to expand upon this idea to suggest that vids may (or may not) have a
narrative in the traditional sense, but instead seek to explore a particular mood, set of
imagery, or characterization in the style of poetry, by reflecting on the original
context of the source material in relation to the musical choice and the placement of
clips in the vid itself.
4.12 Conclusion
This chapter has outlined the scholarship on media reception theory, and in
particular that of the active audience. Drawing on the tradition of cultural studies, I
have argued that vids offer concrete examples of the multiplicity of meanings found
in media texts, as vidders manipulate, restructure, and shift the focus of television
and film to better suit their personal and fannish interests. Although vids existed
prior to digital editing technology, contemporary vidding culture is heavily
influenced by Web 2.0 and participatory cultures, which allow vidders to create and
share their vids online more easily. As Cover (2006) has noted, interactivity is by no
means new, but is now more widely available and used by a greater number of
people, which provides an explanation for vidding’s recent expansion in popularity.
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Vids function as intertextual examples of semiotic excess: drawing on a
minimum of two sources (one visual, one auditory), and often multiple sources, vids
demonstrate alternate readings of televisual and filmic texts. As such, they have
extremely complex systems of signification. Using the language of semiotics, though
qualified, I have argued that vids deconstruct the source material into paradigmatic
categories, and then restructure and sort these paradigms into a new syntax. The
process of selection and juxtaposition of clips is the key to creating meaning in a vid,
as the denotative level of meaning from the original source material is reordered to
establish or draw attention to a new way of seeing. I have used semiotics
heuristically in this chapter to stress how vids are created by the operation and
manipulation of sequence.
Finally, I have discussed the vital role that music plays in creating meaning in
vids. Drawing on relevant literature on music psychology and emotion, I have argued
that music has a subconscious effect on mood and emotion due to the habitus of
music listening practices. Music in a vid functions to connect the disparate shots of
the vid, and unifies the sequence into a new, ordered whole. While texts (including
music, vids, and television shows) are polysemic, music is able to operate
unconsciously as a type of suture, tying the meanings of the visuals together in order
to convey the meaning desired by the vidder.
While they delight in reading televisual texts in unconventional ways, the
hallmark of a “good” vid is rather one that clearly relates the vidders’ intended
meaning. This is contradictory in many ways: while vidders draw on semiotic excess
and polysemy, they seek to relate a preferred reading to their audience. Potential
meanings are not infinite, but a vidder may choose to reflect on a specific meaning
and invites other to share their meaning. While not narratives in the conventional,
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academic sense, the vidding community draws on its own discourse of “narrative” in
order to judge how effective a particular vid is, using their own critical requirements.
In this sense, vids function not as prose, but rather as a visual and auditory poetic
form.
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5 GENDER AND PARADIGMS
5.1

”How Women Do Fandom”
It was evident in my participant observation in the vidding community and in

the interviews I conducted that vidders view themselves as a community of women,
in both the online sphere of Livejournal and face-to-face at conventions (particularly
at Vividcon). This is borne out by the demographic information that I collected,
where 92.6% of the questionnaire respondents identified as women. 1 A pervasive
belief throughout the core members of the Livejournal vidding community is that
vidding is a distinctly female way of responding to television. According to Laura
Shapiro, vidding has “traditionally been a way that women do fandom”, although she
points out that it is not exclusive to women. “My community, this community [at
Vividcon/on Livejournal] is ninety percent female, and I can only speak about that
one. I have no idea about YouTube or other places,” she explained. The reason for
this, according to many of my participants, was the origin of vidding in slash
fandom, which is another heavily dominated female fandom. 2
But even for newer vidders, the “femaleness” of vidding was apparent: “It’s
obviously a very female space, set up with very female rules. So, if a man wants to
come and participate, this is the culture they need to join. Which is a little difficult, I

1

That is, 77 out of 83 respondents. Six respondents identified as male, or 7.2% of the total. While
obviously not everyone in the community co mpleted this questionnaire, I believe this to be an accurate
representation of the whole. One of my interviewees, Keerawa, identified as gender queer, and online
discussions about creating a gender neutral bathroom space at VVC indicated that there may be
several individuals who similarly do not subscribe to a simple gender binary.
2

Many other scholars have unpacked the varying reasons that slash (and by extension vidding) is
female-dominated, and I will leave it to these writers to discuss. They include Jenkins (1992), BaconSmith (1992), Hellekson and Busse (2006), and Harris and Alexander (1998). See these works and
Chapter 2 on history for more informat ion.
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think…” Keerawa explained to me. She thought it would be much harder for men to
join the vidding community because of the amount of slash vidding (which she
thought would be more difficult for men to get involved with because of “ingrained
homophobia”) and because of the female culture of the community, which is
manifested in “how we talk to each other, how we interact, and how we give
feedback.” 3 Laura Shapiro also pointed out that she does not think that vidding will
change to be less dominated by women: “…Frankly, I don’t think anyone’s
particularly interested in changing [the gender ratio]. I think if there was a motivation
to get more men in, that would be one thing, but women pretty much like it this
way.”
Within the group, part of what makes vidding different from other types of
online video and remix is that it is a female way of responding to media texts. Gwyn,
a VCR vidder who now edits digitally, explains:
We [women] don’t get to see the stories we want to
see. Most TV and certainly movies are done for a
male audience, eighteen to thirty-four… and they are
not making the entertainments we necessarily want
to see. We see all these other texts inside these
things. So we have to take what’s given to us and
instead show the world how we see it; I’m going to
make what I want to see.
Gwyn calls this process “re-textualising”, a word she specifically used in reference to
how vids alter or shift the original intention of a media text into something more
pleasing or meaningful.
In a series of interviews on gender and fan culture hosted on Henry Jenkins’
blog, vid scholar and OTW founder Francesca Coppa (Kozinets and Coppa 2007)
3

As mentioned in footnote 1 above, Keerawa identifies as gender queer, but I have chosen to use the
femin ine pronoun to refer to her as she indicated she had no preference as to which pronouns were
used, and she aligns herself with the “female” co mmunity and almost all vidders are wo men. I have
avoided the use of a neutral third-person pronoun due to awkwardness.
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referred to vidding as a “strategy” which has “allowed women to consume otherwise
terrible (and sexist) mass media stories; we have done TPTB’s work and made this
stuff interesting to ourselves (to TPTB’s financial advantage; I promise you, I would
never have bought Stargate Atlantis action figures otherwise.)”4 (n.p.) While I do not
believe that all vidders see their work in this way or find mass media texts to be
“terrible” and “sexist” as Coppa does, this practice of re- making television shows
into “something more interesting” tends to involve a focus on characters and
relationships rather than action or plot developments. Fialka, a vidder who is also a
PhD candidate in sociology, had a similar argument to Gwyn and Coppa: “There’s a
lot of research that men are more likely to just accept authorial voice as fact where
women are—and part of that has to do with the fact that you know, as you grow up
there are less stories about girls, so girls just get adept at inserting themse lves into
the material and slightly repurposing it.”
These perspectives are reflected in my quantitative data. The graph below
(Table 2) depicts the most popularly used television and film sources for vids during
the period that I observed the LJ vidding community (from February to July, 2009). I
noted a diverse array of source materials, including classic Hollywood films (such as
Some Like It Hot, 1959), Bollywood films, children’s cartoons from the 1990s
(Gargoyles, 1994-1996), and a New Zealand comedy (Diplomatic Immunity, 2009- )
– over 140 different sources in total. However, a clear trend in the type of shows
used in vidding is evident: science- fiction, fantasy, and cult series like Doctor Who,

4

“TPTB” is a co mmon fandom term meaning “The Powers that Be”. It refers to the creative team
and/or the corporate owners of a media text . For examp le TPTB for Harry Potter fando m might refer
to J. K. Rowling, the author of the orig inal books, or Warner Brothers, the corporation which owns the
copyright for the films and is often litig ious towards fan sites.
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Star Trek, Battlestar: Galactica, and others are overwhelmingly popular.

Table 2: Source Material Used in Vids, February – July 2009.
Of the 140 different source materials, 74 were only vidded once in the 6
month period. The graph shows only those texts that were vidded 6 times or more for
clarity. The American version of Queer as Folk shows up as the second- most vidded
series, with 38 vids made; however, this is inflated as one vidder posted 30 Queer as
Folk vids in one day, a very unusual occurrence. This graph represents a particular
period of vidding history that I directly observed. The types of shows which are
vidded change as shows that are currently airing are more likely to appear.
I collected information on vid types by noting what types of vids were posted
to the central vidding community on Livejournal. Vids are usually broken down into
different types, which may (or may not) be similar to genres. Character studies, for
instance, tend to be the most common but these may be comedic or dramatic. It is
also common for vid types to overlap, such as a episode-based slash relationship
comedy vid. Vid type was chosen based on the information provided by the vidder
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when released. If no type was noted in the post, I viewed the vid and placed it into a
category, following the conventional vid categories that are used by the community.
In this case, I selected the type based on the vid description. According to this data,
shown below in Table 3, 21.52% of all vids posted from February – July 2009 were
character studies (133 of 619 vids posted), with shipper or pairing vids making up
18.12% (112 of 619), slash composing 13.75% (85 of 619), and gen (defined below)
being 6.63% (or 41 of 619).

Table 3: Types of vids posted to the central Livejournal vidding community,
February – July 2009. 5
In my questionnaire, I asked vidders to identify which types of vids they have
made from a list drawing on the most common vid types I was aware of. I also
allowed vidders to add additional types under “Other”. 6 According to my results,
shown in Table 4, the most common type of vid is the character study, with 76.3% of
vidders having made this type. The second most popular is “general”, which is

5

“AU” refers to an alternate universe story (which uses footage from a source to tell a new story or
puts the characters in a new setting), and “RPS” is real-person slash, or slash depicting the actors
rather than the characters.
6

Please see Appendix I for a list of the questionnaire questions.
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defined by the fan wiki Fanlore.org as “a fanwork that contains no romantic or sexual
content”, and is a catch-all term for vids that do not fit into specific categories, with
73.2% of vidders having made this type (Fanlore, "Gen"). 7 Vids that focus on
relationships between characters were third with 71.1% of vidders (known as shipper
or pairing vids). Drama or angst vids were the fourth most popular type, with 64.9%
of vidders having made this type. The results obviously vary slightly, but the general
trend is that vids which focus on characters and their relationships are extremely
popular among the community. 8

Table 4: Questionnaire response to Q22: “What type or genre of vids do you create?
(Please choose all that apply.)”
This focus on characters and relationships, and having a majority of female
members are what make vidding different from other online video remix
communities. The consensus among my participants was that other groups made

7

This fan-written wiki notes that most fanfiction are “shipper” (relationship) by default, and so “gen”
was used for a story that contained no romantic content. The wiki does suggest, though, that more v ids
are classified as “gen” than fanfiction. Please refer to the wiki page for more information on what
constitutes “gen”: http://fanlore.org/wiki/ Gen.
8

Refer to the earlier discussion on vid types in Chapter 4.11.
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“vids”, but not along the same aesthetic lines or with the same concerns as the LJ
vidders, and that those communities were either much younger in age or included
more male participants. 9 The main distinction that vidders make is between their own
work and that of AMV (anime music video) editors, who similarly edit film and
television footage to music, but in this case drawing on Japanese animation (or video
games). The AMV community was seen as having many more male participants than
vidding, and it was generally understood that this differing gender ratio resulted in
several significant differences in vidding style and content. In discussion at VUK,
former AMV editor Ian Roberts (who has now transitioned to the vidding
community) highlighted the common belief that AMVs are more about special
effects and technical skill (coded as “masculine”), while vidding focused more on
character development and narrative (coded as “feminine”). Livejournal vidding was
seen as more sophisticated and literary than AMVs or YouTube-based vidding as the
participants were older and focused on engaging with the text instead of “shallow”
special effects or technical achievement.
Fialka:

I’m thinking more about the kind of vids that
we know as vids but that go up on YouTube
which he [Ian Roberts] was also kind of
talking about and if I think of like my kid,
who’s doing AMV vids and that group of
people, it is about the shiny, 10 and this is
partly because they’re in their late teens and
they just don’t think about it that much, at
all, but I think Ian’s got a point in coming in
largely as a fic writer that yes, there is
something about vids that is very literary,

9

According to my questionnaire respondents, over 75% o f vid ders are under the age of 35, with
45.7% between ages 18-25. (Based on my observations, I believe that attendees of Vividcon skew
much higher in age than the general vidding co mmunity on Livejournal.) The assumption made by
vidders is that YouTube and AMV editors are teenagers or youth, and still in school.
10

“Shiny” in this context meaning slick, well-produced and aesthetically pleasing vids that are not
necessarily deep.
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and some of the better vids are, they tell a
story.
Many participants saw a clear gap in style and tone in vids made by men and
women, commenting that most vids by women tend to deal with romance or
relationships, whereas vids by men focus more on action. P. R. Zed, for instance,
commented that, “One thing I think you have to have going into vidding is a strong
relationship with the text and the characters, and I think from my personal experience
that female fans tend to form those sorts of close relationships with the characters,
and that often leads to wanting to do vidding or fanfic.” She pointed out quite clearly
that the male vidders she knew of focused on action, and while they were technically
adept, she admitted, “I find that I connect to them less emotionally, and it’s usually
the emotional connection that drives me back to watch a vid over and over again.”
This focus on characters may been seen as privileging the paradigmatic elements of
the text, in line with the discussion of vidding structure as paradigmatic in the
previous chapter.
Many vidders, though, resisted being essentialist in regards to gender, and did
not want to state categorically that “men” vidded in one way and “women” in
another. Highly qualified comments on the issue, such as this one by Boppy, were
common:
I think like any gender generalisation there are
exceptions to the norm, but if I had to make a
generalisation, then I’d say that male vidders tend to
be more tech-oriented, tend to appreciate action vids
more (I notice that particularly because personally I
love action vids but women don’t seem so well
versed in them), and aren’t into the ‘warm, fuzzy’
shipper vidding, for instance.
The vidders I interviewed tended to make comments about the “femaleness”
of the practice but also resisted simple gender binaries (such as women prefer
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romance; men prefer action). Consider the following quote from my interview with
Laura Shapiro:
But because values that have come up in traditional
vidding are values that are associated with
femaleness – privileging emotion and character over
special effects and action – that also tends to draw
more women, whereas anime [music videos] has
always been more action and effects-based. But I
don’t think those generalities are actually true, I
think they are more about the ways that people think
the genders are, and I think that those things are
changing. We are seeing more male vidders, and I
think we are going to see more male vidders every
year, we are seeing more women—I mean, women
were always interested in action videos too, but—
now women are going crazy with effects and action
stuff and why shouldn’t they? And some male vidders
are doing the angst, so it goes both ways.
Laura notes the gap between the perception of gender and the reality of it (“more
about the ways people think the genders are”, emphasis added). In our interview,
Gwyn indicated that women make vids to draw specifically “feminine” concerns out
of mass media texts (see the quote above), but also resisted generalisations as to what
those “feminine” concerns might be by stating that she has always enjoyed making
very dark and violent vids: “But people seem to have this perception that men are
vidding stronger, darker, crueller, more violent stories, and I just don’t see that
happening at all. Women’s stuff is just as violent!” Gwyn is indicating here that
being female does not preclude an interest in things coded as “masculine”, such as
action movies and violence. Both Laura and Gwyn note the socially constructed
nature of gender, and “do” gender in their own ways in relation to the prevailing
social discourses of appropriate gender behaviour.
Bacon-Smith (1992) and Coppa (2008) both point to female fans as being
technologically and scientifically minded, and not conforming to traditional
expectations for women, a trend which I observed in my own research as well. In the
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essay collection, Chicks Dig Time Lords, about female fans of Doctor Who,
fan/author Kate Orman writes about her personal experience as a young wo man in
just such a situation: not interested in “girlie” things like makeup or boys, and
preferring to read comic books and watch sci- fi, she writes, “I wasn’t a tomboy (zero
interest in sports, tree-climbing, etc) or transgender (I knew quite firmly that I was a
girl). I was, quietly and unintentionally, gender non-conforming.” (Orman 2010, 143,
emphasis in original)
The relationship between vidding and gender is complex and often
contradictory, as seen through these highly qualified statements. Much of it depends
on the particular vidder being interviewed: some believe vidding to be a feminist
revision of mainstream (male) media texts, while others prefer to think of vidding as
an individual art practice retelling a text in a more pleasing way, or to focus on their
enjoyment of the craft of editing. The members believe it is a gendered practice, but
also question what it means to be gendered and acknowledge that not all women
have the same experiences. Despite the resistance of many fans to traditional
definitions of appropriate feminine behaviour or interest in certain content (rejecting
the notion that all women care about is romance), many still point to vidding as a
feminist and/or female form of reading. There was, for instance, a vidshow at 2010’s
Vividcon entitled “I Blame the Patriarchy”, with the following description:
“Patriarchy is not a he, a them, or an us; it’s a system we all participate in. This show
will construct a view of “The Man” through vids that explicitly critique or otherwise
highlight issues of individual and institutional systems of oppression enforced by our
patriarchal society. Women fight to have a voice, misogynist narratives must be
revised and reconstructed, sons begin to follow in their fathers’ violent footsteps,
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economic disadvantage destroys futures, and wars erupt on foreign soil. We blame
the patriarchy.” (Fanlore, "Vividcon/Vividcon 2010")
Vidders avoid making generalisations about gender and reject essentialist
ways of viewing vids as specifically “female” in their construction, and point to the
constructed and complex nature of gender binaries. Despite these qualifications,
though, vidding is often referred to as a “feminist art form”, both by vidding
academics like Coppa and general community members, and in interviews I was told
that vids allow women to reconstruct media narratives in ways that are more
appealing to them as female viewers. 11 The emphasis on characters and their
relationships in vids, as Laura Shapiro pointed out above, “are values associated with
femaleness”.
5.2

Gende red Audiences
The elements noted by the vidders quoted above as being privileged in vids

(character development and relationships) are the paradigmatic components of the
original media text. Recall the discussion in Chapter Four on the structure of vids: I
argued that vidders tend to extract the paradigmatic elements from their original
syntax, and restructure them to suit their individual reading of the text. I will argue
here that this particular method of deconstructing texts is a gendered practice, unique
to this community of female editors. 12

11

As mentioned in the previous chapter, many vidders are familiar with Jenkins’ popu lar study of
med ia fando m, Textual Poachers (1992), and often refer to it or use terminology fro m this text. This
particular study may have influenced how vidders talk about their pract ices, although I was unable to
research this issue specifically.
12

While studying anime music videos (AMVs) is outside the scope of my research, I believe they are
both similar to and different fro m v ids in many vital ways. I would argue that AM Vs also deconstruct
texts along paradig matic lines and rearrange the syntax, but that paradig ms in general tend to be
selected more along aesthetic, rather than thematic or character-driven lines. Further research on this
topic is necessary.
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I seek to avoid seeing gender in essentialist or all-encompassing ways:
obviously, not all women have the same experiences, cultural or class background,
and so forth. While vidders are a relatively homogeneous group, I do not wish to
elide its diversity or any members who may not agree with or fit with the theories I
am about to present. The research I am about to review does, in my opinion, apply to
some (but not all) vidders or vidding practices.
I align myself with the social constructionist interpretation of gender
difference, following Crawford (1995). Rather than assuming a generic or essentialist
view of how gender operates, I find gender to be “…a system of meaning that
organizes and governs access to power and resources. From this view, gender is not
an attribute of individuals but a way of making sense of transactions. Gender exists
not in persons but in transactions; it is conceptualized as a verb, not a noun.”
(Crawford, 12) In this sense, gender is not something you “are” but rather something
you “do”; a product of social agreements about the appropriateness of certain
behaviours. As social actors, vidders may perform (or not perform) gender as they
understand it. Similar to Bourdieu’s (1977) concept of habitus, the social
constructionist perspective sees gendered behaviour as an interplay between c ultural
systems of gender roles and the agentic choices of the individual within those
structures. Judith Butler also saw gender as constructed and enacted through
performance in relation to the regulative discourses of social acceptability (1990).
Similarly, I do not see gender as a (or the) core determinant of behaviour, but rather
would like to acknowledge that differences in cultural conditioning based on gender
influence media preferences, choices, and understandings. This is, I argue, congruent
with the vidders’ self- identification as a female community, separate to and different
from other (male) fan and remix groups. Discourses of gender are drawn on by the
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vidders as an interpretive resource when discussing their practices, and in this way
practices such as vidding produce gender.
We may use this theory to make sense of the contradictory positions in
regards to gender and feminism debated by the vidders in the previous section.
Vidding is not an inherently female practice, but rather is socially constructed by
many vidders and vid-watchers as being gendered or coded “female” through the
discourse and interaction that surrounds it. As gender is constructed through action
and language, each vidder is able to perform vidding in their own way by drawing on
the broader cultural frames of gender. The debate is also influenced by wider debates
on feminism. As noted by Tasker and Negra (2007), there is a reluctance among
younger women to refer to themselves as feminist, and they tend to distance
themselves from the essentialist language of second-wave feminism in particular.
McRobbie (2007) describes this movement away from feminism during the 1990s,
noting that the term “feminism” carried quite negative connotations in the popular
imagination (30-1).
I believe some of this tension between the different forms of feminism
(second-wave, third-wave, and post-feminism) is playing out in the discourses
around gender in the vidding community. While perhaps not familiar with the
academic language, many of the vidders were aware of the critiques of second-wave
feminism as being overly essentialist in regards to the gender binary, as seen in their
refusal to categorically state that “women” are one way while “men” are another.
Vidders such as Coppa and Gwyn described vidding in a more second-wave fashion:
as a form of feminist activism against male-dominated media forms. Many
participants completely avoided using the term “feminist” in our interviews. Instead,
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Boppy and Laura Shapiro, among others, spoke more ambiguously about gender
roles and associations.
This is quite similar to Aronson’s findings in regards to young women’s
attitudes towards feminism (2003). In her wide-ranging, longitudinal study of young
American women, Aronson found that only one quarter of women explicitly
identified as feminists, but almost all agreed with feminist issues such as gender
equality and sexual freedom. Their reactions were in general characterized by
ambivalence: while all the young women interviewed believed the women’s
movement was a positive force for women, many also stated that it went too far and
negatively affected relations with men, and they reject some of the negative
connotations of being labelled a “feminist” (such as hating men, being a lesbian, or
being an activist; 906, 916).
Feminist scholars have written volumes on the issues of gender, writ ing,
sexual difference, and reading practices in an attempt to create space for female
readers, writers, and characters out of a predominately patriarchal literary culture. 13
Other authors, discussed in previous chapters, have added to the discussion by
bringing scholarly attention to “female” genres such as romance and soap opera. 14
Academic theorists have located similar trends and tensions to those evident in my
own interviews in studies of how reading practices might differ between genders.
Many studies of Western audiences have demonstrated that women tend to “read” for
different things in texts than men. Drawing on the research done by Bleich (1986),
Flynn (1986), Bury (2005) and Van De Ven (2005), I argue that men and women
tend to read texts (both literary and televisual) in different ways, with women
13

See, for instance, Abel (1982), Flynn and Schweickart (1986), and Fetterley (1978).

14

Such as Ang (1982), Modleski (1982), and Radway (1987).
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focusing on the emotional impact and contextual information over narrative
developments or plot consistency. I argued in Chapter 4 that audiences are active in
their reception of texts, and that the texts themselves are inherently polysemic:
depending on the context of the viewer’s background and experiences, they may
“read” a text in vastly different ways. I would here like to extend this line of thought
to argue that women, and in particular vidders as a group of passionate television
fans, “read” media texts in a way that is influenced by their position as women. My
research revealed an interesting contradiction: while vidders and female fans often
point to their interest in science- fiction as resistant to the norms of “appropriate”
feminine behaviour (see Orman, above and Bacon-Smith, 1992), they simultaneously
point to an interest in pulling specifically “feminine” concerns out of those texts. In a
sense, this community both resists and performs essentialist constructions of
femininity.
I would like to focus, though, on studies investigating whether gender has a
discernable effect on how texts are received, as many vidders believe. Drawing on
comparative studies of the reading and comprehension practices of male and female
university students, Bleich (1986) explains some of the gender differences in
literature interpretation. When asked to re-tell a story they had just read, male readers
tended to recount the linear facts of the story, while female readers focused more on
the character’s feelings and the emotional resonance of the story (257-260). Bleich
relates this to women’s ability to engage more in detail with the characters: “Because
women distance themselves less, comprehension, while nevertheless important, is
not as urgent a factor in the response process, and so they will construe a general
affective logic for the fiction even if they are not quite sure of what is ‘going on.’”
(261)
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Similar results were found in Van Der Ven’s study of reader response in a
group of Swedish school children, aged 11-13 (2005). The class was assigned
Monica Hughes’ young adult novel, The Keeper of the Isis Light, a science fiction
tale with a young female protagonist. Van Der Ver notes the striking differences in
how the story is recounted by the boys and the girls in the class: the boys described
moments of action (such as the landing of the space ship), while the females relayed
moments of emotion (such as the death of the protagonist’s beloved pet) (84). When
asked to draw a picture of the protagonist (“Olwen”), the students responded in very
different ways depending on their gender:
The drawings illustrated that a text does not convey
one specific message. The boys and girls in the class
had read the text differently. The boys had read a
story about space travel, and they were far more
interested in the planet than in the girl, Olwen. The
girls had read a ‘girls’ story’ regarding Olwen as the
main character, a happy teenager who reflected their
ideal of feminine beauty. The boys and girls chose
different responses. Their personal interest and
reading histories determined what they read. The
girls identified with Olwen, whereas the boys
focused on the science fiction aspect. (85)
Van Der Ver found that the female students drew the character more as their
internal idealised version of her appearance, and not necessarily how she was
described in the book (86). Overall, this particular study found that young women
were more interested in the emotional and intimate issues in the book, whereas the
young men were much more distanced from the text and emphasised the science
fiction and political dimensions of the story (89-90).
Flynn (1986) also found differences in how male and female students derived
meaning and analysed the text. Based on her study of university students’ reading
practices, Flynn suggests that male students tend to exert dominance over the text
and dismiss it without engaging with the characters too closely, while female readers
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more often arrived at meaningful interpretations of the text because they were able to
balance emotional involvement and critical distance (285).
Most relevant to this research is Bury (2005), who discusses how a specific
online community of female fans of The X-Files position themselves in relation to
the text. Similar to the vidders in my own research, members of the group studied by
Bury are also active in media fandom and similar in demographic composition.
While The X-Files was touted by television critics for its unique emphasis on the
paranormal, this fan group was much more interested in the relationship between
characters Mulder and Scully: specifically, they took pleasure in seeing a competent,
intelligent female character on television, and also in objectifying the male lead as
active, heterosexual female spectators (35-37). Her study supports Jenkins’ findings
that male fans tend to be drawn to syntagmatic complexity, and female fans to
paradigmatic complexity and character relationships (1992), and that this occurs
through socialization into appropriate reading practices from a young age. Bury,
though, takes his argument one step further:
Jenkins’ account, however, stops short of explaining
why boys and girls would be offered different
narratives in the first place. It also relies on a
modernist understanding of gender as a cause or
source of certain behaviours. Rather than throw
away the proverbial baby with the bathwater,
however, I wish to hold onto the notion of genderdifferentiated reading practices but still make sense
of them in terms of gender performance/ articulation.
(42)
Here, Bury applies Butler’s notion of gender performance in combination
with Stuart Hall’s theory of articulation (1986) in order to supplement Butler’s
concept with more agency for the individuals: rather than recyclers of stylized gender
behaviours, this theory of gender performance/articula tion instead offers subject
positions, which may or may not be taken up by the individual (Bury, 9-10).
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However, it is important to make note of the limitations of these studies.
Bleich, for instance, conducted most of his research in a small seminar whic h
focused on the differing reading practices of men and women (perhaps cueing his
participants to answer in a particular way), in a university classroom. Flynn’s sample
was similarly small and also composed of university students. Van Der Ver’s study
was also conducted in a single classroom with a small number of adolescent students.
Both Flynn and Bleich take the gender categories of “male” and “female” as obvious
and foundational, without considering ethnic, class, or other mitigating factors in the
responses of their participants, but they do acknowledge that future study is required.
Bury’s work is much more nuanced in its use of gender, but also had a small sample
size and the participants were quite homogeneous in terms of age and ethnicity
(2005, 18-25). However, the fact that so many small studies have yielded similar
results should be significant in and of itself. While such research needs to be
qualified, it provides an interesting background and framework with which to
consider how gender may affect the practice of vidding.
5.3

Genres and Paradigms
In the popular imagination, texts with an emphasis on relationships, emotion,

love, and family (such as romance and soap opera) are clearly coded as “female”. As
all texts are polysemic, whether these texts embody some inherent “feminine”
aspects is not the point, as they can be interpreted differently depending on the
reader. Rather, it is how these texts are considered to be gendered by the wider
populace that is of interest here. These so-categorised feminine genres are devalued
both artistically and in the populist sense:
Romance fiction is devalued as a literary genre,
because it is formulaic, ritualistic and closed.
Romance fiction is also devalued as a cultural field
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because it focuses on a set of ‘women’s’
preoccupations – love, emotions, the family,
relationships, and the romantic inscription of the
body… On a more general scale, while male stories
of war, of death, of individual alienation and the
search for identity become the stories of universal
value, female stories of love, birth, families and
nurturing become marginalised ‘women’s’ stories.
(Gilbert 1992, 196)

Writing on reception in a South African high school English c lass, Balfour (2003)
noted that the female students were aware of this lack of women’s voices among the
assigned readings in the curriculum. In their interviews with Balfour, they noted that
they desired to make a space for women in the narratives they were assigned (194).
The common genres of television and film used by vidders are themselves not
coded as “female”: namely, science- fiction such as Stargate SG-1, Battlestar
Galactica, Doctor Who, Heroes, Star Trek, etc. and cult shows like Supernatural,
Smallville, and others (see Table 2). 15 These shows are reclaimed when they are
vidded, as the female audience of vidders focuses on those elements that are
gendered female. This is the practice of “re-textualising”, as Gwyn described. In
doing so, the vidders are creating a space for the emotional and personal elements of
the texts and re- inscribing the female voice into the texts. As Jenkins (1992) writes,
“Even when male-centered stories are freely chosen and preferred by women, as
certainly appears to be the case within fandom, they must nevertheless be reworked
to provide a closer fit to these women’s desires; they are not narratives naturally

15

Smallville and Supernatural are not strictly sci-fi in terms of genre. Both air on the CW Net work
(formerly the W B), wh ich is aimed at a youth audience, and contain fantasy or supernatural elements,
with the former being about Superman’s high school years, and the later about two brothers who fight
demons, witches, and other fantastic creatures with a strong horror element. It could be argued,
however, that these shows in particular may be partially coded as “female” due to the attractive male
leads.
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open to female appropriation, though they can be made into women’s narratives.”
(115)
Jenkins (1992) draws on Fetterley’s (1978) concept of the “resisting reader”
in his discussion of gender and reading in fan communities. Fetterley argues that
most mainstream media texts are not written for women, and in order to engage with
these texts, they must learn to “read” them from a male perspective, similar to how
Mulvey (1989) argued that female spectators of cinema must adopt the male gaze.
While Mulvey and Fetterley have been critiqued by many for not addressing the
issues of female pleasure or agency and not basing their studies on audience research
(see Brooks, 1997 for an overview), many vidders use similar language to these two
scholars when describing popular media as masculinist and focused on women as
objects rather than well- rounded characters (Gwyn, in particular). Writing on erotic
fan fiction, Lackner et al. (2006) comment, “Arguably, all women – asexual,
heterosexual, lesbian, transsexual, transgendered – are born into and raised in the
dominant patriarchal culture. The extent to which they are forced to read from that
perspective is a complex one, allowing for a range of readings from accepting to
resisting, complicated by the extent to which ‘masculinity’ may be claimed and
constructed by both men and women.” (195)
Jenkins also cites the work of Bleich (1986, see above) to explain that
women feel freer to comment on and draw inferences with the source material, and
tend to be “more engaged in a conversation” with the author (108). “The female
reader saw her own ‘tacit inferences’ as a legitimate part of the story, while the male
reader tended to disregard such inferences, discounting their relevance to a retelling
of the narrative… Moreover, male readers tended to maintain the narrative’s preexisting focus on a central protagonist, while female readers expressed a greater
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eagerness to explore a broader range of social relationships…” (109, following
Bleich, 1986)
Fans, Jenkins argues, use fanfiction and vidding to circumvent the male
narratives and re-write them to suit their own interests (113). “Women colonize these
stories through their active interest in them, a process that helps to explain why
female fan culture clusters around traditionally masculine action-oriented genres and
why the women must so radically reconceptualise those genres as they become the
basis for fan enthusiasm.” (114) I believe Jenkins is referring specifically to slash
fanworks here; I would hesitate to use the term “radical” to describe the entire
practice of vidding. Some vids may be seen in this way, but a great many do not
work to undermine or subvert the source material in any “radical” way. Most
illuminating is Jenkins’ contrast of the female fans of Star Trek with the more
predominately male fandom of Twin Peaks: the female fan communities focused on
elaborating and exploring relationships, character psychology, and motivations,
while the male fans of Twin Peaks sought to focus on discerning clues to resolve
issues and questions in the plot (109).
Despite the fact that Jenkins has been critiqued by many scholars, such as
Hills (2002), Scodari (2003), and Ambercrombie and Longhurst (1998), for granting
fans too much agency and over-generalising, the vidders themselves refer to their fan
practices in the way that Jenkins first described in Textual Poachers. In interviews
and from my experiences at VUK and VVC, vids were seen by many as a method of
writing back or against the televisual text from which it was drawn, as a way to
critique “The Powers That Be”, with those “powers” frequently seen as male. In
addition to the above quotes, many vidders spoke about wrenching the text back
from male creators and writing women’s issues back into texts. When I mentioned in
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an interview that I thought the male vidders might feel quite out of place because
they tend not to be represented in vids, Vinny stated quite plainly: “Well, they have
the rest of the world to represent them, so… deal with it." She perceived a divide
between male and female fans (and vidders more specifically), where the men were
“peeved that women play with the source” and wished they would stay within the
bounds of the text instead of extrapolating from it.
Other authors have explored how paradigms are a gendered concept. For
instance, Allen (1985) applied these terms in his study of the soap opera genre. He
described soaps as syntagmatically simple as there is no resolution of the narrative
and the same plot line may barely advance over months of episodes (69). However,
the pleasure for the soap opera viewer is the paradigmatic complexity of the
interrelated and convoluted cast of characters and their intertwined relationships,
“…a complexity that makes the soap opera unique among visual narratives and
unmatched in literary narrative except for the most elaborate of epic novels.” (ibid)
The importance of a character, then, is not so much their role in the plot but their
relationship with the other characters and their place in this overall paradigmatic
system. “Reduced to its syntagmatic axis, the soap opera becomes an endless string
of excruciatingly retarded subplots, related in episodes whose redundancy gives them
an almost Sisyphean tiredness. To the experienced reader, however, soap operas’
distinctive networks of character relationships open up major sources of signifying
potential that are simply unreadable to the naïve reader.” (71)
In the previous chapter, I argue that vids deconstruct the source by separating
the syntagmatic links between paradigmatic elements, and shuffle the order of shots
so that they are organized with a much stronger emphasis on those paradigms: in this
way, vids are creating a new text out of pre-existing elements. While these new texts
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may serve a variety of different purposes, I would like to suggest here that reorganizing a text paradigmatically is a gendered practice; specifically, this focus on
paradigms is gendered as female, and has specific pleasures and satisfactions, as
described below. While many different types of paradigms (such as action shots, or
shots for aesthetic rather that content purposes) may be selected, the thematic,
interchangeable elements of characterisation and interpersonal relationships, as
argued in the theory explored above, are coded “female”, and it is these paradigmatic
elements that are favoured for exploration by the (mostly) female community of
vidders. 16
5.4

Vidder as Bricoleur
In addition to being gendered by a focus on certain paradigmatic elements,

vids are also a gendered practice in the way they are constructed. In Life on the
Screen, Turkle (1995) describes a method of artistic creation which she labels
bricolage, following Claude Lévi-Strauss (1962). The French term bricolage,
translated as “handiwork”, was first used by Lévi-Strauss to describe the style of
creation utilized by what he called the “savage mind”. This style is one of patchwork,
where pre-existing units are organized to create new structures: “And the decisio n to
put what in each place also depends on the possibility of putting a different element
there instead, so that each choice which is made will involve a complete
reorganization of the structure, which will never be the same as one vaguely
imagined nor as some other which might have preferred to it.” (Lévi-Strauss, 19)
Vids are created through selection of paradigmatic elements. The pre-existing units

16

As mentioned previously, vidders are focusing on specific paradig ms that are associated with the
female gender. The AM V co mmun ity, for instance, which is co mposed of more males, focuses more
on aesthetic paradigms and mashups and other remix videos may draw on other types of paradigms as
well.
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of televisual footage are reshuffled and (often) interchangeable in the syntax of the
vid. The vidder as bricoleur manipulates the pre-existing units of televisual footage,
and manipulates these interchangeable paradigmatic units into the new syntax for the
vid.
The style of creation used by the bricoleur is intuitive and involves a
transformation of meaning on the part of elements once they are brought together in
the structure. Champagne (1987) referred to the bricoleur as using “…intellectual
handiwork to express a whole repertoire of values perhaps unarticulated otherwise.”
(33) Turkle (1995), in particular, applied this concept to a new style of computer
programming. Unlike traditional scientific methods which draw on the process of
hypothesis-test-result, this new style of bricolage-creation is a soft, bottom- up style
that does not begin with theory and is concrete rather than abstract; a form of
“structured improvisation” (Thomas 2002, 149). It is a trial-and-error method that
involves arranging and re-arranging materials:
Bricoleurs approach problem-solving by entering a
relationship with their work materials that has more
the flavour of a conversation than a monologue. In
the context of programming, the bricoleur’s work is
marked by a desire to play with the lines of computer
code, to move them around almost as though they
were material things - notes on a score, elements of a
collage, words on a page. (Turkle, 1995, 51-2)
The vidders employ this form of soft mastery over the texts they edit. I
elicited information on how vids were edited in the questionnaire. Most vidders
indicated that they only storyboarded in their head, or based their editing around a
theme rather than specific shots from the source. Several individuals noted that they
created complete, written storyboards or plans in advance, but the majority tended to
use terms like “free- form”, “intuitive” or “just go with the flow” in regards to their
editing process. Even when a plan was created, the respondents noted that clips they
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had planned to use together often did not “work” when they actually went to edit
them together, and several different shots had to be tested in order to find the
appropriate one. Some responses from the questionnaire were as follows:
Q28: When editing a vid, how much do you usually
storyboard or plan in advance?
R5:

A lot less than I should. ;-) Most of the time, I have a
general idea of the story that I want to tell with the
vid. There will be some clips that I'll already know
need to go at certain places in the song, and I'll put
them in first. Unlike fanfiction, when I typically have
the story pretty much planned out from start to finish
before I ever start writing, with vidding it tends to be
much more spontaneous.

R7:

I'm much more free-form about it; I figure what
emotion or mood I'm going for in a particular
section and look for stuff that fits.

R57:

I plan a little bit. I usually map things out in my head
and have some lines that I know in advance how I
see them coming together… But after that I vid very
organically. I collect a lot of clips and I play around
with them. Sometimes things don't work out, other
times things click into place that I never would have
imagined initially. It is important to me to follow the
creative process this way and not be too stuck on any
one path as I think I can become too wed to certain
ideas. I have sometimes had to trash entire
sequences that I was initially determined to include
because they didn't actually capture the spirit I
intended. It is hard but must be done.

R61:

I plan a lot in advance. Some lyrics I put specific
scenes with, some lyrics I'll just know the general
type of scene I want and then I'll have to search for
the specific scene later.

As can be seen in R61, even those vidders who do tend to plan a lot in
advance often allow for variation in their plan or multiple options of shot choices
along a certain theme. In general, following the “feel” of the vid, going where it
takes you, is all part of the creative process. As an organic and intuitive process,
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vidding is similar to other creative endeavours such as music composition or creative
writing.
Q29: Do you have a strict plan on what clips you’d like to
use in what order, or do you tend to edit more onthe-spot?
R14:

No, there's no way to know which clips will work
and which won't. Many times I think I have the
perfect clip in mind, only to put it on the timeline and
find that, even though it's a very emotionally
significant moment in the source, visually it's dull, or
even goofy-looking. Plus, a lot depends on what
comes before and after; clips have to mesh well
together, as well as tell the story.

R23:

I tend to have a strict plan of what kind of narrative
/emotional flow I would like to get across in each
particular segment of music, which ensures that I
follow my original narrative and do not head into
corners blindly not knowing what I'm doing next.
However, the clip choice within each segment
remains relatively fluid and can be shifted easily.

R46:

I wouldn't say strict plan, but rather, a flexible plan.
I never go in completely blind. I tend to have an idea
of what clips I want for each portion of the music,
but once I start laying stuff down on the timeline I'm
not afraid to move stuff around or play about.

R71:

I do have a strict plan, as a follow my storyboard
very closely. The vid is mostly already finished in my
head before I start cutting.

Again, in the responses to Q29, participants noted a trend to have a vague plan for
the whole vid, and sometimes have chosen particular shots for particular moments in
the lyrics of the song, but in general the plan is flexible and often changes. The last
response above, R71, was quite unusual among my respondents. 17 Many vidders
pointed out how much they enjoyed this organic editing practice. While I also plan to

17

Unlike the interviews, questionnaire data was collected anonymously.
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examine vids as texts in Chapter 6, I would like to foreground here vidding as an
artistic practice, based on spontaneous and intuitive selection.
However, what makes bricolage uniquely apt for vidding is its relationship to
gender. Turkle notes that the use of the term “soft” to conceptualize bricolage leads it
to be associated with the feminine:
Our culture tends to equate the word ‘soft’ with
unscientific and undisciplined as well as with the
feminine and with a lack of power. Why use a term
like ‘soft’ when it could turn difference into
devaluation? What interests me here is the
transvaluation of values. ‘Soft’ is a good word for a
flexible, non-hierarchical style, one that allows a
close connection with one’s objects of study. Using
the term ‘soft mastery’ goes along with seeing
negotiation, relationship, and attachment as
cognitive virtues. And this is precisely what the
culture of simulation encourages us to do. (56)

While not inherently exclusive to either gender, Turkle finds that it is a style that
many women are drawn to. She believes that this is due to how young girls are
socialized using a “soft” approach and taught negotiation and compromise as virtues
(56). 18 In her more recent work Evocative Objects (2007), Turkle describes bricolage
as an inherently emotional and passionate practice, and discusses the widespread
reticence to discuss the emotional realm of objects, as so much importance is placed
on cool, rational thought and abstract reasoning (6). She notes that bricolage was
associated with the “savage” by Lévi-Strauss (1962) and with children by Piaget
(1929 / 1971) in their studies of the style, and notes this led to it being conceived of
as an immature or undeveloped way of thinking, in contrast to the purely rational
(masculine) scientific mind (6).

18

Turkle outlines the history of scholarship in this area and details the different types of socializing
for males and females in adolescence in Chapter Two of Li fe on the Screen.
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In an early work, Turkle also notes the work of feminist scholars who have
connected the notion of scientific objectivity to the social construction of gender:
“…objectivity in the sense of distancing oneself from the object of study is culturally
constructed as male, just as male is culturally constructed as distanced and
objective.” (Turkle and Papert 1990, 146) Vidding, then, is culturally constructed in
a gendered way as many of its elements are coded “female”: paradigmatic structure,
the focus on characters and relationships, and the use of a “soft” style like bricolage.
Additionally, just as Manovich (2004) has argued that paradigmatic structure
is privileged by computer systems (see Chapter 4), Turkle also finds bricolage as a
style uniquely suited to the design of computer interfaces: “The computer, with its
graphics, its sounds, its text, and its animation, can provide a port of entry for people
whose chief ways of relating to the world are through movement, intuition, and
visual impression.” (Turkle and Papert 1990, 131) Writing on hacker cultures,
Thomas (2002) also applied the term bricolage to refer to the programming styles of
hackers that differed from traditional, theory-based programming taught in
mainstream computer science courses. 19
Rather than view this in a technologically determinist way that computers
create certain types of expression, I prefer to frame it in terms of affordances.
Hutchby (2001) writes on affordances as the interplay between technological design
and social structures in relation to that technology, as a middle ground between
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Vids were created on analogue systems prior to the widespread adoption of computers using
mu ltip le VCRs, as discussed in Chapter 2. Due to the nature of that technology vids had to be edited
together linearly, and VCR v ids were p lanned and timed meticulously using stopwatches in order t o
ensure the timing was correct. As such, VCR vids do not fit with the model of bricolage. However, the
ease of editing in this intuitive way which is now possible with digital, non-linear ed iting software is
perhaps one of the reasons vidding has expanded so quickly in recent years. The collaborative,
“thumbs-up/thumbs-down” method of vidding by VCR collectives could, however, be cons idered a
form of group bricolage but further investigation into this issue is necessary.
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technological determinism and the social shaping of technology. “…Affordances are
functional and relational aspects which frame, while not determining, the
possibilities for agentic action in relation to an object. In this way, technologies can
be understood as artefacts which may both be shaped by and shaping of the p ractices
humans use in interaction with, around and through them.” (444) Vidding both
influences and is influenced by the use of computer systems for its creation. The nonlinear editing software creates the affordance for vidders to edit in an organic and
intuitive style, but vidders also struggle with technical problems and often create
their own workarounds to make the computer system work for them. Using the
paradigmatic computer interface, the vidder-as-bricoleur engages in a conversation
with the pre-existing units of the televisual text and constructs a new syntax out of
the elements in a way that is more in line with her personal view of the material. By
engaging in this practice, vidders are creating new, personal interpretations of media
texts, sometimes laudatory, sometimes critical, and often different that the original
use of the material.

5.5

Conclusion
In this chapter, I have described the role of gender in the creation and

construction of vids. Drawing on qualitative data from my interview and
questionnaire responses, I have outlined the often contradictory relationship that
vidders have to issues of gender and representation. In line with the perspectives of
third-wave feminism, the vidders self- identify as a female community, but see that
female identity as multiple and diverse. Drawing on scholarship on gender and
reading, I have argued that gender does play a role in how texts are perceived by men
and women differently, and that this can be seen in the types of vids that are created.
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Vids tend to be focused on characters and relationships, which are paradigmatic ways
of reading texts, and this focus is coded as “female” in the popular imagination.
Following Sherry Turkle, among others, vidding may be seen as a type of
bricolage, both in how they are constructed in this style of “soft mastery”, and in how
the original elements of the televisual text are given new meanings and re-coded
once they are entered into the syntax of the vid. Again, this practice of bricolage is
gendered as “female” as with the emphasis on paradigms. Finally, paradigmatic
structure and bricolage are both privileged by the computer system in terms of how
elements are designed and organized, as the design of the system and the agentic
choices of the vidder/user interact. In the next chapter, I will engage in a close
reading of the work of several key vidders in order to support the claims made above.
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6 CASE STUDIES
6.1

Introduction
Drawing from multiple sources, including interviews, focus groups, online

journals and community sites, and specific vid examples, this chapter will engage in
a collective case study in order to support the theoretical claims made in Chapters 4
and 5. Using three individual vidders to form my case study, I will argue that their
creative practices and editing processes are best understood in terms of bricolage,
and discuss the selection of paradigms and the role of music in vidding. Specific vids
by each of these vidders will also be unpacked for a close analysis of the semiotic
structure of vids, in combination with the vidders’ own thoughts on their work. In
this sense, this chapter makes use of the ethnographic practice of “thick description”
(Geertz 1973) to connect the practices of these three individual vidders in the case
study with the wider implications for their practices for the vidding community as a
whole. My aim is not to privilege these vidders over those not included here, or over
each other, but rather to illuminate the variety of opinions and techniques in the
community.
6.2

The Vidders
The vidders included in this chapter were selected as representative of some

of the diverse practices, styles, and opinions in the vidding community. In order to
highlight the the diversity of the community, these individuals were chosen for their
differing styles, national origins, selection of source material, and perspectives on
vidding practices. While there are many vidders with particularly distinctive styles or
opinions on vidding, the vidders in this particular case study were also selected in
order to demonstrate particular aspects of vidding, as discussed throughout this
chapter. . Specific vids by each of these creators will be discussed as part of the case
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study. The vidders referred to their specific works in some detail during our
interviews, and I believe it is useful for our purposes here to combine the voices of
the vidders with examples from their vids as artefacts of the creative practices and
styles of the vidding community.
I would like to provide some background information on each of the vidders
in this case study before turning to look at their creative practices and vids.
Buffyann1 is an office worker who lives in France, and has had some training on
analogue editing systems as part of her education. At the time of our interview at
VUK, she had made around twenty vids: mostly to the television series Everwood
(2002-2006) at first, before she branched out into other series, including Battlestar
Galactica (2003-2010), Lost (2004-2010), and Prison Break (2006-2009). She
identified as a “feral” vidder, working independently without knowledge of other
vidders, and began editing in 2005 before she found the Livejournal vidding
community around 2007. She greatly enjoys editing for its own sake as an aesthetic
practice. I would characterise her editing style as particularly focused on transitions
and movement between shots. She often uses unusual music and source
combinations, such as languid trip- hop music for a science fiction series like
Battlestar Galactica (in the case of her vids “This World” and “Headlights”), and
many of her vids are thematic or character-focused.
Talitha is an American vidder living in Chicago, and has been extremely
prolific in creating vids since she began in 2004. She vidded Smallville (2002current) almost exclusively at first, and just recently branched out to include other
series such as The O.C. (2004-2007) and Eureka (2006-current). Talitha noted in

1

Each of the vidders in this profile chose to be identified by their fan name.
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particular her passion for shipper (relationship) and slash vids, and also often makes
character studies. She considers herself to be a relatively pragmatic vidder as she is
not technically inclined, and commented quite frequently about only learning enough
to do the exact techniques she wanted rather than exploring the possibilities of the
medium. Her vids are notable for their straight cuts without using dissolves or other
effects, and often have a strong comedic element.
Australian vidder Ash lives in Perth and vids Supernatural (2006-current)
almost exclusively. Ash studied film and media at university as part of her degree,
where she learnt some techniques of cinematic editing using analogue systems, and
now works as a teacher. Many of her vids are based on themes from Supernatural
drawn together from across the series, in addition to character studies and season
recaps. In particular, Ash is well-known for her skills at manipulating and playing
with genre using footage from a single series, and is active in the Supernatural fan
community on Livejournal and elsewhere. She has been vidding for around three
years, and has made just over forty vids in that time.
In addition to having very different styles, these three individuals were
selected for discussion due to their enthusiasm at participating in my research and
their willingness in granting me access to their online posts and comments. Buffyann
and Talitha were interviewed together along with several other convention attendees
in the group interviews I conducted at VUK, and have also contributed some
supplemental information to me via email over the intervening period. Ash was
interviewed individually via email over several weeks.
I will also be drawing on online data from scattered sources, such as
Livejournal pages (with permission), community sites, online discussions, and
comments, in order to achieve a more holistic approach to gathering data in a new
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media environment. Research in online environments complicates the dichotomy of
“ethnographic” and “textual”, as ethnographic data from these digital fieldsites is
frozen into text. I believe it is vital to include analysis of the vids-as-texts to
supplement the ethnographic discussion of those texts by the individuals in this case
study. 2 These discourses regarding a vid’s creation and reception are accessible
online through Livejournal and its related sites, and I have drawn on these sources to
supplement my own interpretations. Through a multimodal approach, I hope to form
a more complete picture of vidding as a creative, aesthetic, and community practice.
6.3

Creative Processes and Inspiration
In Chapters 2 and 4, I explored the trends in inspiration, motivation, and

creative processes among the vidding community. Most vidders tend to be inspired to
create a vid by a particular piece of music which provokes a mental connection to a
particular source material (as described in Chapter 4). While this trend was present
among Ash, Buffyann, and Talitha, all noted distinct sources of inspiration as well.
In our group interview, when the VUK vidders agreed that music was the key source,
Talitha and Buffyann both pointed to different motivations in addition to music:

2

Talitha:

My motivation is slash, so if I see a show and
I see two hot guys in the show I’m looking for
a song that will let me put them together.
[Laughs]

KF:

So you strategically try to find a song that
will suit your purposes?

Talitha:

I have my feelers out to the universe and I
feel that the song will come to me so I don’t
know what kind of mood it will be or what
kind of song it is but I do have my tentacles
out to try to catch one, yeah.

For mo re informat ion on the methodologies used in this research, see Chapter 3.
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Talitha also noted that vids often arise out of a sense of frustration with the source
material, to “fix” things that may not have developed in the series as the fans may
have wanted: “I think we have the same impulse as [fan] fic writers, we wanna fix
things, we wanna see what we wanna see.” While most of the others in the group
interview agreed, Buffyann pointed out that this did not typify her vidding
experience at all. Rather than out of a specific fannish desire (such as to create slash
or “fix” the source material), Buffyann focused on exploring characters or t hemes
from the source material that she found engaging.
Yeah, it’s more like that loving a character and just
trying to develop something that is on the show,
sometimes they don’t have time to address this
particular character very deeply or it’s just scattered
everywhere and you just wanna put it together. I just
don’t vid out of frustration at all.
There were many references to love and passion for characters, their
relationships, and the source material as a whole throughout the interviews. It was
this passion that led to the desire to explore or comment on the source through a vid,
and it was also what sustained the vidders during the sometimes tedious process of
editing. Talitha pointed to the clipping of the source material into usable sections as
the most time-consuming and onerous part of the vidding process, which was echoed
by the other VUK group interview participants.
Buffyann elaborated for me, explaining that the amount of time per vid varied
greatly, but usually lasted around two months from inception to completion:
Yeah I mean sometimes it takes a year because you
stop and you need a break and you don’t do anything
for three months… Once I started to think about how
much time it takes to make a vid in terms of the
hours it took you know I came up with fifty to seventy
hours…Yeah I mean if I were to work for thirty
minutes a day I mean sometimes you take a long
break from a vid because you don’t wanna finish it
but if you’re really into your subject maybe you can
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do something in one month or sometimes two days if
you have the source but if you count everything I
estimate it to be fifty to seventy hours.
It varied widely for Ash as well, who commented, “Oh boy. Anywhere from three
hours (my shortest) to say fifty hours (my longest). Generally I’d say twenty hours.”
The questionnaire respondents also noted that vid creation may stall for months, or
may move quickly and be finished in a matter of days (or hours).
Buffyann also often designs her vids in order to learn a specific editing
technique or skill as part of her general passion for editing. “At first, I was
conceiving vids like almost as a way to learn a new thing technically, so in this vid
I’m gonna do intercutting, 3 and in this vid I’m going to do this effect and afterwards
you’re really happy because you get that.”
Ash identified several different motivations to create vids, including the
music, a particular concept or theme from the source she wanted to illustrate, or the
storyline of an episode. She noted it was a “chicken or egg” situation as to whether
the music or the concept originated first:
To be honest it’s a bit like what comes first – the
chicken or the egg? I can hear a song and think that
would make a great SPN4 vid, but then sometimes
the idea needs to have been floating around my head
to make the connection. A good example of this is a
vid I made recently called ‘The Look of Love’. I
often thought I’d like to make a vid about the way the
boys look at each other. I sat on that for ages before
one day I heard the song and made the connection…
For me there is no one way of being inspired. I think
it’s about always being open to anything – I listen
3

An editing technique whereby a different shot is inserted into the midd le of an existing shot
sequence. Often used in film and telev ision editing to show two events that are occurring at the same
time, or in vidding to show that the shots are related. Also known as cross-cutting.
4

SPN is the common fando m shorthand for Supernatural.
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more intently to songs, I read fandom posts with the
view to vid potentials, I watch my show thinking
about what stories I can tell.

Ash also participated in vid challenges, where a vidding community will suggest a
thematic prompt for a vid to be designed around, such as “make a light- hearted vid”
or “turn a piece of music on its head”. She noted that these were somewhat more
difficult:
These can be quite hard for me because the
inspiration isn’t ‘organic’. Music usually needs to be
sought and that can sometimes take ages. I’ve made
a few like this – often not my best vids. But still – it’s
a way of almost ‘forcing’ inspiration when there’s
none around.
Another common practice, one which Talitha and Buffyann have engaged in, is to
make vids for friends as gifts or to offer your skills in a vidding auction. Auctions are
relatively common in fandom, and usually involve raising money for a charity,
running a convention, or for other fan initiatives. Vidders (or artists or writers)
volunteer their time and skills and these are the subject of bids from other fans. Once
you’ve “won” a vidder, the successful bidder can suggest a theme, song, and source
material for the vidder to create a vid out of. In these cases, the song and/or content
of the vid is not necessarily selected by the vidders themselves.
Creating a vid is a process which draws different elements out of the source
material. These vidders draw on moments within a television series or film which
particularly appeal to them, and often for different reasons, whether it be slash (for
Talitha) or thematically oriented (for Ash and Buffyann). This is the art of selection
which characterizes vidding. Buffyann, for instance, noted that she particularly
enjoys drawing together scenes involving a particular character which are scattered
across a narrative. Many of Ash’s vids examine a particular theme or motif from
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Supernatural, such as “The Look of Love” which she referenced above, which drew
together scenes of the Winchesters looking at each other from many different
episodes. As her primary interest is slash, Talitha’s vids combine images where the
male characters in question are touching or looking at each other in ways that might
be construed as homoerotic (with the correct application of music). This practice of
selection and re-connecting was described in Chapter 5 as the act of paradigmatic
selection.
6.4

Paradigmatic Selection
In this section, I will use examples of vids by each of these editors in question

to illustrate how vids are created through a process of paradigmatic selection and
syntagmatic restructuring. I have chosen Buffyann’s vid “La Marée Haute”, a
character study using footage from Lost; Talitha’s slash vid “Summer Love” for The
O.C.; “Channel Hopping”, a genre-bending mix of Supernatural to famous television
theme songs, and “SPN At the Movies”, another genre manipulation of Supernatural,
both by Ash. 5
“La Marée Haute”, by Buffyann, is a meditation on the character of Desmond
Hume (portrayed by Henry Ian Cusick) from ABC’s television phenomenon, Lost.6
With a uniquely complex and mysterious plot, the series was both a critical and
popular success over the six seasons it aired from 2004 – 2010. The series is
generally structured around a diverse ensemble cast who are stranded in the South
Pacific after a plane crash, and features flashbacks into each person’s life before they
came to “The Island”. Lost is well-known for its confusing and non- linear narrative,
particularly in the later seasons which featured time-travel both forwards and
5

All the vids are availab le on the attached disc.

6

See the attached disc for Vid 6.1.
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backwards (sometimes at the same time) and alternate timelines. The vid is set to the
French- language song by Lhasa of the same name.
Desmond, the focus of this vid, was already living on the Island at the time of
the plane crash, having been stranded there when his sailboat was marooned. Due to
the large number of characters in the series, storylines often stretched across entire
seasons, with each actor appearing only briefly in any particular episode (although
some episodes focused more on particular characters than others). Despite the
massive cast, though, Desmond is the only character who appears in the vid, except
for his love interest, Penny (played by Sonya Walger). When deciding to create a vid
about this character (for an auction winner), Buffyann chose not to untangle the nonlinear storyline of the original, but rather to mirror the complexities of the source and
present the character study more thematically:
Desmond is my favourite character on the show, so
vidding him and his link to Penny felt right. But soon
did I realise how hard it was to vid someone with
such non-linear storylines. His story is a mess, of
flashbacks and fast forwards, or being at 2 places in
time at once… So I chose to mirror this mess, and try
to make sense of it to show who this character was
and what he was going through and hoping for.7
In this sense, Buffyann focuses on the paradigmatic elements of Desmond’s
character, such as the themes of loss, failure, and love, rather than attempting to tell
the story of his life in a straightforward way. She uses recurring imagery of the
ocean, both as a match to the lyrics of the song (translated as “The High Tide” from
the French) and as a thematic connection to the character who is stranded on the
Island after attempting to sail around the world and is trapped by water on all sides.

7

Fro m the vidder’s Livejournal page, the address of which has been kept confidentia l.
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Figure 20, Figure 21, Figure 22, Figure 23: A sequence of shots from the opening
section of “La Marée Haute”.
Shots from different episodes are brought together with the music functioning as the
suturing device. Buffyann also connects shots by combining those with a similar
theme, movement, or gesture: in the four consecutive shots shown above (Figure 20
to Figure 20, the rain as well as Desmond’s upwards looking movement unifies the
images. These shots are temporally separate in the original, both in terms of sequence
within the episodes of the series and in the timeline of the story itself: for example,
Shot 4 comes before Desmond arrives on the Island but the episode with this scene
occurs much later in the series in a “flashback”. 8 Vids often play with time in this
way in order to highlight change over time by sewing shots from different temporal
events together to make a connection. The non- linear nature of time in Lost means
that viewers must often remember past events for context, and this vid is thus

8

To make it even more confusing, Shot 4 is not really fro m a flashback, as Desmond’s consciousness
is actually caught skipping back and forth in time and is liv ing simultaneously in 2004 and 1996.
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particularly illustrative of the development of Desmond’s character throughout the
series.
As she is particularly drawn to creating slash vids, I would like to discuss
Talitha’s vid “Summer Love”, which uses footage from Fox’s teen drama series The
O.C. (2003-2007).9 The series generally revolves around a troubled teen from a
rough neighbourhood, Ryan Atwood (Benjamin McKenzie), who is adopted into a
wealthy Orange County (O.C.) household by a philanthropic lawyer. The vid in
particular focuses on the relationship between Ryan and his new “brother”, Seth
Cohen (played by Adam Brody), and recasts their unusual friendship into a romantic,
homosexual relationship in the fannish style of slash. While the music will be
discussed in greater detail below, it is set to Justin Timberlake’s incredibly popular
single by the same name.
As with “La Marée Haute”, above, this vid is able to focus on the relationship
between Ryan and Seth by selectively using clips that feature just these two
characters (with a few minor exceptions). As this is in the style of slash, though, the
selected clips tend to be those that can be re-used to construct a romance, and most of
the clips feature the characters looking at or touching each other. These clips are
cleverly matched to particular sections of the lyrics that reinforce a romantic reading.
The most powerful technique used in this vid is repetition: as the lyrics repeat over
and over, “I can’t wait to be in love with you, and you can’t wait to be in love with
me”, Seth and Ryan are shown over and over again looking at each other and
spending time together. Vids of this type often take advantage of filming techniques
such as the eyeline match and the shot/reverse shot (seen below in Figure 24 and
Figure 25).
9

See attached disc for Vid 6.2.
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Figure 24: In this shot, Ryan looks at
Seth…

Figure 25 …and Seth returns his gaze.

As discussed in Chapter 4 in relation to the Supernatural vid “Here in My
Car”, those paradigmatic elements from the series that do not fit with the vidder’s
intention are easily discarded, and the desired clips are reorga nized to tell a very
specific story. The paradigms chosen by Talitha for inclusion in “Summer Love” all
relate to the relationship between Seth and Ryan, and their (female) love interests
from the show appear only in the briefest shots (from 1.37-1.39), and are
contextualized by the lyrics to appear as rivals to the true “love” in the vid, between
the two men.
Ash’s “Channel Hopping” is a particularly interesting vid to analyse in terms
of paradigmatic selection, as it involves many thematically distinct segments
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connected together. 10 It begins with the character Dean from Supernatural watching
television, and each time the channel is changed so does the music: the Winchesters
find themselves in thirteen different series (The Odd Couple, Starsky & Hutch, So
You Think You Can Dance, Days of Our Lives, E.R., The Love Boat, Knight Rider,
Twilight Zone, Buffy the Vampire Slayer, Mission: Impossible, Friends, Supernatural
itself, and Simon & Simon), with the Supernatural footage edited in completely
different ways to reflect the opening sequence from the original series. In essence,
the vid manipulates Supernatural footage into many different genres by drawing on
the genre and television literacies of the viewer.
In our interview, Ash explained to me how she arrived at this concept:
The whole idea was born out of wanting to make a
vid to the theme music from The Odd Couple. I also
wanted to make one to the theme music from Starsky
and Hutch. It then came to mind that maybe I could
make a few small vids to a variety of TV themes and
put them all together...I then chose theme music
based on the variety of genres or tropes that are
present in the show. For example a hospital drama, a
soap opera, a dance show, a cop show, a mystery
etc…. I admit that I never really set out to make a
genre study vid. It was just me wanting to use TV
theme music and showing how SPN could fit into
these.
By comparing Supernatural to these different shows, “Channel Hopping” provides
an interesting analysis of television tropes based on ge nre, and how these tropes and
conventions have influenced later shows. For example, the buddy cop-show
camaraderie and 1970s-era muscle car are elements of Starsky & Hutch which also
appear in Supernatural.
Some of the other connections Ash makes are more oblique, such as the
references to the melodrama Days of Our Lives. In the vid, older brother Dean is
10

See the attached disc for Vid 6.3.
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watching television while recovering in the hospital and the theme song of the soap
opera begins to play to scenes of the brothers crying or embracing. A snippet of
dialogue from the original episode appears, when Dean comments dryly, “Have you
ever actually watched daytime TV?” As he is watching “himself” on the television, it
becomes a comment on the use of melodrama in Supernatural, referencing an early
episode where Dean famously commented that he doesn’t want any “chick flick
moments”.

Figure 26: Sam stands with his
back to Dean in the iconic soap
opera framing, the z-axis
aligned camera shot.

Figure 27: In the next shot,
Dean comments on his dislike
of melodrama while watching
himself on television from the
hospital bed.

This leads to a wonderful transition to another style of television featured in
“Channel Hopping”: the medical drama. As Dean changes the channel to get away
from the soap opera, it switches to E. R.
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Figure 28: Dean watches himself
get airlifted into a hospital.

As with the previous segments, the footage is paradigmatically linked both by the
music and by the style of editing and shots chosen to the intertextual reference of
E.R.. Thematically, the two are linked through the presence of medical scenes and
hospital drama. What links this segment from the vid to E.R. specifically are the
stylistic connections, and this is where the skill of the vidding shines through.
Following the opening sequence of E.R., the footage has been filtered into blue hues.
Ash uses hospital scenes from SPN, with an emphasis on close-ups of equipment,
doctor’s hands, and so forth to match the E.R. sequence. Other techniques such as
horizontal panning, selective focus, and focus pulls also link the two segments.

A focus pull from the hands in the foreground (Figure 29) to the monitor in the
background (Figure 30) in the style of E.R.’s opening sequence in Ash’s “Channel
Hopping”.
The thematic connections continue throughout the segments. In the Twilight
Zone section, the footage is black and white; the Buffy section is filled with occult
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imagery; the Mission: Impossible section has the boys in tuxedos and a fuse running
across the screen in the style of the original opening sequence; and the Friends
sequence includes secondary characters in happy scenes. 11 The many musical
selections in “Channel Hopping” demonstrate the diverse ways in which the musical
selection may influence the style of editing, the topic to which I now turn.
6.5

Connecting Shot and Sound: Music in Vids
Ash:

I am passionate about how important the music is to
a video. I can’t say it’s everything, but it’s pretty
darn close.

It is difficult to describe in words on a static page how the visuals and
musical elements correspond to each other in any particular vid, but as Ash explains
above, music is the essential ingredient for creating a vid, and the one element which
has the most effect on how the clips are laid on the timeline and edited together.
KF:

How might the visuals and the music complement or
correspond to each other?

Ash:

Firstly the music sets the “tone” of the vid. It will
determine how you actually edit it – whether you use
short, fast cuts or long, slow clips with lots of cross
dissolves. It will influence whether you use lots of
special effects, or keep it simple. The images should,
in some way, correspond to the music…The images
also help the vidder show their own interpretation of
a song. Songs are never actually written to tell an
SPN story. Though sometimes a viewer will say,
“you made it look like this song was written for
SPN”.
Sometimes it means changing the
songwriter’s meaning of the lyric to one of your
own. I do this all the time. [From my vid]
“Forever” there is a lyric “I can only give you
everything I’ve got” – I’m sure the songwriter
wasn’t talking about selling his soul to the devil, but
with the footage of Dean selling his soul it makes it

11

She has since created three more vids that similarly play with genre conventions in Supernatural:
“Channel Surfing” (a sequel to “Channel Hopping, edited with a co -v idder); “SPN at the Movies”
(further discussed below); and “SPN at the Movies the Sequel”.
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clear to the viewer that that is the interpretation I am
going for.

Ash suggests that there is almost a double revision created through vidding: both of
the visual source, as it is creatively re-edited to suit the story the vidder wants to tell,
but also of the musical source, which is given new meaning and context through its
juxtaposition with the televisual source.
“Summer Love” humorously juxtaposes the music with the visuals in order to
both supplement and poke fun at the source material. In a panel she gave at VUK,
Talitha spoke about this particular vid and noted that she found the artist Justin
Timberlake to be “a little creepy” in how he talks about the woman to whom the
song is addressed (in the style of R&B, the song is directed at an unnamed “girl”) but
said that she still wanted to use the song anyway because of its rhythm and beat. She
noted her intention to play with the lyrics of the song by reframing it as slash using a
title sequence for the vid.
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Figure 31, Figure 32, Figure 33, & Figure 34: The title sequence for “Summer
Love”. (Some shots omitted for clarity.)
According to Talitha, this was part of her desire to re-write both the song and the
television series more to her liking:
I guess my impulse is always to read against the text,
and I am reading against the song as well. I wanted
to poke fun at the song as well as the source, so
that’s where I was going with the credits. I wanted to
use the song that was directed at a girl, but be very
explicit in redirecting it to a guy.
In Talitha’s new version of the vid, the tough-guy character from the wrong side of
the tracks is now the object of the singer’s intentions, the “girl”, and the
embarrassingly nerdy character of Seth becomes the heartthrob Justin Timberlake.
This new framing adds a great deal of humour as Seth’s awkward movements and
attempts to be “cool” become almost a parody of the sex-symbol and ultra-cool status
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of Timberlake.

At VUK, Talitha noted this particular section of the lyrics as

“creepy”: “And tell me how they got that pretty little face on that pretty little frame,
girl.” In her version, Talitha is able to reframe these lyrics that she found problematic
into a much more pleasing way as it has been set up using the framing device of the
title sequence.
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Figure 35: Seth whispers in Ryan’s ear to the
lyrics, “And tell me how they…”

Figure 36: “…got that pretty little face…”

Figure 37: “……on that pretty…”

Figure 38:“… little frame…”

Figure 39: “…girl.”
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Bury (2005) noted a trend in the female fan communities she studied, where
the women emphasised their positioning as sexual agents and chose to focus their
attentions on objectifying male bodies. While some shots have been omitted for the
sake of clarity, Talitha’s focus on the character of Ryan (“Girl”) here allows her to
subvert lyrics that she originally saw as being troublesome, and recast them into a
lustful gaze at the male character’s body, with shots of Ryan taking off his shirt and
doing chin-ups, which would be more pleasing to heterosexual female viewers.
As we can see, clip selection and editing are determined by a diverse array of
factors: lyrical connections to the visuals, the mood of the music and the shots, the
positioning of the shots in relation to each other, in addition to the rhythmic, melodic,
and tonal qualities of the music. The music and the visuals work together, according
to Ash:
KF:

Do you tend to edit more to the visuals or to the music?

Ash:

Again I’d have to say they work together. I know I
use the beat, rhythm and flow of the music in a lot in
my vids, so I’d say I edit to the music. But an actual
clip itself determines how it has to be cut. For
example I avoid using any clips where the actors are
talking. We call it “talking heads” and it’s a big nono for vidders (unless used for effect – like to show
an argument or something) so if a clip has the
perfect facial expression but the actor is talking then
I can’t use it. But I can clip around the talk – so if
an actor pauses and he has the expression I want, I
will clip that exact moment and then have to slow the
clip down to make it fit the music. I do that a lot. I
slow down, or speed up a lot of clips to make it fit
with the beat, or lyric or moment.

There is a great deal of tacit agreement among vidding co mmunity members
regarding the qualities of “good” and “bad” vids. 12 Ash here refers to one particularly
12

Discussed in Chapter 4, see also Chapter 7 for mo re in formation.
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common editing faux-pas, known as “talking heads” or “talky face”, which is most
often seen in “newbie” vids or older, VCR vids. This occurs when the actor is
obviously speaking, but the dialogue cannot be heard as the diegetic sound has been
removed and replaced with music. 13 Such shots cause a disjuncture in the vidding
syntax, where the viewer is temporarily pulled out of the vid’s new syntax, and it
looks extremely awkward in relation to the lyrics of the song being used. Skilled
vidders, as Ash mentions, seek to clip around the visible lip movements to just
capture the emotion on the face of the character.
In “La Marée Haute”, Buffyann links the images to the sound in several
specific ways. Desmond’s lost love, Penny, first appears in the vid with the lyrics:
“La tête est pleine, mais le coeur n'a pas assez” (“The head is full, but the heart wants
more”, vidder’s translation).

Figure 40: Desmond looks at the photo of Penny.
This is what Bunt and Pavlicevic (2001) refer to as an associative connection,
discussed in detail in Chapter Four, where music is linked to a particular person,
place, or event by the individual. In this case, the lyrics refer to Desmond’s wish to

13

As mentioned previously, in some cases snippets of diegetic dialogue may be included in a vid but
“talky face” refers to a shot of an actor speaking where the sound of the voice cannot be heard.
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be reunited with Penny, and Buffyann has connected the two together visually.
Intrinsic connections are also utilized in this vid. For example, the cymbal roll from
0.44 to 0.46 is matched with a time- lapse of cloud movement and then a quick
montage sequence as the volume increases. The last section o f the song is an
instrumental version of the melody, and as the song builds towards its finale, the
emotional intensity and speed of the shots increase as well, building to a second,
extended cymbal roll and montage from 2.39 to 2.45.
The movement between the shots is also designed to create a sense of “flow”
from shot to shot, further connecting them in the vid even as they are drawn from
different places across the series. This was seen above in Figure 20 – 23, which
described the continuity created by having four shots together than include the
character Desmond looking upwards as it rains. Such movement can also be used as
a transitioning device to bring together different elements, such as from 0.51 to 0.54
where a hatch door closing shifts into a downward pan into the ocean, and a scene of
Desmond swimming. This section is accompanied by a slurred lowering interval in
the string section in the song, driving the connection home through musical suture.
Yet another way to make editing selections in relation to the music is through
genre. I would like to examine another vid by Ash in a similar style to “Channel
Hopping”, called “SPN at the Movies”. 14 While Ash mentioned she did not set out to
create a genre study with “Channel Hopping”, this next vid was explicitly created to
explore genres which appear throughout Supernatural. Ash explains:
“At the Movies” was more of a deliberate attempt to
showcase the genres present in Supernatural. I have
always been impressed with the way the show
homages certain film genres – namely the western

14

See Vid 6.4 on the attached disc.
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and film noir. It was these two genres that started
me thinking about this video.

The musical style and genre dramatically affect how particular segments are edited
together. Music is largely understood to have an unconscious effect on the audience
(see Chapter 4), but also is one of the foremost elements used by audiences in
determining the genre, tone, or mood of a scene (Mittell 2010). Ash notes in
particular that selecting the music was vital to the editing style and to accurately
representing the particular genres:
The music also played a large part in selling a
certain genre. I researched this quite a bit. In fact I
had selected a piece of music for “drama”, edited
the whole section and the feedback I received from
my beta was that it just wasn’t working. We played
with a few ideas and it still wasn’t quite working. I
showed it to [a fellow vidder] 15 and she suggested
another piece of music. That made all the
difference. Suddenly it started to come together.

The pieces of music that Ash draws on are mostly from film scores themselves, each
representing a different genre, such as the theme from the famous Western The
Good, the Bad, and the Ugly (1966) by Ennio Morricone, and the theme from Saw
(2004) by Charlie Clousser representing the horror / slasher film genre. These pieces
of music are all quite different, and influenced how the different sequences were
edited together, following the styles of each of the different genres:
In this vid I wanted to highlight the clichés of certain
genres – extreme close ups and long slow shots for
westerns; fans, filtered lights, rain on wind screens
for noir; fast pace, guns and explosions for action;
blood, forests, group of young people exploring
deserted houses etc. for slash horror; beautiful
scenery, angst, longing looks etc. for drama and
falling over, funny looks etc. for slapstick.
15

This vidder’s identity has been removed in accordance with her wishes.
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Ash researched how the different genres are composed, but “SPN at the Movies” and
her other vids demonstrate her awareness of and engagement with the conventions
and tropes of various genres. In addition to the mise-en-scène and thematic elements
she describes above, Ash also adapted her editing style to suit the different genres:
I also wanted the actual editing to complement the
genre as well. Fast cuts for action and slapstick,
cross dissolves for romance.

In addition to the mise-en-scène and thematic elements matching each genre, angles
and cutting speed were altered depending on the genre context.

Figure 41: A canted angle is added to this shot of a derelict house in the wood to
reinforce the “horror” reading.

The speed of the cutting, as Ash mentions, is greatly influenced by the genre style.
Faster cutting, in general, is used for more intense and action-centered sequences. In
“SPN at the Movies”, the action segment has more than forty different shots in a
thirty-second period, whereas the drama sequence focuses on slow cross dissolves
between shots and involves only around seventeen shots in forty seconds.
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6.6

Constructing the Sequence: Vids as Bricolage
As discussed above, the vidding process is a highly intuitive one, with shot

placement determined through trial and error. Talitha, Buffyann, and Ash each have
different methods of putting the vid pieces together to create their new syntax. As
bricoleurs, vidders make editing decisions intuitively, although Ash notes that she
does a fair bit of planning in advance, but once that initial planning has been
completed she relies on her “instincts” to direct her on which shot goes in which
particular place on the timeline.
I do a certain amount of planning before I start. I
always print out the lyrics to my chosen song
(assuming it has lyrics) and start to make notes
about what clips might work where… I have an A4
vid planning book where I jot down my ideas for the
vid. I ask myself, what do I want this vid to say? (a
story for example) or, what do I want my audience to
get from this? (if it’s crack, or emotional etc.) or
what do I want to say with this vid (if it’s meta, or a
montage that highlights certain aspects from the
show). I might draw up (as in story board), my
opening sequence if I have a particular idea in mind
for how it should look…
Once I’ve nutted out these things I then start to work
on the vid and this is basically where intuition comes
in. My beta refers to it as instinct – she’ll say, “Your
instincts are right in this section etc.” I find it
important to have an overall frame work before
starting, but then you have to be flexible because it
usually changes once the process starts. I would say
that most of it is intuitive but not solely – a fair bit of
planning goes into a vid before I start.

She also points out that the amount of planning required depends on the vid: while
some require a great deal of planning, others do not.
Talitha, however, does not plan in advance to a great extent, and rather works
on building the vid around a critical moment, or “hook”, that she thought of initially,
as she explained to the group at VUK:
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Sometimes it’s weird because there’ll be, like you’re
saying, there’s a hook, there’s something in the song
that I want to illustrate [agreement] So I know that
one bit and I’ll put that bit in first and then I’ll try to
build the vid around it. And sometimes there’ll be
lyrics that I actually don’t like, and don’t think will
work but I can’t cut it because that won’t work with
the structure of the song and those’ll actually be the
ones, because I’m totally ad-libbing it, those’ll be
the sections that I end up liking the most [agreement]
because you had to throw something in there and
[unclear] it just really really works…

Rather than building a narrative, Talitha prefers her vids to each have a purpose or a
theme, which she builds the vid around.
Buffyann similarly does not storyboard, but does visualize how the vid will
look in its entirety. Rather than basing her choices on the lyrics, she draws more on
the overall mood or tone of the song and what it represents to her, and shuffles clips
on and off of the main “track” in the editing software. Buffyann pointed out in our
interview that many of her clip choices are interchangeable: as similar paradigms, any
clip that suits the particular emotion she is trying to hit at that point is a possible
choice. The music and the preceding and following shots assist the vidder in their
decision making. In an editing suite, such as Premiere (discussed previously in
Chapter 2), there are multiple “tracks” along which clips can be laid. In Figure 42
below, the different tracks lie horizontally across the screen, parallel to each other,
with the yellow sections as different clips that have been laid on the timeline.
Buffyann is explaining that she often places possible alternate clip choices in the
“off- track”, which is a track that is not being used in the vid itself, and that she
shuffles the clips onto and off of the timeline until she discovers which ones best suit
the syntax.
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Figure 42: A screenshot of the timeline of an editing suite with multiple tracks shown
(OTW 2008).
For example, of the four or five possible shots of “struggle” which a vidder might
select for a particular point in the timeline, how it fits in terms of motion, colour, and
composition to the surrounding shots helps to determine if shot 4 is chosen over shot
1. Through the careful selection of shots, motion and consistency can be built
throughout the syntax, as described above in regards to Buffyann’s “La Marée Haute”
and the transition between shots.
These vidders describe their editing using words like “intuition” and “instinct”
(Ash), “play” (Buffyann), and “ad- libbing” (Talitha), which all indicate that they
work as bricoleurs, piecing their vids together using the organic style of “soft
mastery” as defined by Turkle (1995). Even for those who have some training or
education in film production and editing technique, like Buffyann and Ash, vids still
come together through trial-and-error: clips are placed in the timeline where they
might fit, and then switched with similar clips until the most appropriate one is found.
The shots can be altered in terms of their speed, colour, or even their composition
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using the appropriate editing software to further draw the shots together. The music
acts as the unifying element for the vid, and creates continuity between formerly
disconnected clips from across a television source (or sources).
6.7

Conclusion
In this chapter, I have aimed to elucidate the theoretical claims made in

Chapters 4 and 5 using the vidders’ own voices. Talitha, Buffyann, and Ash each
explain their creative processes and sources of inspiration, how they relate music to
vids, and the method by which clips are selected for inclusion in order to demonstrate
the diverse ways that vids are constructed. While the methods are varied, there are
similar trends in creation among these different women from across the vidding
community: they each select paradigmatic clips, organize them into a new syntax,
use music to suture the vid together, and work organically as bricoleurs. Using
particular vids as examples, I demonstrated how the musical and visual eleme nts of
each vid are brought together through associative, iconic, and intrinsic connections
between the song, its lyrics, the vidder’s intentions, and the visual source. The role of
genre and intertextual media influences were also described in the work of Ash, in
particular.
Detailed and intimate knowledge of the source material and object of fannish
attention is required by the vidder, a fact I discovered all too well when I attempted
to create a vid of my own. Even though I was focusing my vid on a character who
only appears in two episodes of the series, I watched those episodes dozens of times
in order to be familiar enough with them for the purposes of my vid. The audience of
vid watchers also share this intimate knowledge of television and musical so urce in
order to “get” what is being “said” by a particular vid. In this sense, the creativity of
the vidders is born of the reception process: vids are artefacts of particular instances
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of media reception; they are examples of the semiotic excess generated by televisual
texts.
In the following section, I will move from the individual, micro instances of
vidding practices to examine the vidders as a community, the tensions and politics
therein and the wider implications of vidding practices on intellectual property and
digital communication debates.
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SECTION III
7 THE VIDDING COMMUNITY
7.1

Introduction
Holy crap, vids are serious business.
-

Anonymous LJ user (fail_fandomanon
Livejournal community, 2010).

At VidUKon, I was told by many of the attendees that if I wanted to write
about vidding for my dissertation, there were two things I had to do: I needed to at
least attempt making a vid of my own, and I absolutely had to attend Vividcon in
Chicago. It was the centre of the vidding community, I was told, and the most fun I
would ever have at a fan event. I was also warned that my presence as a researcher
might not be entirely welcome. When I attended Vividcon in 2009, I took steps to
ensure that my research would not disrupt or offend any of the other attendees based
on this warning and the concerns of the convention committee (concom). 1 During
the event, I was enthralled by the high energy and enthusiasm of all the VVC congoers. Nearly everyone I spoke to told me it was the highlight of their year, a chance
to see online friends in person, to dance, to discuss, and above all to celebrate their
passion for vidding.
Exhausted after many hours of vid-watching, panel discussion, dance parties,
and interviews, I returned to Australia to discover that the LJ community had erupted
into discord during the week I took off to recover from my experiences and travels.
Several attendees had written LJ posts addressing race, gender, accessibility, and the
appropriateness of harsh criticism of vids at the Vid Review panel. Below is an

1

See Chapter 3 for details on the constraints and issues of conducting research at Vividcon.
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excerpt of one such post which set off a firestorm of debate, posted by “big name
fan” (BNF) Laura Shapiro:
We had more men at Vividcon this year than ever
before, and while that didn't radically change my
experience of the con, I did notice some problems…
Some of the men who attended for the first time
didn't seem to be part of the community,
particularly… One woman said she noticed that
several of the men did not dance at Club Vivid.2
They stood or sat around watching the rest of us
dance. While I didn't notice this, I can totally see
how that would creep people out.
Vividcon has been a very safe space for white
women in the past, where our gaze is privileged, our
opinions are valued, and our sexuality and our
bodies are celebrated and safe. Club Vivid is the
apotheosis of this, and to have a handful of men
standing around gawking challenges that on a
fundamental level. (Shapiro 2009, n.p.)

This post led other vidders and vid- fans to express their approval and objections to
Shapiro’s observations. One post in particular, by Australian vidder Bobby, defended
male members of the community and the multiplicity of vidding communities:
We're not all women. In LJ/VVC we tend to be
women. But that's not the case in other communities!
In a different vidding community, the majority may
be men…The point here is that we shouldn't assume
that all vidders and vidding communities are female.
There are men in our community, but I feel like
sometimes there's some awkwardness about that. I
was discomfited to see this raised as an issue in
[Laura Shapiro’s] post. Perhaps it wasn't meant that
way, but in our community men are the minority, and
I think we should respect that fact and remember
that they may feel even more out of place than other
newcomers. (Boppy 2009, n.p.)

2

Part of Vividcon, Club Vivid is a dance party usually held on Friday night. Vids to upbeat dance
music are played and the floor cleared so that attendees can dance.
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Many of these posts garnered hundreds of comments ranging from agreement
to critique to downright attacks and arguments. Comments piled up, more posts were
made with retractions and accusations, and soon the arguments spiralled out of
control into what has become known as “Vid Fail 2009”. Due to the ego-centric
organisation of Livejournal (boyd, 2006; discussed below), I only had access to
sections of this debate: much of it occurred behind friends- locked posts or in private
messages or emails. One key informant, though, passed on the image below (Figure
43), which points out the incongruity behind the perception of the number of men at
the convention, and the actual numbers who attended. 3

Figure 43: Image by supacat.

In contrast to her Livejournal post, quoted above, in my interview Shapiro
detailed the multiplicity of vidding communities:
KF:

What can you tell me about the vidding community?

LS:

I can tell you lots about the vidding community, what
would you like to know?

3

The actual number of male attendees is difficult to determine. My best estimate is between ten to
twelve males were at the event, out of 130 attendees plus thirteen staff. It is also important to note,
though, that neither the key informant nor the creator of this image actually attended Vividcon 2009.
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7.2

KF:

Okay, then [pause] how do you become a member?

LS:

First of all, I don't believe there is the vidding
community, I believe that there are many vidding
communities, most of which I probably have no idea
about. I think it's a big mistake to refer to the vidding
community, I think when people say that they're
speaking from within a vidding community that I am
a member of that is where vidding began, the
community that grew out of vidding's origins with
Kandy Fong and out of slash fandom. What I'd call
the traditional vidding community, and its offshoots.
But even within this community, that people call the
vidding community, that I call the traditional vidding
community, there are many, many communities. And
so defining-- definitions are hard.

What is Community?
Definitions are indeed difficult: the vidders themselves certainly cannot agree

on what constitutes the core identity of this group. In this chapter I will present the
multiple, conflicting views of different individuals (often conflicted themselves, as
with Shapiro’s varying quotes included above) in order to unpack the diverse
accounts and unstable boundaries of what makes the vidding “community”. Before
moving to engage with the issues expressed in the opening anecdote, I will first
describe the theoretical background associated with the rather loaded use of the term
“community”.
As noted by Bell (2001), the term community functions as a descriptor, but it
is also a normative and ideological term that carries a lot of baggage (93). The early
cyber-enthusiast Howard Rheingold (1993) is most commonly quoted for his
definition of online communities as “…social aggregations that emerge from the Net
when enough people carry on those public discussions long enough, with sufficient
feeling, to form webs of personal relationships in cyberspace.” (5) Later critiques of
Rheingold (such as Robins 2000) often denounced online communities as
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inauthentic, compensatory, and somehow lacking: surely “community” could not be
so easily applied to digital groups, as they were so vastly different from face-to-face,
“authentic” communities. 4
Williams (1976) notes that the term “community” is particularly problematic
because, unlike other terms for social organisation, like nation or society, it is rarely
used unfavourably and carries “warmly persuasive” connotations. The positive
associations are noted by Baym (2000), who chose to use it precisely for its
“…warm, emotional resonance.” (2). More recently, Marshall (2007) suggested
avoiding the term “community” altogether, in order to divest oneself of any
preconceived notions about what it means. He suggests the German term
verbingdungsnetzschaft be used for social interaction via telephone and other
technologies as it is not dependent on territorial base, face-to- face contact, or formal
organisation, but I find this far too unwieldy for obvious reasons. He also notes, “The
vagueness of the term is part of its power. It can unify because it is imprecise.
Different people using the term may have different expectations, but they can all
appear to be talking similarly.” (214) As the term “community” represents an ideal,
its use to groups is obvious: it evokes commonality, support, and friendship, and
erases difference. The debates among the vidders about just what constitutes their
community and the powerful arguments supporting different viewpoints take
advantage of these positive-yet-vague elements of the term.
Despite the issues noted above, I have chosen to use “community” to denote
the online (and offline) networks of vidders for several reasons. Firstly, and most
pragmatically, the online spaces where the vidders interact are called “communities”
by Livejournal. Secondly, the vidders use this term to describe themselves.
4

See Bell (2001) for a summary of these points.
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Following Marshall again, I believe “…it is fruitless to search for the essence of
community, but it is useful to see what enables a particular group to be so classified
by its members.” (275, emphasis added) What I am particularly interested in
analysing is not what “community” means, but rather what it means to the vidders.
Drawing on my ethnographic data and on the critical framework for online
communities provided by Baym (2010), in the following sections I will unpack how
the term is deployed and examine how the boundaries of this community are elastic
and contested in relation to key theoretical concerns in the fo rmation of communities.
7.3

Shared Space
I will begin by dealing with several of the assumptions made in the opening

anecdotes regarding the vidding community, drawing on Baym’s recent work on how
communities are formed online (2010). First is the notion of shared space:
Livejournal (LJ) and Vividcon (VVC) were marked by Boppy as the place where
“this” vidding community existed, and the other communities she referred to were
elsewhere. These two sites are demarcated as specific to the “traditional” form of
vidding which I discuss in this dissertation. 5
As introduced in Chapter 3, the vidding community primarily interacts using
the social network and blogging site Livejournal.com (LJ). It is used both for
individual expression through diary-like blog entries on one’s own LJ account, and
also for group interaction through themed communities. 6 LJ users make connections
to other users’ accounts by designating them as “friends”, and to communities by
5

I will refer to “the vidding community” for clarity’s sake, without intending to imply that no other
communit ies exist. However, those other communit ies are not the focus of this dissertation. Other
vidding communit ies exist in different online spaces, such as YouTube or animemusicvideos.org (“the
org”).
6

Here, the term “co mmun ity” is what is used by Livejournal to describe communal pages dedicated to
specific subjects, rather than belonging to an individual.
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joining them as members. New posts from “friends” and the communities a user is a
member of all appear collated by most recent post in the “Friends List” section of
one’s LJ account (commonly referred to as the FList or flist by LJ users).
Users can also specify different levels of access to their content. According to
Sveningsson-Elm (2009), privacy in internet communities might be best understood
as a continuum. The Livejournal accounts for individuals and for communities can
set their own privacy settings: fully public and available for anyone to view online
(such as the central vidding site, http://community.livejournal.com/vidding); semipublic, meaning available to any Livejournal member; and private, where the creator
of the LJ or community must approve other users to be able to see and comment on
the content. Additionally, privacy settings can be adjusted to hide communities or
journals from search engines, enforce moderation of comments and posts, and
specific posts can be “flocked” (friends-locked, or have access limited only to one’s
friends- list even if all other posts are public), deleted, or edited at any time by the
author.
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Figure 44: Diagram representing the structure of a personal Livejournal account as
ego-centric.

Each user articulates their own social network according to their particular
friends and community affiliations. For example, I myself have approximately 40
“friends” on LJ, and follow 20 communities (mostly all vidding related, such as the
central vidding community, a multi-source vidding community, an anime music
video community, and so on). I receive updates in my “flist” each time there is a new
post made in one of the LJs I follow. Each user’s experience of the vidding
community, then, is ego-centric: ordered around the self and one’s own friends and
interests (much like Facebook, see Figure 44). Throughout my participant
observation on Livejournal, I noticed that I would often not hear about important
issues or events until they were mentioned by someone on my flist, or picked up by
“metafandom” (http://community.livejournal.com/metafandom/), a LJ community
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that aggregates noteworthy posts on issues in fandom. 7 Hellekson and Busse (2006)
note that this individualized experience of fan communities on Livejournal leads to
problems of fragmentation: “As a result, it is easier to avoid stories, styles, or
pairings that one does not like, but it is harder to get a comprehensive sense of a
fandom and harder still to build a truly inclusive sense of community.” (15) While I
will critique the concept of an “inclusive” community of vidders, I use Hellekson and
Busse here to point out that the vidding community is often difficult to pin down in
its entirety.
The relationship between the form of the LJ fan community and the influence
of the Livejournal system might best be understood in terms of technological
affordances, as discussed in Chapter 5 (Hutchby, 2001). In this way, the technical
limitations and structures of Livejournal have some influence over how the groups
that use the system develop, but similarly, the users can customise the system to
work for their purposes in different ways. The concept o f community may be
theorised in a similar manner: following Baym (1995), I adopt the practice approach
to community. From this perspective, structure does not make a community, but
rather social meaning is found in communicative practice (150).
As Baym writes, “Social organizations emerge in a dynamic process of
appropriation in which participants invoke structures to create meanings in ways that
researchers or system designers may not foresee. These innovative uses may, in turn,
impact the structures.” (150-151) One example of the interplay between structure and
agency in this case might be the fail_fandomanon community, quoted at the

7

Posts on “metafandom” co mmon ly relate to issues of accessibility, gender, race, privacy and
copyright as they affect fannish communities. Posts are collected by several volunteer moderators who
troll the various fannish spaces of Livejournal and link to discussions they believe are of interest.
Suggestions can also be submitted by readers.
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beginning of the chapter. While Livejournal allows for comments on posts to be
made anonymously, it is unlikely that creators of Livejournal anticipated entire LJ
communities to pop up in which all the users contribute anonymously in order to
discuss, mock, and vent about conflicts and the opinions of other fans without fear of
reprisal.
My participants spoke positively about their experiences in the Livejournal
fandom and about the close friendships they had made online, but also had some
powerful comments about other vidding traditions. Consider the following
questionnaire responses:
Q47: Please add any comments you’d like to make on the
vidding community, your online and offline
friendships, or anything else you’d like to share here.
R3:

I have found the best friends of my adult life through
vidding and fandom.

R9:

[…] YouTube quality is crap. *pukes* If a vid is
posted on YT, I most likely will NOT watch it. I've
made great friends online that I could never have
met offline and those friendships mean the world to
me.

R19:

Vidders who care about quality and learning and
constantly getting better are the only people I care
about. The 12 year olds on YouTube are generally
not in my orbit, and people who just throw crappy
clips together and call it a vid or steal clips are not
part of the vidding community I hang out in. I miss
the days when it was smaller.

R22:

There's a strong sense of community I don't see
elsewhere.

Several of these respondents (R9, R19) define the vidding community in
exclusionary and normative ways: by highlighting the negative aspects of other,
inferior vidding groups the superiority of their vidding group is established. Other
vidding groups (specifically those who primarily interact through YouTube) are
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derided as young, frivolous, and unconcerned with quality, thereby setting up the LJ
vidding community as mature, thoughtful, and serious about aesthetic and narrative
standards.
As many vidders have studied film and media, the discourses of film
aesthetics are commonly applied. While there is no clearly agreed set of principles
about what makes a “quality” vid, normative assumptions about quality and skill are
built through shared participation in vidding competitions, commentaries, and in
particular through the “Vid Review” panels at conventions. New vidders are
enculturated into these norms through mentoring and in convention spaces. Please
refer to Chapter 2 and Chapter 5 for further discussion on vidding’s aesthetic norms.
The vidding community has another key shared space: Vividcon, the
symbolic heart of the community. The centrality of VVC to the vidding community
may be seen in the number of debates, discussions, and arguments regarding it held
every year in the few months preceding and following the event. Many conventions
have been accompanied by great controversy online, such as how accessible the con
is to transgendered fans or those with disabilities, 8 whether vids with violence
(specifically sexual violence) should have content warnings to avoid triggering
anyone who has a history of abuse, if the review panel format breeds especially harsh
criticism, in addition to several debates on gender and race 9 . I would suggest that
VVC produces such a firestorm for debate due to the problem of fragmentation in the

8

Specific topics here include if a gender-neutral toilet should be available for any attendees who are
gender queer, if the convention spaces are accessible to those who have impaired mobility, and if
warnings should be mandatory for v ids with flashing or strobe effects which might induce migraines
or seizures.
9

At the 2009 event, there were several cases of mistaken identity due to race, and a theme show
which was thought to be about race did not actually include man y vids which addressed the topic.
There is also an ongoing discussion on how to make the event more inclusive for fans fro m v isible
minorities.
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online community, discussed above. While Livejournal is ego-centric and users are
able to craft their own view of fandom and ge nerally avoid individuals or
perspectives they disagree with, they all come together, face-to-face, at Vividcon.
Many vidders, including some who have been around for several years, have
expressed the feeling online and in interviews that the event is closed to newcomers
and outsiders. There was a distinct trend in my interviews at VVC among those who
were attending for the first time. I asked all my participants how long they had been
vidding for. Several answered by saying that they hadn’t been doing it very long, but
then indicated they had edited ten or more vids and had been actively participating
online for several years. Despite this, though, they still felt like newcomers as they
had never been to Vividcon before. Also, vidders from outside the United States feel
isolated as they are not able to attend Vividcon due to the distance and cost of
travelling to Chicago.
In her study of a text-based multiplayer environment (known as a MUD, or
multi- user dungeon), Kendall (2002) found a similar value placed on face-to-face
meetings. She herself felt, as I did, that she had to meet her participants in “real
life”10 as part of a rite of passage, to be truly included in the community. The MUD
users researched by Kendall tended to privilege information given in face-to-face
meetings over information shared online, and persisted in the belief that you can only
“really” know a person after you have met them in person. Kendall notes that
specific features that are considered vital in Western (and other) cultures are only

10

Generally, I avoid using the term “real” life to refer to offline or face-to-face interactions, as this
gives the impression that the interactions that occur online are somehow “unreal” or less valuable as
they are on the other side of the dichotomy. Following Boellstorff (2008), I prefer to use the terms
“actual” and “virtual” rather than “real” and “online”; however, I use the term “real life” here as it is
used in Kendall and by most online commun ities, including the vidders, to indicate non -fan and/or
face-to-face interactions.
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possible in face-to- face encounters, such as reading facial expressions and body
language as clues to one’s true personality (157). Face-to-face meetings can actually
disadvantage relationships as well, as specific mannerisms or social behaviours
might not translate in online communication but would potentially prevent a face-toface relationship from developing. Kendall also found that as many participants in
the MUD had known each other for many years online, a “rich culture of
relationships, standards of behaviour, in- jokes, and norms” had developed among
this core group (46). The closeness and shared history among the older members of
the MUD led many newbies 11 to lay charges of elitism towards the group, which
created hostility on both sides (128-9).
In their study of an online community of Buffy fans, Gatson and Zweerink
(2004) noted the same emphasis on face-to- face contact, with “true” intimacy and
participation in the community coming through attendance at conventions (122).
More generally, Durkheim (1976) also noted the powerful effect of group interaction
in large numbers as a “collective effervescence”. While not directly discussed by
most vidders, I believe a similar emphasis on face-to-face contact exists within that
community as well. Vividcon is the centrepiece of the vidding community, and not
being able to attend it is perceived by many of my interviewees as a barrier to “true”
membership in the community. Consider the following quote:
KF:

Have you been to Vividcon? If so, what have
your experiences been?

Boppy:

No, I have not, and it is becoming
increasingly difficult for me not to have had
that experience, because the Livejournalcentred vidding community is so centred
around Vividcon. It has begun to feel like if I

11

A common online term for newco mer, or new member, used by Kendall’s participants and also my
own. Further d iscussed below.
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don't attend Vividcon my relationships with
fellow vidders will remain at a certain
distance. That's the toughest aspect of the
community for me.
Drawing on discussions I’ve followed online, many vidders who have not attended
VVC perceived the event to be closed to newcomers, and attended almost solely by
people who already knew each other offline. Killa, a long-time VVC attendee and
pioneer of early digital vidding, pointed out to me that when VVC began it was
heavily dominated by a small group of people who had known each other for many
years, but that this has slowly been changing over recent years as the group expands
to include more “feral” vidders who are self- taught. Many respondents to Boppy’s
Livejournal post, quoted at the beginning of the chapter, acknowledge themselves as
coming to vidding from AMVs, and noted that vidding seemed much less welcoming
and closed-off to newcomers compared to AMVs.
Chloe explained in our interview that the vidding community which began on
VCR and led to the creation of VVC has been struggling with the new influx of
members:
The thing about this community is that it's… a
limited number of people, and it's not all the vidders
in the world. And I think pretty much everyone is
aware of that, but VVC is-- well, we're in the hotel,
and we don't leave it. It's pretty much the same
people you see on the vidding community on LJ, so
it's easy to forget that there's all those other people. I
think everyone's aware that not all vidders vid the
same way that we do, and this year it's been nice
because it's been more diverse in that way, but it's
really easy in a closed group to get the impression
that everyone thinks the same way you do, and to be
trained to see things in a certain way.
Some have suggested that the best way to manage this tension between “traditional”
and “new” forms of vidding would be to split Vividcon into two different
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conventions, especially as VVC aims to keep itself small (with a maximum of around
100 people for most years, although the cap has been raised slightly in recent years to
140).
While the event does bring together different elements of vidding fandom
which might not normally come into contact, I witnessed no conflict or tension firsthand at VVC. During my time there, all the attendees seemed to be unabashedly
enjoying themselves. I found the people to be welcoming and friendly. It was only in
the online discussions about the event later on that tensions seemed to come to a
head. In Kendall’s study of the MUD, she found that “…when all communication is
through text, you have more latitude in choosing an interpretation. You can choose to
read a statement as hostile and respond with even greater hostility (flaming), or you
can choose to read the same statement in a light that allows you to ignore its
offensiveness.” (2002, 167) The lack of cues, inflection, and expression in online
communication might be a factor in why arguments often erupt on Livejournal while
VVC remains congenial. While face-to-face, individuals may feel more reticent
sharing unpopular or critical views, but are comfortable posting them to their
Livejournal.
Though it often does not seem that way, the majority of people who attend
Vividcon every year refer to it as the highlight of their year, the one event that’s not
to be missed, and something that is always looked forward to. Indeed, after all her
reticence and critiques of the importance of the event, Boppy herself attended VVC
in 2010 and wrote extensively about how much she enjoyed herself:
…A lot of boundaries broke down and there was a
heady, euphoric feeling of TOGETHERNESS… I
also think it IS a community in a process of
evolution. That was clear at the con, and it now
helps me understand a little better some of the
fraught discussions that surround it online. Growing
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pains seem inevitable but not necessarily (long-term)
destructive. They also sound WAAAAAAAY worse
online than they do in person. Unfortunately online
sometimes the conflict is all you see/hear... whereas
at the con there was far greater acceptance of,
curiosity about or even enthusiasm about the
changes. Likewise at the con, calling people on the
white-US-centricity, LJ-centricity, etc felt less
challenging and less like attacking a specific person
and more like saying collectively 'hey, maybe we
should all collectively shift our thinking a bit'. I liked
that. (Boppy 2010, n.p., emphasis in original)
It is quite interesting that most of Boppy’s fears were laid to rest after she was able to
attend the face-to- face event. This sudden change in her perspective regarding VVC
seems to further reinforce the primacy of attending this event in order to truly be a
member of the in- group. The experiences Vividcon attendees share may be seen to
have a ritual quality that helps to construct the “we” feeling of being a vidder, and
further reinforces the importance of being able to interact in “real life”, privileging
the face-to- face over the virtual.
7.4

Shared Practices
While other media fans interact on Livejournal and have fan conventions, the

act of vidding and vid-watching is what constructs the group of vidders as a
particular group of fans within the wider fandom. Boppy defines the vidding
community very generally: “…if you habitually watch vids or have made a vid, you
are part of the community. I think that’s a lot more inclusive. How active you are
within that community depends on you.” Media fans can participate in the
community in lots of different ways, but generally the vidding community may be
seen as working across three dimensions: interest (connected to the wider community
of media fandom by a shared love of specific texts); practice (through the shared
practice of editing and watching vids); and interpretation (where vidders share
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common ways of understanding and interpreting media texts and vids).
The first dimension for this community is that of interest. It bears
emphasising that vidding is not an isolated practice by any means and is part of the
larger online (and face-to-face) media fandom. A much wider fannish discourse
occurs in the Livejournals of individual vidders and other community members.
There are usually weekly posts of reactions to recent episodes of favourite shows,
spoilers for upcoming episodes or production news (such as guest stars, casting
changes, new writers, and so forth). A passion for television and film is the common
denominator for all members of the vidding community. Television, in particular,
invites vidders to manipulate the source material: due to its long form, plot lines and
characters are often developed over several years, providing lots of fodder for vidder
intervention, critique, and comment. Additionally, it is easily available in recent
years due to the proliferation of DVD boxed sets and also via illegal download.
An individual participates in the fandom for a specific series, whether it be
Supernatural, Doctor Who, Star Trek, or all three, through vidding, but also through
fanfiction, art, icons, costumes, conventions, online discussions, and fannish gossip.
Vidding can be described as a fandom of its own, but also as an expression of
fandom in general, and should not be wholly separated from these other practices, as
shown in Figure 45 (below).

Figure 45: Icon for the central vidding community,
created by Charmax.

The table below (Table 5) indicates which fannish activities questionnaire
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respondents participate in, by frequency. As shown, the most common activities are
participating online, reading and writing fanfiction, and watching vids. Some, but not
as many, attend conventions, and fewer still create costumes or filk (folk songs
written about fannish topics).

Table 5: Questionnaire responses to Q4: “What fan activities do you engage in?
(Please check all that apply and choose a frequency.)”
Additional responses in the “Other” category included fan art, online roleplaying,
graphics and logos, functioning as a beta (an editor who comments on drafts) for
both fic and vids, creating fanmixes (collections of songs based o n a fannish theme
or ship), producing podcasts (on fannish topics or audio fanfiction), and making dolls
of favourite characters. This dimension of interest may seem the most obvious, but it
is also perhaps the most significant. What brings vidders together is their shared love
of certain media texts and their shared fannish engagement in those texts through
talk, vids, fic, and so forth.
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The second dimension is that of practice: as editors, vidders are creators of
new content based on existing media sources, but the vidding community is also
composed of many people who have never edited a vid themselves but who enjoy
watching and commenting on vids. As many of the critiques of Jenkins (1992) have
pointed out, not all fans are active creators. Hills (2002) questions: “But what of fans
who may not be producers, or who may not be interested in writing their own fan
fiction or filk songs? Surely we cannot assume that all fans are busily producing
away?” (30) I argue that indeed, not all fans are “producers” of distinct texts (in the
form of art, costumes, fiction, or vids), but that the act of contributing online to
discussions, watching and commenting, voting in contests and attending conventions
produces meaning and meaningful relationships with other fans. In this way, vid
community members are both audience and producer. 12
“Audience communities and online communities co-opt mass media for
interpersonal uses,” writes Baym (2000, 4). “Grappling with the social nature of
these new types of community requires understanding them not just as online
communities (organized through a network) or as audience communities (organized
around a text) but also as communities of practice orga nized, like all communities,
through habitualized ways of acting.” (ibid) The vidding community may be
considered in a similar way: the community is created through common practices
that members all engage in. The most obvious example of this might be the shared
frustrations and joys of learning to vid. In the personal LJs of vidders there are

12

The issue of lurkers, or members who follow online d iscussions but do not participate themselves, is
one that I was not able to include in this research due to time constraints. As I was specifically
interviewing vidders, I d id not interview anyone who could be considered a lurker. It would be,
though, very easy for someone to follow v idding posts online without contributing or participating
actively in any way. Ho w lurkers conceptualise themselves in relation to the community will need to
be the subject of future research.
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frequent posts detailing technical problems, both to seek help from other vidders on
their flist and also to vent frustrations and receive consolation from others who have
experienced the same issues.
During our interview at Vividcon, Chloe told me about the informal teaching
that goes on at the convention: she enjoys giving panels on technical issues, and the
tutoring often continues after the panel. She told me tha t in previous years she has
demonstrated editing techniques in her hotel room to interested vidders, and found
sharing her knowledge to be a highly rewarding aspect of her participation in the
community.
It is common for vid watchers to express a desire to create a vid, but even
when they have a concept and song chosen it can be very difficult to get started.
There are certain appropriate ways to proceed when one is a “noob” 13 : conducting
research to find the appropriate “Getting Started” guide, selecting the correct
software, joining a group dedicated to newbies, and/or finding a mentor who will
tutor you. 14 It is seen as uncouth or even rude for newbies to post in the central
vidding community asking what seasoned vidders would consider “obvious”
questions (such as “How do I rip a DVD?”) as such questions can (theoretically) be
discovered on one’s own with the appropriate amount of effort. 15 Many posts for
technical help in the central vidding community begin with a deferential comment
indicating one’s newbie status, and apologies for inquiring about something simple.
In my discussions with vidders at VUK and VVC, many took on the “newbie” label

13

“Noob” is common fandom/online slang for “newbie”, or so meone who has just joined a
community or begun engaging in an online practice. This slightly hostile position towards noobs is
somewhat widespread in online co mmunit ies. See Kendall (2008) for mo re on this topic.
14

As discussed previously, though, most contemporary digital vidders are self -taught.

15

A guide for newb ies of what is expected in a help request may be seen at Vidding (2006).
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self-deprecatingly, in deference to VCR vidders. As a vidder participates more and
becomes increasingly proficient in technique and community rules of behaviour,
though, the “newbie” label gradually fades as vidding becomes a more habitual and
less conscious skill.
Nearly all vidding communities have certain rules of appropriate behaviour
for communication in online discussions, and any offenders are chastised by existing
members for committing any faux pas. As there are a variety of possible privacy
settings for individual LJs, users often post statements about their privacy settings
and policies in regards to “friending” other users. Senft (2008) notes that “friending”
can be risky on Livejournal as it gives the person increased access to your personal
information and thoughts, but it is also risky to refuse to friend someone:
A comment I leave on a friend’s Livejournal will not
only be read by our mutual friends, but by the
members of that person’s other circles of trust. Even
as we recognize our obligation to take responsibility
for what we say in such settings, we may realize that
we have little control over how it is heard,
circulated, and acted upon. The decision to extend
trust in such an environment is a momentous and
intimidating one. (101)
Some faux pas, though, are seen as particularly serious breaches of
community norms, such as revealing a fan’s real name or location without their
consent, using clips from another vid in your own (known as clip stealing) 16 , or
critiquing the vidder, rather than the vid, in a review. Such violations can have
serious consequences for the offender, and can lead to flaming, boycotting of their
vids, or even ostracism of the vidder by other community members. The now-defunct

16

Using clips fro m other vids is unacceptable unless your vid is a tribute to the other vids, in which
case the source vids also need to be referenced either in the vid itself or in the post accompanying the
vid.
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LJ community fandom_wank 17 functioned to highlight the absurdity of the drama
created by fans on the internet, and where fans who transgressed the community’s
perceived norms were punished through mockery. The site itself was closed on
several different journal sites as its direct and often harsh commentary on other users
was reported to the Livejournal administrators as encouraging harassment, and thus
in violation of the site’s terms of service (Livejournal.com 2010). The fan-edited
wiki Fanlore.org indicates that “Some fans see FW [Fandom Wank] as a group who
position themselves as arbiters of right and wrong within fandom…Others see FW
mainly as a group of mean-spirited mockers, or a home of trolls who stir up ill
feelings.” (Fanlore, "Fandom Wank") Whatever one’s individual feelings about
Fandom Wank may be, the community provides an insight into what is and is not
considered appropriate behaviour in online fandom. While flaming and arguments
can leap out of control relatively easily in a communicative environment that lacks
subtleties such as intonation and expression, as mentioned above, in general
community members use affiliation strategies, such as hedging and partial
agreements, in order to avert open argument. This is what Baym (2000) refers to as
the “ethic of friendliness”, where using qualifications, apologies, and reframing
allows the community to maintain group cohesion (129). There is also a gendered
aspect to this type of talk: Herring (1994; 1996) and Bury (2005) have noted the
face-saving and politeness strategies at work in women’s talk online. While these
strategies are at work among the vidding community, arguments and flaming can
happen nevertheless.
The third and final dimension of the community of vidders is that of shared
interpretation. The concept of interpretive communities was first theorised by Stanley
17

This now lives on in a variety of other forms, most notably the FandomWank wiki (n.d.).
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Fish (1980). According to Fish, the interpretation of texts is culturally constructed,
and readers are socially situated to read texts in certain ways based on their
backgrounds. While Barthes (1977) and Fiske (1987) both posited that texts could be
variously interpreted, Fish’s concept relates to socially constructed meanings. For
our purposes here, the notion of interpretive communities relates to how media
audiences “produce meanings that are variable, yet socially intelligible… Essentially,
an interpretive community is a collectivity of readers who share certain strategies for
textual interpretation.” (Lindlof, Coyle et al. 1998, 221) These “certain strategies”
are created and learned through socialisation, but Lindlof, Coyle et al. note that a
single group may have multiple strategies at work simultaneously (1998, 223).
I would like to suggest that the interpretive community of vidding is evident
in the highlighting and deconstruction of particular moments within the televisual
text, as theorised by Hills (2008). Using the revival of Doctor Who (2005-present)
for his case study, Hills notes that, “Fans love to pick out and dwell on textual
moments, perhaps more intently and routinely than ‘casual’ audiences…” (31). He
continues, “fans watch for, recall and celebrate or critique what become defining
moments within their beloved shows… Fans’ close readings also tend to evaluatively
break texts into pieces – greatest bits, rubbish bits, embarrassing bits, scary bits…”
(35, emphasis in original) Recall the discussion from Chapter 4 on semiotics and the
deconstruction (and re-construction) of texts which is undertaken through the
practice of vidding. This fan reading practice of breaking down the texts is precisely
what occurs when vids are created out of the source texts, and vids are often
organised around the types of themes that Hills lists (the best scenes, the scary
scenes, the embarrassing scenes, and so forth): this is paradigmatic organisation.
Hills notes that the moments that usually stand out for fans are those with “overtly
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marked performance.” (40-1) Specific scenes of high emotional intensity are
frequently the subject of vids, and are used again and again in multiple vids relating
to particular series or relationships.
Vids dedicated to the relationship between the Doctor and his companion
Rose in the first and second season of the Doctor Who reboot (2005-2006), for
instance, almost always use certain memorable or important moments in their
character development, such as their first meeting, moments of them hugging or
showing affection for each other, their separation and goodbye in the season two
finale, and their (brief) reunion in season four. Consider the two vids included for
this chapter: “Tabula Rasa” by hollywoodgrrl and “Blackout” by an anonymous
vidder. 18 Compare the clips which were selected for each video, and the editing style
(slowed down, emphasis on faces and emotions, and dramatic ballads used to
accompany the clips). 19 They draw on an interpretation of the series that focuses on
the relationship and character paradigm. These two vids are indicative of the
community’s shared interpretive take on these episodes of Doctor Who, though there
are dozens of vids which could have been chosen which all follow a similar theme
and use many of the same clips. 20 They showcase a communal affective response to
the text, and many of the comments on the vids highlight the viewer’s emotional

18

Included on the attached disc as Vid 7.1 and 7.2, respectively.

19

These two vids were also selected as they utilise some unusual editing techniques, such as the
incorporation of text and strobing effects, just to demonstrate the diversity of vid s when compared to
those used as examp les in prev ious chapters. However, also note the same dialogue sections that are
highlighted in both.
20

Each of these vidders would have clipped the original Doctor Who source material themselves, even
though there are dozens of videos that use the same scenes. Taking clips fro m another vid without
permission and for your own purposes (and not as a tribute to the other vidder) would be the serious
offensive of clip stealing. Clipping is acknowledged to be the most laborious aspect of vidding, but
necessary.
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response to the theme (Rose and the Doctor being separated). The hallmark of a vid’s
quality is how effectively it evokes this response.
When one is socialised into this particular community, it becomes easier to
understand why certain texts are taken up by the community. Consider also the many
genres that are specific to media fandom, such as slash or crack. These genres
indicate that the fan community has its own way of responding to media texts, and
new texts are often adopted by the fan community based on how well they fit with
the community’s existing desires and interests. For example, the new BBC series
Sherlock (2010) was incredibly popular with vidders due to its “slashiness” (the
characters of Sherlock and Dr. Watson were seen to have powerful romantic
chemistry), and a torrent of new vids was created celebrating this series, even though
only three episodes were made. 21
This interpretive community is not limited to media texts, but includes the
vids themselves. While many vidders acknowledge that audiences can often read
vids in a way that was not intended, the key factor of a good vid is that the viewer
“gets it”, grasps what the vidder was trying to say or accomplish through the piece. 22
There is a community- negotiated consensus among vidders that there is a “right
way” and a “wrong way” to read vids, and that non- fans often “misread” vids. These
notions of quality and interpretation are commonly debated in the online
communities and conventions spaces, and are discussed in Chapter 7. Vidders often
commented that when they finally completed a vid and showed it proudly to a

21

The popularity of Sherlock was no surprise, either: the Sherlock Holmes character was already
popular with slashers fro m the 2009 film starring Robert Downey Jr. and Jude Law, and the BBC
series was created by Doctor Who writers Stephen Moffat and Mark Gatiss.
22

Co mpare this to how vidders read med ia texts in d iverse and often contradictory ways, discussed in
Chapter 4.
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partner or friend, the reaction was often underwhelming as the non-fan viewer did
not “get it”. Jason Mittell’s blog post “Understanding Vidding” provides insight into
the perspective of a television fan who grapples with “getting it”:
I’ve generally had a hard time fully understanding
the vidding subculture, which I’d like to do more as I
teach fan creativity across my courses – the maledominated remix parody videos that proliferate on
YouTube make sense, as the humor is typically
obvious and seeks to impress people broadly. But
vidding, a female-dominated mode of fan creativity
that dates back decades to conventions & VHS
dubbing, is much more insular in its appeals and
address. Most vids I’ve watched leave me unmoved,
as I find that even if I know the source program (like
Battlestar vids), the actual vids don’t add much to
my appreciation of the show or the creative
exploration of the music video form. (Mittell 2007,
n.p.)
I would suggest that Mittell, while a fan of many of the same shows as vidders (such
as Battlestar Galactica), is not a member of the same interpretive community and
thus has a difficult time comprehending the appeal of vidding. Bury comments that
the borders of fan communities are defined by the shared practices of interpretation
of the texts: those who do not similarly interpret texts are those who are outside this
particular community (2005, 150). Indeed, this might be argued of any specialist
community, where outsiders “don’t get it” and only those who share generally the
same interpretive practices (whether it be regarding television or any other hobby)
are members.
There are many guides available online on how to properly watch fan- vids,
with the most notable being Henry Jenkins’ blog post “How to Watch a Fan-Vid”
(2006). In this more than four thousand word post, Jenkins describes the history and
intention of fan videos, as well as the tradition of slash, in order to make the vid more
accessible to a layperson. The vid which Jenkins discusses in the post, “Closer” by T.
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Jonesy and Killa, went viral in 2006 when it was posted to YouTube without the
vidders’ consent, and was seen by most viewers as a comedy whereas it was intended
as a serious slash “alternate universe” story vid. 23 Many vidders found this quite
distressing, as Gwyn explained to me:
What happened was people who don't understand
how to view vids, who don't know what vids are,
don't even understand fandom, were suddenly
viewing this thing and it became this pass-around
thing, as a joke, like 'Hey look what these freaks are
doing! So the outside reading of this text was really
ugly, and it was for me just hearing some of that, this
was uglifying something I thought was beautiful. I
think “Closer” is one of the most brilliant vids I've
ever seen and it broke my heart to watch people
talking about it as though it were this curiosity in a
freak show, and I hated it.
The interpretation of vids is by no means uniform within the community,
though. Whether one is a fan of slash, or of a specific pairing or television series
drastically affects one’s interpretation of a vid. Similarly to Mittell, Vinny noted that
she “didn’t get” the appeal of certain vids which were well-received by others at
Vividcon, because she was not a member of that fandom or did not enjoy the show
the vid drew on. Others, such as Buffyann, were not interested in slash and so were
generally unmoved by otherwise incredibly popular slash vids. In Chapter 2, I
outlined the origins of vidding in slash fiction, and most early vids were dedicated to
this topic. Contemporary vidders, though, come to the practice from many different
places, and the issue of fragmentation on Livejournal (discussed above) makes it
more difficult to get an inclusive sense of the community for new members. As I
argue throughout this chapter, the community is by no means unified: just as

23

Alternate universe stories and vids are based around the basic questions of “What if….?” They can
diverge just slightly fro m the canon (or original) or greatly. AUs include stories where characters are
set in different historical periods, different genres, and so forth.
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members disagree on who should be included, there are also some disagreements on
what makes a good vid and how vids are interpreted. 24 It can also be said, though,
that the interpretation of vids is partially built through attendance at VVC, as this is
where the canonisation of vidding history and interpretation occurs for the group. As
Coppa noted in her presentation at the DIY Conference in 2008, the history show
which opens VVC is “an annual ritual recitation of our history” (USCCinematicArts
2009). While diverse, there is also a general agreement that vids are created in
response (or reaction) to mainstream media.
In addition to the interpretation of texts and of vids, the boundaries of the
vidding community, who is included, and just what is considered a vid, are contested
topics. Different members of the community have differing expectations as to how
elastic the definition might be. From my observations, many of those vidders who
have come to the practice “ferally” 25 are more open to definitions that are more
inclusive, and allow for anime music videos and other forms of remix created by men
or young people to be included into the concept of “vidding”. A focal point for this
debate in recent years was Boppy’s post (quoted above and throughout) regarding the
issues of inclusion and exclusion in the community, where she commented that there
are more men, more minorities, and more people from other countries in vidding than
assumed by some, and that there is more than one vidding tradition (where she
pointed to anime music videos and YouTube vidding). The post attracted a huge
number of comments (more than 500), but Boppy explained to me in our interview

24

For some examp les of vids that are hilariously misunderstood, see the Livejournal co mmunity
“Strange Fandom”, where fans watch vids for shows they have never seen before and attempt to
reconstruct the plot (StrangeFandom n.d.).
25

I use the term “feral” v idders here as it is co mmonly heard online, to refer to vidders who came to
the practice on their own, v ia the Internet, in the past few years.
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how she was distressed to see the discussion of inclusion and exclusion derailed into
a debate on the definition of what is or is not considered a vid.
I had fans who do not have me friended, probably
have never even heard of me before, show up and
throw their weight around about what 'is' and 'isn't'
vidding. I honestly don't think they could see how
their behaviour came across but it's exactly this sort
of thing that makes people feel excluded--whether it's
because they're a guy and people are going on and
on about vidding being a 'female' tradition, or
whether it's because they've made a vid that is
reverential rather than 'commenting on' the source
and here are these famous, long-term fans telling
them that that is 'not vidding'.

Figure 46: Image by supacat.
While many fans defended the traditional definition of a vid (as coming from
the VCR tradition based in slash fandom which privileges female interests and the
female gaze), many people also agreed with Boppy’s more inclusive definition, and
commented that they felt outcast from the core group (see Figure 46). While LJ /
VVC vidders claim the term “vidding” as specifically their own, Boppy and many of
the commenters on her post pointed out that YouTubers and remix artists also
commonly use the term to describe their own work, as well. One sticking point was
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that if the definition was expanded to include these uses of the term, it constituted an
erasure of the female-centred history and perspectives. In my own Livejournal, when
I posted my definition of a vid which included the terms “remix” and “new media”, it
caused some disagreement in the comments, as some thought those terms elided the
history and uniquely female aspects of the practice, whereas those who argued for a
more inclusive definition felt as though their own works were somehow not
legitimate or “good enough” to be vids. Figure 46 is indicative of this second
perspective, and this image and Figure 43 (above) were shared privately among
many vidders and vid-fans during this debate. It is not my purpose here to decide for
the community what is or is not a vid, or how it should “officially” be defined, but
rather to highlight the debate surrounding the issue and the concerns of the
community. There is a desire for community among vidders, a desire to share and
enjoy the affective qualities of community, but there is also tension between
hegemonic views on how vids should be defined, and resistance to this by many
other members.
7.5

Shared Resources and Support
Baym (2010) identifies the sharing of resources and support as another key

element of community development. As a group of video editors, vidders share their
expertise and training with each other. While training does not occur on the same
scale as the individual mentoring in the pre-digital vidding collectives, resource
guides and technical help are available online to new vidders, and many established
vidders have created online tutorials to guide beginners. I myself used one such
guide to assist me when embarking on my own vidding project. 26 There can be

26

See Chapter 2 for further details on my attempts (and failures) at vidding.
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difficulty in getting help at the very beginning if one asks questions that are seen to
be too “obvious” (as discussed above), but many vidders are happy to help and
several (such as P.R. Zed and Laura Shapiro) indicated that they really enjoy
working with new vidders on collaborative projects to help get them started.
Another support network may be found through the practice of “beta- ing”,
where a vid is given to another vidder for review before it is released online. This
practice began in fan fiction circles, where a beta would edit a story before it was
released for any grammar, spelling, or logic errors. 27 Vinny noted that it can be hard
for new vidders to get a beta if they are unknown and not very active in the online
discussions, but most vidders use betas and act as betas for their friends and find the
practice indispensible to their work. Ash spoke a great deal about her relationship
with her beta, and commented: “I felt the best way to learn was to get feedback and
criticism from someone more experienced. I also liked the idea of getting another
perspective.” Betas are commonly thanked in the post releasing the vid, if not in the
credits of the vid itself.
Vidders share many of the same frustrations when it comes to editing, and
support each other emotionally when a member is having difficulty. Vidders will
post on their personal LJ about the progress of their current projects, and if they are
stuck at a particular spot or unsure how to proceed, members of their friendslist will
often make suggestions or offer to beta for them, commiserate with them, or offer
positive support. Baym also points out that community members share tangible aid in
addition to emotional support (Baym 2010, 84). I observed this firsthand at VVC and
VUK where attendees would share hotel rooms and split the cost, sometimes with

27

The Fanlore article on this topic suggests that having a beta for fic is extremely important, and that
some readers will not even begin a story if it is “unbetaed”. See Fanlore, “Beta”.
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people they had never met face-to- face before (though they are often friends online
already). Vidders also commonly stay with each other when travelling to other parts
of the country, and I was invited to stay with a VUK attendee at her home in Wales
after only a few days together in Milton Keynes. At VVC, when I did no t have a
special outfit to wear to the Club Vivid dance party, I was dragged upstairs and
outfitted in the appropriate attire by a woman I had not spoken to until that point. It
seems to be an accepted rule among the community that fans share a bond of trust:
when I asked if anyone was worried about leaving their purses around in the public
space of the hotel, surrounded by unknown con attendees, one person laughed and
told me, “A fan would never steal from another fan!” Vidders also reach out to each
other for help when dealing with copyright issues or clip stealing.
Offering emotional support, technical help, tangible aid, contributing to
online discussions, and creating vids builds social capital for an individual vidder
within the vidding community. Those vidders who are particularly helpful or
particularly skilled editors become what are known as “Big Name Fans” or BNFs
(sometimes known as “Big Name Vidders”, or BNVs) and this comes with a certain
degree of status. Laura Shapiro noted that the fact that she likes to collaborate with
and reach out to newer vidders has accorded her a certain amount of BNV status,
which she liked to have so long as others did not put themselves down and take away
their own status in comparison to her.
7.6

Inte rpersonal Relationships
Through the sharing of resources and support, interpersonal relationships

develop between members of the community. When asked about the vidding
community, nearly all of my interview participants spoke about the wonderful
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friendships they had developed through vidding and how meaningful the community
has been to them personally. As an example:
KF:

Do you feel a personal connection to other vidders?

Ash:

Yes I do. There are times I need to remind myself
that I don’t really know these people. Never met
them. But I feel that I can talk and share my
problems with them (mostly vidding problems). And I
would like to think they would think the same of me.

Interestingly, the questionnaire responses were a little more mixed on the topic, with
about half (52%) answering affirmatively, one-third answering “Somewhat” (34%)
and 14% answering that they did not feel a personal connection to other vidders (see
Table 6).

Table 6: Chart drawn from questionnaire responses to Q46, “Do you feel a personal
connection to other vidders?”

A possible reason for this might be that most of my interviews were conducted faceto-face at conventions or at special meetings, which requires a higher degree of
commitment to the social elements of vidding, whereas the questionnaire was
conducted entirely online. (Refer to
Table 5, above, where thirty-three percent of respondents have very often, frequently
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or sometimes attended a convention, and sixty-seven percent have rarely or never
attended.)
I do, though, have many examples of long-term friendships that have
developed out of the vidding fandom. I have written above about Vividcon as the
center of the vidding social year, and those who do attend spoke passionately about
their experiences there and the great friends they have made. Laura Shapiro and
Shoshanna, both long-time fans who have attended Vividcon for many years, told me
how important their participation in vidding fandom was to them personally:
Shapiro:

I have been every year except the first year,
and I will forever regret not being here [at
VVC] in the first year. I can’t even
remember why I didn’t go, I think it was
money, but it wasn’t a good enough reason!
[Laughs] I love it. I have a blast. It’s the
highlight of my year… I think a lot of people
really love coming here for the social
aspects. I have great friends in this
community and I only get to see them once a
year.

Shoshanna:

[On VVC] My experiences have been
unbelievably positive. I can’t remember a
single bad experience. Part of that has to do
with the people, and a lot of it has to do with
the collective energy… Fandom is, above all
things, social. Fandom makes even things
that are normally thought of as private,
social. Fandom understands that you might
travel 500 miles to visit someone and spend
your entire visit sitting side-by-side reading
or watching TV.

These types of relationships are not limited to the “old guard” of vidders, either; of
those in the questionnaire who replied that they felt a personal connection to other
vidders, many commented on how meaningful fandom and vidding was for them
personally:
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Q46: Do you feel a personal connection to other
vidders?
R15:

I do, largely because I participate in the
online community that's grown up around
vidders and vidding discussions. I've become
friendly with other vidders, shared details of
my life with them and vice versa, discussed
television shows and fandom and why we
love media and try to interact with it the way
we do, offered and received creative
support... the vidders I know are often
incredibly intelligent, creative, open-minded
people who are deeply interested in a lot [of]
the same exploratory, participatory culture
that I am. It's a great community with a long,
shared history, and I'm delighted to be a part
of it.

R20:

I feel a deep sense of community with fen
[plural for fan]. Fandom is a massively
positive, inspiring and empowering place for
me.

R36:

Yes, first we share an interest in the same
fandom, but then discuss different techniques,
and software. This is not something I can do
with anyone else in my life. No one else
understands but other vidders.

R57:

Yes, I do. Some of them are very close
friends, others are far more distant. It is not
automatic--it's like with anything. We share
an interest, but some are more open and
friendly than others. But in general I find the
vidding community extremely welcoming,
supportive and encouraging, and I love
sharing the experience with other people… I
have extensive chat sessions and emails with
my close vidding buddies.

Baym (2000, 2010) notes that these types of interpersonal connections help to
hold the larger community together, but it is also easier to idealise those friends one
has never met face-to- face. Walther (1996) calls this hyperpersonal interaction,
where online friends rate one another more highly online after only a short amount of
time, whereas face-to-face relationships can take longer to build to the same level.
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In the case of vidding, these interpersonal relationships are often cited by
newer fans as intimidating, and made them feel as though they were outcast or not
welcome. They feel everyone else in the community seems to have been friends for
many years. Vividcon is kept a small event on purpose, according to Shapiro and the
concom (convention committee) 28 , partially to maintain a feeling of intimacy and
togetherness, which is thought to be more difficult with a larger event. 29 Watson
(1997) notes that in his study of an online community of music fans, many of the
members disliked it when the community grew beyond a certain point, as that was
seen to threaten the perceived intimacy of the group.
The vidding community is created through the ways listed above: “The sense
of shared space, rituals of shared practices, and exchange of social support all
contribute to a feeling of community in digital environments.” (Baym 2010, 86) This
sense of community is what allows the fostering of in- group norms (such as
particular ways of reading vids, and appropriate methods of editing) and the sense of
solidarity and belonging. Those who violate these norms feel as though they are
somehow not included in this in- group. Consider Vinny, a relatively new vidder
whom I met at Vividcon. She had made only three vids, and the third was first shown
at the Premiere vid show at the con. Her vid was critiqued during the Vid Review
panel the next day, and the judgement made that she used too much black space
(long pauses between shots with just black screen), and that this violated one of the
canonical rules of vidding:

28

The concom is composed of volunteers, most of whom have known each other for many years.

29

A limited number of memberships are sold online, and in recent years have sold out online in a
matter o f minutes to due to the high demand. If you are not able to get a membership, you are put on
the waiting list and may receive a spot at the event if someone changes their mind about attending or
does not pay their fees on time.
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Vinny:

I’m still struggling to get to know more about
the genre, about the history of it. During the
critique, one of the mentions was that
apparently using lots of black footage is like
breaking wind in an elevator! [Laughs]
Before this I had no idea that was a faux pas,
I mean I’d read stuff in comments [on LJ]
saying you shouldn’t use lots of white flashes
but I guess this is just telling me I still have a
ton to learn.

So while many of the vidders have developed a shared identity (as evidenced by the
quotes responding to Q46, above), if a member does not share in the same space,
practices, or resources they might not fit in as a member, as both Vinny, Boppy, and
others have noted.
7.7

Gende r in the Vidding Community
The shared history of the vidders, recounted in Chapter 2, has become

canonised through re-telling, and has become a mythological narrative for the
vidders. “Narratives are not, of course, communities, though they may be artefacts of
community and may represent a good portion of what communities do to maintain
and reproduce themselves over time. Narratives may imagine communities, and we
may imagine ourselves to be part of a community based on our reading of a
narrative.” (Jones 1997, 15) The historical roots of vidding are female-dominated,
and celebrate the creation of a uniquely female way of looking at media texts. This is
the community that was documented by Bacon-Smith (1992) and Coppa (2008). And
while there are several men who are accepted and welcomed members of the
community, many vidders (such as Laura Shapiro, above) expressed their concerns
when more men were attending Vividcon than ever before. Shapiro and others noted
that these men did not “seem” like they were members of the vidding community and
had opinions and vids that did not quite fit in. I also noted, though, that while males
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made up only five to ten percent of the audience in any given panel, they tended to
speak around thirty to forty percent of the time. 30
Paasonen (2005) reviews the early tenets of cyberdiscourse, where the
Internet was seen as a space of freedom, where users could leave behind their race,
gender, age, and class and experiment with other types of identity: “While the
Internet has been marked as a free-zone for remaking identity, its everyday uses
nevertheless point to far more conventional figurations of gender and desire.” (3) She
writes, “Social, economic, or political power relations do not evaporate in
‘cyberspace’, even if the discourse of freedom and possibility works to render them
invisible. Gender, race, class, age, nationality, and religion cannot ‘disappear’ for
there is no Internet user not conditioned by these very categories.” (109) Vidders
hold to the same ideology of freedom as other internet communities, but at the same
time they are also extremely aware of the categories Paasonen lists above. Indeed,
these categories are a large part of their identity and are used reflexively to craft their
vids.
Vids are commonly seen to re-write a popular media text in ways that are
more pleasing to a “female gaze”, which includes objectifying male bodies and
highlighting women’s pleasure. Gwyn, though, told me about an incident that had
occurred at a previous Vividcon (in 2005) where Ian Roberts, now an accepted male
member of the community, aired a new vid in the Premieres show which was a
tribute to 1970s-era exploitation cinema. This vid, which included several scenes of
sexual violence directed at women, was very upsetting to many of the attendees at

30

Laura Shapiro notes this in her post as well. The debate about this online pointed to several possible
solutions to this, including encouraging women to speak up more and having a moderator manage the
flow of conversation, but many pointed out that it was up to individual wo men to take an active role at
the convention.
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that event. In the Vid Review, one commenter pointed out that it did not fit with the
usual Vividcon aesthetic, and was instead made with a male gaze. Gwyn explained
that while it was okay for vidders to show extremely objectifying images of men, it
was implicitly unacceptable for men to show vids which did the same to women.
Other vidders had a similar reaction to a vid which premiered in 2009, as well (see
Figure 47).

Figure 47: Image by supacat.

Interestingly, many female vidders commonly include sexualised images of women
in their vids, but this is acceptable and even encouraged by the community. I suspect
it was the particular content of Ian’s vid, which contained graphic images of sexual
violence towards women, which exacerbated the situation, although I wonder if the
vid would have received the same treatment if the vidder had been female.
Certain male vidders are accepted into the community, while many of those
who attended VVC for the first time in 2009 were not. VidKid, one of only two men
whom I interviewed, pointed out that he did not feel excluded even though he was
just one of a handful of males at the event. He does not believe that the vidding
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community needs to work to accept him, as he explained: “I understand that we live,
for the most part, in a patriarchal society.” That vidding is a female-dominated space
is a great thing to VidKid, and he is pleased that it exists just as it does. He works
hard to be aware of his own implicit sexism, and to apologise for it when he acts
inappropriately. Mister Anderson, the other male vidder I interviewed, did not feel
able to comment on the issue of gender at all. He preferred not to think about the
political or gender implications of any of it, and participated to enjoy himself in his
spare time. Other male vidders though, such as Bradcpu, noted that they felt male
voices were not welcomed at the event and chose not to speak up for this reason,
even though he himself is a well-respected member of the community. I suspect the
acceptance of certain male members is due to the fact that their vids fit in with the
general vidding aesthetic, and that they have established themselves into particular
vidding circles by making friends with other (female) vidders.
At the group interview in VUK, several of the vidders referred to “boy
fandom” and “girl fandom” as separate and distinct ways of engaging with media
texts and also differing expectations of privacy: male-dominated fandoms were said
to be more open and desirous of mainstream media attention, whereas female
fandoms sought to remain hidden and unseen:
Jo:

But there always is that tension it seems that
whenever boy fandom bumps up against girl
fandom they always have this issue where
they, did you hear about in Torchwood
[fandom] where they—

Ann:

Yeah, the book!

Jo:

It makes me so angry

Ann:

This guy wrote a book, self-published, but he
quotes extensively from people’s reviews of
the show on Livejournal, so with each
episode he has a review which has huge posts
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of text off of individuals’ Livejournals.
Without notice, without permission If
someone bought they book and told someone
that they knew on Livejournal, “oh, you’re
quoted in this book!” and she’s like,
“WHAT?!”
Fialka:

They’re quoted with attribution at least?

Ann:

Yes but without permission, I mean it was
like twenty to twenty-five different people that
he was taking from

Jo:

And when people went and said, “You
shouldn’t do this” he was like, “Well they
should be grateful”

Ann:

Yeah, because they’re getting publicity,
because [sarcastically] everyone wants to be
famous. That’s one of the big conflicts
between boy fandom and girl fandom is that
boy fandom really assumes that you want
notoriety and you want to come to the
attention of The Powers That Be because that
will somehow validate you.

In recent years, the vidding community has engaged in many discussions
about opening up further. This does not mean a change in the aesthetics or bringing
in new members, but rather being more open about what the community is and
sharing vids more publicly. New video remix communities have appeared in recent
years who do not feel the need to hide their work and indeed share it widely across
the Internet. This is still a source of tension within the vidding community, but fanactivism groups like the Organisation for Transformative Works (OTW) are working
to bring respectability, stability, and legality to vidding practices. At Vividcon for the
past several years there has been an event called the Town Hall on Vidding and
Visibility, where the pros and cons of “coming out” are discussed. The moderator,
Francesca Coppa, argued that vidders needed to become more active in promoting
their work in order to prevent the discourse around remix from becoming too
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dominated by male remix communities, and also to work on creating a legal space
where vidding would be acceptable and would no longer need to hide for fear of
copyright suits. The OTW has made some headway in this area, and their specific
discourses which legitimise fan works have been hugely empowering to the
community.
7.8

Conclusion
The community of vidders is contradictory and complex, but the practices

and relationships within it are meaningful to those who participate. In this chapter, I
have sought to describe and theoretically contextualise the boundaries of the
community, and how they are contested through the discourses of the community on
newbie vidders, other vidding communities, and the role of men within this femaledominated space. Unlike early theoretical understandings of virtual community, the
vidding community shows that online groups are often tied to “real life” issues of
race and gender and place strong emphasis on meeting face-to-face. Defining the
community and determining its boundaries is of deep importance to its members,
whether it be inclusive or exclusive, in opposition to theories that emphasise the
fluidity and expansiveness of online communities. History and tradition are
extremely valued by the vidders, and extensive arguments erupt when too much
change (in format of vids, in editing style, in membership) is perceived to be
occurring. Other members, though, advocate for a more expansive and inclusive
vidding community, where new formats and members are welcomed.
I suggest that future research on online communities should take a closer
account of the role that gender plays in the interactions. While the internet may be a
place for some to play with fluid and shifting identities, the vidder community pays
close attention to gender and the identity of its members. Posts commonly begin
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with the member stating their race, gender, sexual orientation, and so forth in order to
connect their online and actual world personas while still maintaining the importance
of anonymity.
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8 “FAIR USE IS LEGAL USE”: COPYRIGHT AND VIDDERS
8.1

Introduction
If you’re not making a profit and you’re somehow
trying to promote the show they should kinda look
the other way a little bit. It’s not like you’re trying to
take their money; you’re building awareness of the
show. – Holly
The reality of it is that even if the law is with you on
the video, these are huge corporations that could
make your life miserable if they wanted to. - Vinny
This chapter examines the vidding community from the outside, and engages

with some of the wider pressures and factors that have affected the practice of
vidding throughout its history. I will focus on the role of copyright in relation to
vidding, and how both the laws and myths of copyright have impacted on vidding’s
distribution and accessibility. After a brief, historical review of the relevant copyright
laws which apply to vidding, this chapter will examine how copyright has been
deployed by corporations against fans and remix artists, and the legal ramifications it
has had. Then I will outline the perspective of the vidders in regards to copyright
law, and detail how they respond when issued with cease-and-desist letters or
takedown notices. How the vidders mitigate the perceived risks of copyright in their
work will then be discussed.
The next section examines the role of the fan-advocacy group the Organisation
for Transformative Works (OTW) and their recent attempts (and successes) in
including vids under the “fair use” copyright exemption in U.S. law. Finally, I will
analyse how the term “transformative” is deployed by this group and the fans
themselves to legitimate their work to the public and the law. In light of the
discussion of the contradictions in the community’s understanding of itself set out in
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the previous chapter, I will highlight some of the issues of having a single body (the
OTW) represent an apparently unified community of vidders to the public.
8.2

Evolution of Copyright
It is useful to provide a brief overview of copyright law as it relates to the

purposes of this research. For the sake of brevity, I will deal mostly with the
copyright laws of the United States, for several reasons, the first being that the
majority of vidders are from the United States and are thus under the jurisdiction of
its laws. Secondly, nearly all of the sources used by vidders are based on content
whose copyright is owned by American corporations. And finally, the other regions
in which vidders are commonly found (the United Kingdom, Australia, Western
Europe, and Canada) have all entered into international copyright agreements with
the United States which direct them to comply with copyright suits issued by the
United States. Moore (2005) discusses the effects of free trade agreements between
Australia and the United States, and points to the pressures to adopt American-style
intellectual property laws in order to avoid potential trade sanctions. There are many
excellent treatments of the history of copyright laws and the changes to the laws in
recent years, so I will not reprise all the details here. 1 However, several important
points need to be made in order to contextualise the discussion on copyright in
relation to vidding.
The intention of the earliest copyright laws (such as the Act of Anne passed
in England in 1709 and the American Copyright Act of 1790) was to encourage
artists, scientists, and writers, as copyright provided the financial incentive to create
new works. Since the initial laws, the term of copyright protection has been extended

1

See, for example, Vaidhyanathan (2001) and Moore (2007) for h istorical overviews and Coo mbe
(1998) for the cultural influences on the law.
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many, many times in U.S. law. From the 1790 act, when it was fourteen years plus
possible renewal for another fourteen years, it moved to forty-two years from the
date of publication in 1831, and then began to be measured by a standard length of
time after the author’s death in the Copyright Act of 1976. It was extended further to
the author’s life plus seventy years for individual copyright holders and ninety- five
years from publication for corporate authors (such as Disney characters) in the
Copyright Extension Act of 1998. This Act became known as the “Mickey Mouse
Act” as the Walt Disney Corporation aggressively lobbied for it in order to keep the
earliest Mickey Mouse cartoon (“Steamboat Willie”, 1928) from entering the public
domain. The 1976 Act codified the “fair use” provision (discussed further below) and
included all works in “fixed form” rather than just those that had been published, as
had been the case with the previous law from 1909 (Vaidhyanathan 2001).
As Demers (2006), Coombe (1998), and Jenkins (2006) have noted, copyright
laws have been applied in many cases to limit the use of a celebrity likeness (such as
Elvis impersonators), music (such as mashups like The Grey Album of DJ Danger
Mouse), and the names of characters (such as Harry Potter). There are thousands of
examples of young fans and aspiring programmers or musicians facing high damages
for using copyrighted material in remixes, tributes, parodies, or fan sites (such as
those listed below). Corporation lawyers frequently send out cease-and-desist (C &
D) letters in order to prevent the use of their copyrighted material in these unforeseen
ways.
With the advent of new technologies, several issues arose regarding the
protection of copyrighted material. As digital files are extremely easy to copy and
share online without loss of quality, and users began to share movies and music
freely online, the corporations that held copyright panicked, and claims of the “death
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of the movie/music/publishing industry” were commonly heard. 2 Authors such as
Vaidhyanathan (2001) and Moore (2007) have chronicled the additional protections
to copyright which have been applied as a result of digital technologies, such as the
Digital Millennium Copyright Act of 1998 (DMCA). Content owners began to use
digital methods to lock down the potential uses of their products, so that they could
not be copied or used in unauthorized ways, a technique known as digital rights
management (DRM). According to Moore, “Not since the Act of Anne (1710) has a
single copyright law caused so much controversy and prompted such strong public
resistance.” (2007, 75) The law criminalises the production and dissemination of
technologies which are designed to circumvent the DRM protections of digital files,
and also the act of circumvention itself (even if copyright is not infringed). As many
DRM protections limit the use of legally purchased material and seek to control how
material is used far beyond the protections given to physical copies, the law is not
popular among consumers (Gillespie 2006). 3
The relationship between content creators and fans of that content has been
fraught with tension from the earliest days of media fandom. Jenkins (1992)
described fans and media corporations as vying for control over texts, storylines, and
characters. As television shows need viewers, and fans are exceptionally dedicated
viewers, it would appear to make economic sense to encourage fans’ participation
and passion for a series. However, corporations are also extremely wary of

2

For example, Motion Picture Association of A merica (M PAA) president Jack Valenti famously
stated that “the VCR is to the American film producer…as the Boston Strangler was to the woman
alone”. (qtd in Moore 2007, 78)
3

For example, I own a d igital reader device, but cannot read books on it that were bought for me as a
gift fro m a family member, as they are protected under DRM and my device is not authorised to view
books purchased by another user. If I had received physical copies of the books instead, there would
be no issue.
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relinquishing any control over their product and often seek to put down fansites that
contain content which the producers find troubling, such as sexually explicit
material. 4 This has occurred throughout modern fandom’s history, extending from
fan zines in the 1970s into websites in more recent years. 5
While individual actors or writers may support fan activities such as vids or
fan fiction, the legal departments of their parent companies generally do not. Stephen
Colbert, for example, the host of the popular news satire show The Colbert Report,
has on several occasions encouraged his viewers to remix scenes from the show and
put them on YouTube, even as the parent company Viacom sued Google (owners of
YouTube) for having clips of the series on their site. J. K. Rowling, author of the
Harry Potter books, also signalled her support for fan fiction based on the series but
when the rights to the books were purchased by Warner Brothers in order to make
the films, Warner aggressively targeted fan sites for infringing copyright, including
several sites created by minors (Jenkins 2006).
The key defence for (American) fans is to claim that their work is protected
under the “fair use” exemption to copyright which allows for parody or satire, as
long as the original work is sufficiently “transformed”. 6 According to the relevant
law:
Notwithstanding the provisions of sections 106 and
106A, the fair use of a copyrighted work, including
such use by reproduction in copies or phonorecords
or by any other means specified by that section, for
purposes such as criticism, comment, news

4

LucasFilm, in particu lar, has been active in shutting down Star Wars fan fiction sites that contained
adult storylines (see Jenkins, 2006).
5

See Fan lore, “Cease and Desist” on cease and desist letters for details on fans who have received
such notices.
6

The issue of fan work as “transformat ive” will be d iscussed later in this chapter.
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reporting, teaching (including multiple copies for
classroom use), scholarship, or research, is not an
infringement of copyright. In determining whether
the use made of a work in any particular case is a fair
use the factors to be considered shall include—
(1) the purpose and character of the use, including
whether such use is of a commercial nature or is
for nonprofit educational purposes;
(2) the nature of the copyrighted work;
(3) the amount and substantiality of the portion used
in relation to the copyrighted work as a whole;
and
(4) the effect of the use upon the potential market for
or value of the copyrighted work.
The fact that a work is unpublished shall not itself
bar a finding of fair use if such finding is made upon
consideration of all the above factors. (Copyright
Act of 1976, 17 U.S.C. §107)

Vidders from countries other than the United States can be pursued by their
local officials for violating American copyright laws, but may not have access to the
same defence of “fair use”. In Australia, for example, the laws are much narrower on
this issue: there is a provision for “fair dealing” which allows the use of copyrighted
material for research, review, criticism, reporting news, and legal advice. Provisions
for parody or satire only were added in 2006, under the Copyright Amendment Bill. 7
In her early work on the subject, lawyer and fan Rebecca Tushnet (1997)
points out that, even though the law was confusing and that fan works constituted a
murky area between adaptation and transformation, fan fiction should still be
protected under fair use as it is non-commercial and does not interfere with the
market for the original work. Despite this, though, Jenkins notes, “After several

7

See the Australian Govern ment Fact Sheet (2006).
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decades of aggressive studio attention, there is literally no case law concerning fan
fiction. The broad claims sometimes asserted by the studios have neve r been
subjected to legal contestation. Studios threaten, fans back down…” (2006, 188)
Many fans have received threats of legal action, but the fans either comply with the
corporation’s requests or settle the issue before it reaches the courts. To my
knowledge, no case specifically regarding fan work has ever been taken to trial. 8
Under the Digital Millennium Copyright Act, however, fans could face fines and
legal action for illegally copying DVDs onto their computers, as they often have to
circumvent the digital rights management protections in order to do so. 9
The complexity of copyright law makes it very difficult for non-experts to
understand. There are dozens of anecdotes about ridiculous and arbitrary applications
of copyright law, such as a child care centre in Florida being forced by the Disney
Corporation to remove the pictures of their copyrighted characters from their walls
(discussed in Coombe 1998), or the fan site which was issued a cease-and-desist
letter by the Motion Picture Association of America (MPAA) for using the phrase
“NC-17” to denote adult content, a phrase which they claim is their copyrighted
material. 10 Litman (2001) describes the attitude of many consumers towards some of
the more arcane laws: “Members of the general public commonly find copyright
rules implausible, and simply disbelieve them.” (29) Indeed, as Vaidhyanathan

8

Several cases of adaptation of copyrighted material have been tested in court, with differing
outcomes: the courts ruled in favour of the copyright holder in the case of the Harry Potter Lexicon,
an encyclopedia of the Harry Potter universe compiled by a fan in Warner Bros. Entertainment, Inc.
and J. K. Rowling vs. RDR Books (575 F.Supp.2d 513); however, in Suntrust v. Houghton Mifflin Co.
(252 F. 3d 1165) the courts allowed the publication of The Wind Done Gone, a retelling of Gone With
the Wind fro m the perspective of a slave.
9

The relat ionship of this provision in the law to the fair use exempt ion will be d iscussed further
below.
10

See fando m_lawyers (2005).
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(2001) discusses, the myths surrounding copyright laws are often just as powerful as
the law in shaping the practices of individual consumers. Corporations issue C & D
letters which often overstep the bounds of the actual laws, but still frighten
consumers into submission: “Whenever Americans encounter legal language, there is
the distinct possibility they will believe whatever it commands.”(Vaidhanathan, 17)
Demers (2006) also notes cynicism arising in the public regarding copyright laws,
especially when large corporations demand millions of dollars in compensation for
copyright violations committed by amateur musicians and young people (8). Legally
obtaining permission to use samples of existing works is an expensive and complex
process, with legal and clearance fees reaching into the thousands of dollars for a
single sample. 11 It is in this climate of confusion, cynicism, and fear that vidders
operate.
8.3

Vidders and Copyright
The attitude of vidders towards copyright varies, but several themes became

apparent in my interviews and experiences among the community. As vids are noncommercial and usually celebrate media texts, vidders often commented that the
current copyright laws were unreasonable. Rather than combating le gitimate,
commercial infringements vidders generally felt bullied by the corporations that they
support by loyally viewing their shows, purchasing merchandise (including DVDs),
and advocating for renewal when shows are in danger of being cancelled. Some
respond to the spectre of copyright by making their vids more difficult to find,

11

See Demers (2006) for more information. Also, see the website for Nina Paley’s 2009 animated
film, Sita Sings the Blues (n.d.), under “Copyright and Distribution”. Paley wanted to use jazz
recordings which were supposed to have entered the public do main, but the compositions the songs
were based on were protected under the new copyright extensions in the Mickey Mouse Act. In order
to legally use the eleven songs in the film, she was asked to pay $20,000 per song (or $220,000 in
total).
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whereas others have no fear of the issue and openly post their material on YouTube
and other sites. In this section, I will describe how the vidding community responds
to legal issues, and the effect it has had on the development of the community
throughout its history.
The extent of knowledge on copyright laws in their respective countries
varied a great deal from vidder to vidder – several people I interviewed had a
complex understanding of the law, whereas others were generally unaware of the
issue. Those who were familiar with it generally gained their knowledge from their
professional careers (in publishing or as librarians), rather than learning about it for
vidding purposes. The consensus was, though, that the law was unfair but still had
the potential to ruin lives. Many had a general understanding of “fair use” as
providing a legal defence for fan vids; as Vinny put it, “I know just enough to keep
me out of trouble.”
Generally speaking, vidders commented that the copyright laws “miss the
point” of what vidding is. Many pointed to the fact that vids have often introduced
them to new music or media sources that they might not have known about
previously. Gwyn explains some of the frustrations:
If they had the faintest clue—I mean, it probably
wouldn’t stop them in any case, but I would love for
them to get a clue about how many people purchase
new music because they heard it in vids…Don’t you
people [content owners] understand that this is for
free? They just don’t understand how widespread
and even mainstream fan culture has become. I tell
you, there is no better word of mouth advertising
than fans.

Vidders often make vids specifically designed to showcase a series in order to draw
in new viewers, especially if it is in danger of being cancelled.
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In her research on English speaking fans of Japanese manga (comics) who
translate the comics and distribute them without charge on the internet, Lee (2009)
noted that the community had a set of ethical standards that they followed in regards
to copyright, which functioned as a rationale for their activities. The “scanlators”
(scan-translators) would only offer manga that had not yet been licensed for sale in
the United States, in order to allow fans to read new issues as soon as they were
available. However, once the titles had been licensed, they would be taken down
from the website and readers were encouraged to buy the licensed issue to support
the authors and publishers. According to Lee:
Scanlators adopt distinct ethics, which are
fundamentally different from those held by music
file-sharers. Peer-to-peer music file-sharers tend to
see music file-sharing as gift-exchange on a
reciprocal basis… and sometimes relate their activity
to resistance against commercialism of the music
business. Meanwhile, scanlators see using
copyrighted manga as inevitable in their effort to
provide ‘provisional’ complements to those currently
on offer by the industry. (2009, 1016).

I would suggest that vidding lies somewhere in-between: while vidders often do see
their work as resistant to media ownership (see Chapter 4), many vidders also have a
set of ethical standards in regards to copyright. Counteragent, for example, makes
sure that she has legally purchased her material before vidding:
I also strongly believe in paying for my media.
People should be compensated for creating media,
and stealing it helps no one. So although I snag
unwatermarked12 copies of my shows off the internet
and bust open my DVDs, I always, always buy the
media first, either by paying for cable, buying on
iTunes, or buying DVDs. Sometimes I do all three,
12

Television episodes from networks such as the CW and NBC often have large, mu lt icolour
watermarks in the corner of the screen advertising upcoming shows, and vidders try to avoid using
these clips in their wo rk.
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meaning I've paid for my media three times before I
vid with it.

Most vidders try to support the musicians and television series that they utilise in
their work, but also often need to circumvent DRM in order to access editable copies
of their sources. Keerawa explained that she does not worry about the legality of
copyright, but what does concern her is the ethical component: by appropriately
crediting the source material, the viewers of her vids can find and support the
relevant artists by purchasing their material. “Morally,” she told me, “I’m in the clear
for it.”
As noted in previous chapters, the vidding community straddles the boundary
between a public and private space: it is both and neither at the same time. Different
vidders and communities may be more or less visible depending on the preferences
of those involved. I would like to contextualise the matter further by adding how
copyright has historically influenced (and continues to influence) how public the
community is.
During my research, I did not personally meet any vidders who had received
a cease-and-desist letter, although many of my interviewees knew someone who had.
When they were deciding how and where to share their vids, copyright was a
primary concern for vidders. I will discuss the strategies that have evolved to protect
vids from public exposure and copyright suits shortly, but first I would like to
explore how the fear of copyright is expressed among my participants.
The only direct copyright issue that came up was somewhat unusual by the
standards of the community. P. R. Zed, a Canadian vidder, attempted to drive across
the border to the United States in order to attend a conventio n and was questioned by
American border security officials about the DVDs of her vids she had brought with
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her. They were watched by the customs officials and she was released with her
DVDs, but she was cautioned not to attempt to cross the border with illegally copied
material again. She was particularly worried because she had several explicit slash
vids on the discs: “Just try and explain song vids and fandom to a nice, clean-cut,
young customs dude. While your adrenal glands are going into overdrive.” Events
like this, and the situation where the famous slash vid “Closer” became an
unintentional YouTube sensation and was mocked, 13 are feared by many vidders, and
cited as key factors for keeping the community relatively private on the internet.
Gwyn, a long time vidder, was highly concerned with the issue of copyright.
She told me several stories of friends who had received C & D letters from
corporations, and had been in fandom when fan zines were confiscated and fan
websites were shut down for using copyrighted material (such as many sites devoted
to The X-Files).
I was really worried about C&D because I vidded in
a lot of 20th Century Fox fandoms and they were—I
mean, every few years they would suddenly go on
this rampage of shutting down websites, taking away
photo sites, and going after anyone they could find,
and so I was—well, I didn’t think I could deal with
that… I’ve never received one, but I know a lot of
people who have, and it really puts you in a mindset,
especially when you come from old fandom. You’ve
seen people who had to deal with that, people who
had their zines confiscated and you just go, woah,
it’s real.

She worried that newer vidders were not as careful and made themselves
vulnerable to infringement suits as they were too visible.
In our interview, Laura Shapiro told me about several occasions when vidders
panicked and took their vids offline after unwitting fans had given actors or
13

See Chapter 7.
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producers discs of vids at conventions. I was very surprised by this, and asked her
why there was such a strong reaction:
Well, this is a community that comes from a culture
of fear, because this community arose out of slash
fandom, and slash fandom was under the table, quite
literally. So there was always a sense of ‘You don’t
talk about Fight Club’ but also because of copyright
fears people have, you know, people fear exposure
and they just freaked out. For a long time, vids
weren’t online and some people still don’t put them
up because they’re afraid.
While traditional, “old-school” vidders often commented on their fears regarding
copyright (such as P. R. Zed, Gwyn, and Laura), many of those who joined the
community after around 2005 do not share the same concern for infringement suits.
Sentiments such as these were common among more recent vidders:
KF:
Mister Anderson:

Do you ever worry about copyright?
It’s in the back of my mind but I don’t sit
down in front of my computer and think, ‘Oh,
I’m going to break copyright law today’. It’s
not about taking money from people’s
pockets.

Boppy:

Copyright issues don’t stop me vidding but
they do make me worry! I am well aware that
I have no legal safety net for what I do. It
causes me to feel sad, in a way, because I
only vid things I love, and I support and
promote those things […] I’m also realistic
about it: I’m a small fry to some big
company, and they’re not going to make a lot
of money chasing me down, so I don’t expect
the FBI to break my door down any time
soon… But no, it doesn’t stop me vidding, or
making my vids public…

Vinny:

So far, it’s not something I think about very
much. The priority is getting better as a
vidder.
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Many of the newer, digital vidders expressed disbelief at the level of fear among
some vidders. VidKid, a vid- fan, created a fan page for vidding on Facebook in order
to keep vidders informed about upcoming events and bring people together. Despite
the widespread use of Facebook around the world, very few people joined his
Facebook group. At the “Town Hall on Vidding and Visibility” at Vividcon, one
attendee inquired as to whether you could face legal action for “liking” vidding on
Facebook: this attendee did not feel comfortable associating her full, offline name
with the practice of vidding. A copyright lawyer who was in attendance informed her
that the possible threat was absolutely negligible. VidKid, though, was absolutely
shocked that someone would be that worried about copyright suits, as he rather
astutely pointed out: “There’s only 375 fans [of vidding] on Facebook. There are
probably more people who want to legalise marijuana!” These different perspectives
on copyright coexist rather peacefully among the community, though, as each vidder
was able to engage in certain strategies in order to mitigate the perceived threat of
copyright in their own way.
8.4

Copyright Strategies
In this section, I will outline some of the community’s strategies for

managing the potential risks of copyright infringement suits in different ways, by
drawing on personal strategies and also community standards. Vidding is most
broadly affected by copyright in terms of how it is distributed in online spaces.
Those who are not concerned with copyright are more likely to share their videos
somewhere public and easily searchable, such as YouTube. The more a vidder may
worry about copyright, the more private her or his vids will be. There are several
options to hide one’s vids, such as offering them for download only, using only a
private site that can be fully controlled (unlike third-party sites like YouTube), or
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requiring a password. When asked what affected their decision to distribute vids in
certain ways, 26 of the 85 questionnaire respondents (or 30.6%) specifically
referenced copyright as a factor:
Q24: What influences your choices on where to post
certain vids? Why do you post in some places, but
not others? (For example, potential audience,
copyright or fair use issues, easy availability, etc.)
R10:

I post on my own site to maintain an archive
controlled by me where I assume the legal risks and
responsibilities. I post on YouTube because a lot of
people gather there and it makes my vids visible.

R23:

…I've never posted to a streaming video site out of
copyright concerns -- they seem to be policed much
more closely than LJ and personal sites, and in that
regard, I'd rather attract too little attention to my
vids than too much.

R41:

YouTube: Because it´s the best-known site for
streaming videos, ergo the chances are higher
people who are interested in specific fandoms see my
vids/ more people are able to see my vids without
searching in specific fan forums

R48:

Nothing on streaming video sites, especially
YouTube. That's asking for legal trouble; you're
making it easy for them to find you.

R61:

I post on YouTube, because it's easy to navigate and
gets a lot of traffic…

While YouTube is the most commonly cited streaming site due to its ubiquity, it is
also the most likely to take down videos. The site uses an automated system which
can recognize the use of copyrighted music, and videos are removed, sometimes
within just hours of posting. Vidders can appeal the decision, though, and
occasionally have had their videos restored.
Ash:

I [worried about copyright] when I started out.
Especially when some YT [YouTube] accounts were
taken down due to copyright infringements and I
started to receive notices of my own copyright
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infringements. I was more concerned that I wasn’t
able to show my video rather than the threat of being
fined. It concerns me a lot less now as I have been
informed about the Copyright Disclaimer under
Section 107 of the Copyright Act of 1976 for the
allowance of ‘fair use’. I argue this if I have a
copyright claim on a YouTube vid and in more cases
than not the video is reinstated.
In most cases, though, the Livejournal-based vidding community tends towards other
streaming sites as they offer higher-quality video and are more unknown to the
general public. 14
When vidders do post material on YouTube they can use several strategies in
order to protect their vid from potential infringement notices. While frowned on by
many vidders, it is possible to avoid the automated takedown system on YouTube by
altering the pitch or speed of the sound. Vidders can also appeal the automated
takedowns, as noted by Ash in the above quote. Tutorials on how to have videos
restored are widely available, such as “A Guide to YouTube Removals” from the
Electronic Frontier Foundation. 15 Talitha and Jo discussed how they protect their
vids through strategic labelling:
Talitha:

Yeah actually my O.C. vid16 , the Fox network
has this reputation for just taking things
down. It affected the tagging of that vid – I
did not put “The O.C.” in there, I didn’t even
put the full names of the characters because I
didn’t want anyone to be able to find it via
tagging. So I think I might have put in the
title of the song, which maybe wasn’t that
smart because somebody could just Google
on that but it did affect how I presented it.
And it wasn’t so much a fear of being sued or

14

One such streaming site, imeem.co m, changed its business plan to focus on for-profit v ideos and
removed all user-generated content, leaving the vidders “homeless”.
15

See the Electronic Frontier Foundation (n.d.).

16

“Su mmer Love”, discussed in detail in Chapter Six and available on the attached disc as vid 6.2.
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anything, but a fear of losing my [YouTube]
channel, of them just shutting me down on
YouTube and then I’d have to start from
scratch. I mean I would start from scratch
but I’d have to put a little work into it and I
try to avoid that. [laughs]
Jo:

It’s like when I named by file, my vid is titled
differently to the song so that you can’t just
search for the song and find the vid…

Talitha points to the hard work that goes into creating and maintaining her
videos on her YouTube channel and would regret losing her account, with its view
counts and feedback from YouTube viewers, over copyright issues. 17 By making
their videos more difficult to find, vidders can elude takedown notices, but this also
limits their potential audience. Many vidders told me they preferred to have their
vids available only to other vidders (by advertising them only through Livejournal
and requiring a password for streaming sites, for instance) because it was safer that
way. Vinny, for instance, thought the vidding community was “more savvy” about
copyright and only released her vids there, even as she also noted the small number
of viewers for her vids. In this way, the vidders’ reaction to perceived copyright
threats functions as a structuring force on the community through its influence on
how vids are shared.
The other key strategy used by vidders is to include a disclaimer with their
work. Generally, these disclaimers are included with vid release post or within the
vid itself. In addition to fully crediting all the source materials (songs, artists, series
used, and copyright owners), they commonly state that their intention was not to
infringe the copyright of the original works, and no profit was made. It is common
for these disclaimers to urge the viewer to purchase the official DVDs or otherwise
17

YouTube uses a “three strikes” system, where users are given three warnings of copyright
infringement. If more than three videos need to be removed, the user’s account is closed.
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support the source material. Increasingly, they have also included references to the
vid as “transformative work”, and protected under fair use by American law. Chloe,
for instance, includes a tag line that states, “Source material belongs to legal owners,
transformative work is mine.” Holly, who posts her videos on YouTube, frequently
received “takedowns”. A vidding friend advised her to include the following
disclaimer:
…No copyright infringement was intended, no profit
was made from this video. The clips belong to CBS,
NCIS execs etc, and the song is by Beyonce.
Comments
are
very
very
loved
=)
FAIR USE: Copyright Disclaimer Under Section
107 of the Copyright Act 1976, allowance is made
for "fair use" for purposes such as criticism,
comment, news reporting, teaching, scholarship, and
research. Fair use is a use permitted by copyright
statute that might otherwise be infringing. Nonprofit, educational or persona[l]... (Hollypop04
2009)
After including this generic statement, Holly remarked that her videos were removed
much less frequently. In her work on the legality of fan fiction, Tushnet (1997)
argues that such disclaimers demonstrate the sophisticated understanding of
copyright in fan communities, and also the relationship of fans to the law:
Even if legally ineffective, copyright disclaimers
serve an important nonlegal function. Fans are using
statements about law to speak about themselves as
consumers and producers of images. They are
asserting both their allegiance to the media creatio ns
they enjoy and also their distance from the official
texts. As fans, they recognize their subordinate status
– they are just ‘borrowing’ the characters. (678-9)
Most vidders use several different strategies together, based on their personal
perceptions regarding the extent of the danger. Those who might be considered part
of the more traditional, historical vidding community were more likely to be
extremely wary of copyright, whereas newer vidders from the digital age were not.
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P. R. Zed, Gwyn, and Laura Shapiro, for example, all used private, download-only,
and password-protected sites for many years. (P. R. still uses this method to keep her
vids, and only gives out the password by email to trusted friends and community
members.)
There is a common notion amongst the general public that videos are posted
to YouTube in the hope of receiving fifteen seconds of fame, but when well-known
slash vid “Closer” was uploaded to YouTube by a non- vidder and went viral it was
described by Gwyn as a “nightmare”. 18 Shapiro, Coppa, and others, though, are
advocating for the community to “out” itself in order to be included in the history of
remix. Around 2007, after attending the DIY Video Summit (first discussed in
Chapter 2), Shapiro suggested that vidding should move to become more visible and
active in new media circles: “So I was in a room with the machinima guy, and the
political remix guy, and the vloggers, and they were saying, ‘Your stuff is wonderful,
why haven’t I ever seen it before, why are you hiding?’” In the contemporary climate
of Web 2.0 video, much of which uses appropriated source material, Shapiro
believes that vidders do not need to be quite so reticent about publicity. If they did
not become more public, many vidders worried that early vidding work would be
overshadowed by the more recent and male-dominated forms. As Coppa explained in
her presentation at the 2008 DIY summit: “We want people to see us and see our
vids, which we are very proud of… But we understand that people can’t write about
us or put us in history if we don’t make ourselves visible.” (USCCinematicArts
2009)

18

See the previous chapter for the full quote and discussion.
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8.5

Public, Publicity, and the Push for Legitimacy
This movement towards increased visibility is a controversial one, as seen in

the passionate debates about the issue which have been held at Vividcon in the
“Town Hall on Vidding and Visibility” in the past few years. In the 2009 panel that I
attended, I noted a great deal of anger and frustration about copyright issues affecting
vidding (such as the loss of streaming site imeem.com) and about how “newer” types
of (male-dominated) remix were seen by some to be usurping vidding’s territory.
Increased visibility is inherently paradoxical, as discussed by Barnhurst (2007) in
regards to queer visbility in the media: while visibility is essential for equality and
legitimacy in mainstream society, it also leads to possible discrimination and harmful
stereotyping (1 – 3). While there is significantly less at stake for the vidders, this
push for vidding as a legitimate aesthetic and cultural practice is linked to a loss of
control over representation. As fandom and its practices become more well-known,
harmful stereotyping may occur, such as the fannish behaviour of the characters of
The Big Bang Theory (2007-current) or the hysertical slash fangirl Becky on
Supernatural.
The OTW, or Organization for Transformative Works, is at the forefront of
this move towards visibility. A non-profit group established by several well-known
vidders, aca-fans, and authors, the OTW works to preserve fannish history and to
establish fan practices like vidding as legally viable uses of copyrighted material.
Under “Our Values” on their website, they list the following:

1. We value transformative fanworks and the innovative
communities from which they have arisen, including
media, real person fiction, anime, comics, music, and
vidding.
2. We value our identity as a predominantly female
community with a rich history of creativity and
commentary.
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3. We value our volunteer-based infrastructure and the
fannish gift economy that recognizes and celebrates
worth in myriad and diverse activities.
4. We value making fannish activities as accessible as
possible to all those who wish to participate.
5. We value infinite diversity in infinite combinations. We
value all fans engaged in transformative work: fans of
any race, gender, culture, sexual identity, or ability. We
value the unhindered cross-pollination and exchange of
fannish ideas and cultures while seeking to avoid the
homogenization or centralization of fandom. (OTW,
"What We Believe")
Further, they state: “The OTW represents a practice of transformative fanwork
historically rooted in a primarily female culture.” During the Town Hall, Coppa used
many terms of solidarity, such as “We are you”, which denoted that the OTW spoke
on behalf of fandom, for fandom’s interests. In the value statements above, the “we”
of fandom is explicitly gendered as female (point two), even as diversity and
inclusivity are emphasised (points three and five).
Despite these statements, just who is included under the ephemeral category
of “we” is not clear. During the Town Hall I attended, several derogatory comments
were made regarding other remix video cultures, such as teen bloggers, and male
video cultures were also placed in opposition to the OTW’s “we” category. In a
discussion of copyright with Gwyn, for instance, she commented that younger fans
were not afraid of copyright and happily put their work on YouTube. When she
would warn them about the dangers, she said, “They look at you like you’re crazy,
but I’m like, don’t come running to the OTW when it happens to you, asshat!” While
Gwyn does not speak for the OTW, she highlights an interesting contradiction in the
language: while the OTW claims to speak for all vidders and points to their
definition of vidding as diverse, Gwyn does not think teenage YouTube vidders
should qualify for the OTW’s help in responding to a copyright issue. There was
some discussion on how to bring other vidding communities, such as “feral”
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YouTube vidders, “into the fold” of the OTW at the Town Hall, but Gwyn’s
comment demonstrates some of the inconsistencies in the discourse. Boppy also
picked up on these tensions:
I think the OTW is very well intentioned and I do
sympathise with their objectives and desires. I have
held back from getting more involved because I’ve
been nervous that it may become a new form of
clique-ish-ness, that people will be defined by their
relationship to OTW… I don’t think they feel they
are or aren’t excluding anyone but I’m worried that
it will create a divide between those who are ‘real
fan artists’ and those who are seen to be not really
part of the community (even if they make vids on
YouTube, for instance).

This suggests that the issues of copyright and community are closely linked: the
vidders see their particular copyright tactic of hiding as part of what makes them
what they are. In 2011, the decision to move the yearly fanfiction exchange,
Yuletide, from Livejournal to the OTW-run “Archive of Our Own” was met with
much criticism and resistance from fans in the gaming, anime, manga, and comics
fandoms who did not feel represented by the OTW. Also that year, many fans from
these communities felt excluded when the OTW’s servers were all named after
characters from “old-school”, Western media fandoms such as Star Trek.
Nearly all of the other vidders I interviewed, though, were highly supportive
of the OTW’s aims and many supported it through volunteering or donation. Most
were pleased that there was now an organization with the resources and dedication
specifically to help fans in their copyright battles and protect their interests. Most
used terms such as “fantastic”, “exciting”, and “a great idea” to describe the work the
group was doing.
In his work on the free software movement, Berry (2008) analysed the
specific discourses that were being employed by different groups. The use of terms
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such as “we” and “they”, he notes, helps the different free software groups define
their boundaries between the in-group and the out- group. When reading the material
published by these groups, he notes, “These subject positions are treated as a
dichotomy and the reader is assumed to be supportive of the FSF [Free Software
Foundation] objectives, a friend and colleague – or if not, an enemy.” (167) He also
points out that these groups spend a great deal of time explaining how they are
different from other open source advocate groups, even though they are quite similar
and overlap in their membership. This is also at work among the vidd ing community:
I heard much discussion as to the differences between Livejournal and YouTube
vidders, and between live-action (LJ) vidders and anime music video editors as well.
In these discussions, vidding was said to be older, more critical, thoughtful and less
focused on special effects. By defining themselves as the “first” remix video
community, particularly as the first female remix video community, vidders (via the
OTW) are able to legitimize themselves as the most “authentic” (and therefore best)
type of video remix in the face of the newer, upstart, male-dominated ones (even
though AMVs were also created on VCRs in a similar time period). With their
projects to host fanfiction (on the “Archive of our Own”, or AO3), create a wiki on
fan history (Fanlore.org), host fan websites and preserve fan zines, and future plans
to create a central vidding storage space and resource, the OTW have probably done
more to centralise the fan community than any force in recent memory, despite their
commitment to avoiding this very thing (point five of the value statements above).
The group represents vidding to outsiders and positions itself as a
spokesperson for its practices and values, but draws mostly on the traditional
definitions of vidding without recognising the tensions inherent in the composition of
the vidding “community” as I have explored throughout the previous chapters. For
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example, the OTW sponsored several short documentaries about vidding for an MIT
series called “Tech TV”. The video titled “Collaboration and Community” opened by
describing how vidders are usually mentored in a collaborative environment (OTW
2008). While this was certainly the case in older, analogue communities, most of the
vidders I spoke to were self-taught, and less than half indicated that they have been
taught by other vidders.
While many vidders hesitate to describe their work as feminist or resistant,
OTW members focus on these elements as a way of legitimising fan practices to nonfans. In an interview with prominent blog “Geek Feminism”, Coppa was asked if the
OTW was seeking to reach out to male fans. Her response follows:
First, male fans are somewhat more likely than
female fans to be making fanworks that have
commercial implications or aspirations (e.g. some
machinima, some fan films, some video game
design, the commercial version of the Harry Potter
Lexicon, etc). Second, not all fanworks are subject to
the kinds of economic or legal challenges I’ve just
described: for instance, nobody’s doing takedowns
of forums or wikis or fan films; male- made movie
“parodies” are more clearly understood to be fair use
than female-made shipper vids; video game
designers mostly approve of and even help out
machinima makers, etc. (Skud 2009, n.p.)
The idea that male fans are more commercially-oriented and less open to persecution
by copyright holders suggests that the female-dominated practices supported by the
OTW are somehow more pure, more resistant, and more dangerous. If there are some
examples of male fans who sought to commercialise their fanwork, there are also
dozens who do not, such as the spoiler fans of Survivor (Jenkins 2006) or the
denizens of Lostpedia (Gray and Mittell 2007). The discourse of the OTW uses a
value judgement on other fan communities (commercial, shallow) which further
supports their causes. Interestingly, those fans who may seek to commercialise their
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fanworks are more likely to come into conflict with corporations, as one of the
standards by which fair use is measured is that the work is non-commercial. There
have been cases where a fair-use argument has held up in court even when profit was
made, however, such as in Campbell v. Acuff- Rose Music, 510 U.S. 569 (1994).
The discourse surrounding fan works, especially vidding, has become
increasingly homogenized as well, with more and more fans adopting the
terminology of the OTW in referring to fanworks as “transformative”. Under the
American copyright laws, determining if a particular work is “fair use” of
copyrighted material depends on four factors, as mentioned above. The first factor is
the purpose and character of the use, and this is primarily judged on whether or not
the work

is sufficiently

“transformative”. By

labelling all fanworks as

transformative, the OTW is essentially arguing that they are also legal uses of
copyrighted material. Rather than surrendering to takedown notices or making one’s
vids more private, vidders are now encouraged to petition YouTube to have their
videos restored by arguing that it is transformative and falls under fair use (see, for
instance, OTW 2009).
The term “transformative” now appears in many vid and fanfiction
disclaimers. Vidders such as P. R. Zed like the concept in regards to their work:
“Even if what you’re doing is just celebrating the text that you’re basing your vid on,
you’re still doing something different with it than what the original creators
intended.” Among aca-vidders, such as Coppa, Tushnet, and Tisha Turk, all vids are
seen as inherently transformative. According to Turk:
Regardless of whether a vidder changes the story of
a show, she is inevitably changing the discourse by
changing the narration; she is always re-narrating,
re-telling. Sometimes that ‘re’ simply means tellingagain; sometimes it means telling-against-the-grain.
Either way, from a narratological point of view, a
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vid is always a new narrative, even when it seems to
preserve the original story. (2008, n.p.)
The concept, as with Jenkins’ original concept of poaching (1992), is attractive for
many because it is a resistant and powerful position for vidders to occupy.
Many of the vidders I interviewed, though, were not quite so sure about the
term. Consider the following focus group excerpt from Vividcon:
KF:

Do you guys
transformative?

think

all

vids

are

Vinny:

No.

Niqaeli:

Ummm I think there’s something with
modern
vidding
that’s
inherently
transformative, with how modern vidding
works with the shorter clips, with the choices
of what cuts to make and setting it to the
music, there’s something transformative to
that but some of them don’t bring much more
than that very basic element, and then some
completely turn everything on its head,
especially those that construct an alternate
reality or using multiple sources to put
something together that there is no AV
[audio-visual] for.

KF:

[To Vinny] You said ‘no’ right out of the
gate.

Vinny:

Well, I was just thinking about those vids that
just repeat everything, which is what my first
vid was. [laughs]

Keerawa:

I’ve seen some vids that are telling the story
of a single episode of TV, and I’m like, why
did you just do that? […] You can definitely
tell a story that comes all from one episode of
television but telling exactly the same story
just seems odd to me.

There seemed to be some consensus among this group that some vids are
somewhat transformative, but that there was a sort of sliding scale, with alternate
reality vids (AUs) as the “most transformative” and simple recap vids at the opposite
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end. It is difficult to know where romantic vids celebrating pairings from the source
(such as Doctor/Rose from Doctor Who) or any number of other vid types would fall
on this continuum. Jenkins notes that those fan works which are openly critical or
hostile to the original are more likely to be seen as sufficiently transformative under
the law, whereas those which celebrate the existing text would not (2006, 191).
Paradoxically, though, it is those vids which are hostile or critical which are more
likely to attract attention for corporate bodies which seek to control how their
products are viewed and interpreted (Tushnet, 1997).
In 2009, the OTW worked with the Electronic Frontier Foundation on a
comment to the U.S. Copyright Office in which they supported a proposed
exemption to DMCA for non-commercial remix videos, by which they would be
allowed to circumvent DRM, “where circumvention is undertaken solely for the
purpose of extracting clips for inclusion in non-commercial videos that do not
infringe copyright.” (EFF 2008, n.p.) The general argument stated that as vids are
transformative and non-commercial, they qualify as fair use under the law and
vidders should thus be allowed to circumvent DRM to make their legally valid
videos. OTW board members Francesca Coppa, Rebecca Tushnet, and Tisha Turk
represented vidders at hearings held by the U.S. Copyright Office, and testified as to
the creative value and transformative nature of the community. The petition was
successful, and the exemption was granted in July of 2010. The exemption, though,
only covers the visual footage if ripped from a DVD, not from any other source, and
does not include the use of music.
In the discourse used by the OTW in their petitions to the Copyright Office,
the vidding community appeared unified and consistent in its aims and desires, and
allied with other remix communities (on YouTube and elsewhere). Vidding was
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identified as a remix community to the Copyright Office, with this heading: “The
Vidding Community is One Example of an Established Remix Creator Community
that Relies on Clips from DVDs.” (EFF 2008, n.p.) When I referred to vidding as
remix and a new media form in my Livejournal, several vidders leapt to correct me,
such as this comment:
I think that it is not just the traditional/old school
vidders who would object to "new media form" -you didn't have to experience it first-hand to be
proud and protective of vidding's long history.
"Remix" is not only a word not used by vidders, it's a
word that is going to make vidding seem much
younger than its 30+ years. And you've experienced
first-hand the fact that vids are shown at conventions
and distributed by VHS/DVD, in addition to being
shared online. (quoted in Freund 2009)

I do not seek to diminish the excellent work being done by the OTW, and I support
their aims to protect fanworks from legal restrictions. I also believe that it is vital to
point to some of the contradictions in the discourses surrounding vidding: vidding is
remix, but it is older and more analytical than the shallow, new YouTube remix
communities. I highlighted in previous chapters how the concept of interactivity in
new media can be traced back to before digital technologies (Cover 2006); thus
vidding may be classed as “new media” without erasing its history in analogue
technologies. But claiming that vidding has a single origin point (Kandy Fong in
1975) obliterates the many vidders who came to the practice independently through
other forms of remix video such as anime music videos, and also those who began to
splice music to television footage without knowing that other vids even existed.
8.6

The Future of Vidding
The OTW is continuing its work to promote and legitimise vidding as a

culturally valid and legal way of interacting with media texts: some of their future
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plans include creating a centralised site to share fanworks of all kinds, particularly
vids, using bittorrent technology. 19 Currently called the “Torrent of our Own”, the
OTW plans to integrate it into the existing “Archive of our Own” (AO3) fanfiction
archive. In order to add material to the TO3, users would be required to agree to a
disclaimer that the file is a transformative work.
Hosting vids on a centralised site would likely further homogenise the
discourses and norms of the vidding community, even as new members join who are
unfamiliar with the history and aesthetic concerns of traditional vidding and the
definition of what constitutes a vid becomes broader. These changes are applauded
by some but greeted with hesitation by others, as was explored in the chapter
regarding community. When asked about the effect that YouTube had on vidding,
many indicated that it had brought many new members to the community and
brought vidding more into the mainstream. Boppy, for example, was passionate
about this being a positive force for LJ vidders:
The Livejournal – slash – female – dominated
vidding community does not have a monopoly on
vidding and the sooner they realise that that can be a
good thing, the better. I think the more public and
prevalent vidding becomes, the better. It could
become like taping things off TV – technically
illegal, but no one really prosecutes it.20

Meanwhile, though, many vidders are anxious about what a more open definition of
vidding (and vidders) would bring to the community. Consider the following

19

Bittorrent is a method of file-sharing that allo ws users to download files in pieces fro m mult iple
other users simultaneously. Generally, the more users sharing a file, the faster it is to download.
20

In Australia, where Boppy lives, it was illegal to tape or use a PVR to record a television broadcast
to watch at home until 2006. The current law allows individuals to record television shows to watch,
but only once, when it must be destroyed, and it cannot be shared.
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response to a Vividcon panel entitled, “What Do We Want From Vids Now?” in
2008, which is worth quoting at length:
I was excited and intrigued by a number of the vids,
but the discussion had such a subtext of anxiety at
certain points, a sense that we were in danger of
losing something or losing control of something as
vids become less an orphan art and expand out to
meet a world of new media that is also rushing in to
meet us. At least two people said, and said sincerely,
that they were "not interested in policing that
boundary between what is and isn't a vid", but I felt
that there was a lot of repressed desire in the room
to do so. I didn't get a chance, but I really wanted to
ask: What is it we are anxious about?
That's not a rhetorical question, by the way. I admit I
stood with the attitude that [another vidder] voiced:
expansion of the definition of vids means more for
me, more choices, more variety, and that's exactly
what I want. I would hope that fans, of all people,
would understand what it means to have minority or
specialized tastes, and that the more there is on
offer, the better chance everyone has of having their
needs met. But that doesn't mean that people's
anxieties aren't legitimately felt, and that we
wouldn't be better off figuring out what scares us so
that we can figure out how to deal with it. Because
change is coming to us whether or not we go out to
meet it.
So what is it that vids that push the envelope make us
fear? Loss of definition as an artform, as a
community, when we can no longer say clearly what
a vid is or isn't? Invasion by hostile forces that don't
understand (boys!) or that simply outnumber us, so
that we get swamped and lost, when the boundaries
between fanvidder and other new media artist blur?
Loss of that peculiar power of vids that's resident in
their use of literal visual canon ("see, this actually
happened, you can't deny that, and now let me tell
you what it meant!"), as vidders become more adept
at manipulating footage and more comfortable with
including secondary or even fan-generated source?
An end to vidders' producing the kinds of vids we
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enjoy (however that should be defined), if vidders
decide other projects are more interesting? 21
Many different responses to this post appeared in the comments, with several
long-time, traditional vidders expressing their fears that the type of vidding they
participated in during the 1980s and 1990s was disappearing. Most of these
traditional vidders were supportive of other new media forms, but simultaneously
protective of their particular community as female-dominated, thoughtful, and
dedicated fans interpreting media texts in familiar ways. Vidding has changed
dramatically since its early days: many vids which would have been unrecognisable
as such in the earliest days of the practice are now used as examples of what
constitutes a vid. 22 These cultural politics, promoted from both inside and outside the
vidding community, have disturbed the accepted understandings and boundaries of
the practice. Still, many vocal members of the group continue to police the
boundaries of what does or does not constitute a vid. Despite the homogenising
effects of the OTW to preserve and maintain traditional vidding, the practice will
continue to change in the future.
8.7

Conclusion
In the 1990s, Camille Bacon-Smith and Henry Jenkins described media

fandom as a safe space where women came together to subversively manipulate texts
owned by others. The fans interviewed by these scholars were extremely afraid of
drawing the attention of media corporation lawyers. Drawing on these works,
Coombe (1998) acknowledges the legal risks for fan creators are significant, and
21

Fro m a post by Sarah T, with permission. The location of the post is kept confidential to protect the
identities of the commenters.
22

For example, Lim’s vid “This is Ho w it Works”, which is highly experimental in its format and
editing, is cited by the OTW in their test suite of fair use vids for the Copyright Office (OTW, "Test
Suite of Fair Use Vids").
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chooses not to discuss the specific laws that are violated: “To do so would be to
provide the legal resources with which to prosecute them, or with which they might
once again be threatened with the prospect of legal action.” (124)
With the appearance of many other remix video communities and the ubiquity
of YouTube, it is now difficult to truly articulate these fears to contemporary vidders.
As Lessig notes, remix has become part of the everyday (2008). In order to mitigate
the risks (realistic or otherwise), vidders have developed a variety of strategies in the
distribution of their work, and have familiarised themselves with legal language in
order to protect themselves from the often overblown infringement notices they
receive from media corporations. These strategies are developed from community
standards and practices. In this way, we can see the rather amorphous conceptual
category of “copyright” having recognisable effects on the constitution of the vidding
community. Similar to the concept of “community”, it is difficult to define exactly
what copyright is or what it might do, but vidders orient themselves to this categor y
in the ways described above. The fair use defence used by vidders is an important
one, but tends to privilege certain readings of media (particularly parody and satire)
as more “transformative”, and therefore more legal, than the gendered, paradigmatic
type of reading most common in the vidding community.
In response to the external force of the law (and, just as importantly, the
myths and rumours regarding the law) and its use by media owners, vidders have
drawn together around the discourses of the Organization for Transformative Works.
By allying with other remix communities and groups such as the Electronic Frontier
Foundation, they are working to bring vidding practices further into the open as a
legitimate form of cultural expression, and one that is specifically female as well.
While the law has historically been a shaping force on vidding, it is only now that an
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advocacy group has appeared: only in recent years with the shift to streaming video
and the ubiquity of remix videos have vidders been both more vulnerable to legal
ramifications, but also more able to defend their work as transformative and legal.
The discourse of “transformative-ness” in regards to

vidding

has

simultaneously politicised and homogenised the vidding community. In this chapter, I
explored some of the tensions and contradictions in the community’s discourse
surrounding the nature of vidding as transformative work. With the intricacies of
inclusivity and belonging (discussed in Chapter 7) as they are, the OTW’s claims to
represent fandom as a whole becomes more complex.
Finally, this chapter examined the fears among some vidders regarding the
future of the practice. There is much fear that the practice is changing into something
new, different, and even unrecognisable. With new (male) members and new
aesthetic styles arising, the traditional definition of what constitutes a “vid” becomes
problematic. In response to this crisis of definition, though, the traditional vidding
community has (to an extent) homogenised and become more public. In the
Conclusion which follows, I will draw these themes of community, gender, and
boundaries together and examine the wider sociological implications of this study.
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9 CONCLUSION
This thesis has explored how the key concepts of gender, interpretation,
community, and copyright operate in the media fan community of vidders. Vidding
is a rewarding case study into many contemporary issues of online community
negotiation, gendered understandings of media, community copyright strategies, and
remix cultures which have not yet been explored by academia. Using a triangulated
approach that combined textual and ethnographic analyses, I have provided a
nuanced and comprehensive picture of the vidding community at this current
moment in its history. Drawing on studies of audience agency, I argued that vidders
often explore unusual interpretations of media texts through their vids, and made use
of media semiotics to describe how remix videos are structured in relation to their
source material(s). This understanding of media is historicised in relation to changes
in television broadcasting models in recent years and the development of Web 2.0
digital communication and user-generated content. I have addressed how notions of
gender and community are by no means foundational or stable among vidders, but
rather are continually in a process of negotiation and contestation.
I also argued for the value of ethnograp hy as a methodological approach to
fan studies. By engaging in a personal and intimate study of the community through
interviews, focus groups, and participant observation, I have been able to highlight
the diversity of voices in the vidding community and explore the tensions therein.
Rather than find vidding as an exemplar of feminist intervention in media texts or a
unified community of women, this thesis has revealed that vidders by no means
agree on such issues: indeed, even the definition of what cons titutes a “vid” is
contested.
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To date, vidding has not been chronicled in-depth, though it has been touched
on as part of larger studies of media fandom by scholars such as Jenkins (1992) and
Bacon-Smith (1992). These studies are now quite out of date, as vidding has changed
significantly since the VCR collectives of the 1990s reviewed in the abovementioned works. Vidding is currently receiving more attention from academia (such
as in the Cinema Journal in 2009 and in the OTW’s Journal for Transformative
Works and Cultures), but most of this academic work is based on textual or historical
analyses rather than ethnographic research. According to Busse (2009), there is a
developing trend in fan studies toward the exploration of particular fandoms or fan
works in context: “In fact, legitimizing fan works as objects of study in their own
right, rather than merely products of an interesting subculture, may be one of the
most important shifts in fan studies.” (104) While such work is indeed important, this
dissertation has attempted to explore the issue from multiple angles, as I believe
many of the recent works of fan studies tend to take concepts, such as a unified
vidding community, vidding as feminist-activist intervention, and the historical
continuity from VCR to digital vidding, as given (examples include Coppa, 2009,
Russo, 2009, and Lothian, 2009). As most of these scholars are also board members
or affiliates of the OTW, there is potential for homogenisation and erasure of
differences and diversity in the academic studies of vidding. In this work, I have
shown that concepts such as community are essentially contested by the vidders, and
do not constitute unified categories. While academic readings of particular vids are
fascinating and valuable in their own right, we must consider vids to be polysemic,
just as the televisual sources from which they are drawn. I have thus sought to
triangulate my research by combining semiotic and textual interpretation with
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ethnographic, emic perspectives of the active, social subjects of the vidders
themselves (cf. Moores 1990).
Many of the early theories of reception, reviewed in Chapter 4, glossed over
differences in interpretive communities by assuming that all individuals either had
access to the necessary cultural resources to interpret a text in a particular way or
took pleasure in such readings. Drawing on specific, empirical research, I have
demonstrated here the role of community and history in shaping ways of
understanding media texts among vidders, such as slash or shipping. By engaging
with the vidders directly instead of relying on textual analyses, I was able to provide
more depth and additional perspectives on how vids are not only viewed, but created.
Vids cannot be understood in a vacuum without consideration of wider contextual
elements, particularly the context of the larger fandom trends for the particular text
being vidded.
As active audience members, vidders are often engaged in a struggle with
creators over ownership of media texts, and seek rather to explore their own
interpretations through vids. I argued that these interpretations are socially- situated
ways of making sense of media texts and are influenced (though not controlled) by
wider understandings of gendered reading practices. Vids may be seen as artefacts of
audience reception as they attempt to communicate the vidder’s individual response
to a media text, and are most readily understood by an audience member who is
familiar with the source material, fannish background, and aesthetic conventions of
television and film.
The reception practices of vidding provide insight into audience communities
as a whole: while not all television viewers are inspired or passionate enough to
create such elaborate responses to the media, this work on vidding does suggest that
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some audiences are significantly more active and complex than perhaps previously
imagined in early audience reception research (such as Morley, 1980). I have also
drawn connections between reception research and new media studies on users and
interactivity: in convergence culture, audiences are able to interact more easily with
media texts using Web 2.0 technologies. Even in such a climate, though, the vidders
are a particularly active interpretive community. Vidders delight in unconventional
re-interpretations of televisual texts, even as the “best” vids are those that are seen to
clearly communicate the vidder’s intention.
Drawing on a qualified use of semiotics, I have employed a new theoretical
language to describe the process by which source materials are manipulated into their
remixed form: the syntagmatic chain of events in the original text is uncoupled, and
subsequently reorganised along selective, paradigmatic lines. This new syntax is
sutured together by the musical backbone of the video, drawing on the subconscious,
affective qualities of music. This new understanding of how remix functions on a
semiotic level will be of use to future scholars in this area; it would be fascinating to
determine if other remix styles follow a similar pattern.
In Chapter 5, I linked the discussion of semiotics to gender. I argued that vids
are socially constructed as a female practice through the multi- vocal discourses of
the community, and commonly seen to be re-drafting media texts from a female
perspective. This perspective takes the form of a paradigmatic reading style
commonly associated with women, and also may be seen in the bricolage-style
editing practices used by many vidders, which is also gendered as female. I explored
the semiotic deconstruction and reorganisation of texts into vids in detail in Chapter
6, drawing on specific vid examples.
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Despite early claims that face-to- face, offline categories of identity, such as
gender, would be less relevant and more flexible in cyberspace (such as Rheingold,
1993 and Turkle, 1995), I demonstrated that it is of great importance to vidders.
Later work on online communities have shown that offline identity does indeed play
a part in online communication (such as Baym, 2000, Bury, 2005, and Kendall,
2002) but the vidding community is unique in the extent to which gender is disc ussed
and analysed by the members itself. How vidding produces gender is a topic that is
endlessly debated, as are gender’s perceived effects on community formation,
history, identity, and vidding content and aesthetics.
Discourses of gender also affect how vidders understand themselves as a
community, and who is or is not acceptable as a member. Reviewed in Chapter 7, the
operation of these discourses in relation to boundary maintenance in this community
adds to current understandings of community formation in online (and offline)
groups. My research showed that vidding is commonly seen as a women’s practice,
where female fans can “write back” against or in critique of mainstream culture
(coded as “male”). However, as more males join the vidding community, many
traditional vidders fear that the feminist potential of vidding may be eroding. Similar
to discourses of authenticity in hip hop and youth cultures, once “everyone” is doing
it, the practice may be seen to be lose its subversive edge. I argued that vidders draw
on the available discourses of vidding as feminist revision of male-dominated media
as it is a powerful and desirable position to occupy, and is taken up by even those
who joined the community recently. Adopting this position is an important wa y of
establishing a vidder identity, even if it is not strictly accurate or applicable to the
experiences of other vidders. As one community member argued in my LJ when I
referred to vidding as “new media”, “You didn’t have to experience it first-hand to
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be proud and protective of vidding’s long history.” I also showed, however, that this
comment caused a disagreement with other commenters and may thus be understood
as another index of diversity within the construct of the vidding community that this
research has emphasised.
According to such discourses, vidding is special but also undervalued because
it is a women’s practice. As I showed in Chapter 5, I do agree that there are gendered
aspects to vidding (as a paradigmatic form of meaning making and as bricolage).
However, I also unpacked how and why it is understood as women’s practice;
namely, as resistance to other (male) communities. According to the hegemonic
community discourses, vidding was the “first” video remix community (due to its
origins in the 1970s), and privileges “female” ways of understanding media texts and
resists mainstream media. As such, it is a legitimate, counter-culture feminist art and
needs to be protected as it currently exists. Unfortunately, performing research into
other remix communities was outside the scope of this project, but I suspect that such
anxiety is not as central to the community discourses of the anime music video or
political remix groups as it is to vidding. 1
In Chapter 8, I explored the relationship between vidders and copyright.
Previous studies of copyright have dealt very broadly with the issue, and not
specifically engaged

with remix practitioners regarding their experiential

understandings of and reactions to copyright law (for example, Lessig, 2008,
Vaidhyanathan, 2001). I showed how the vidding community’s responses and
understandings of copyright are influenced by their specific, historically- grounded
ways of managing copyright threats (by limiting accessibility to their work), and also
by community-based understandings of how the law operates.
1

To my knowledge, research into this area has not yet been conducted.
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Additionally, many of the academic texts on copyright highlight the positive,
rebellious qualities of remix and the negative, draconian influence of copyright law
(such as Bollier, 2005, Litman, 2001, Demers, 2006, and Vaidhyanathan, 2001).
Remixers and fans are often relegated to a subordinate position in these works:
bullied by corporations and the law, individuals are powerless and either submit to
cease-and-desist requests or move further underground and out of sight. I have
shown here, though, that vidders complicate the “copyright bad” / “remix good”
dichotomy present in much of the literature. These fans have been working to
educate themselves and each other on the legal language of copyright, and also
engage in specific strategies in order to protect themselves from infringement suits.
The Organisation for Transformative Works, together with the Electronic Frontier
Foundation, has advocated successfully for legal change to create a space for remix
to occur within the existing legal parameters. The OTW gathered fans, academics,
and legal scholars and brought previously hidden fan practices into the public eye,
challenging the legal contradictions. This new emphasis on fan advocacy will
continue to shape both how vidding is understood by outsiders, and also the
discourses currently developing which seek to legitimate the practice as a valid use
of copyrighted materials.
Fans are now more visible as they use the internet, and media participation
through remix and editing has become a much more common practice. This new
visibility is symptomatic of convergence culture more generally. This study of
vidding further endorses Jenkins’ (2006) argument that the appropriative element of
fan culture has spread with the development and dissemination of interactive Web
2.0 technologies and platforms. I have provided empirically-based analysis of
specific user practices in video editing, community formation, and negotiations with
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copyright as they occur in the current digital environment. My research has affirmed
that while it was originally seen as dangerous, visibility is now a more positive force
for vidders, as they are able to use their new public position to establish legitimacy as
a thoughtful, feminist critique of media sources. Vidders are now commonly
interviewed for feminist blogs and remix video sites, such as Women, Action, and
the Media Week (nist.tv 2011) and on PoliticalRemixVideo.com, and are receiving
attention from other non- vidding audiences. 2 This may be emblematic of a greater
acceptability of feminist messages in the wider media world. As Aronson (2003)
noted, most women today agree with the aims of feminism while avoiding the label
“feminist”. Vids like “Women’s Work” for Supernatural, though, demonstrate that
negative and sexist stereotypes of female characters are still pervasive in television
today. Interviews with participants suggest that the Organisation for Transformative
Works is the key force in this new climate of visibility; as the public face of vidding,
they have created vidding as a legitimate method of cultural expression through their
discourses of feminist revision and fair use (explored in Chapter 8).
The vidding community orients itself around the concepts of community,
copyright, and gender. These issues align and shape vidding work and practices as
they are negotiated through discourse, and provide subject positions which can be
taken up by vidders and vid fans to explain their own practices to themselves and
others. Each of these concepts cannot be mobilised in isolation, either; they are
articulated only in relation to each other. The community is created by specific
gendered interpretations of media and responses to copyright, copyright influences
the community distribution models, and gender is also used to make sense of
vidding’s boundaries. As discussions and events unfold within the community, these

2

For example, Lu minosity was interviewed for New York Magazine (Hill 2007).
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concepts are drawn upon in order to prove one’s authenticity or legitimacy to speak
about a certain topic. I have shown that ongoing debates about foundational issues,
such as the definition of what constitutes a “vid”, exemplify the complex
articulations of these concepts. The negotiation and contestation of these topics is
constitutive of the vidding community. Even those who participate in the practice
have difficultly pinning these concepts down, and those who do are contradicted by
others who disagree. There are competing understandings of what vidding is and
what it does, but there is also a traditional, historical, and feminist-influenced way of
understanding it—just as the televisual sign is complex and multiple in its meanings,
but not endlessly so or it would lose all coherence.
While vidding is a comparatively small fan practice, this study on amateur
video producers in the digital age provides a more detailed understanding of a
community engaged in practices which are currently at the forefront of public
attention in light of the recent copyright battles between governments, media
industries, users, communities, and Web 2.0 service providers. Widely criticised for
their sweeping changes to copyright law and legal punishments for infringement, the
proposed Stop Online Piracy Act in the United States and the Anti-Counterfeiting
Trade Agreement in the United Kingdom both were the targets of widespread
activism from online remix communities and Web 2.0 users. This research may aid
the creation of more suitable legal responses in the future.
In this dissertation, I have attempted to provide a detailed picture of a
gendered video remix community at a particular point of transition in its history. This
community of vidders is by no means straightforward or easily explained; rather, my
aim has been to challenge and critique the complex discourses of gender, copyright,
and community at work in this community. As vidders know, a television series can
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be many things to many people: some may see a tragic romance, others a comedy,
and some an exemplar of troubling social issues. So too is the vidding community
complex and often contradictory—it can be a celebration, an outlet, feminist
activism, art, frustration, and cultural expression, all at the same time.
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APPENDIX I: QUESTIONNAIRE
Section 1: Agreement to Participate
Section 2: Fandom
1. How long have you been involved in media fandom? (For any specific
fandom.)
a. Less than 6 months
b. 1-2 years
c. 3-6 years
d. 7-10 years
e. More than 10 years
f. Prefer not to answer
2. What specific fandoms do you participate in?
3. What fan activities do you engage in? (Please check all that apply and choose
a frequency: Very often, Frequently, Sometimes, Rarely, Never)
a. Attend conventions
b. Read fanfiction
c. Write fanfiction
d. Costuming / cosplay
e. Watch vids
f. Create vids
g. Maintain a personal fannish website
h. Participate in the Livejournal fan community (reading and
commenting on fannish posts)
i. Participate in other fannish message boards / forums / websites
j. Write / perform filk
k. Other (please specify)
4. What particular fan activities do you enjoy the most, and why?
5. How much time do you devote to fandom each week?
a. 1-5 hours
b. 6-10 hours
c. 11-20 hours
d. 21-30 hours
e. 31+ hours
f. Prefer not to answer
Section 3: Online Practices
1. How much time do you spend on the internet on a regular WEEK day (for
any purpose, including fandom-related activities)?
a. 0-2 hours
b. 3-6 hours
c. 7-10 hours
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

d. 11-15 hours
e. More than 16 hours
f. Prefer not to answer
How much time do you spend on the regular WEEK-END day (for any
purpose, including fandom-related activities)?
a. 0-2 hours
b. 3-6 hours
c. 7-10 hours
d. 11-15 hours
e. More than 16 hours
f. Prefer not to answer
How much time of your total internet usage is devoted to fannish activities on
a regular WEEK day?
a. 0-2 hours
b. 3-6 hours
c. 7-10 hours
d. 11-15 hours
e. More than 16 hours
f. Prefer not to answer
How much time of your total internet usage is devoted to fannish activities on
a regular WEEK –END day?
a. 0-2 hours
b. 3-6 hours
c. 7-10 hours
d. 11-15 hours
e. More than 16 hours
f. Prefer not to answer
Of your total fan-related internet time, how much is dedicated to vidding on a
regular WEEK DAY?
a. 0-2 hours
b. 3-6 hours
c. 7-10 hours
d. 11-15 hours
e. More than 16 hours
f. Prefer not to answer
Of your total fan-related internet time, how much is dedicated to vidding on a
regular WEEK-END DAY?
a. 0-2 hours
b. 3-6 hours
c. 7-10 hours
d. 11-15 hours
e. More than 16 hours
f. Prefer not to answer
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7. Do you participate in any of the following activities? (Check all that apply.)
a. Running / maintaining a personal website, journal, or blog
b. Moderating a forum or mailing list
c. Actively contributing to online discussions and communities (on
Livejournal or other websites)
d. Playing online games (such as World of Warcraft, Everquest, or
Second Life)
e. Using social networking sites (such as Facebook, Orkut, or MySpace)
f. Downloading music or video
g. Listening to podcasts
h. Communicating with family and friends (using AIM, MSN
Messenger, or email to keep in contact)
i. Sharing your own creations online (such as art, music, video, or
stories)
j. Prefer not to answer
k. Other (please specify)
8. For your fandom-related activities, what websites or forums do you use?
(Please list them.)
Section 4: Vidding Introduction
1. Do you make or have you ever made vids?
a. If you answer yes, please continue to Section 5.
2. If no, have you ever considered making a vid?
3. If you answered “Yes” to Question #2 above, what factors have prevented
you from making a vid?
a. Technical problems (ie: software issues)
b. Lack of editing knowledge
c. Not enough time
d. Unsure where to start
e. Other (please specify)
4. Proceed to Section 7
Section 5: Vidding Practices
1. How long have you been a vidder for?
a. Less than 6 months
b. 6 months – 1 year
c. 1-2 years
d. 3-6 years
e. 7-10 years
f. More than 10 years
g. Prefer not to answer
2. What editing software do you or have you used?
3. Where did you gain your editing skills? (Please check all that apply.)
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a. Self- taught
b. From other vidders
c. Formal education
d. Occupational training
e. Prefer not to answer
f. Other (please specify)
4. What type or genre of vids do you create? (Please choose all that apply.)
a. General
b. Episode-related
c. Pairing / shipper
d. Slash
e. AU (Alternate Universe)
f. RPS (Real-Person Slash)
g. Character study
h. Comedy / parody / satire
i. Meta
j. Critical
k. Dance / joy
l. Horror
m. Mashups
n. AMVs (Anime Music Videos)
o. Action
p. Multi-source montage
q. Drama / angst
r. Trailers
s. Celebrity
t. Prefer not to answer
u. Other (please specify)
5. Where do you post your vids to share them with others? (Please choose all
that apply.)
a. Personal website
b. Livejournal communities (please specify)
c. YouTube
d. Imeem
e. Other streaming video website (please specify)
f. Animemusicvideos.org
g. Free file-sharing websites like Mediafire or Sendshare
h. Prefer not to answer
i. Other (please specify)
6. In regards to the previous question: What influences your choices on where to
post certain vids? Why do you post in some places, but not others? (For
example, potential audience, copyright or fair use issues, easy availability,
etc.)
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Section 6: The Creative Process
1. What prompts the creation of a vid?
2. How do you go about choosing the music for a vid, and what factors
influence your song choice?
3. Please describe the relationship between the music and the visuals as best you
can. How do you go about matching the two? How do the images affect t he
music, or vice versa?
4. When editing a vid, how much do you usually storyboard or plan in advance?
5. Do you have a strict plan on what particular clips you’d like to use in what
order, or do you edit more on-the-spot?
6. On average, how long does it take you to complete one vid?
7. Do you use a beta reviewer before releasing your vid?
8. How and where did you find your beta?
9. What is involved in the beta process, and how do you incorporate their
suggestions into your vid?
10. Do you or have you assisted other vidders with their creations, offering
technical help or support in editing or music choices?
a. Please specify what sort of help you’ve provided.
11. Have you ever prepared a post or guide dedicated to helping get new vidders
started?
a. Please specify what sort of help you’ve provided.
12. Please use this space to further develop any ideas you did not have space for
above. You may also enter any additional ideas or comments you’d like to
share on the creative process and stages to editing a vid.
Vidding Audiences
1. What particular elements attract you to watch a vid?
a. A particular fandom
b. A particular pairing
c. A particular vidder
d. Technical skill
e. The song used
f. A recommendation
g. Other (please specify)
2. What kinds of vids do you enjoy the most?
3. How may the vid re- interpret or change your understanding of the original
source(s)?
4. What do you think inspires vidders to re- make the source material?
Section 8: The Vidding Community
1. What activities do you engage in with the vidding community? (Please
choose all that apply.)
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2.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

a. Watching vids
b. Writing vid commentaries or concrit (constructive criticism) for
others
c. Beta reviewing
d. Posting vid recs (recommendations) for others
e. Hosting or moderating a vidding-related community on Livejournal or
another site
f. Participating in online community by reading posts and commentary
and making comments
g. Organizing, judging, or participating in a vidding contest
h. Attending a vidding convention
i. Organizing a vidding convention
j. Prefer not to answer
k. Other (please specify)
On average, how many vids do you watch a week?
a. 1-5
b. 6-10
c. 11-15
d. 16-20
e. More than 20
f. Prefer not to answer
Approximately how many vids do you have stored on your computer (or any
storage device) right now?
Do you watch other forms of vide online? If so, what kind and where do you
access them?
a. Examples include machinima, trailer mashups, fan films, video
remixes, or favourite television series (streaming or otherwise).
Have you ever met any vidders you know online face-to-face?
a. If yes, please elaborate.
Do you feel a personal connection with other vidders? Why or why not?
Please add any comments you’d like to make on the vidding community, your
online and offline friendships, or anything else you’d like to share here.

Section 9: Demographic Information
Please identify the following:
1. What is your age?
a. 18-25
b. 26-35
c. 36-49
d. 50+
e. Prefer not to answer
2. What is your gender?
a. Male
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3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

b. Female
c. Prefer not to answer
d. Self- identify: _____
What is your ethnicity?
a. Self- identify: ______
b. Prefer not to answer
What is your sexual orientation?
a. Straight
b. Gay
c. Bisexual
d. Prefer not to answer
e. Self- identify: ______
What is your marital status?
a. Single
b. Married
c. Divorced
d. Widowed
e. Dating
f. Common-law
g. Prefer not to answer
h. Self- identify: ______
What is the highest level of education you have completed?
a. High School
b. College
c. Undergraduate
d. Graduate
e. Doctorate
f. Prefer not to answer
What is your occupation?
a. Prefer not to answer
b. Self- identify: ________
Where do you currently reside? (Please enter a country, or a specific state,
province, or city if you feel comfortable.)

Section 10: Final Thoughts
1. Is there anything else you’d like to share with me? Further comments,
criticisms, or additions to any of the above questions are welcome.
2. Would you be interested in participating further in this study? I would love to
speak with you more! Please enter your name (you can give an alias) and
email below, or email me at kmf077@uowmail.edu.au.
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APPENDIX II: INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
Interviews were semi-structured. Questioned designated by numbers were used as
prompts to assist during the interview.
1 GENERAL
1.
2.
3.
4.

Tell me a little bit about yourself.
Are you active on the Internet?
When did you first start using a computer? Access to the Internet?
How much television do you watch? How do you watch it? (DVD, download,
TV)
a. [Light = 1h or less daily; Medium = 2-3 hours daily; Heavy = 4+
hours daily]

2 VIDDING BASICS
5. How long have you been involved in media fandom?
6. How long have you been vidding?
7. How did you get involved in it? (Friend, website, etc.)
8. Tell me about your vids: how many have you made, and what kinds?
9. How long does it generally take you to edit one vid?
10. What program(s) do you use to vid?
11. Where did you learn how to edit?
a. Self- taught, from other vidders, formal education, occupational
training, etc.
b. Do you use the community of vidders for help?
3 DISTRIBUTION
12. Where do you post your vids to share them?
13. What influences your decision to post there?
c. Potential audience, copyright/fair use issues, easy availability, etc.
14. What sort of vids do you enjoy watching?
a. Do you only watch vids from your favourite shows, or will you watch
those with source material you are not familiar with?
15. What is your favourite vid? (Can give more than one example.)
a. Why is it your favourite?
b. What elements make a vid “work” or “not work”?
c. Do you think there is a common aesthetic or shared understanding of
what makes a “good” vid among the vidders?
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4 AUDIENCES
16. Who do you assume your audience to be?
a. Who do you want to watch your vids?
17. Do you think the vids affect how a show is understood by the community?
a. Why or why not/how?
18. Do you watch other sorts of video online?
a. Machinima, trailer mashups, fan films, fav TV series, etc.
5 CREATIVE PROCESSES & VIDDING STRUCTURE
19. What prompts you to create a specific vid?
a. Does the music inspire the vid, or the visuals?
b. What sort of music do you use?
c. Do vids ever grow out of the community’s desires or fannish reactions
and commentary around a series? Can you give me an example?
20. Tell me about your vidding process.
a. What are the first steps?
b. Is it more intuitive or planned in advance?
c. Tell me about the process of putting clips into the timeline. What
informs your choices on which clips are placed where?
d. Do you like to play with/manipulate specific elements of the source
material? (Colour, shots/angles, framing, etc.)
e. Have you ever found a vid to stray away from the original plan and
change into something else? If so, what did you do about that?
21. Tell me about the relationship between the music and the visuals.
a. How might they compliment or correspond with each other?
b. Do the images affect the music or vice versa?
c. Do you tend to edit more to the visuals or to the music?
22. Do your vids tell a story?
a. Is a narrative essential in a vid?
b. Does the music have a role in this?
6 COMMUNITY
23. Tell me about the vidding community.
a. Do you consider yourself a member?
b. How do you become a member?
24. What sort of activities do you do with the vidding community?
a. Watching vids, writing commentaries, beta reviewing, posting recs,
moderating a vid contest, attending/organizing a con, etc.
25. Have you ever met any vidders face to face before?
26. Do you feel a personal connection to other vidders?
27. Why do you think the vidding community is 90% female?
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a. [If male:] What is it like to be a male vidder in such a heavily femaledominated community?
b. Do you think men and women vid in different ways? If so, how?
28. Have you been to Vividcon before?
a. What have your experiences been?
29. What do you think of the Organization for Transformative Works (OTW)?
7 TRENDS
30. What can you tell me about the history of vidding?
a. How did it start?
b. How has it changed?
c. Do you think vidding will change in the future?
31. Tell me about copyright issues in regards to vidding.
a. How familiar are you with intellectual property laws in your country?
b. How do current copyright laws affect vidding?
c. What is your understanding of “fair use”?
d. Does the issue of copyright influence your vidding at all? How so?
e. Are you ever worried that you might come under fire for
infringement?
32. How has YouTube and remix culture affected vidding?
33. Can you tell me a little bit about anime music videos (AMVs)?
a. How are these similar or different to vids in terms of editing style,
distribution, demographic, etc.?
b. Do you think there is much crossover between vidders and AMV
editors?
c. Is there a difference in the AMV and the vidding community?
8 WRAPPING UP
34. Is there anything else you’d like to share with me about vidding?
35. Do you have any questions for me about my research?
36. Would you like to participate further if I have any more questions?
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